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Foreword 

The publication of this Progress Report on the Implementation of the Recommendations of 
the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities presents us with an opportunity to 

take stock of the improvements that have been made in the situation of people with 

disabilities, their families and carers since the Commission's Report was published and to 

renew our efforts in further improving their lives. 

The Report highlights the Commission's recommendations and the progress that has been 

made to date in implementing them. It also charts the way forward in making further strides 

in this area. 

Government policy in respect of people with disabilities, their families and carers continues 

to evolve. The position in this regard as reflected in the Progress Report is that which applied 

at mid-November 1999, subsequent developments are not included. 

I am pleased to see that almost 20% of the Commission's recommendations have been 

implemented in full and that progress has been made in relation to 66% of the 

recommendations contained in its Report. The progress to date is a clear indication of the 

Government's commitment to the achievement of equality for people with disabilities in Irish 
society. The Government is committed to continuing to improve the situation of people with 

disabilities, their families and carers and to ensuring that disability is placed on the agenda of 

every government department and public body. 

Mary Wallace ToO. 

Minister of State at the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform 

December, 1999 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 General 

The Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities was established on 29th 

November, 1993 to advise the Government on the practical measures necessary to ensure 

that people with disabilities could exercise their rights to participate, to the fullest extent of 

their potential, in economic, social and cultural life. The Commission submitted its Report to 

Government in November 1996. The Report contains 402 recommendations involving 

legislative solutions, proposals for new policy initiatives and new structures for the delivery of 

quality services within a framework of rights not charity. 

1.2 Inter-departmental Task Force 

This Progress Report has been prepared by an inter-departmental Task Force comprising 

representatives of the Departments under whose remit the implementation of the 

Commission's Recommendations fall. The work of the inter-departmental Task Force was 

delayed by issues arising from Supreme Court Judgements on the Employment Equality Bill, 

1996 and the Equal Status Bill, 1997 and the need to have the Commission's 

recommendations costed. 

1.3 Progress to Date 

In the interim, however, substantial progress has been made in implementing the 

Commission's recommendations. The following are some of the areas where progress has 

been made:-

the coming into force of the Employment Equality Act on 18th October, 1999 and 

the establishment of the Equality Authority. 

the publication of the Equal Status Bill, 1999. 

the establishment of the National Disability Authority. 

the signing by the President of the National Disability Authority Act, 1999. 

the publication of the Bill to establish COMHAIRLE. 

the facilitation of the establishment of the Irish Council of People with Disabilities 

together with the provision of generous funding. 

the Government decision on the transfer of primary departmental responsibility for 
employment and training policy for people with disabilities from the Department of 

Health and Children to the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment. 

This progress has been widely recognised by people with disabilities and, on the nomination 

T awards Equal Citizenship - Progress Report 9 



Introduction 

of the Irish Council of People with Disabilities, Ireland received the Franklin Delano 

Roosevelt International Disability Award for 1998. 

This Report charts the substantial progress that has been made in a wide range of areas and 

the way forward for further enhancing the quality of life of people with disabilities, their 

families and carers. An analysis of the situation in respect of the implementation of the 

Commission's recommendations is set out below: 

'-

(a) implemented 19.65% (A) 

(b) in process of implementation/implemented in part 46.77% (B) 

( c) under consideration 19.90% (C) 
(d) not yet implemeted 8.46% (D) 

(e) recommendation rejected/not implemented 5.22% (E) 

TOTAL 100.00% 

10 Towards Equal Citizenship - Progress Report 
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Chapter 2 

The Legal Status of People with Disabilities 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 11 Recommendations on the legal ,status of people with disabilities in the Report 
of the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities, 

The main issues which arise for consideration concern: 

(i) The review of all definitions of disability to replace inappropriate and offensive 

language and the use of language which reflects the right of people with disabilities to 
be treated as full citizens. 

(ii) The need for changes in European Union Law and in the Irish Constitution. 

(iii) The introduction of a Disabilities Act and other individual legislative changes. 

(8.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 1: Paragraph 2.2 

Definitions of disability should use language which reflects the right of people with 

disabilities to be treated as full citizens: all definitions of disability should be reviewed 
and inappropriate and offensive language replaced. 

Recommendation 11: Paragraph 2.28 

All Government Departments should review the definitions of disability in legislation 
under their respective remits. 

Action taken or proposed 

Government departments do not have a general or comprehensive definition of 

disability contained in their legislation. Several departments, including the Departments 

of Health and Children, Social, Community and Family Affairs, Enterprise, Trade and 
Employment, Environment and Local Government and Finance define disability in the 
context of the delivery of specific policies or services. This specific definition normally 
arises where there is a need to target policies or services at particular categories of 
persons with disabilities. Many definitions of disability currently used by Departments 
precede the enactment of the Employment Equality Act, 1998. 

Towards Equal Citizenship - Progress Report 13 



The Legal Status of People with Disabilities 

Specific Definitions 

A number of departments have or intend to undertake reviews of these specific 

definitions. The Departments of the Environment and Local Government and Social, 
Community and Family Affairs have undertaken such a review. 

The Department of Finance states that the medical definition of disability for"the 

purposes of concessions to disabled drivers is contained in Statutory Instrument No. 

353 of 1994 entitled the "Disabled Drivers and Disabled Passengers (Tax Concessions) 

Regulations, 1994". The 1994 Scheme was drawn up following a comprehensive review 

which included wide ranging consultations with the relevant government departments, 

the Disabled Drivers Medical Board, organisations representing disabled persons, etc. 

Account was also taken of representations received from or on behalf of people with 

disabilities. 

The Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment's view is that the Commission~s 

defihition of people with disabilities would seem to allow for the inclusion of people 

with short-term illnesses, for example, people on Disability Benefit (i.e. sickness benefit) 

from the Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs. The Department of 

Enterprise, Trade and Employment points out that their inclusion in any census of 

people with disabilities would give a false impression of the numbers of longer-term 

disabled people and could lead to a dilution of services for those most in need of 

targeting. 

The Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform favours a flexible approach to the 

definition of disability depending on the context in which the definition is used. 

The issue will be referred to the National Disability Authority, on its formal 

establishment, for its consideration and recommendation. 

Recommendation 2: Paragraph 2.5 

The Government should 

14 

propose that a non-discrimination clause in relation, inter alia, to disability is . 

included in the revision of EU Treaties 

ensure that the EU's power to provide for, and to take legislative action in relation 

to disability issues is clarified. 
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The legal Status of People with Disabilities 

Action taken or proposed 

The Irish Government played a lead role in having a non discrimination clause inserted 
into the Amsterdam Treaty. The Treaty specifically includes provisions to promote the 

inclusion of people with disabilities. 

Article 13 states that:-

"Without prejudice to the other provisions of this Treaty and within the limits of the 

powers conferred by it upon the Community, the Council, acting unanimously on a 

proposal from the Commission and after consulting the European Parliament, may take 

appropriate action to combat discrimination based on sex, racial or ethnic origin, 

religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation." 

The Treaty also includes a Declaration (on Article 95) made by the Member States 

which requires Community institutions to take account of the needs of people with a 

disability, when drawing up measures in relation to the internal market. This Declaration 

has political rather than legal force. 

Recommendation 3: Paragraph 2.6 

The Government should support the European Commission Resolution, proposed in its 

Communication on Equality of Opportunity for People with Disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Council of Labour and Social Affairs Ministers, under the Irish Presidency, adopted 

this Resolution at its meeting on 20th December, 1996. 

Recommendation 4: Paragraph 2.7 

The Commission supports the majority recommendation of the Review Group on the 

Constitution that the following be added to Article 40.1: 

'No person shall be unfairly discriminated against, directly or indirectly, on any ground 

such as sex, race, age, disability, sexual orientation, colour, language, culture, religion, 

political or other opinion, national, social or ethnic origin, membership of the travelling 

community, property, birth or other status' 

Action taken or proposed 

The Employment Equality Act, 1998 which came into force on 18 October, 1999 
prohibits discrimination in employment on nine grounds including disability. The 

legislation gives protection to employees in both the public and private sector as well as 

to applicants for employment and training. 

Towards Equal Citizenship - Progress Report 15 



The legal Status of People with Disahilities 

The Equal Status Bill, 1999 was published on 19th April, 1999. The. aim of the Bill is to 
prohibit non-workplace discrimination on a number of grounds, including disability. It 
will apply to non-employment areas such as education, provision of goods and services 
and accommodation. Services will be defined broadly to include facilities for 
refreshment ·and entertainment, credit facilities and transport. The Minister for Justice, 
Equality and Law Reform has stated that, Oireachtas business permitting, he will be 
pressing for enactment of the Bill as soon as is practicable. 

Initial preparatory work has commenced in the Department of Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform on identifying issues which might be comprehended by a Disabilities Bill . 

. Among the issues to be considered in this regard is whether it will be necessary to bring 
forward proposals for a disability equality amendment to the Constitution in preparation 
for the Bill. 

Recommendation 5: Paragraph 2.8 

The Commission endorses the recommendations of the Review Group in relation to 
personal rights. 

Action taken or proposed 

To the extentthat these recommendations refer to individual rights e.g. in relation to 
Education, they would be a matter for individual Departments to pursue. 

Recommendation 6: Paragraph 2.9 

The Commission welcomes the Review Group's conclusion that the European Convention 
on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and other international human rights 
conventions be drawn upon in the area of rights where: 

16 

(il) the rights are not expressly protected by the Constitution; 

(b) the standard of protection of such rights is superior to those guaranteed by the 
Constitution; 

(c) the wording of a clause of the Constitution protecting such right might be 
improved and fully supports the Review Group's view that this requires a section 
by section analysis of the fundamental rights provisions of the Constitution. 

Action taken or proposed 

Unlike most signatories of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), Ireland 
has not directly incorporated the Convention into domestic law, nor does our legal 
system have a tradition of direcLincorporation of international agreements. The Irish 
Constitution enjoys precedence in the area of human rights but recourse to the 
European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg is an option for plaintiffs. 
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The Legal Status of People with Disabilities 

The question of·any amendment of the Constitution on foot of the deliberations of the 
Review Group is a matter for the Government. 

It should be noted that, arising out of the commitments entered into by the 

Government in the Multi-Party Agreement on Northern Ireland - "The Good Friday 
Agreement" - the question of incorporation of the European Convention into Irish law 

is being further examined in the context of strenglhening and underpinning the 

constitutional protection of human rights. 

Recommendation 7: Paragraph 2.10 

The Commission supports the majority recommendation of the Review Group that a 

Human Rights Commission should be established to maintain an overview of the extent to 

which human rights are protected at both the constitutional and legal levels, to assess the 

adequacy of this protection and to make recommendations to Government for the better 

protection of these rights, as appropriate. 

Action taken or proposed 

Under the terms of "The Good Friday Agreement", the Irish Government has agreed to 

establish a Human Rights Commission with a mandate and remit equivalent to that 
within Northern Ireland. 

The Human Rights Commission Bill, 1999 has been published and is currently before 

the Dail. 

It is envisaged that there would be a loint Committee of representatives of the two 

Human Rights Commissions, North and South, as a.forum for consideration of human 

rights issues in the Island of Ireland. The Joint Committee will consider, among other 

matters, the possibility of establishing a charter, open to signature by all democratic 

political parties, reflecting and endorsing agreed measures for the protection of the 

fundamental rights of everyone living in the island of Ireland. 

Recommendation 8: Paragraph 2.12 

Article 42 of the Constitution should be amended to include 

the right to education 

equality within education 

education at all levels. 
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The Legal Status of People with Disabilities 

Action taken or proposed 

In its recommendations in relation to the possible contents of a Disabilities Bill, the 

Commission identified education and the provision of educational opportunities among 

the issues to be covered. This recommendation will be considered in the context of the 

preparation of the Disabilities Bill. 

Recommendation 9: Paragraph 2.14 - 2.16 

A Disabilities Act should be introduced which sets out the rights of people with 

disabilities and means of redress for those whose rights are denied. The Act should outlaw 

all discrimination against people with disabilities and should require public and private 

bodies, employers and educators to make reasonable accommodation to meet their 

specific needs. 

Action taken or proposed 

See response to Recommendation 4 - Paragraph 2:7 and Recommendation 8 -

Paragraph 2.12 above. 

Recommendation 10: Paragraph 2.20 

Pending the implementation of a Disabilities Act, the outline principles, including 

definition of disability, of such an Act which are set out in this Report should be reflected 

in the proposed Employment Equality and Equal Status legislation. 

18 

Action taken or proposed 

The Employment Equality Act, 1998 came into force on 18th October, 1999. This Act 
outlaws discrimination on a wide range of grounds _ gender, marital status, family 
status, sexual orieniation, religion, age, disability, race and membership of the Traveller 
community. This Act affords protection against discrimination to people with disabilities 
who are fully competent and capable and available to do the job and require no special 
treatment or facilities at work or who will require a reasonable accommodation that is 
cost free.or of only a nominal cost to the employer. Empirical evidence from the United 
States indicates that the majority of people with disabilities seeking work there come 
within these caiegories, 

The Equal Status Bill, 1999, which deals with discrimination in non employment areas 
including the provision of goods and services and the disposal of property and 
accommodation on a number of specific grounds including disability, was published on 
19th April. All services which are generally available to the public are covered, including 
facilities for refreshment and entertainment, credit facilities and transport services. The 
Bill passed Second Stage in the Dail on 20 May, 1999. Committee Stage was completed 
on 4 November, 19"99. The Minister has stated that, Oireachtas business permitting, he 
will be pressing for enactment of the Bill as soon as practicable. Once enacted, he 
intends to bring the equal status legislation into operation in the first half of the year 
2000. 
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The legal Status of People with Disabilities 

(C.) The Way Forward 

(1) The National Disability Authority, on its formal establishment, will be asked to make 
recommendations to facilitate the adoption by Government Departments and 
agencies on an appropriate definition of disability. 

(2) The Government is commiHed to the establishment of a Human Rights Commission 
at an early date. 

(3) Among the key priorities in the review of the Government Programme - "An Action 
Programme for the Millennium" is the preparation of a Disabilities Bill and work is 
under way in the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform in identifying 
issues which could be comprehended by such a Bill. 

Towards Equal Citizenship - Progress Report 19 
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Chapter 3 

Policy Development and Implementation 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 17 Recommendations on policy development and implementation in the Report 

of the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. 

The main issues which arise for consideration concern: 

(i) The role of the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform. 

(ii) The establishment of a National Disability Authority to monitor the impact of public 

policy and services on people with disabilities. 

(iii) The creation of local Community Action Plans to facilitate and increase the level of co

operation between managers, professionals, users and carers so as to improve services 

for people with disabilities. 

(iv) The need to review the role of the national Rehabilitation Board (NRB). 

(v) Facilitation of dialogue whereby non-governmental and voluntary organisations may 

need to re-evaluate their current structures and functions. 

(vi) Developing partnership which recognises that people with disabilities are at the centre 

of all services and supports. 

(8.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 12: Paragraph 3.6 & 3.7 

The Department of Equality and Law Reform should be given prime responsibility for the 

development, monitoring, co-ordinating and implementation of policy for people with 

disabilities and should be given the necessary resources for its tasks. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform accepts that it should assume 

prime responsibility for the development, monitoring, co-ordination and implementation 

of equal opportunities policy in respect of people with disabilities. 

It does not, however, accept that it should assume responsibility for all policy in relation 
to people with disabilities which should, in the main, be the responsibility of the 

appropriate line Departments. 
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Policy Development and tmplementation 

Recommendation 13: Paragraph 3.7 

A Disability Equality Unit should be established within the Department headed by an 
official at Assistant Secretary level to: 

provide a focal point for disability equality policy and legislation development 

operate an interdepartmental co-ordinating mechanism 

monitor the implementation of government decisions in relation to disability policy 

monitor the achievement of the quota for the employment of people with 
disabilities in the public sector. 

Action taken or proposed 

A Disability Equality Unit, headed by an Assistant Secretary, has been established. In 

addition to the functions envisaged by the Commission for the Unit, it has also been 

assigned the following functions:-

- contributing to the development of internatio.nal disability equality policy at 

European Union, Council of.Europe and United Nations level; 

- development of models of partnership to facilitate the active participation of 

people with disabilities and parents and carers in policy development and 

service delivery; 

and 

- supporting non-governmental organisations in the development of equality 

strategies. 

Recommendation 14: Paragraph 3.8 

The Department of Health should be renamed the Department of Health and Social 
Services. 

Recommendation 15: Paragraph 3.8 

Health Boards should be described as Health and Social Service Authorities with 
appropriate changes in their internal structures. 

24 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Health and Children has no immediate plans to change the name of 
the Department or the health boards. This would have significant cost implications but 

would not materially affect the functions of the Department or the health boards which 

are defined in statute. This is a matter for Government. 
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Policy Development and Implementation 

Recommendation 16: Paragraph 3.9 

An interdepartmental committee should be established at a senior level, under the aegis 

of the Department of Equality and Law Reform, to co-ordinate government strategy for 

people with disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform agrees with this recommendation 

and the Inter-Departmental Task Force which prepared this Progress Report will 

continue to operate and will undertake this function. 

Recommendation 17: Paragraph 3.10 

Each Government Department should carry out a physical access review and plan to 

ensure, within five years, that all their premises are accessible to people with disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

The need to render as many public buildings as possible accessible to persons with 

disabilities is accepted. However, the speed at which this can be achieved is limited by 

a number of factors. These relate to: 

the cost of implementing the necessary physical changes to existing buildings or 

of relocating to buildings which meet the requirements of persons with 

disabilities; 

the fact that public bodies are often lessees of buildings in private ownership; 

the physical and space constraints which often apply in practice; and 

the need to take account of the integrity, character and heritage value of certain 

buildings. 

With regard to the last point above, the Department of Arts, Heritage, the Gaeltacht 

and the Islands faces particiJlar difficulties. Given the diverse and, in many cases, unique 

nature of some of this Department's properties, particularly National Monuments and 

Historic Properties, it must be appreciated that, although access for people with 

disabilities is desirable, the age and design of some of these premises renders it 

impossible to adapt them, without affecting the integrity, character and heritage value of 

a monument. In the context of Heritage Service buildings and sites for example, the 
very nature of the properties restricts in many cases the degree to which access can be 

guaranteed. 
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Policy Development and Implementalion 
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In the context of national monuments and historic properties, the Department of Arts, 

Heritage, the Gaeltacht and the Islands must work within the context of the Granada 

Convention (Convention for the Protection of the Architectural Heritage of Europe) and 
of the Valletta Convention (European Convention on the Protection of the 

Archaeological Heritage), which Ireland ratified in 1997. Articles 5 and 12 of the 

Granada Convention require signatories to take such action as may be necessary to 

ensure that: 

the consequences of permitting this access, especially any structural 

development, do not adversely affect the architectural and historical character of 

such properties and their surrounding; and 

any structural arrangements necessary for the reception of large numbers of 

visitors, do not adversely affect the archaeological and scientific character of 

archaeological sites and their surroundings. 

It is the view of the Department of Arts, Heritage, the Gaeltacht and the Islands that a 

comprehensive study is required of all Departmental locations, but in particular those 

under the National Monuments and Historic Properties Service, the National Parks and 

Wildlife Service and the Watervvays Service. 

The Office of Public Works (OPW) has responsibility for the provision of access facilities 

to public buildings. The needs of persons with disabilities are given full cognisance 

when office space is being leased by OPW. As a matt,er of general policy, buildings 

which have restrictions on access or circulation and which cannot be corrected, are 

targeted for replacement at the first available opportunity. Particular problems may, ·of 

course, occur from time to time in provincial areas where premises, which are less than 

ideal from an access point of view, have to be leased. 

The OPW has initiated a programme of physical access review for all Government 

premises in Dublin. Insofar as public buildings coming within the remit of the OPW are 

concerned, the OPW takes full cognisance of the access and circulation needs of 

persons with disabilities. 

The following actions are under way: 

a total of 53 offices of the Department of the Environment and Local 

Government are open to the public. Of these, 31 are accessible to people with 

disabilities. It might be noted, however, that all of the Department's main 

buildings providing on the spot information or services are accessible. The 

remaining offices are centres from which driving tests are conducted by 
appointment and for which entrance to the centres is not critical. Nevertheless, it 

remains the Department's objective to ensure that all of its offices are accessible 

to people with disabilities, and this aspect is factored into the specifications for 
changes to, or the upgrading of, centres as they arise. 
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Policy Development and Implementation 

work towards making all of the Department of Social, Community and Family 

Affairs offices accessible to people with disabilities is being carried out on a 
number of fronts-

- All but one of the Department's Headquarters buildings, which are located 

in Dublin, Letterkenny, Longford, Sligo and Waterford are fully accessible to 

people with disabilities. Plans are under way to address the access short
comings in remaining Headquarters office. 

A refurbishment programme is ongoing in the Department's local offices 

which is addressing access issues. About 75% of Social Welfare Local 

Offices and over 50% of Social Welfare Inspector's offices meet current 

access standards. The small-scale Social Welfare Investigator offices are 

being moved to ground floor accommodation as opportunities present 

themselves. However, it can be very difficult to get replacement space for 

these offices as suitable accommodation is often not readily available in 

smaller towns. Where people with disabilities have problems in accessing 

the Department's local offices, special arrangements are made to visit them 

at home. 

- There are also 71 Branch Offices which are operated by Branch Managers 

employed on a contract basis. Over half of these offices are currently not 

accessible. However, the Department has recently concluded an agreement 

with Branch Managers in relation to their future role. Included in this 

agreement is a requirement that the premises used be made accessible to 

people with disabilities within a reasonable period. 

improvements costing £0.5m in the current year are also being undertaken to 

improve access at the National Museum and the National History Museum. 

the Department of· the Taoiseach recently carried out a physical access review 

on Government Buildings. As a result of this review, improvements are being 

undertaken to improve the level of accessibility of Government Buildings for 

people with disabilities. These improvements will include an improved design bf 
the security hut at the Front Gate, the building of a dedicated pathway from 

Merrion Street to the entrance to Government Buildings, and an upgraded lift to 

provide improved access to the first-floor. 

the Chief State Solicitor'S Office (CSSO) has undergone major reconstruction 

and development and the necessary facilities to accommodate people with 

disabilities were included in the plan. 

all CSSO buildings allow physical access to people with disabilities. 
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Policy Development and Implementation 

provision for access for people with disabilities has been taken into account in 
the refurbishment of the Registry of Deeds building and in the new Land Registry 

building in Waterford. 

FAS has had an access audit conducted on all its premises and commenced 
improvements in 1999. 

The Refugee Applications Centre at Timberlay House, 79/83 Lr. Mount Street is 

accessible to people with disabilities. Considerable progress has been made in making 

the headquarters of the Department of Justice, Equality arid Law Reform at St. Stephen's 

Green accessible. Its offices on Mespil Road are already accessible. 

Recommendation 18: Paragraph 3.11 

Government Departments and State agencies should provide disability awareness training 

for all staff. 

28 

Action taken or proposed 

It would not be feasible, given the scale of resources required, to provide formal 

training for all staff in the short term. However, Departments are prepared to include an 

element of disability awareness training in induction courses for new entrants and to 

recommend that public bodies and Government agencies under their aegis adopt a 

similar approach. 

With regard to on-going training, Departments are prepared to include an element of 

disability awareness training in their general programme of staff training and 

development. Such training will focus on the most appropriate staff groups, in order to 

maximise the benefit from the limited resources which could be made available 

(assuming that the training would have to be funded from within existing resources). 

Such staff groups would include those deployed on receptionist duties, those with 

specific safety/security duties (including those responsible in any way for fire safety) and 

staff whose duties bring them into regular contact, physical or otherwise, with the 

general public or with specific interest groups. 

The Human Resources Development Services (HRDS) of the Centre for Management 

and Organisation Development (CMOD) of the Department of Finance, have arranged 

to have a disability awareness training course provided for all HRDS staff. Disability 

awareness principles will be incorporated into various courses organised in CMOD. 

While it is not intended that CMOD will deliver disability awareness courses for its 

client base due to limited resources, consideration will be given to providing such 

training in the future for small Departments and Offices who cannot provide it 

themselves. 

The Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment is actively considering the 
possibility of delivering disability awareness training to its staff. 

FAS has commenced a programme of disability awareness training for its staff. 
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Recommendation 19: Paragraphs 3.12 - 3.14 

A National Disability Authority should be established, reporting to the Department of 
Justice, Equality and Law Reform. Its key functions would be: 

to monitor compliance with the recommendations of this Commission and other 
relevant EU and international agreements that have been accepted by Government 

to serve as a national focal point to co-ordinate disability policies 

to undertake and commission research on disability issues 

to advise on and develop standards in relation to disability programmes and 
services 

to require the creation of appropriate standards for services provided to people 
with disabilities and to ensure their observance 

to monitor and evaluate programmes and services for people with disabilities 

to provide grievance and redress procedures 

to publish an annual report to be laid before each House of the Oireachtas and 
special reports as considered necessary 

to provide a Disability Support Service at local level 

to organise Community Action Plans at local level. 

Recommendation 20: Paragraphs 3.15 - 3.1 G 

Membership of the NDA should be balanced and representative. At least GO% of its 
membership should be people with disabilities or their families. 

Recommendation 21: Paragraphs 3.17 - 3.22 

The NDA should co-ordinate the development of local Community 
Action Plans. 

Recommendation 22: Paragraph 3.21 

Local planning groups should include users and carers and should consult widely with 
users and carers in the community before drawing up the plans. 

Recommendation 23: Paragraphs 3.23 - 3.27 

The role of the National Rehabilitation Board will need to be reviewed in the light of the 
Commission's recommendations. 
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Action taken or proposed 

National Disability Authority 

An interim National Disability Authority (NDA) was appointed by the Minister for 

justice, Equality and Law Reform on 18th july, 1998 on the recommendation of the 
Establishment Group for the National Disability Authority and Disability Support Service 

which was chaired by a senior officer of the Department of justice, Equality and Law 

Reform. The Authority consists of a Chairperson and twenty ordinary members. The 

majority of Ihe membership have a disability or are parents or carers of a person with a 

disability. The National Disability Authority Establishment Act, 1999 which provides for 

the establishment of the Authority on a statutory basis, was signed by the President on 

8th june, 1999. It is hoped to have the Authority established on a statutory basis early 

in 2000. 

30 

Section 8 on the National Disability Authority Act, 1999 outlines the functions as 

follows:-

. 8.-( 1) The principal function of the Authority shall be to advise the Minister and 

keep him or her informed of developments in relation to any disability of persons 

which concern issues of policy and practice and, in particular, developments which 

relate to the functions specified in subsection (2). 

(2) The following shall be the functions of the Authority: 

(a) to act as a central, national body which shall assist the Minister in the co

ordination and development of policy relating to people with disabilities; 

(b) to underlake, commission or collaborate in research projects and activities 

on issues relating to disability and to assist in the development of statistical 

information appropiate for the planning, delivery and monitoring of 

programmes and services for people with disabilities; 

(c) to advise the Minister on appropriate standards for programmes and 

services provided or to be provided to persons with disabilities and to act 

as an advisory body with regard to the development of general and 

specific standards in relation to such programmes and services; 

(d) to monitor the implementation of standards and codes of practice in 
programmes and services provided to persons with disabilities and to 

report to the Minister thereon; 
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(e) to liaise with other bodies, both corporate and unincorporate, involved in 

the provision of services to persons with disabilities and to facilitate and 
support the development and implementation of appropriate standards for 

programmes and services for persons with disabilities; 

(f) to prepare codes of practice in accordance with section 10; 

(g) to recognise the achievement of good standards and quality in the 

provision of programmes and services to persons with disabilities including 

through the provision of a disability equality awards system; 

(h) to prepare strategic plans in accordance with Section 9; 

(3) The Authority may, subject to the other provisions of this Act, do anything 

which it considers necessary or expedient for enabling it to perform its functions. 

Disability Support Service 

See Chapter 4 - "Delivering the necessary Services". 

Community Action Plans 

The Establishment Group for the National Disability Authority and Disability Support 

Services recommended that the development of Community Action Plans, should not, 

contrary to the recommendations of the Commission, be a function of the NDA. These 

Plans would involve a wide range of agencies, many of which would be providing 

services to people with disabilities and, therefore, subject to monitoring by the NDA. In 

these circumstances, the Establishment Group considered that the key monitoring and 

evaluation roles of the NDA could be jeopardised by its being perceived as both referee 

and player. 

The Group did, however, feel that it might be advisable to pilot Community Action 

Plans through bodies such as Area Partnership Boards on the grounds that Partnerships 

are the main bodies which offer cross-agency possibilities arising from the 

representation on Partnership Boards of other service providing agencies. Where Area 

Partnership Boards do not exist, this could happen through the local authority at area 

level. The Group held the view that proposals in relation to Community Action Plans 

might also be appropriate at county level in the context of the ongoing programme of 

local government renewal with particular reference to the establishment of County/City 

Development Boards. However, it was emphasised by the Group that it did not wish to 
pre-empt any decision in Ihis regard. 
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The Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform has provided funding to Area 
Development Management Ltd. for two Pilot Community Action Plans focused on the 

provision of accessible transport services in a rural environment. The Pilots are based in 

Meath and in South Mayo and £45,000 was made available in 1998 and a further 
£45,000 was provided in 1999. 

Reallocation of NRB Staff and Budgetary Resources. 

·The Government Decision of 18th November, 1997 in relation to the Establishment of the 

NDA and the issue of a Disability Support Service required the Establishment Group to 

prepare proposals for the "reallocation of existing NRB staff and budgetary resources to 

meet the requirements of the new Authority". However, in addressing its task, the Group 

had not only to consider the issue of establishing the NDA and related issues but, also, the 

reallocation of NRB's other activities. Based on their recommendations, NRB staff and 

budgetary resources will be reallocated to the various services in proportion to the need 

identified in each case as a result of the relocation of NRB'S functions. 

Recommendation 24: Paragraph 3.31 

Non-governmental and voluntary organisations may need to re-evaluate their current 
structures and functions and to consider how closer working relationships and even 
merging with organisations may help them to provide the range of services required. 

Action taken or proposed 

The implementation of this recommendation is primarily a matter for non-governmental 

and voluntary organisations. Insofar as the agencies concerned provide health services, 

the Department of Health and Children is already pursuing a policy of consolidating 

representation of these agencies through their respective umbrella organisations i.e. the 

Federation of Voluntary Bodies Providing Services to People with Mental Handicap in 

relation to mental handicap and the Disability Federation of Ireland in relation to 

physical/sensory disabilities. There is a cost associated with this process as these 

umbrella organisations require additional staff to undertake thiS process. 

At health board level better co-operation and co-ordination of the activities of the 

voluntary agencies is being facilitated through the operation of the mental handicap co· 

ordination committees and the co-ordination committees for physical/sensory disability. 

Recommendation 25: Paragraph 3.35 

Services to people with disabilities should have in-built systems of quality assurance, 
continual dialogue with users, and performance feedback. 
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Action taken or proposed 

Government Departments and Offices, have committed themselves to the principles of 

Quality Customer Service. These principles include commitments to:-

treat people with timeliness and courtesy, 

provide systems of redress, 

provide reasonable choice in methods of service delivery, 

further the consultative process with customers. 

Several of these principles have a specific application for people with disabilities. 

The question of standards of service to people with disabilities is also being addressed 

in the context of the Quality Customer Initiative for the Irish Civil Service which is being 

undertaken as part of "Delivering Beller Government". 

The Department of Health and Children and the health boards are committed, under 

the Health Strategy, to the development of measures of quality and outcome. In line 

with the Strategic Management Initiative, the Department of Health and Children has 

asked all health boards to adopt and implement a Quality Improvement Programme. 

It is the policy of the Department of Health and Children to involve parents/client 
representatives on health board Co-ordinating Committees to provide them with an 

input to decisions about the priorities for the development ofservices. 

Voluntary agencies are also being encouraged to involve clients in the 

management/planning decision process at national and institutional/service level. 

In November 1997 the Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs published 

its Customer Action Plan for 1998 and 1999, which outlines how the principles of 

Quality Customer Service are to be given effect over the two year period. The key 

elements of this Plan are consultation, information, access, choice and training. 

The Department sees consultation in all its forms as the key to understanding customer 

needs and expectations. This consultation is achieved in a number of ways, including 

day-to-day contact with representative organisations and involvement with the voluntary 

and community sectors. 

Specifically, the Department has established two customer panels for people with 

disabilities - one at national level and one at local level. These panels, which comprise 
people with longcterm illnesses and disabilities, as well as carers, provide feedback on 

the quality of service provided, e.g. provision of information, access, privacy, medical 

review and assessment procedures and employment supports for people with 

disabilities. 
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In addition, a forum of the principal organisations representing people with disabilities 

and service providers was established to ensure adequate consultation on the 
implications of the transfer of the DPMA scheme (re-named Disability Allowance) from 

the Department of Health and Children to the Department of Social, Community and 

Family Affairs. This forum has continued in operation and has since broadened to 
address issues concerning the Invalidity Pension and Carer's Allowance scheme, as well 

as other issues of relevance to people with disabilities. 

In recent years, the Department has introduced systems to measure and monitor its 

performance on a regular basis in relation to claim processing times, telephone 

response times and other areas of customer service. The Department's Strategy 

Statement 1998-2001 sets out the service standards against which performance is 

evaluated. 

Recommendation 26: Paragraph 3.39 

The NDA should draw up guidelines for statutory and non-statutory organisations on 

effective ways to involve people with disabilities in all aspects of service planning and 

delivery. 

Action taken or proposed 

The legislation establishing the NDA provides for a broad. range of functions many of 

which' relate directly to standards in programmes and services provided to people with 

disabilities. These include the role of the NDA in the development of general and 

specific standards in relation to programmes and services, in preparing codes of practice 

for programmes and services and in liaising with bodies involved in the provision of 

service's. Based on these functions, it will be part of the remit of the NDA to provide for 

effective ways to involve people with disabilities in the planning and delivery of services. 

It is anticipated, therefore, that the NDA will meet the objective set under this 

recommendation. 

Recommendation 27: Paragraph 3.40 

Each statutory organisation should include a set of objectives for involving people with 

disabilities as part of their annual targets. 

34 

Action taken or proposed 

This recommendation will be referred to the National Disability Authority when it is 

formally established for its consideration and advice. 
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Recommendation 28: Paragraph 3.40 

People with disabilities should be directly represented on relevant boards. 

Action taken or proposed 

This recommendation suffers from a lack of clarity in terms of defining what is meant by 
'relevant boards'. A possible interpretation is that people with disabilities should be 
directly represented on the boards of agencies either set up to provide services to them 
or on the boards of agencies dealing with issues of significant importance to persons 
with disabilities. Interpreted along these lines, this recommendation is supported by 
Government Departments. 

If a wider interpretation is deemed appropriate, regard should be had to the 
recommendations of the "Task Force to Review Controls and Procedures in 
Commercial State Companies" which stated, inter alia, that persons appointed as 
Chairpersons and Directors of the Boards of commercial State companies, other than 
elected Directors, should be appointed solely on the basis of their experience, 
competence and expertise. 

Some specific actions have already been taken. The Department of the Environment 
and Local Government has implemented this recommendation in part (representative of 
NRB on Building Regulations Advisory Body - BRAB) and intends to implement it in full 
in that the recommendation will be borne in mind for other appointments of relevance. 

(C.) The Way Forward 

(1) The interdepartmental Task Force which prepared this Progress Report will continue 
to operate and be responsible for co-ordinating Government strategy for people with 
disabilities. 

(2) FAs will continue work on improving the accessibility of its premises and providing 
disability awareness training to its staff. 

(3) The Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform will continue to develop 
strategies to facilitate Community Action Planning. 

(4) It is expected that the National Disability Authority will be established on a statutory 
basis early in 2000. 
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Chapter 4 

Delivering The Necessary Services 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 22 Recommendations on delivering the necessary services to people with 
disabilities in the Report of the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. 

The main issues which arise for consideration concern: 

(i) The establishment of a Disability Support Service as a focal point for the collection and 
distribution of information; the setting up of a network of Disability Resource Centres 
as a single point of contact for information, support, advice and advocacy and the 
training of Support Co-{)rdinators to guide individuals or their families through the 
range of services they might require. 

(ii) The right to information and its ready accessibility for people with disabilities. 

(iii) The establishment of a new Assessment of Needs process for people with disabilities, 
underpinned by law, with adequate arrangements made for its enforcement and 
monitoring, which will lead to a Statement of Needs. 

(iv) The establishment of a process for reviewing the implementation of the assessment of 
needs. 

(v) The provision and funding of advocacy services. 

(vi) The establishment of adequate appeals and complaints procedures in respect of all 
services. 

(8.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 29: Paragraph 4.3 

A Disability Support Service (DSS), which would be the focal point of collection and 
distribution of information, should be established, and a national network of Disability 
Resource Centres set up. The Resource Centres would be a single point of contact for 
information, advice, support and' advocacy. Support Co-ordinators would be trained to 
guide individuals or their families through the range of services they might need at 
different stages in their life. The Disability Support Service would be accountable to the 
National Disability Authority. 

Recommendation 30: Paragraph 4.5 

People with disabilities should be included in preparing, monitoring and evaluating 
information. 
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Recommendation 34: Paragraph 4.9 

The Disability Support Service should have two main components - Support Co
ordinators and Resource Centres. It should provide outreach activities and should utilise 
existing structures, personnel and other resources where possible. 

Recommendation 35: Paragraph 4.14 

Support Co-ordinators should be a valuable source of information to statutory and non
statutory bodies in relation to local needs and adequacy of services. They should be 
represented on Community Planning Groups. 

Recommendation 36: Paragraph 4.16 

Programmes to train Support Co-ordinators should be provided through third level 
colleges. 

Recommendation 37: Paragraph 4.17 

An independent evaluation of the Support Co-ordinator's function should be carried out 
after two years. 

Recommendation 38: Paragraph 4.19 

In addition to providing up-to-date information on the services available, Resource 
Centres would provide access to the Internet and to Handynet, the computerised 
database on technical aids and appliances. 
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Action taken or proposed 

Disability Support Service 

In relation to the establishment of a Disability Support Service (055), the Establishment 

Group for the National Disability Authority and Disability Support Service 

recommended that it should not fall under the remit of the National Disability Authority, 

as recommended by the Commission. The Establishment Group concluded that the 

monitoring and evaluation roles of the NDA requires that it should be functionally 

separate from the organisations directly providing services, including the DSS. 
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The Group recommended that the requirements of the DSS should be met by merging 

the appropriate services of the National Rehabilitation Board (NRB) and the National 

Social Services Board (NSSB) into a new Organisation under the aegis of the Minister 

for Social. Community and Family Affairs. In this regard, the Group considered that the 

primary function of the new organisation would be to assist, advise and support all 

citizens in identifying their needs and accessing their entitlements. The new organisation 

would provide or facilitate the provision of a locally based services. 

Following the publication of the report of the Establishment Group, the Government 

agreed to the establishment of a new Agency, to be known as Comhairle which will be 

responsible for the provision of independent information, advice and advocacy services 

throughout the country. In line with the Group's recommendations, this new Agency 

will combine the NSSB with the Disability Support Service functions of the NRB. The 

Government has approved the publication of a Comhairle Bill 1999 which is being 

considered by the Oireachtas. 

The principal functions of the new Agency as outlined in the Comhairle Bill, 1999 are as 

follows: 

(a) to support the provision of or, where the Board considers it appropriate, to 

directly provide, independent information, advice and advocacy services so as 

to ensure that individuals have access to accurate, comprehensive and clear 

information relating to social services and are referred to the relevant services, 

(b) to assist and support individuals, in particular those with disabilities, in 

identifying and understanding their needs and options and in accessing their 

entitlements to social services, 

(c) to promote greater accessibility, co-ordination and public awareness of social 

services and of information, advice and advocacy services provided in relation 

to such services whether by a statutory body or a voluntary body, 

(d) to support, promote and develop the provision of information on the 

effectiveness of current social policy and services and to highlight issues which 

are of concern to users of those services, 

(e) to promote and support the development of voluntary bodies providing social 

services including, where the Board considers it appropriate, the provision of 

financial or other resources such as integrated information, training and 

development services, 

(fl to furnish advice, information and assistance to the Minister in relation to the 

development of any aspect of social services, 
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(g) whenever the Minister so requests, to design schemes relating to social services 
to address needs identified by the Minister concerning such services, and, 
where the Board considers it appropriate to do so, to directly provide such 
services, 

(h) to promote, develop, encourage and assist; through the provision of financial or 
other resources, the work in relation to social services of such bodies as the 

Minister may specify, 

(i) to prepare strategic plans. 

The first Board was appointed to Comhairle in November 1998 and this Board will act 
as the Board of the NSSB until the Comhairle legislation puts the new Agency on a 

statutory basis. The Board includes 5 members representing disability interests, 

nominated by' the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform. The new Agency will 
incorporate the resources of the NSSB and the relevant areas of the NRB and will 

support the provision of information throughout the country through all channels 

including the existing network of 85 Citizens Information Centres, more than four 
hundred third party information providers and, as appropriate, facilities currently 

operated under the aegis of the NRB at18 regional centres. 

The establishment of this new Agency will not result in a diminution of services and any 
further requirements to meet increased demand will be examined at the appropriate 

time. 

Pilot Community Services Projects 

The Department of Equality and Law Reform, now the Department of Justice, Equality 
and Law Reform, has since mid-1997, been providing funding for Pilot Community 

Services Projects aimed at improving the supply of accessible information and 

facilitating access to decision making processes by people with disabilities. Four Projects 
are being funded. Three of the Projects situated in Cork, Tallaght/Clondalkin and South 

Kerry are operating in Local Area Partnerships and are facilitated by Area Development 
Ltd., while the fourth, in Clare is facilitated by the Disabled People of Clare. To date, 

funding of £460,000 has been provided to the Projects. These Projects are currently 
being evaluated by independent consultants. 

Recommendation 31: Paragraph 4.6 

An assessment of needs should be made at the onset of disability, resulting in a Statement 

of Needs which identifies the full spectrum of services required by the person concerned 
from a range of agencies, as well as their financial need. 
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Recommendation 41: Paragraph 4.30 

Assessments should go beyond a medically based procedure to a comprehensive, multi 
disciplinary, person centred assessment of disability, utilising self-assessment to the 
maximum extent possible. 

Recommendation 43: Paragraph 4.34 

It is the Commission's view that in relation to each person with a disability the following 
system should be in place: there should be a new Assessment of Needs process, 
underpinned by law, with the adequate arrangements made for its enforcement and 
monitoring and for an appeals procedure, and it should lead to a statement of needs. 

Recommendation 44: Paragraph 4.35 

A person with a disability who requires an assessment of needs should be able to arrange 
it directly or with the assistance of the Disability Support Service. 

Recommendation 45: Paragraphs 4.37 - 4.38 

The end result of the assessment process should be a Statement of Needs. The 
prioritisation of needs should reflect the relative importance of each need in enabling the 
person to exercise his/her rights to participate to the fullest extent of his/her potential in 
all aspects of society. 

Action taken or proposed 

It is noted that these recommendations apply only to those people with disabilities 
where onset occurs at some time after birth. However, on equity grounds assessment 

provisions should apply to all persons with disability. 

The Department of Finance cannot accept these recommendations which imply the 

underpinning by law of access to and provision of services for people with disabilities as 

a right. This right, if given a statutory basis, would be prohibitively expensive for the 
Exchequer and could lead to requests from other persons seeking access to health and 

other services without regard to the eventual cost of providing these services. 

The Department of Health and children notes that statutory and voluntary health 
services provide, through the multi-<:lisciplinary teams of medical and para-medical 
professionals, for medical assessment of need. This would include the need for 
residential care, personal social services and home support services. The NRB currently 
undertakes an assessment of need of individuals for training and employment purposes. 
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Recommendation 42: Paragraphs 4.32 - 4.33 

Measures should be undertaken to harmonise assessment of eligibility. These include the 

carrying out of assessment by a single agency and the introduction of a 'passport system' 
whereby qualification for one payment or service would lead to automatic entitlement to 

a range of other benefits and services. In order to achieve this, an inter-Departmental 

working group should be set up comprising senior representatives from the Revenue 

Commissioners and Departments of Health, Social Welfare and Education by the Minister 

for Equality and Law Reform. 
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Action taken or proposed 

Building on work which has already been carried out following the publication of the 

Report of the Inter-Departmental Committee on the Development of an Integrated 

Social Services System and the enactment of legislation in 1998 for the introduction of a 

Personal Public Service Number and for the sharing of information across government 

departments and agencies, the Government has recently approved plans to develop a 

national framework for an integrated service delivery across the public service, at an 

estimated cost of Ell.3m. These measures are designed to provide much easier access 

for all citizens to public services. Known as 'REACH' to signify convenience and ease of 

access to members of the public in dealing with public service bodies, this initiative will 
promote the use of the Personal Public Services number and card across government 

departments. 

This development is intended to help citizens access the full range of public services in 

a secure, convenient manner, as well as eliminating the need for repeated form filling. 

At present, many people who claim social welfare payments may have to call a number 

of different offices and undergo separate means tests in order to claim their 

entitlements. For example, they may have to go to one office for their social welfare 

payment, to another for their medical card and to a further office for a rent allowance. 

The new proposal aims to ease some of these difficulties as information will be shared 

and, therefore, needs to be given only once. 

Several advantages will flow from this initiative, including-

more accurate service delivery; 

more convenient access to services for the citizen; 

services will be tailored to individuals needs; 

development of customer centred "One Stop Shop" State services; and 

the Public Service Number and Card will facilitate greater flexibility in payments 

from State agencies. 
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A new REACH Unit, which will be the first of a new type of cross-agency unit to be set 

up under the terms of the Public Service Management Act 1997, will report to the 

Minister for Social, Community and Family Affairs. In addition, a representative 
Consultative Group, to include private sector members, will be established to advise the 

Minister. The setting up of a Consultative Group will ensure that a wide and inclusive 

perspective is brought to bear in guiding the progress of the initiative. 

Recommendation 32: Paragraph 4.7 

Education and training in self-advocacy should form an integral part of the curriculum 

followed by people with disabilities_ 

Recommendation 33: Paragraph 4.7 

Independent advocacy services should be mandatory in residential care settings or similar 

services. 

Recommendation 46: Paragraph 4.47 

Advocacy Services should be independent of service providers. 

Recommendation 47: Paragraph 4.49 

Self-advocacy should, where appropriate, be supplemented by the provision of citizen's 

advocacy. Funding for such a service should be provided by the Department of Health 

and Children. 

Recommendation 48: Paragraph 4.49 

In certain situations, the provision of independent advocacy services should be 

mandatory. The provision of advocacy should be incorporated into any legislation dealing 

with particularly vulnerable people in residential settings. 

Action taken or proposed 

Independent advocacy services continue to be developed and are provided by local 

and national user groups active on behalf of people with mental health difficulties and 

their relatives. The Eastern Health Board is at present, working towards provision of a 

patients advocacy service. The Department of Health and Children will continue to 

support the development of advocacy services where appropriate. 

Recommendation 49: Paragraph 4.49 

Funding should be provided by the legal Aid Board to ensure that people with disabilities 
can employ an advocate to access expert legal representation, where necessary. 
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Recommendation 50: Paragraphs 4.50 - 4.51 

Adequate appeals and complaints procedures should be established in respect of all 
services. 

Action taken or proposed 

The development of complaints procedures is recommended in the Health Strategy. 

This recommendation will be addressed in the wider context of the implementation of 
the Health Strategy as it applies to all areas of services. 

There is a statutory right of appeal to the independent Social Welfare Appeals Office in 

respect of all social welfare income maintenance payments including Disability 

Allowance (formerly Disabled Person's Maintenance Allowance). In addition, in its 

Customer Action Plan 1998-1999, the Department of Social, Community and Family 

Affairs has undertaken to introduce a complaints and compliments system. This system 

is in the preparatory stages at the moment. 

The issue of the provision of funding to the Legal Aid Board to ensure that people with 

disabilities can employ an advocate to access expert legal representation, where 

necessary, will be considered in the context of the determination of the Board's annual 
allocations. 

Section 29 of the Education Act, 1998, provides for an appeals system to the Secretary 

General of the Department of Education and Science against decisions made by a 

school board affecting a student. 

Recommendation 39: Paragraph 4.23 

The right to information should be included in legislation relating to all public services. 

Action taken or proposed 

This recommendation has been met by the enactment of the Freedom of Information 

Act. Under the terms of this Act a public body must give reasonable assistance to a 

person with a disability so as to facilitate the exercise by the person of his or her rights 

under this Act. 

Recommendation 40: Paragraph 4.23 

The obligation to provide accessible information on a proactive basis should be included 
in conditions governing public funding to non-statutory organisations. 
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Action taken or proposed 

The Freedom of Information Act provides that non-statutory organisations funded wholly 

or partly by Government may be designated by the Minister for Finance to come within 

the scope of the Act in respect of those functions for which funding is received. 

(C.) The Way Forward 

(1) The Bill to establish Comhairle is currently being considered by the Oireachtas. 

(2) The evaluation of the Pilot Community Services Projects currently funded by the 
Department of Justice, Equality and law Reform is scheduled for completion shortly. 
The results of the evaluation will be used to assist the formulation of future policy in 
this area. 

(3) The Government has recently approved plans to develop a national framework for an 
integrated service delivery across the public service at an estimated cost of £11.3 
million. 

(4) The Department of Health and Children will continue to support the development of 
further advocacy services. 
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Chapter 5 

Costs: Budgeting for Equality 

(A.) Background 

5.1 The terms of reference of the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities 

required it "to establish the estimated costs of all recommendations made. In its Report, the 

Commission noted that such an exercise was not feasible, as the required statistical 

information was not sufficiently detailed. The Commission did, however, indicate that it 

regarded such an exercise as inappropriate and pointed out that all of its recommendations 

could be summarised in one sentence - "People with disabilities must be recognised and 

treated as having equal status with all other citizens". The basic question was then whether 

or not that recommendation is to be accepted and that, if accepted, costing amounted to 

budgeting for equality. 

(B.) Evaluation of the Costs and Benefits associated with the 
Implementation of the Commission's Recommendations 

5.2 In order to assist in the preparation of this Progress Report, the inter-departmental Task 

Force considered it essential that an evaluation be prepared on the costs and benefits 

associated with the implementation of the Commission's recommendations. In this 

connection, the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform engaged Fitzpatrick 
Associates, Economic Consultants, to conduct such an evaluation and to submit a report. 

5.3 A summary of the evaluation is contained in the Appendix to this Report. The costings 

contained in the evaluation reflect the Consultants' perspective and are not necessarily 

accepted by Departments. In some cases, Departments have expressed reservations about 

the methodology used while in other cases, recommendations are not being implemented 

exactly as proposed by the Commission thereby rendering the costing of those 

recommendations redundant. 
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Chapter 6 

Income and Disability 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 22 Recommendations on income and disability in the Report of the Commission 

on the Status of People with Disabilities. 

The main issues covered by the Recommendations concern: 

(i) The adoption of a unified scheme called the Disability Pension to provide support for 

people with disabilities who are incapable of full-time work in the long-term due to 

disability. This should replace the three main existing schemes and should not be 

means-tested. 

(ii) The introduction of a variable and non-taxable Cost of Disability Payment where 

services are not or cannot be provided. 

(iii) The provision in legislation of a legal right to all disability payments. 

(iv) The achievement as a matter of priority of the rates of payment recommended by the 

Commission on Social Welfare in relation to all income replacement payments. 

(v) The provision of incentives to undertake employment to people in receipt of disability 
pension. 

(vi) The payment of the Carers Allowance to all carers. Persons caring for all people who 

require full-time care and attention should be eligible for this payment. 

(8.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 51: Paragraph 0.5 

Further research should be carried out into income support provided to people with 

disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

This recommendation calls for further research to be carried out into income supports 

provided for people with disabilities. The limited research carried out in this area to date 

has been based on small-scale studies. 

While income support for people with disabilities is provided for, in the main, through 

the various State income support schemes administered by the Department of Social, 

Community and Family Affairs and the Health Boards, there are other private sources of 
income support, including occupational sick pay and pension schemes, permanent 

health insurance and, in certain instances, compensation through the legal system. 
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In order to get an accurate picture of the overall income support provided for people 
with disabilities, therefore, it would be necessary to carry out research on the wider 

population and not just those in receipt of social welfare payments. 

Twa questions in relation to disability and a new question on income were included in 
a Census Pilot Survey undertaken in September 1999. Regard will be had by 

Government to the outcome of the Pilot Survey in determining the content of the 2001 

Census questionnaire. 

Recommendation 52: Paragraph 6.11 

A comprehensive system of income support for people with disabilities should be 
established which would apply national standards to payments. 

Recommendation 53: Paragraph 6.12 

Two types of payments should be established: 
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- a payment to compensate for 1055 of income due to an incapacity for full-time 
work, or to work to full potential, to be called a Disability Pension 

a graduated payment to meet the additional everyday costs associated with 
disability: This payment, which would be made irrespective of whether the person 
is at work or not, would be called the 'Costs of Disability Payment' 

Action taken or proposed 

Disability Pension 

The Commission recommended that the proposed new Disability Pension wauld be 

payable an the basis of PRSI cantributians and medical certification, ar in the absence 

af PRSI contributions, an a nan·means tested basis an faat af medical certificatian. It is 

nat clear why the Cammissian has recommended the retentian af the sacial insurance 

canditian far ·peaplewith disabilities who. have paid PRSI cantributians, when all athers 

would anly require medical certification. The effect of the Cammissian's propasals in 

this regard wauld be that everyane wauld qualify an the basis af medical certification 

only i.e. the Disability Pensian wauld effectively be a universal payment far people 

whase wark patential is limited by their disabilities. 

It would be extremely difficult to aperate a universal payment for one specific 

contingency, within the cantext af an avera II social welfare system which would 
atherwise be based an social insurance and social assistance payments. The variaus 

sacial welfare payments do. nat. aperate in isalation frQm each ather. The system is an 
integrated ane, with inter·linkages between variaus payments in recognitian af the fact 

that peaple mave from ane payment to. anather as different contingencies arise during 

the course af their lives. 
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For example, the Commission has recommended that the Disability Pension be paid to 

people between the ages of 16 and 66. Therefore, under the Commission's proposal, 
the Disability Pension would then cease to be paid at age 66 and people with 

disabilities would have to apply for an Old Age Pension under the current 

arrangements, i.e. based either on their PRSI contributions or on a means test. A 
Disability Pensioner who did not have sufficient PRSI to qualify for a Contributory Old 

Age Pension would have to apply for the means-tested Old Age Non-Contributory 

Pension. Accordingly, under the Commission's proposals, Disability Pensioners who had 

other means could find that their income support payments would be reduced or 

withdrawn when they reach pension age. 

The question of expanding the role of universal payments within the social welfare 

system has previously been examined by the Commission on Social Welfare (1986), the 

National Pensions Board (1993) and the National Economic and Social Forum (1994). 

However, all of these bodies have rejected the option of providing pensions, including 

Disability Pensions, on a universal basis. They have, instead, recommended the 

continuation of the social insurance scheme, supported by means-tested social 

assistance, with further development of the social insurance system thereby reducing 

the role of social assistance. 

In addition, the Commission recommended that the Disability Pension would be a 
payment in respect of incapacity for full-time work or work to full potential. The criteria 

which the Commission has used for assessing whether a person is to be regarded as 

working to full potential is .to relate the person's earnings to average industrial wages. 

Where a disabled person is earning below the average industrial wage, then they would 

be regarded as not working to full potential. 

However, as many people who are working full-time are receiving below the average 

industrial wage (£308 in December, 1998), the use of this indicator as a measure of 

work to full potential is therefore, questionable. 

A number of other difficulties associated with the introduction of a universal Disability 

Pension payment would also have to be resolved. For instance -

-. some form of residency condition would have to be introduced. This could give 

rise to problems associated with transferability of Disability Pensions abroad, 
particularly in the case of people who have paid PRSI; . . 

under the Commission's proposal, Blind Person's Pension would be replaced by 

the new Disability Pension. There are a number of special concessions which 
apply to Blind Pensioners, but not to other social welfare recipients, e.g. Blind 

.Pensioners are entitled to receive full Disability and Unemployment Benefit in 
addition to their Blind Person's Pension. If the Blind Person's Pension was 

integrated into a Disability Pension, Blind Pensioners would lose these 

concessions. 
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The lack of statistical information in relation to the number of people with disabilities 

and their circumstances means that it is not possible to accurately cost the 
Commission's proposal for a Disability Pension. However, it is clear, nevertheless, that 

very substantial additional costs would arise. Based on the limited statistical data 

available, the Commission estimated that potential additional costs in the region of 
£90m to £130m. annually would be incurred by the introduction of the Disability 

Pension. These costs are based on the 1996 rates of social welfare payments. Tentative 

costings which have been carried out by the Department would suggest that the cost of 

the proposed Disability Pension would, in fact, exceed this amount as the Commission's 

costings do not appear to take account of the secondary benefits associated with such 
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a payment, e.g. free travel, free electricity allowance. 

Development of Income Support Services for People with Disabilities 

In its Report, the Commission identified several serious weaknesses in the then system 

of income. support for people with disabilities which led it to recommenq the 

introduction of a non-means tested Disability Pension. Much of the criticism related to 

the operation of the former Disabled Persons Maintenance Allowance (now Disability 

Allowance), e.g. the lack of consistency in the application of the eligibility and means 

testing criteria, the absence of an appeals system, the withdrawal of allowances' when 

people spend time in hospital and the lack of incentive for people with disabilities to 

participate in employment, training and education. 

However, since the take-over of the scheme by the Department 'of Social, Community 

and Family Affairs many of these difficulties have been addressed through the more 

uniform and consistent administration of the Disability Allowance scheme. In addition, a 

range of improvements have also been introduced, including-

- improvements in the means testing arrangements. 

the introduction of improvements for p~ople in residential care, including the 

payment of Disability Allowance at 1/2 rate to those in part-time residential care 

and the retention of payment for those who go into hospital or full-time 

residential care from August, 1999. 

- an increase in the disregard of earnings from rehabilitative employment to £50 a 

week, and 

- the extension of the Back to Work and Back to Education Allowances to people 

with disabilities. 

The. improvements which have been introduced since the take over of the scheme have 

led to a considerable increase in the taKe-up from 34,500 in October 1996 to 49,524 at 

the end of September, 1999, i.e. an increase of 44%. 
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With regard to the Invalidity Pension scheme, the thrust of recent policy has been to 
continue to extend social insurance cover to other categories of workers. For example, 

cover for all social insurance benefits was extended to some 27,000 part-time workers 

in April, 1991. In addition, full social insurance cover has been extended to all persons 
who joined the Public Service on or after 6 April, 1995. This change will mean that over 

time, some 160,000 civil and public servants will become insured for all social insurance 

benefits, including Invalidity Pension. The period from the beginning of 1991 to the end 

of September, 1999 has seen the number of Invalidity Pensions increase by 36%, from 

34,068 to 46,252. 

The main category of workers who are not currently insured for Invalidity Pension 

purposes is the self employed. The National Pensions Board examined the question of 

extending cover for Invalidity Pension to the self-employed and, in its final report (1993), 

recommended against extending such cover at that time. The Board felt that cover for 

permanent incapacity for the self-employed would be best met through a means·tested 

Invalidity Allowance. (The Board's recommendation for the introduction of a means· 

tested Invalidity Allowance has since been met by the introduction of the Disability 

Allowance). However, they also recommended that the question of introducing social 

insurance cover for invalidity for the self-employed should be reviewed not later than 5 

years after the introduction of the proposed means·tested scheme, in the light of 
experience in its application. 

Despite the many recent improvements in income supports for people with disabilities, 

it is recognised that much more needs to be done in this area. In this regard, the. 

potential for further enhancements to the system will continue to be examined in the 

light of the recommendations contained in the Report of the Commission on the Status 

of People with Disabilities. 

Review of Illness and Disability Payments Schemes 

As part of the Government's Expenditure Review Process, the Department of Social, 

Community and Family Affairs is currently undertaking a review of the various income 

maintenance schemes for people who are ill and people with disabilities. 

It is recognised that, even with recent improvements, the current system is complex and 

needs to be rationalised. In this context, the Review is examining the range of income 

maintenance payments provided by both the Department of Social, Community and 

Family Affairs and the health boards to people who are ill and people with disabilities. 
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A programme evaluation of anyone of the existing schemes, would need to have 

regard to the others. Therefore, instead of carrying out a programme evaluation of any 

one scheme in this area, the current Review is undertaking a general overview of all of 
the· schemes with a view to clarifying the roles of each of the different schemes. This 

study will not be looking at the finer details of each scheme. However, it will aim to 

provide a framework within which this more detailed work could be done in the future. 

The Review will have regard to the commitment in the Government's" Action 

Programme for the Millennium" to overhaul the means by which the State supports the 

incomes of people with disabilities and the recommendations of the Commission on the 

Status of People with Disabilities. 

Costs of Disability Payment 

The Costs of Disability Payment, as envisaged by the Report, would cover the additional 

costs related to health, travel, housing, etc. The Department of Health and Children 

could not accept responsibility for costs related to non-health areas. In any event, a 

Costs of Disability payment will be very difficult to introduce. There are widely varying 

degrees of disability and some people e.g. with moderate/severe/profound intellectual 

disability, will receive a significant range of State residential and support services related 

to their disability, free of charge. At the very least,a range of payments would be 

required based on degree of disability and the level of other State services being 
received. Assessment/re-assessment would be required by a range of experts. Apart 

from the cost to the Exchequer of the actual payment (deciding what should be 

included will be difficult) there are potentially significant administrative costs involved. 

Other groups may also claim to have special costs related to their medical/social 

condition e.g. Travellers, homeless, unemployed, the elderly and children. These groups 

may seek equality of treatment. 

Recommendation 61: Paragraph 6.26 

The Department of Health and Social Services should introduce a variable and non

taxable (osts of Disability Payment where services are not or cannot be provided. 

Action Taken or Proposed 

See response to Recommendation 53: Paragraph 6.12 

Recommendation 54: Paragraph 6.14 

The current disability benefit payment relates generally to illness rather than disability: it 
should be renamed 'Sickness Benefit'. People with disabilities who have been receiving 
this payment for two years or more should be given the choice of transferring to the new 

Disability Pension. 
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Action taken or proposed 

The 1997 Social Welfare Act made provision for the renaming of the Disability Benefit 
and Invalidity Pension schemes to Sickness Benefit and Disability Pension, respectively. 

The 1997 Act also provided for the introduction of a new Sickness Allowance scheme 

for people who are incapable of work and are not entitled to Disability Benefit or not 

permanently incapable of work. In order to avoid undue confusion for customers, it was 

decided that the renaming of the schemes would take place in parallel with the 

introduction of the Sickness Allowance scheme. However, for a variety of reasons 

(including IT priorities and the need to revise aspects of the legislation), implementation 

of the Sickness Allowance scheme, and by extension the renaming of the Disability 

Benefit and Invalidity Pension schemes, has been deferred. 

The current Review of Illness and Disability schemes is exarnining, inter alia, the role of 

the proposed Sickness Allowance scheme within the overall framework of income 

support for people who are ill and people with disabilities. Accordingly, the 

implementation of the proposed Sickness Allowance scheme will be guided by findings 

of this Review. 

The question of the transfer from Disability Benefit to Invalidity Pension (Disability 

Pension) after a specified period is also one of the issues which is being examined as 

part of this Review and the Commission's recommendations in this area will be 

considered in this context. 

Recommendation 55: Paragraph 6.15 

All disability payments should be provided for in legislation to make it clear that there is a 

legal right to payment. 

Action taken or proposed 

All ofthe income support payments for people with disabilities which are administered 

by the Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs have a statutory basis and 

accordingly, they all apply national standards and provide a legal entitlement to 

payment where the claimant fulfils the relevant conditions. There is also a right of 

appeal to the Social Welfare Appeals Office in respect of all of these payments. 

Recommendation 56: Paragraph 6.17 

The Disability Pension should be a pension payable to all people with disabilities, 
including those who live full-time or part-time in residential settings, who meet the 

qualifying conditions. 
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Action taken or proposed 

At the moment, people receiving Disability Allowance generally lose entitlement if they 

go into long-term residential care. Their maintenance costs and an element of pocket 

money are then met through funding from the health boards. It is estimated that there 
are currently in the region of 5,300 people with disabilities in full-time residential care 

who are not in receipt of any social welfare payment. The full-year cost of paying 

Disability Allowance to this group is estimated to be in the region of £25m. 

Since the take-over of the Disability Allowance scheme by the Department of Social, 

Co~munity and Family Affairs, a number of measures have been introduced to 

progressively relax this disqualification. For instance, Disability Allowance continues to 

be paid up to 13 weeks where the recipient goes into hospital. In addition, Disability 

Allowance is paid at half-rate. in the case of those in part-time residential care. Where a 

p~rson comes home from an extended holiday period, i.e. 3 weeks or more, Disability 

Allowance is paid for that period. 

The 1999 Budget provided for a further step in the direction of meeting the 

Commission's recommendation. With effect from 1 August, 1999, existing recipients of 

Disability Allowance who are living at home can retain their entitlement to the 

allowance where they subsequently go into hospital or residential care. 

It should also be noted that people who are living in community-based residences are 

eligible to receive D"isability Allowance, provided the Health Board is not providing 

funding towards their maintenance. 

The potential for further enhancements to the system will continue to be examined in 

the light of the recommendations contained in the Commission's Report. 

Recommendation 57: Paragraph 6.18 

The Disability Pension should not be means-tested: the qualifying conditions should 
protect against misuse_ 

Action taken or proposed 

See response to Recommendations 52: Paragraph 6.11 and 53: Paragraph 6.12 above. 
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Recommendation 58: Paragraph 6.19 

The rates of payment recommended by the Commission on Social Welfare should be 

achieved as a matter of priority in relation to all income replacement payments. 

Action taken or proposed 

All social welfare rates are now above the minimum rates recommended by the 

Commission on Social Welfare, with the rates of payment for people with disabilities 

rangingbetween 102% and 124% of the target rate. 

Recommendation 59: Paragraph 6.20 

Incentives to undertake employment should be available to people in receipt of disability 

pension, taking particular account of the extent to which a person is allowed to work 

without losing their entitlement and the extent to whiCh the pension is reduced on the 

basis of such income. 

Action taken or proposed 

Progress has been made in recent years in relation to the supports available for people 

with disabilities in terms of providing encouragement to them to become more self· 

reliant and less dependant on the social welfare system. In this regard, 1,000 ·places on 

the Back·ta-Work Allowance scheme have been designated for people with disabilities, 

Under the programme, people who have been receiving Disability Allowance or Blind 

Person's Pension for a year or more and who take up a newly created job can, in 

addition to their earnings from employment, keep 75% of their payment for the first 

year, followed by 50% and 25% over the next two years. Those taking up self· 

employment start at 100%, reducing to 75%, 50% and 25% over a four year period. 

Participants may also keep their secondary benefits, such as medical card, rent 

allowance, free travel, etc. In addition, employers providing newly created jobs may also 

qualify for an exemption from Employer's PRSI contributions for two years. 

A special pilot sGheme for the very long-term unemployed i.e. those unemployed for 5 

years or more is being introduced shortly. Under this pilot programme, participants will 

be placed with employers for a period of five or six weeks while continuing to receive 

their full existing social welfare entitlements, together with a special allowance of £25 
per week towards travel and meal costs. At the end .of the trial period, they can then 

proceed automatically on to the Back-to-Work-Allowance. This pilot scheme will also be 

open to those who have been in receipt of Disability Allowance or Blind Person's 
Pension for 5 years or more. 
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These measures complement the existing employment supports which are currently 
available through the National Rehabilitation Board and FAS and which are of particular 

importance to people with disabilities in gaining access to the open labour market. 
However, it is accepted that many people with disabilities are not in a position to 

engage in such employment. Accordingly, additional measures are required to facilitate 

people with disabilities in engaging in other forms of employment and training, such as 

sheltered or rehabilitative employment. In this regard, there has been a significant 

increase, from £36.30 to £50, in the amoiJnt of earnings from rehabilitative employment 

which is disregarded for means test purposes in the case of the Disability Allowance 

and Blind Person's Pension schemes. 

In addition to the above measures, recipients of Disability Benefit are allowed to engage 

in part-time work which is of a rehabilitative or therapeutic nature or in occupational 

training courses. Invalidity Pensioners are similarly allowed to engage in occupational 

training courses and in rehabilitative or therapeutic work on a full-time basis. While 

there are no earnings restrictions applying to these concessions, recipients are required 

to obtain the prior approval of the Department. 

Under the Back to Education Programme, people with disabilities aged 18 and over and 

in receipt of payment for 6 months or more are able to take up approved second and 
third level education and retain their full social welfare entitlement. This means that 

participants who are receiving a reduced rate of payment can have thei r payment 

topped up to the maximum rate. In addition, participants receive a Cost of Education 

Allowance of £200 towards the cost of books and related expenses. 

The range of employment, education and training supports provided by the Department 

of Social, Community and Family Affairs will continue to be developed in the light of 

experience in the operation of the existing supports. 

Recommendation 60: Paragraph 6.25 

The State should, as a matter of principle, acknowledge its role of supporting people with 
disabilities and their families in meeting the additional costs arising from disability. 

Recommendation 62: Paragraph 6.27 

There should be a nation-wide assessment procedure based on needs, and an independent 
appeals system in relation to such assessments. 
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Action taken or proposed 

From the perspective of the Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs it is 

not clear what impact, if any, the Commission's proposals would have on the services it 
operates. This stems largely from the fact that it is not clear from the Commission's 

Report how the Assessment of Needs process, which it has proposed, would actually 

operate and more importantly, who would operate such a system. 

It should be noted that the Review of Carer's Allowance carried out by the Department 

last year proposed the introduction of a new "continual care payment" for all carers 

where the care recipient is highly dependent. Underpinning the introduction of this 

payment would be the establishment of a system for assessing the needs of both the 

carer and the care recipient. The introduction of such a Needs Assessment process is 

currently being examined by an Inter-Departmental Working Group being chaired by 

Dr. Tom Moffat T.D., Minister of State at the Department of Health and Children. In 

addition, the recent review of the Government's Programme "An Action Programme for 

the Millennium" includes as a key priority the establishment of a Pilot System of needs 

assessment for carers and people needing care to be operated by the Health Boards. 

See also responses to Recommendations 31 - paragraph 4.6, Recommendation 41 -

paragraph 4.30, Recommendations 43 to 45 - paragraphs 4.34 - 4.38. 

Recommendation 63: Paragraph 6.32 

The existing domiciliary care allowance should continue but its administration should be 

transferred to the Department of Social Welfare. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Domiciliary Care Allowance scheme is currently administered by the health boards. 

The Commission has given no reasons for the transfer of the administration of the 

scheme. 

However, it should be noted that the Commission on Social'Welfare (1986) has already 

examined this issue and recommended that cash allowances which serve a community 

care objective rather than providing maintenance .such as the Domiciliary Care 
Allowance, should continue to be administered by the Department of Health and 

Children and the health boards. The Commission on Health Funding (1989) also 

examined this issue and supported the recommendations of Ihe Commission on Social 
Welfare on this matter. 
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This issue was also examined in the conlext of the Review of the Carer's Allowance 

(1998) and it was considered that, in the eventof introduction of a needs assessment 
and a 'Continual Care Payment', the Domiciliary Care Allowance.should be abolished 

and replaced by the new payment (see response to Recommendation 64, Paragraphs 
6.34 and 6.35 below). 

Recommendation 64: Paragraphs 6.34 & 6.35 

A Carers Allowance should be paid to all carers. Persons caring for people who require 
full-time care or attention should be eligible for this payment. 
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Action taken or proposed 

As part of the Programme of Expenditure Reviews, the Carer's Allowance scheme was 

reviewed in 1998 by an Interdepartmental Working Group. The Report of this Working 

Group assessed the purpose and future of Carer's Allowance scheme and its role ih the 

wider debate on the needs of carers, care in the community and the demand for long 

term care. It also evaluated ihe expenditure on this scheme and assessed what is 

actually being achieved. Most of the recommendations of the Working Group have 

been implemented as part of the .1999 Budget, as follows -

the residency requirements have been relaxed, 

the requirements requiring the carer to provide full-time care and attention have 

been relaxed, 
. •• " - j • 

the scope of the scheme has.beenextenaed to cover childcen in receipt of 

Domiciliary Care Allowance and others aged between 16 and 65 who require 

care and attention, but who are not in receipt oiqualifying payment, 

the Free Telephone.Rental Allowance has been extended to all recipients of 

Carer's Allowance, 

a once a year payment of £200 towards' the cost 6f respite care has been 

introduced, 

the means test.in relation t6 tlie carer's own means has been eased. 
. • l -

The Review also proposed the introduction of -

(a) a new Carer's Benefit scheme, contingent on the carer's own social insuranCe 
record, to allow carers to take a job-protected leave of absence; 

(b) a new social.insurance benefit scheme which would provide benefits out of 
which care recipients could meet some, or all, of the costs of their own care, 
and 
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(c) a non-means tested 'Continual Care Payment' for all carers who are providing 

the highest levels of care. Underpinning this payment would be the introduction 

of a system for assessing the needs of both the carer and the care recipient. 

The Review envisaged that the introduction of a Carer's Benefit scheme to facilitate 

carers in employment to temporarily leave work to care could be financed through the 

PRSI system. The proposal would, for example, require a small increase in each of the 

current employee and employer PRSI rates. This proposal is currently being examined, 

having regard to the views of interested parties, including the social partners. 

Looking towards the longer term, a further PRSI type arrangement in respect of peoples' 

care needs in the future was also proposed in the Review. Given that there is a high 

probability that many people will need some form of long term care, such an 

arrangement could enable care recipients to meet some or all of the costs of their own 

care. In this regard, the recent review of the Government's Programme "An Action 

Programme for the Millennium" provides that a key priority will be the development of 

partnership models to facilitate the development by the State in conjunction with the 

private sector of an improved system for meeting long term care costs. 

The purpose of the Continual Care Payment would be to promote care in the 

community and to recognise formally the work of the carer. It would be similar in 

nature to the Domiciliary Care Allowance paid by the Health Boards. The Review 

considered that a new Continual Care Payment should be introduced, following the 

introduction of a needs assessment for all carers who are providing the highest levels of 

care, i.e. where the care recipient is highly dependent. 

Recommendation 65: Paragraph 6.35 

Persons qualifying for the domiciliary care allowance should automatically qualify for the 
Carers Allowance when the person being cared for reaches age 16 unless he/she goes into 
a full-time residential selling. 

Action taken or proposed 
\ 

With effect from August, 1999, full-time carers of children in receipt of a Domiciliary 

Care Allowance are eligible for the Carer's Allowance. 

" 

The care condition applying to the Domiciliary Care Allowance specifies that care and 

attention, which is considerably in excess of that normally required by a child of the 

same age, is being provided. Full-time care and attention is required to be provided in 
the case of the Carer's Allowance and, in the circumstances, this condition may not be 

satisfied in all cases where a Domiciliary Care Allowance has been awarded. 
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Recommendation 66: Paragraph 6.35 

Carers of more than one person or of a person in a five day residential setting should be 
paid on a pro-rata basis. 

Recommendation 67: Paragraph 6.35 

Carers should not be disqualified from payment if they are engaged in other work outside 
their home. A certain level of earnings should be disregarded for qualifying purposes. 
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Action taken or proposed 

Persons Caring for More than One Person 

Provision was made, with effect from June 1997, for the payment of an additional 

amount, equivalent to 50% of their existing personal entitlement, to carers who are 

providing full-time care and attention for more than one person. The introduction of a 

non-means tested 'Continual Care Payment' for carers providing the highest levels of 

care, as proposed in the Carer's Review, would also be of relevance to people caring 

for more than one person (see also response to Recommendation 64, Paragraph 6-.34 

and 6.35 above). 

Part· Time Caring 

The Carer's Review also examined the question of·providing pro-rata payments for 

carers caring for a person in a five day residential setting and part-time carers who 

provide a minimum number of hours caring. However, as the objectives of the Carer's 

Allowance scheme are dearly designed for full-time carers, it was considered that these 

situations do not fall within the scheme objectives. 

Full-Time Care and AHention 

It is not desirable, nor is it expected that a carer would be in the company of a care

recipient 24 hours a day. A number of improvements have been made in recent years 

in relation to the rule which requires that carers must provide full-time care and 

attention. For instance, the rule was relaxed in 1997 to allow care-recipients attend 

approved rehabilitation courses without affecting the payment to the carer. In the same 

way, carers providing home-help services on a part-time basis (less than 10 hours a 

week) can continue with this.work without any diminution of their Allowance. The full

time care and attention rule was relaxed in 1998 to allow a more flexible approach to 
be adopted. Carers can attend educational or training courses or participate in voluntary 

or community based activities, for around 10 hours a week, provided the carer makes 
adequate provision for the care-recipient in their absence. 
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The 1999 Budget provided for a further relaxation of this rule to allow carers to work 

for around 10 hours a week. In parallel with this, the means testing arrangements are 

also being relaxed to allow the existing £150 weekly income disregard applying to a 

spouse's income to apply to a couple's joint income and to allow single carers to earn 
up to £75 a week without affecting their eligibility for the full Carer's Allowance. 

Furthermore, carers formerly in receipt of Carers Allowance are now entitled, subject to 

the normal conditions, to avail of the Back to Work Allowance. Under this scheme, 

former carers can retain entitlement to their Carer's Allowance on a sliding scale for 3 

years where they take up employment or for 4 years where they take up self

employment. The extension of this Allowance to former carers will provide the support 

necessary for those wishing to make the difficult transition back to employment after 

caring in the home for some time. 

Recommendation 68: Paragraph 6.35 

Carers should be credited with contributions which entitle them to social welfare benefits. 

Action taken or proposed 

Recent improvements in Ihe arrangements for the awarding of credited contributions 

mean that carers who leave the workforce to take up caring duties or people who were 
in receipt of another social welfare payment before taking up caring duties are now 

eligible for credited contributions. 

In addition, arrangements have been introduced for the award of credited contri~JUtions 

. to people who may have been out ofthe workforce for a number of years caring for 

young children and who subsequently start caring for a person with a disability or an 

elderly person. The award of credited contributions ensures that carer's social insurance 

records. are preserved during the period spent·on caring duties. 

Recommendation 69: Paragraph 6.37 

Subject to the introduction of the new Carers Allowance, existing tax allowances should 
be phased out for new claimants. 

Action taken or proposed 

It is not necessary for a person to need a full-time carer, or indeed any care to be in 
receipt of the allowances and concessions to which the Report refers. Consequently, 

many people who benefit from these tax allowances would not benefit from the 

proposed new Carer's Allowance. Consequently, the Department.of Finance believes 

that the case for proceeding with this recommendation is weak and that it would be 
unrealistic to factor·in possible savings from abolishing such tax allowances against the 

costs of a new Carer's Allowance. 
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Recommendation 70: Paragraph 6.38 

The means test should be related to the carer's means only and should not include those 
of his/her spouse/partner. 

Action taken or proposed 

In examining the operation of the means test, the Carers Review considered that it 

should be maintained as a way of targeting scarce public resources towards those who 

are most in need. The means test applied to the Carer's Allowance has been eased 

significantly in th.~ past few years, most notably with the introduction and enhancement 

of income disregards of earnings from employment of the carer's spouse. It is now one 

of the most generous means-tested payments in terms of the assessment of household 

income. 

Arising from proposals contained in the Carer's Review, the 1999 Budget provided for 

the extension of the existing £150 weekly income disregard which is applied to a 

spouse's income to be applied to the couple's joint income. In addition,a £75 weekly 

income disregard is being applied to a single person's income. 

The level of these disregards will be kept ~nder review. 

Recommendation 71: Paragraph 6.39 

The Carers Allowance should not be taxable. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Finance does not believe allowances of any kind should be exempt 

from income tax. It is a general principle, both from a tax policy and equity viewpoint, 

that any allowances must be reckonable as income for tax purposes. 

Recommendation 72: Paragraph 6.40 

Specific regard should be given by Government within any Anti-Poverty Strategy to 
combating the disproportionate impact of poverty on people with disabilities. 
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Action taken or proposed 

The launch in April 1997 of the Naiional Anti-Poverty Strategy (NAPS) Statement: 
"Sharing in Progress" marked the end of the first phase of a process designed to put the 

issue of ending poverty high on the national agenda. The Strategy focuses on a number 

of key themes: income adequacy, educational disadvantage, policies to combat 
unemployment and other aspects of disadvantage particular to both urban and rural 
areas. 
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The Commission's recommendation that the NAPS should have regard to the 
disproportionate impact of poverty on people with disabilities has been taken on board 

in a number of specific areas in the NAPS staterilent:-

People with disabilities are one of the five groups of people identified in the 
NAPS as being at greatest risk of poverty. 

One of the policy actions identified in the NAPS to address educational 

disadvantage relates to Special Educational Needs - "ensuring that there is a 

continuum of provision for special education needs, with students being enabled 

to move as necessary and practicable from one type of provision to another". 

P<;llicy actions identified to address the problem of unemployment include -

"ensure that 'double discrimination' barriers which arise for certain groups, in 

particular, people with disabilities and Travellers, in accessing employment are 

removed". In relation to Labour force participation - "Specific measures will be 

introduced to improve the labour force participatioh of women in poor 

households, people with disabilities and Travellers". Measures in relation to 

people with disabilities "will include ensuring that the 3% employment target for 

people with disabilities will be met in the broader Public Service and the 

preparation and active promotion of Codes of Practice on the employment of 

people with disabilities; the maintenance .of proper records of employment of 
people with disabilities subject to the requirement of confidentiality and privacy; 

and the identification of suitable employment opportunities, targets and specific 

time scales". 

It should also be noted that, in addition to these specific references, the Strategy 

constitutes a broad policy framework within which further specific actions may be 

formulated, underpinned by a number of key principles including the following:-

Ensuring equal access and encouraging participation for all; 

Guaranteeing the rights of minorities, especially through anti-discrimination 

measures; 

The reduction of inequalities; 

Encouraging self-reliance through respecting individual dignity arid promoting 

empowerment. 

Consultation with and the involvement of the voluntary and community sector, users of 

services and those with first hand experience of poverty has been a central feature of 
the development of the NAPS. The forthcoming White Paper on ihe Relationship 

between the Voluntary and Community Sector and the State will set· out a cohesive 
fralllework for statutory 'support of the sector and set the. background for further 

development of a meaningful consultation process on continued implementation of the 
Strategy. . 
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Poverty Proofing 

In consultation with the social partners, a framework document for the assessment of 

proposed policy proposals for their impact on groups experiencing or at risk of poverty 

has been produced. Referred to as "poverty proofing", this new procedure was formally 

agreed by Government in July and now forms pari of Government Procedures. Further 
enhanced guidelines were issued to Departments in April 1999 to assist with 

implementation of the process, Poverty proofing is being implemented across 

government departments on a one-year pilot basis. 

(C.) The Way Forward 

1. Two questions in relation to disability and a new question on income were included 
in a Census Pilot Survey undertaken in September, 1999. The Government will have 
regard to the outcome of the Pilot in determining the contents of the questionnaire 
for the 2001 Census. 

2. The potential for further enhancements to the income support system for people 
with disabilities will continue to be examined in the light of the recommendations 
contained in the Report of the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. 

3. The question of extending social insurance cover for Invalidity Pension purposes to 
the self-employed will be re-examined in the coming years. 

4. As part of the Government's Expenditure Review Process, the Department of Social, 
Community and Family Affairs is currently undertaking a review of the various 
income maintenance schemes for people who are ill and people with disability. 

5. A special pilot scheme for the very long-term unemployed i.e. those unemployed for 
5 years or more is being introduced shortly. This pilot scheme will also be open to 
those who have been in receipt of Disability Allowance or Blind Person's Pension for 
5 years or more. 

6. The range of employment, education and training supports provided by the 
Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs will continue to be developed 
in the light of experience in the operation of the existing supports. 

7. Following the introduction of the Pilot Assessment of Needs procedure outlined in 
the review of the Government's Programme an "Action Programme for the 
Millennium", consideration will be given to the introduction of a new Continual 
Care Payment for carers who are providing the higher levels of care. 
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8. A further PRSI type arrangement in respect of peoples' care needs in the future was 
proposed in the Review of the Carer's Allowance which was carried out in 1998 by 
an inter-departmetnal Working Group. In this regard, the recent review of the 
Government Programme "An Action Programme for the Millennium" provides that 
a key priority that will be the development of a 'partnership model' to facilitate the 
development by the State, in conjunction with the private sector, of an improved 
system for meeting long-term care costs. 

9. The introduction of a Carer's Benefit Scheme to facilitate carers in employment to 
temporarily leave work to provide care is being examined having regard to the views 
of the social partners. 

10. Arrangements are being introduced for the award of credited contributions to 
people who may have been out of the workforce for a number of years caring for 
young children and who subsequently start caring for a person with a disability or an 
elderly person. 

11. Poverty proofing is being implemented across Government Departments on a one
year pilot basis. 
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Chapter 7 

Work and Training 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 35 Recommendations on work and training for people with disabilities in the 

Report of the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. 

The main issues covered by the Recommendations concern: 

(i) The introduction of appropriate legislation to outlaw discrimination on the grounds of 

disability in employment and training. 

(ii) The assigning of overall government responsibility for vocational training and 

employment of people with disabilities to the Department of Enterprise, Trade and 

Employment. 

(iii) The full attainment within three years of the 3% quota of public service jobs reserved 

for people with disabilities and the attainment within 4 years of an 8% quota by all 

Exchequer supported organisations established to provide services to people with 

disabilities. 

(iv) A review of the employment position of people with disabilities in the private sector 

after three years and the enforcement of a mandatory quota in this sector at that stage 
should less than 3% employment of people with disabilities be achieved within the 

three year period. 

(v) The status and rights of people with disabilities in sheltered work settings being defined 

and appropriately protected. 

(vi) Allowing people with disabilities, without restriction as to period of unemployment, to 

participate in all government employment measures directed at those who are 

unemployed. 

(vii) The payment to people with disabilities participating in government-sponsored training 

programmes of an appropriate training allowance and the retention of their secondary 

benefits. 

(viii) An immediate review of mainstream vocational training programmes with a view to 

maximising their accessibility to people with disabilities. 

(8.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 73: Paragraph 7.6 

Appropriate legislation, which should take account of the experience of similar legislation 
in other jurisdictions, should be introduced as soon as possible to outlaw discrimination 

on the grounds of disability in employment and training. 
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Action taken or proposed 

The Employment Equality Act 1998 which outlaws discrimination in employment and 

training on nine grounds including disability came into force on 18th October 1999. 

Recommendation 74: Paragraph 7.7 

The Minister for Equality and law Reform should bring proposals to Government within 

six months aimed at securing agreement to a policy of 'disability proofing'. 

Action taken or proposed 

Arising from a commitment in Partnership 2000 to strengthen the administrative 

procedures for equality proofing, having regard to the recommendations of the NESF, 

the Department of Justice, Equality and law Reform commissioned a research project, 

which includes 

- equality proofing policy in the context of the National Anti-Poverty Strategy; 

- the feasibility of engaging in a wide ranging application of equality proofing. 

Equality proofing in this context relates to the nine grounds outlined in the Employment 

Equality Legislation, age, family status, gender, race, marital status, sexual orientation, 

religion, the Traveller community and disability. The research project is being overseen 

by a Working Group which includes representatives of the. four Pillars of Partn'ership 

2000. The research report is due to be 'finished before the end of the year. 

Recommendation 75: Paragraph 7.8 

There should be increased Government expenditure on creating sustainable employment 

for people with disabilities. 
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Action taken or proposed 

Approximately 8% (£25 million in 1999) of co-financed expenditure under the Human 

Resources Development Operational Programme 1994-1999 was targeted at vocational 

training for people with disabilities. In addition, over 3,000 people who were registered 

with NRB participated on Community Employment schemes in 1998, at a cost of over 

£20 million. 

In the context of the transfer of responsibility for the vocational training and 

employment of people with disabilities to the Department of Enterprise, Trade and 
Employment, an increased emphasis will be placed on promoting the employment of 

people with disabilities. The Department is formulating proposals aimed at improving 
employment opportunities for people with disabilities. The National Development Plan 

2000-2006 includes provision of £1 75 million for Vocational Training and Pathways to 

Employment for People with Disabilities. 
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Recommendation 76: Paragraph 7.9 

An appropriate proportion of the 1°;', employment levy should be allocated to the provision 

oi work opportunities for people with disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

The 1% Employment and Training Levy was abolished in the 1999 Budget by the 

Minister for Finance. 

Recommendation 77: Paragraph 7.10 

The Safety, Health and Welf"!re at Work Act should be properly enforced in such a way as 
to ensure that it is not used to impede the employment of people with disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

The purpose of occupational health and safety law is to create a working environment 

which is free from accidents and ill~health. The Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act 

established the Health and Safety Authority which is charged with the enforcement and 

promotion of good occupational health and safety practices. The Act covers all areas of 

work from the relatively benign to some of the most dangerous workplaces in the 

country. The legislation aims to identify the hazards associated with each type of work 

and sets out the duties of those in charge of such places of work to have effective 

systems to minimise the hazards and ensure the safety and health of workers. 

Therefore, the aim of policy is preventive. The objective of occupational health and 

safety law is to avoid situations where workers become disabled through an incident at 

work. In the unfortunate circumstances where people become disabled through their 

work, it is not the responsibility of the legislation or the Health and Safety.Authority to 

ensure that they can resume the same work or other work within an organisation. 

Protection of people with disabilities against discrimination in the work-place is covered 

by the Employment Equality Act, 1998. 

Recommendation 78: Paragraph 7.11 

State and representative organisations in the agriculture sector should develop additional 
disability prevention programmes. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Health and Safety Authority has placed great emphasis on the promotion of farm 

safety in an effort to reduce the rate of accidents and deaths. A farmer is seven times 
more likely to be killed at work than the average industrial worker. There are 

approximately 140,000 farm workers employed on farms throughout the country. The 

vast majority of these are worked by one person, often with the assistance of other 
family members. 
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Various surveys show that farmers, their families and their friends suffer between 4,500 
and 5,000 accidents each year resulting in 15,000 days in hospital. A very large number 

of these accidents. go unreported. Adequate information is needed on causes of 
accidents to allow appropriate safety measures to be taken. In 1996, the HSA 

undertook a nation-wide campaign to reduce farm accidents. The areas of unsafe work 

practices and the safety of children were specifically targeted. 

Recommendation 79: Par~graph 7.12 

Overall government responsibility for vocational training and employment of people with 
disabilities should be assigned to the Department of Enterprise and Employment. That 
Department should produce a strategy paper on the employment and training of people 
with disabilities within six months of responsibility being assigned. 
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Action taken or proposed 

This recommendation is being implemented as part of the new administrative and 

infrastructural arrangements being introduced on foot of the recommendations of the 

Establishment Group for the National Disability Authority and Disabilit{ Support Service. 

As part of a move to mainstream, the Establishment Group made the following 

recommendations:-

responsibility for vocational training, including part of levelland all of levels 2 

and 3, would transfer from the Department of Health and Children to the 

Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment; 

responsibility for sheltered and supported employment (e.g. PEP and ESS) would 

transfer-to the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment; 

the current financiai.provision made available by the Department of Health and 

Children to NRB for these services and programmes will transfer to the 

Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment; 

·Iifeskills tra-ining for people in health services' day care programmes would 

continue to be the responsibility of the Department of Health and Children as 

part of the training continuum; and 

day activation a[ld rehabilitative workshops uncler the health service day care 

programme would continue to be the responsibility of the Department of Health 
and Children_ 

The Department's policies and strategies in relation to the employment and training of 
people with disabilities will be published in the annual National Employment Action 

Plan. 
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Recommendation 80: Paragraph 7.13 

The Department of Enterprise and Employment should arrange for the collection, collation 
and publication of comprehensive labour market statistics in respect of people with 

disabilities from an early date. 

Action taken or proposed 

Responsibility for the collection and publication of labour market statistics rests with the 

Central Statistics Office (CSO). The Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment 

will explore with the CSO the possibilities for collecting labour market statistics on 

people with disabilities in the Quarterly National Household Survey. 

Recommendation 81: Paragraph 7.16 

The 3% quota of public service jobs reserved for people with disabilities should be fully 

attained within three years. There should be strict monitoring of quota compliance within 

the civil service and all statutory bodies and annual publication of the situation. 

Action taken or proposed 

It is accepte'd that there should be annual publication of compliance with the 3% quota 

for employment of persons with disabilities in the civil service/public service. However, 

in order to preserve individuals' privacy, particularly in smaller Departments/Offices, 

publication will have to be limited to percentages, as at present. 

The Department of Finance retains responsibility for monitoring the 3% quota in the 

Civil Service. Responsibility for monitoring compliance with the 3% quota in the public 

service rests with the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform. Partnership 2000 

contains a commitment that the quota will be met in .the Public Service during the 

lifetime of the Partnership. An inter-departmental committee chaired by the Department 

of Justice, Equality and Law Reform, has been established to progress the attainment of 

the quota. 

In this regard, a Code of Practice for the Employment of People with Disabilities in the 

Local Authority Service has been finalised and published. The Code sets out policy and 

best practice to ensure employment opportunities for people with disabilities and is 

designed to offer them a fruitful and rewarding career in the local authority service. 

The Code of Practice covers issues such as recruitment, integration into the workplace, 

career development, retention in employment, accommodation and equipment, safety, 

health and welfare at work, and evacuation procedures. While the 3% quota for the 

employment of people with disabilities in the local authority sector has not yet been 

met, the Department of the Environment and Local Government has, for a number of 

years, been actively encouraging local authorities to achieve the quota by various 

means. Substantial progress has been made from the situation in 1991, where only 
0.6% of local authority staff were people with disabilities, to a quota position of 2.6% at 

the end of 1997. 
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The commitment in the Partnership 2000 agreement that the 3% quota be met during 

the lifetime of the Partnership has been brought to the attention of the local authorities 
which have not yet reached the 3% quota. They have been requested to make every 

effort to ensure that the quota is achieved as soon as possible, but in any event by the 
end of the period of the Agreement (end of 1999). The implementation of the Code will 

be monitored on an ongoing basis by a National Local Authority Monitoring 

Committee. 

Recommendation 82: Paragraph 7.17 

All exchequer supported organisations established to provide services to people with 
disabilities should attain an 8% quota within four years. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Departments of Enterprise, Trade and Employmentand Justice, Equality and Law 

Reform support this recommendation in principle. However, it is not felt that it is 

feasible to attain an 8% quota within 4 years. Such organisations should, as a condition 

of receiving continued Exchequer funding be required to meet the 3% quota, already 

met in the Civil Service, within a short period. If it transpires that no significant 

improvement has occurred on foot of these provisions, consideration can be given to 
setting an 8% quota and a time-scale. 

Recommendation 83: Paragraphs 7.19 & 7.20 

The Commission does not recommend the introduction of a mandatory quota in the 
private sector at this lime but recommends that the position be reviewed after three years. 
Should less than 3% employment of people with disabilities have been achieved within 
that period, a mandatory quota should be introduced. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment prefers the idea of a voluntary 

code of practice in this area. This might be backed up by an exhortatory clause in a 

formal letter accompanying grant offers to companies. Such a clause is a standard part 

of offer letters from IDA Ireland. 

Recommendation 84: Paragraph 7.21 

In awarding business contracts, State bodies should, subject to compliance with national 
and EU regulations, give positive consideration to suppliers of goods or services who 
comply with the employment quota and/or the NRB Positive to Disability Scheme. 
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Action taken or proposed 

EU and national procurement regulations would completely preclude the 

implementation of this recommendation that positive consideration be accorded to 

suppliers who comply with employment quotas for people with disabilities. 

Recommendation 85: Paragraph 7.22 

Programmes such as disability awareness, access audits, disability equality training and 

disability prevention should be developed and implemented across all sectors of the 

economy. 

Action taken or proposed 

See responses to Recommendations 17: Paragraph 3.10, Recommendation 18: 

Paragraph 3.11, Recommendation 77: Paragraph 7.10, Recommendation 133: 

Paragraph 10.11, Recommendations 148 and 149: Paragraphs 10.28 and 10.29. 

Recommendation 86: Paragraph 7.23 

Funding for the NRB Employment Support Scheme should be expanded to achieve a 

minimum annual target of 500 jobs for people with disabilities over the next three years. 

Recommendation 87: Paragraph 7.23 

Additional funding should be provided to the NRB Workplace and Equipment Adaptation 

Scheme with a minimum target of 500 jobs for people with disabilities over three years. 

Action taken or proposed 

Progress in respect of these recommendations is reported on a regular basis in the 

context of quarterly updates of Partnership 2000. Additional funding was secured for 

the Employment Support Scheme (ESS) during the course of 1998. The transfer of the 

ESS and Workplace and Equipment Adaptation Grant (WEAG) to the Department of 

Enterprise, Trade and Employment is part of the reconfiguration of training and 

employment services for people with disabilities envisaged in the report "Building a 

Future Together" which was agreed by the Government on 27 July, 1998. 

The Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment considers that to be effective, 

these grants must be part of a wider strategy to promote the employment of people 

with disabilities in the open labour market. 

Recommendation 88: Paragraph 7.25 

IBEC and ICTU consultative committees on disability issues should seek to include people 

with disabilities. 
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Action taken or proposed 

This recommendation has already been progressed. IBEC's consultative committee on 

disability interprets disability issues and legislation on behalf of employers. They 

regularly consult with people with disabilities on an ad-hoc basis. Half of the members 
of the ICTU consultative committee on disabilitY are people with disabilities. 

Recommendation 89: Paragraph 7.26 

The framework of actions by social partners in the Declaration of European Businesses 
against Exclusion and in programmes such as HEllOS II economic integration should be 
supported. 

Action taken or proposed 

No information on this Declaration could be sourced, HEllOS II ended in 1996. 

Recommendation 90: Paragraph 7.27 

Social partners in national, sectoral or industrial agreements should implement an 
equality clause which promotes the recruitment and retention in employment of people 
with disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

This is a matter which falls to be dealt with in the context of Partnership 2000 which in 

Chapter 5 - "Action Towards a New Focus on Equality" sets out the framework agreed 

in this regard. 

Recommendation 91: Paragraph 7.28 

The Department of Enterprise and Employment, in conjunction with the Co-Operative 
Development Unit in FAS, should establish a pilot programme of worker co-operative 
employment by people with disabilities with a target of 100 jobs over the next three years. 
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Action taken or proposed 

The FAs Co-operative Unit is available to support the development of Worker co

operatives. This service is already available to people with disabilities. FAs has worked 

with people with disabilities who wish to develop and run co-operative enterprises. 

However, FAs believes that the proposed target of 100 such jobs per annum to be 
achieved over the next three years is overly ambitious and is unlikely to be achieved. 
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Recommendation 92: Paragraph 7.29 

The Department of Enterprise and Employment in conjunction with the Department of 
Arts, Culture and the Gaeltacht, should initiate programmes to identify and promote 
employment opportunities for people with disabilities within the arts, culture and media 
sectors. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Arts, Heritage, the Gaeltacht and the Islands will liaise with the 

Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment in this regard. 

Recommendation 93: Paragraph 7.31 

Government funding should be provided in the 1997 Budget to provide 500 additional 
sheltered workplaces to meet the current acute shortage of places. 

Action taken or proposed 

Additional funding was provided for in 1997 to put in place 450 new dilY places, 

including sheltered workplaces, for persons with a mental handicap. A further 300 new 

day places were put in place in 1998. Additional funding has been provided in 1999 for 
the further development of a range of day services, including sheltered workplaces. 

Recommendation 94: Paragraph 7.32 

The Department of Enterprise and Employment should establish a resource to advise and 
assist agencies, communities and individuals to develop new employment opportunities, 
including sheltered workshops. Such support should include help with market research, 
product development, marketing, financial management. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment states that the resources of that 

Department's agencies charged with enterprise development are available to all who 

meet the criteria for availing of them. 

It should be noted that responsibility for sheltered workshops rests with the Department 

of Health and Children. 

Recommendation 95: Paragraph 7.33 

The status and rights of people with disabilities in sheltered work settings should be 
defined and appropriately protected. 
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Recommendation 96: Paragraph 7.33 

Standards should be introduced for the establishment and operation of sheltered 
workshops. 

Action taken or proposed 

Progress in respect of these recommendations is reported on a regular basis in the 

context of the quarterly updates of Partnership 2000. It is envisaged that a review will 

be undertaken into the operation of sheltered workshops within a short period of time. 

The preparation of Codes of Practice will be addressed in this context. It is anticipated 

that the Social Partners, among other interested parties, will be consulted as 

appropriate. 

Recommendation 97: Paragraph 7.35 

All public employment services should be fully accessible to people with disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

People with disabilities are currently entitled to avail of FAS's Employment Service and 

the Local Employment Service. 

In addition, FAS introduced a pilot programme in 1998 which provides one-tCK)ne 

support for people with disabilities who wish to enter mainstream training or 

employment. Over 300 people with disabilities had availed of this service up to 

November 1999. 

With regard to physical access to premises, FAS had an access audit conducted on all 

its existing premises, including Employment Services Offices, and commenced 

improvements in 1999. Where new offices are being developed, accessibility is taken 

into consideration as a standard requirement under current building regulations. 

Recommendation 98: Paragraph 7.35 

Occupational guidance should be available to all people with disabilities who seek it. 
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Action taken or proposed 

This recommendation is already being met. 

FAS's employment services, which include job-counselling and guidance, are available to 
all job-seekers, including people with disabilities. 
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Recommendation 99: Paragraph 7.36 

People with disabilities should be eligible, without restriction as to period of 
unemployment, to participate in all government employment measures directed at those 
who are unemployed. 

Action taken or proposed 

Recommendation already implemented for FAS training programmes. 

The Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employmeht states that people with disabilities 

who are registered with the National Rehabilitation Board are eligible for entry into the 

Community Employment, Workplace and Jobstart employment programmes for the 

unemployed. 

The Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs has over recent years 

introduced incentives for various social welfare claimants to take up available 

employment and educational opportunities. These incentives are available to people 

with disabilities - see response to Recommendation 59 - Paragraph 6.20. . 

Recommendation 100: Paragraph 7.42 

People with disabilities participating in government sponsored training programmes 
should be paid an appropriate training allowance and retain their secondary benefits. 

Recommendation 101: Paragraph 7.42 

Matching funding for ESF-supported training should not be dependent on attracting 
persons who are availing of disability-related income. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment wi Ii be reviewing these issues in 

the context of the transfer of responsibility for vocational training of people with 

disabilities from the Department of Health andChildren/NRB to Enterprise, Trade and 

Employment/FAS. 

Recommendation 102: Paragraph 7.43 

An immediate review of mainstream vocational training programmes should be 
undertaken with a view to maximising their accessibility to people with disabilities. 
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Action taken or proposed 

People with disabilities are currently eligible to participate on mainstream FAS courses. 
In addition, FAS has been running a pilot programme since 1998 for people with 

disabilities who wish to avail of FAS training or who are seeking employment. This pilot 
is assisting FAS in developing the delivery of mainstream programmes for people with 

disabilities. 

Recommendation 103: Paragraph 7.44 

The range of training choices for people with disabilities should be extended by inviting 
properly accredited training providers outside the specialist agencies to offer relevant and 
suitable programmes. The transfer to FAS of responsibility for the delivery and 
administration of training for people with disabilities should increase the range of options 
available. However, FAS will continue to utilise the expertise of specialist agencies as 
necessary. 

Recommendation 104: Paragraph 7.45 

New, innovative and more flexible models of training should be encouraged. 

Action taken or proposed 

FAS is already implementing flexible and innovative models of training, including use of 

multi-media open learning centres. People with disabilities already participate in such 

training. Flexibility of approach will be further reviewed by FAS when responsibility for 

the administration of training for people with disabilities transfers from the NRB. 

Recommendation 105: Paragraph 7.45 

There should be a greater concentration on job placement activity. 

Recommendation 106: Paragraph 7.46 

Priority might be given to training which integrates people with and without disabilities. 

Recommendation 107: Paragraph 7.47 

Employer-based training models should be further developed. 
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Action taken or proposed 

Special exemptions are provided for in the eligibility criteria for Community 

Employment, Jobstart, Workplace and Job initiative schemes, whereby people with a 

disability who are able to participate in these programmes and who are referred by NRB 
do not have to fulfil the general eligibility criteria. 

Training carried out in FAS Training Centres or by accredited training providers takes 

place in an integrated setting. An increase in the number of people with disabilities 

participating in integrating training is anticipated when responsibility for vocational 

training for people with disabilities transfers to FAS. 

The National Rehabilitation Board, in its Strategic Plan '95-'97, prioritised innovative 

developments in training design and delivery, in particular, on-the-job training. The 

Board also devised operating guidelines for approving such training in conjunction with 

interested agencies. The Board secured funding from the ESF to pilot test alternative 

models of training which involves employers centrally at the design and delivery stages. 

Arising from its work ih the area, the NRB has developed a set of standards covering 

Employer Based Training (EBT 52/98) to complement centre based training standards. 

The EBT standards assure the quality of vocational training for people with disabilities. 

FAS training already includes employer-based work experience and people with 
disabilities on FAS training courses participate in such training. 

(C.) The Way Forward 

1. Arising from a commitment in Partnership 2000 to strengthen the administrative 
procedures for equality proofing, having regard to the recommendations of the NESF, 
the Department of Justice, Equality and law Reform commissioned a research project, 
which includes: 

equality proofing policy in the context of the National Anti-Poverty Strategy, 

the feasibility of engaging in a wide ranging application of equality proofing. 

2_ Departmental responsibility for vocational training and employment services for 
people with disabilities is being relocated to the Department of arrangements will 
come into effect early next year. in this context, the Department and FAS will be 
reviewing a range of issues relating to the employment and training of people with 
disabilities, including promotionof employment opportunities, compilation of labour 
market statistics, funding of training, access to mainstream courses and flexibility of 
training delivery_ 

3_ An inter-departmental committee chaired by the Department of Justice, Equality and 
law Reform has been established to progress the attainment of the 3% quota for the 
employment of people with disabilities in the Public Service_ 
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Chapter 8 

Insurance 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 2 Recommendations on insurance for people with disabilities in the Report of the 
Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. 

The main issues which arise for consideration concern: 

(i) The investigation by the Ombudsman's office and the publishing in a Report, before 
the end of July, 1997, of any loading by insurance companies on drivers with 
disabilities. 

(ii) The introduction of anti-discrimination legislation with regard to providing insurance 
cover to people with disabilities. 

(8.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 108: Paragraph 8.7 

The Ombudsman's office should investigate, and publish its report, before the end of July, 
1997, on any loading by insurance companies of drivers with disabilities. 

Recommendation 109: Paragraph 8.7 

Legislation should be introduced in respect of the following:-

(i) An insurer should not discriminate against any person or group of people with a 
disability on the basis of their disability, when quoting for or issuing insurance 
cover, provided, however, that cover for specific disabilities and diseases may be 
excluded or provided subject to a higher charge, and benefits with respect to 
specific disabilities and diseases may be limited in amount, 

(ii) An insurer should not discriminate against any individual, company or body when 
quoting for or issuing insurance cover for any event involving people with 
disabilities, provided, however, that cover may be excluded or provided subject to a 
higher charge, 

(iii) An insurer should not discriminate against any individual, company or body when 
quoting for or issuing motor insurance, provided, however, that cover for specific 
disabilities and diseases may be excluded or provided subject to a higher charge, 
and benefits with respect to specific disabilities and diseases may be limited in 
amount, if the party providing insurance cover can establish the permissibility of 
such an exclusion, higher charge or limitation. 
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For purposes of establishing the permissibility of any exclusion or limitation, the party 

providing insurance must establish by clear and convincing evidence that the exclusion, 

higher charge, or limitation: (1) is not based on stereotype or prejudice; (2) is supported 
by sound and current actuarial data; and (3) is necessary to the realisation of a fair and 

reasonable rate of return on investment by the party providing insurance. 

94 

Action taken or proposed 

These recommendations have been brought to the attention of the Insurance 

Ombudsman'of Ireland, The Ombudsman is not empowered to entertain or comment 

upoil any reference which is made in respect of life insurance business of a member to 

the extent that such reference relates to the rating or under,writing of a risk except to 

th~extent that the matters in dispute concern facts 'material to the underwriting or 

rating of the risk. 

The Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment.has consulted the insurance 

industry on these matters and considers that concerns here are adequately safeguard'ed 

in the Equal Status Bill, 1999. 
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Chapter 9 

Access 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 18 Recommendations on access for people with disabilities in the Report of the 

Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. 

The main issues covered by the Recommendations concern: 

(i) Ensuring, through the Department of the Environment and Local Government, that the 

universal right of access for all citizens becomes the over-arching principle which 

guides all relevant legislation, policy and practice. 

(ii) Reviewing the Building Regulations, 1991. 

(iii) Ensuring, through the Disabilities Act, that all premises in public ownership or open to 

the public in any way and the services and facilities they contain should become' 

accessible to all citizens over a short timescale. 

(iv) The introduction as soon as possible by the Department of Justice, Equality and Law 

Reform of Equal Status legislation concerning access to goods, facilities and services. 

(v) The introduction of accessibility to all citizens as a key criterion for the funding of 

projects by State funding mechanisms, including the National Lottery. 

(vi) The employment by each local authority of a Local Access Officer to co-ordinate and 

promote access activities in their areas and the facilitation of an umbrella organisation 

for local access of groups. 

(8.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 110: Paragraph 9.18 

A national committee, resourced by the Department of the Environment, should be set up 

to develop policy and practice and to monitor progress in relation to the universal right of 
access to the built and external environments. 

. . 
. Action taken or proposed 

The Department of the EnVironment and Local Governmeni is of ihe view thauhis 

recommendatioriha~ already been' i~pl~mented, insofar as it applies to the building 

control system. /,{ statutory body known"as the Building Regula'tions Aavisory Body 

(BRABj,"which was first established in 1992, advises the 'Minister oli "the ope;ation of the 
Buiiding' Regulations 'and related matters. The membersnip of'BRAB is~drawn from the" 

construction industrY, local authorities, the National Rehaoilitation Board ·anClalso ~ 
includes a person with a disability. 
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With regard to external environments created by local authorities, there are no plans to 

establish a national committee for the purpose outlined in the recommendation. 

However, it should be noted that local authorities are empowered, under the Local 
Government Act 1994, to provide, operate and maintain parks and open spaces for 

amenity and recreational purposes. The criteria to be applied to the provision of public 

open space in housing schemes is a matter for each local authority in accordance with 
their development plan. The recently published "Guidelines for Planning Authorities 

on Residential Density" indicate that public open space is one of the key elements in 

defining the quality of the residential environment. The Guidelines acknowledge that, in 

general, planning authorities set out detailed quantitative standards for public open 

space in their development plans, but less emphasis is placed on qualitiative standards. 

The Guidelines indicate that the achievement of higher residential densities must be 

coupled with a higher standard of residential environment and thus the provision of 

higher quality communal and public open spaces is of paramount importance. The 

Guidelines set out detailed qualitiative and quantitative standards in relation to the 

provision of public open space in higher density residential developments. It is indicated 

that planning authorities should not permit the provision of open space where it is 

inadequately overlooked, supervised or accessible. The provision of open spaces, 

recreational facilities, amenity areas, etc. specifically in local authority housing schemes 

is also a matter for the individual housing· authorities in the first instance. New social 

housing guidelines recently issued by the Department advised authorities that in 

deciding on the extent and nature of public open space within a scheme, regard should 

be had to the size of the scheme, the nature of accommodation being provided, 

existing open space provision in the area and the requirements of the development plan 

for the area. Open space should be laid ourso that it is attractive and usable by the 

residents. Large undefined areas should be avoided as should pockets of badly shaped, 

fragmented or unusable. land which is difficult to maintain. 

In relation to the provision of dishing and tactile paving on pavements, inclusion of 

smooth paths in cobblestoned pedestrian zones, etc., the position is that 

implementation is a matter for local authorities. However, the Department of the 

Environment and Local Government has urged local authorities to take account of the 

needs of people who are mobility/visually impaired when planning and designing road 

works and pedestrian facilities. 

Recommendation 111: Paragraph 9.19 

The Department of the Environment should ensure that the universal right of access for all 
citizens becomes the over-arching principle which guides all relevant legislation, policy 

and practice in Ireland. The planning laws, fire regulations, health, safety and welfare 
legislation and all other legislation and guidelines which refer to any aspect .of the built 

and/or external environments should also be reviewed by the Department from this 

perspective. 
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Action taken or proposed 

The Department of the Environment and Local Government does not intend to 

implement this recommendation as it is unable to accept a mandate to vet the 

legislation, policy and practice of other Government Departments. The Department 

considers that each Department should be responsible for reviewing its own legislation, 

policy, etc. in relation to the built and/or external environment. If and when the 

Government make a decision adopting recommendation 111, the Department of the 

Environment and Local Government, in common with other Departments, will 

implement it. 

(The Planning and Development Bill, 1999, which is currently before the Seanad, is 

intended to make more effective and streamline the entire planning process and to 

ensure quality and timely decisions in relation to development planning and planning 

control. The Planning and Development Bill, 1999 contains provisions to enable 

planning authorities in their development plans to provide objectives for, inter alia, 

- Facilitating the provision and siting of services and facilities necessary for the 

community, including facilities for persons with diabilities.) 

Recommendation 112: Paragraph 9.20 

The Building Regulations, 1991 should be reviewed in the Department of the Environment 

to: 

eliminate inconsistencies from the Technical Guidance Documents which work to 

the detriment of people with disabilities 

ensure that each local authority establishes an efficient building control 

department with responsibility for implementing the Building Regulations (and the 

Road Traffic Acts) fully and immediately 

make building inspections mandatory 

ensure that Part M is enforced vigorously. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of the Environment and Local Government does not intend to make 

building inspections mandatory as this would require significant additional funding and 

staffing, at local authority level. However, the Department is in the process of 

implementing measures in relation to the other issues raised in this recommendation. 
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Part M of the Building Regulations, which came into effect on 1 june, 1992, applies to 

the construction of new public buildings and the reconstruction of existing public 
buildings. The Minister for the Environmentand Local Government published a 

Consultation Document in July, 1999 on proposals relating to the amendment of Part M 

to make new housing visitable by people with disabilities from 1 july 2000. This 
consultation process also included a full review of Part M and its associated Technical 

Guidance Document. The Department is now considering the submissions received in 

. consultation with the Building Regulations Advisory Boady (BRAB). 

The Minister has also set targets for all 37 building control authorities, as recommended 

by the City ahd County Managers' Assodation, seeking inspection levels of 12%-15% of 

all developments. 

Recommendation 113: Paragraph 9.21 

The Department of the Environment should bring forward legislation to introduce access 
certificates, along the lines of existing fire certificates, specifying that buildings are safe 
and appropriate for use. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of the Environment and Local Government has considered this 

recommendation and, having consulted the Building Regulations Advisory Body (BRAB), 

has decided not to recommend the introduction of Disabled Access Certification in the 

present climate, pending clearance of arrears in the issue of applications for Fire Safety 

Certificates. The Department of the Envirohmentand Local Government plans to run 

regional seminars jointly with the Royal Institute of.Architects in Ireland (RIAl) to 

promote Part. M (as amended from 1 july, 2000) and to. seek the co-operation of 

building professionals in complying with Part M. Depending on the response to and 

feedback from these seminars, the Department of the Environment and Local 

Government will review the position at the end of 2001. 

Recommendation 114: Paragraph 9.22 

The proposed Disabilities Act should ensure that all premises in public ownership or open 
to the public in any way (including employees and customers) and the services and 
facilities they contain should become accessible to all citizens over a short time scale. 

Action taken or proposed 

Preliminary work on the identification ofthe policy issues arising in relation to the 

preparation of a Disabilities Bill has.commenced in the Department of justice, Equality 
and Law Reform. This recommendation will be considered in the course of the 

preliminary work on the Bill. 
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Recommendation 115: Paragraph 9.23 

The Department of Justice should also propose amendments to all legislation pertaining 
to the granting of licences to premises open to the public - including licences to places of 
entertainment and public assembly, public houses and restaurants - to require the 
District Court to have regard to the adequacy of access by people with disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

Under existing legislation, when considering an application for the grant of an on

licence, the Court must have regard to certain factors, including the fitness of the 

premises. 

In addition, section 4 of the Equal Status Bill, 1999, prohibits discrimination in 

connection with the provision of services to which the public generally has access. 

Recommendation 116: Paragraph 9.24 

The Department of Equality and Law Reform should introduce Equal Status legislation 
concerning access to goods, facilities and services as soon as possible, ensuring that the 
legislation and any accompanying regulations and/or guidelines define what is reasonable 
and what constitutes undue difficulty in such a way as to minimise derogations which 
mitigate against the universal right of access. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Equal Status Bill, 1999, which deals with discrimination in non employment areas 

including the provision of goods and services and the disposal of property and 

accommodation on a number of specific grounds including disability, was published on 

19th April, 1999. All services which are generally available to the public are covered, 

including facilities for refreshment and entertainment, credit facilities and transport 

services. The Bill has passed Second Stage in the Dolil on 20 May, 1999. Committee 

Stage was completed on 4 November, 1999. The Minister has stated that, Oireachtas 

business permitting, he will be pressing for enactment of the Bill as soon as practicable. 

Once enacted, he intends to bring the equal status legislation into operation in the first 

half 9f the year 2000. 

Recommendation 117: Paragraph 9.25 

The Department of the Environment should introduce a public awareness campaign to 
educate all citizens about the universal right of access. 
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Action taken or proposed 

The Department of the Environment and Local Government considers that the carrying 
out and funding of a public awareness campaign is a matter for the new interim 

National Disability Authority. In 1998 and 1999 the Minister of State at the Department 
of Justice, Equality and Law Reform conducted a Disability Awareness Week, which 

featured local awareness raising events throughout the country and demonstrations of 

an accessible bus. These events received national and local media coverage. 

Recommendation 118: Paragraph 9.26 

The Royal Institute of Architects of Ireland and the Society of Designers in Ireland should 
ensure that the universal right of access becomes a key criterion in all their courses, 
competitions and activities. 

Action taken or proposed 

This is a matter for the Royal Institute of Architects of Ireland and the Society of 

Designers of Ireland whose attention has been drawn· to this recommendation. 

Recommendation 119: Paragraph 9.27 

FAS should give consideration to extending its training for building control personnel to 
other interested participants, particularly facilitating people with disabilities to become 
involved. Training on access issues, starting from the principle of the universal right of 
access of all citizens, should be included on all vocational training courses, including in
service and continuing training, for design and building management professionals, such 
as planners, architects, engineers, fire/safety officers, interior designers, graphic designers, 
building managers and all allied service providers. 

Action taken or proposed 

As part of the work ohhe Construction Industry Training Committee, FAS has 

developed a training programme for construction companies in relation to the 

implementation of the existing Building Control Act to cater for people with disabilities. 

This recommendation relates to the expansion of the above to cover other interested 

personnel and to further develop training initiatives in this area. FAS is currently 

examining how it might best address this issue and recognises the urgency of the need 

to train appropriately qualified Access Consultants including people with disabilities. 

While considering this to be a matter primarily for the organisers of the course, (FAS, 
Local Authorities, ClF), the Department of the Environment and Local Government is 

supportive of this recommendation. 
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Recommendation 120: Paragraph 9.28 

The Department of the Environment should seek authorisation from Rehabilitation 

International to award the International Symbol of Access. That Department should draw 
up, in consultation with appropriate bodies, clear criteria and conditions governing the 

award of the Symbol. The scheme should then be relaunched, with all previous recipients 

invited to re-apply. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of the Environment and Local Government does not intend to 

implement this recommendation (which would involve transferring.authorisation for 

awarding the symbol from the NRB to the Department) as it is strongly of the view that 

this is a matter for the NRB (who have long been associated with the award). 

Recommendation 121: Paragraph 9.29 

State funding mechanisms, including the National Lottery, should introduce accessibility 

to all citizens as a key criterion for the projects they fund. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs agrees, in principle, with this 

recommendation. All of the· various grant schemes operated by the Department are 

National Lottery funded, i.e. support for local self-help groups, Community Development 

etc. However, it should be noted that the types of group with a disability focus which 

are funded by the Department are still thin on the ground and what is needed is to 

encourage more of them to develop. Therefore, in the context of this type of small 

community group; these obligations could prove to be extremely onerous and could, in 

some instances, inhibit their development. The National Disability Authority, on its 

formal establishment, will be asked for its views on the preparation of guidelines in this 

area. This recommendation will be implemented in that, insofar as the Department of 

the Environment and Local Government is concerned, any lottery funded project is 

likely to have full access for people with disabilities. 

Recommendation 122: Paragraph 9.31 

The Department of the Environment should introduce legislation to regulate and enforce 

standards for roads, pavements, parkways, signage, etc. 
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Action taken or proposed 

The Department of the Environment and Local Government does not intend to 

implement this recommendation as worded, but as regards roads, pavements and 
parkways, the question of issuing a detailed advisory Circular Letter will be considered. 

In relation to signage, the Department has already published guidance in the form ofa 

comprehensive traffic signs manual and has issued a Circular Letter to all road 

authorities on the question of the quality of road signage, particularly on non-national 

roads. 

Recommendation 123: Paragraph 9.32 

The prohibition of parking on pavements should be rigorously enforced and planning 

permission should be required for placement of street furniture. Local authorities should 

ensure that all pavements are dished and have tactile paving by the year 2000. Where 

pedestrian zones are created using cobblestones, a smooth path should also be provided. 

Wheelchair users should be entitled to use bicycle lanes. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of the Environment and Local Government points out that enforcement 

of the prohibition on parking on pavements is a matter for the Gardai and traffic 

wardens cu'rrently employed by the Garda Commissioner (in the case of Dublin) and by 

local authorities (in other areas). 

Arising from provisions of the Road Traffic (Traffic and Parking) Regulations, 1997 and 

1998, made by the Minister for·the Envirpnment and Local Government under section 

35 of the Road Traffic Act, 1994, wheelchair users may use cycle tracks since 1 

Ociober1997. Regarding planning permission for street furniture, it is not intended to 

implement this exactly as worded but consideration will be given to issuing a guidance 

circular on the matter. 

In relation to the provision of dishing and tactile paving on pavements, provision of 

smooth paths etc. the position is that the implementation of this recommendation is a 

matter for the local authorities. However, the Department of the Environment and Local 

Government has urged local authorities to take account of the needs of people who are 

mobility/visually impaired when planning and designing road works and pedestrian 

facilities. It should also be noted that urban authorities will receive £13.9m by way of 

discretionary non-national roads grants in 1999, an increase. of 43% over the 1998 
payment of £9.8m. This figure includes £4.2m for a programme of footpath and 

carriageway repairs, 35% approx. of which was spent on footpaths in urban areas in 
1999. It is hoped to continue this programme in the year 2000. 
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Recommendation 124: Paragraph 9.33 

Each local authority should employ a Local Access Officer to co-ordinate and. promote 
access activities in their areas. 

Action taken or proposed 

On 29 October, 1998 the Department of the Environment and Local Government 

issued a Circular Letter to local authority Managers requesting that each Manager 

should assign to a specific officer the function of co-ordinating and promoting access 

activities in his/her area. Access Officers have been appointed in all of the 34 local 

authority Managers' areas. 

Recommendation 125: Paragraph 9.35 

The formation of an umbrella organisation for local access groups should be facilitated. 
Local Access Officers should support groups with training, technical information, advice 
on campaigning and group development. 

Action taken or proposed 

A Circular Letter, which was)ssued by the Department of the Environment and Local 
Government to each focal authority Manager on 29 October, 1998, stated that the 

designated Access Officer (see under Recommendation 124, Paragraph 9.33 above) 

should support local access groups with training, advice, etc., and should assist, as 

required, in the formation of an umbrella organisation for such groups. 

Recommendation 126: Paragraph 9.36 

Local authorities should provide funding for local access groups and consult with access 
groups throughout the construction of new developments in the built and external 
environments. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of the Environment and Local Government does not intend to 

implement this recommendation as the Department's position is that local authorities 

are and must remain independent of third party influence in carrying out their statutory 
functions under the Building Control Act; 1990. There would also be financial 

implications for local authorities in its implementation. 

Recommendation 127: - Paragraph 9.37 

The Department of the Environment should fund local authorities to improve accessibility 
in their areas on foot of agreed community based action plans. 
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Action taken or proposed 

This recommendation has considerable financial implications for the Exchequer. 

Implementation of the recommendation in the short, medium and long term would be 

totally dependent on the Government according priority to its implementation and 

providing the necessary funding. 

(C.) The Way Forward 

(1) The Minister for the Environment and Local Government will, early in 2000, amend 
Part M of the National Building Regulations (and related Technical Guidance 
Document) to require that new houses commencing on or after 1 July 2000 to be 
visitable by people with disabilities. The Minister will also make such other revisions 
of the existing Part M as may be desirable, as a result of comments received based 
on practical experience since the regulations were first brought into force in 1992. 

(2) A Circular Leiter was issued by the Department of the Environment and Local 
Government to all local building control authorities in June 1999 calling for stricter 
enforcement of Part M. 

(3) Access Officers have been appointed in all of the 34 Local Authority Manager's 
areas. 

(4) A Circular Leiter was issued by the Department of the Environment and Local 
Government to each local authority Manager on 29th October 1998 stating that 
Access Officers should support local access groups with training, advice etc., and 
should assist, as required, in the formation of an umbrella organisation for such 
groups. 
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Health 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 36 Recommendations on health in the Report of the Commission on the Status of 
People with Disabilities. 

The main issues which arise for consideration concern:-

(i) The accessibility of hospitals and other settings in which services are provided and the 

allocation of a key worker to facilitate communication between hospital staff and 

people with disabilities and their families. 

(ii) The need for close liaison between hospital maternity units and all community services 
for children with disabilities. 

(iii) The need for hospital staff at all levels and doctors at both under-graduate and post

graduate level to receive disability awareness training. 

(iv) The need for research into the development of technical aids and equipment to be 

encouraged by Government. 

(v) The expansion of the home help scheme and respite care services for persons with 
physical and/or sensory disabilities. 

(vi) The provision of personal assistance services for people with significant physical 

disabilities and the need to support and develop peer counselling and peer support 
services for deaf people. 

(vii) The need for additional revenue funding to address shortfalls in services for people 

with disabilities. 

(viii) The development of special units throughout the country specialising in continuing 

therapeutic care for people who have been discharged from medical rehabilitation 

centres. 

(ix) The development of national standards by the Department of Health and Children for 

services to people with disabilities in the community. 

(x) The rights of patients, the development of effective complaints procedures and the 
employment of Rights Advisers and Patient Advocates. 

(xi) The need for health boards to review existing levels of services with reference to the 
principles of equity, accountability and quality of services. 
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(8.) Overview 

The Department of Health and Children states that there is a significant number of health 

related recommendations which will take a number of years to implement in full. A long-term 

strategy for their implementation, which allows for prioritisation and user involvement, is 

required. There are two elements to the Department of Health and Children's proposed 

implementation strategy in relation to the health services, these are set out below:-

(I) Structural Arrangements 

The planning and development of services for people with intellectual disability is 

carried out by Health Board Co-ordination Committees. These Committees, which 

were established in the early 1990's, are representative of the health boards, the 

voluntary agencies and clients/parents. Similarly, Co-ordinating Committees for the 

planning and development of services for people with physical and sensory disabilities 

were established in each health board in 1998. These Committees are representative 

of the voluntary organisations providing services in the sector, the health boards, 

service users and the National Rehabilitation Board. 

The broad agendas for these Committees have been set at national level by a number 

of policy documents which encompass the recommendations of the Commission. 

These are described below. 

(II) Medium-Term Development Plans 

110 

Policy in relation to the development of services to persons with an intellectual 

disability is set out in the Report - "Needs and Abilities" published in 1990. Service 

developments are in line with the philosophy outlined in the report in that the 

emphasis is on assisting individuals with an intellectual disability to remain in their local 

communities as long as possible and to develop a range of services to meet the varied 

needs to this population group. The regional databases recommended in this Report 

have been established and are identifying the level of service provision available and 

the overall level of unmet need over a five year period. (See also response to 

Recommendation no. 160 - Paragraph 10.42) 

The Report of the Review Group on Health and Personal Social Services for People 

with Physical and Sensory Disabilities, "Towards an Independent Future", published 

in December, 1996, sets out the requirements for the development of services in this 

sector. These are in line with the recommendations of the Commission. Following 

. successful pilot projects in three health boards, a National Database Development 

Committee was established in 1998. This Committee hopes to complete its work on 

the essential data components of the database by the end of 1999 with a view to 

commencing work on preliminary implementation and testing early next year. There is 

a commitment in Partnership 2000 to develop services for people with disabilities 

based on both of these policy statements, within overall resource parameters. 
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It is in the context of these structures, the policy documents and the resources made 
available each year by Government, that the Department of Health and Children 

would see the development of health and personal social services recommended by 

the Commission being progressed in the coming years, having regard to the guidance 
and priorities agreed at local level by people with disabilities through their 

representatives on the Co-ordinating Committees. 

(C.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 128: Paragraph 10.5 

Hospitals and other settings in which services are provided should be accessible 
externally and internally. 

Action taken or proposed 

Health boards are carrying out this work in relation to hospitals and health centres on 

an ongoing basis as resources permit. (See also response to Recommendation 144-

Paragraph 10.24 in relation to General Practitioners' surgeries). 

Recommendation 129: Paragraph 10.8 

Relatives of people with disabilities who are attending a specialist service which is a long 
distance from their home should receive support in making regular visits to them. This is 
especially important in relation to children with disabilities. Such support may include 
free travel, creche facilities, etc. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Free Travel.scheme was extended to recipients of Carer's Allowance in 1998 and 

this means that carers can travel free on public transport. With the extension of the 

Carer's·Allowance to carers of children in receipt of the Domiciliary Care Allowance 

from August, 1999, this means that such carers, mainly parents, will also be entitled to 

the Free Travel pass. 

Relatives are encouraged and supported where possible, to participate in the patients' 

treatment programme. Assistance with travel, travel costs or other supports may be 

provided by the health boards in cases. where there is a particular need or hardship. 

Each case is dealt with on its own merits having regard to the particularcircumstances. 
In view of the existing provisions, the overall scale of health service delivery, the 

potential costs and the many competing demands for resources, there are no plans for a 

formal scheme of support in relation to people with disabilities as set out in the 

recommendation. 
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Recommendation 130: Paragraph 10.8 

Ambulances for both routine and emergency admissions should be equipped to transport 
all persons including those in electric wheelchairs. 

Action taken or proposed 

The current national specification for emergency ambulances includes the provision of 
sufficient space and the fitting of securing brackets for carrying a wheelchair. A 
common European specification for ambulance vehicles (prEN1789) will shortly 
supersede the national specification. The European specification lays down testing 

requirements for the fixation of loose equipment (which would include wheelchairs) 
within the ambulance in order to ensure patient safety in the event of sudden and 

unexpected acceleration or deceleration. Consistent with an ability to meet the 
minimum safety requirements set out in prEN, 1789 fixation points for wheelchairs can 

continue to be fitted in accordance with local need. In the case of non-emergency 

patient transport vehicles, health boards have adopted a number of approaches 

consistent with the needs of'particular patients. ,In the case of people in electric 
wheelchairs, provision has been made for dedicated vehicles with appropriate lifting and 

fixation equipment to ensure the safe and comfortable transport consistent with 
occupational health and safety requirements. 

Recommendation 131: Paragraph 10.9 

When a diagnosis, the impact of which is disabling is being given to a person, doctors 

should be required to advise the individual, or their family as appropriate, of the 
Disability Support Service and the location of the nearest Resource Centre. A hospital 

based key worker should be allocated to each person who can facilitate communications 
between hospital staff, family and the person with a disability. This key worker would also 

be responsible for making arrangements to inform all relevant community services prior 

to the person's discharge. 

Action taken or proposed 

The requirement for appropriate post-discharge support for people being discharged 

from acute hospitals is consistent with policy in relation to the promoti.on of active 
discharge planning for acute hospital patients. Hospitalcbased staff, particularly medical 
social workers can playa valuable role in identifying people requiring post-discharge 

support at an early stage in their hospital stay and liaising with the relevant' services. This 
should be addressed in a hospital context as an element of the·discharge planning 
process and through the promotion of closer linkages with community services and 
other reso~rces. This process will 'be further enhanced when the services to be provided 
by Comhairle come on stream. In dedicated rehabilitation centres' such as the National 
Rehabilitation Hospital, Dun Laoghaire, case meetings are held between the hospital 
p~rsonnel, the family and the relevant health board community care team prior to the 
discharge of the patient. . 
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Recommendation 132: Paragraph 10.10 

Close liaison is required between hospital maternity units and all community services for 
children with disabilities. The hospital key worker should ensure that on discharge, 
parents of a child with a disability are allocated a key worker in their local Health Board 
to facilitate the effective delivery of services. 

Action taken or proposed 

MaternitY hospitals liaise with community care services in relation to follow up care for 

all infants. Cognisant of suggestions made in a number of submissions, that liriks 
between the identification, assessment and treatment services were loosely structured, 

the Review Group on Health and Personal Social Services for People with Physical and 

Sensory Disabilities recommended the establishment of multi-disciplinary regional 
assessment teams: The Department of Health and Children is currently reviewing the 

progress made to date in implementing the recommendations of the Review Group. 

Other developments for children in the 0 to 12 years age group, which will complement 
the Review Group's recommendation through greater emphasis on improving link..ages 
between service providers, will be the revised Maternity and Infant Care Scheme 

(negotiations on which are nearing completion with the Irish Medical Organisation 
(I.M.O.)) and the imminent publication of the report - "Best Health for Children", 
commissioned by the Chief Executive Officers of the Health Boards in 1997. 

Recommendation 133: Paragraph 1 0.11 

Hospital staff at all levels should receive disability awareness training which addresses 
basic customer service and basic skills in dealing with people with disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Charter of Rights for Hospital Patients sets out a broad range of rights for users of 
hospital services, covering such areas as confidentiality, courtesy, information about 'and 

consent to treatment. The Charter also recognises the need for special consideration for 

the needs of people with disabilities in the application of the Charter. In addition io the 
provisions of the Charter itself and the focus on Gustomer service which it requires of 
hospital staff, awareness of the needs of people with disabilities forms part of the basic 
education and training programmes for the healthcare professionals who provide care 

for people with disabilities in a hospital setting. 

Recommendation 134: Paragraph 10.12 

Special service programmes should be organised for people with disabilities to provide 
rapid and convenient access to relevant services, designed to improve the overall quality 
and independence of their lives. 
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In doing so, the service should reach out in a pro active way to ensure that such a person 
is never inadvertently excluded because of his or her disability. 

Action taken or proposed 

The patient and his or her family are partners with the clinician in care delivery. Patients 

are provided with a full needs assessment as part of their care programme. In the case 

of people with mental health difficulties, assessment aims at identifying the patient's 

mental health, disabilities, together with his or her personal strengths. Following 

assessment; a specially designed programme of rehabilitation is drawn up aimed at 

cultivating social, communication and vocational skills ahd incorporates, where 

appropriate, access to relevant services designed to improve the overall quality and 

independence of their lives. 

The thrust of developments of health services for people with disabilities comprehends 

their continual improvement, particularly in regard to liaison between services, so that 

the quality of life for each individual is improved. 

By way of example, a benefit of the appointment of Resource Officers in the health 

boards', in conjunction with the National Association for Deaf People (NAD. - see also 

response to Recommendation 158 - paragraph 10.40), is that various classes e.g. lip 
reading, audiological rehabilitation, sign language for families and literacy have or will 

be developed for people with hearing impairment and their families. In the context of 

more seamless delivery of health services for people with disabilities, the NAD, the 

National Council for the Blind in Ireland and the Irish Wheelchair Association are 

involved in a tri-partite programme of education for general practitioners about disability 

issues. 

The overall position in this regard will be further improved on the coming on stream of 

the services to be provided by Comhairle. 

Recommendation 135: Paragraph 10.16 

All surgical and medical appliances should be supplied free of charge to holders of the 
Long Term Illness Card. Health Act procedures for the supply of technical aids should be 
redefined ensuring that there is an adequate definition for technical aids and equipment 
and standard procedures for assessing requirements. The provision in the Act which 
allows refunds for medical and surgical appliances should be implemented. Additional 
funding is required to ensure that there is a comprehensive supply of technical aids, as 
well as rapid, efficient assessment procedures. Money should also be provided by the 
Department of Health for repair services for technical aids. 
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Action taken or proposed 

The legal basis of the Long Term Illness (LTI) Scheme is 559(3) of the Health Act, 1970 

which provides for the supply without charge of drugs, medicines or medical and 

surgical appliances to persons suffering from a prescribed disease or disability of a 

permanent or long term nature. S59( 1) provides for the supply without charge of these 

items to medical card holders, 559(2) provides for payment by health boards towards 

the cost incurred on these items to non medical card holders, in respect of a period and 

an amount determined by Regulations. 559(2) is the basis of the community drugs 

schemes, other than the LTI Scheme. A refund system has been in place under 559(2) 

for many years. From 1 st July, 1999, the Drugs Refund Scheme and the Drugs Cost 

Subsidisation Scheme were replaced by the Drugs Payment Scheme. Under the Drugs 

Payment Scheme, no individual or family has to pay more than £42 a calendar month 

on prescribed drugs, medicines and medical and surgical appliances. 

The list of conditions covered by the LTI Scheme has not been extended since 1975 

and there are no plans for such an extension having regard to the Drug Payment 

Scheme which is in place. Substantial dedicated funding was provided in 1997 (£4.3m); 

and in 1998 (£5m) totalling £9.3m specifically for aids and appliances. 

Recommendation 136: Paragraph 10.16 

Research into the development of technical aids and equipment should be encouraged by 

Government, and people with disabilities should be involved in the design of such 

research. 

Action taken or proposed 

Research is a matter for the Health Research Board. The Department of Health and 

Children has drawn the attention of the Board to this recommendation and awaits its 

observations. The National Disability Authority which it is envisaged will be established 

early in 2000, also has an important role to play in this regard. 

Recommendation 13 7: Paragraph 10.17 

Day activity centres should be further developed nationwide on a permanent basis with 

appropriately trained staff and access to all modern therapies, including music, art, drama 

and alternative therapies like aroma therapy and reflexology etc. 

Action taken or proposed 

Day Resource/Activity centres are being developed in line with the overall 

recommendations of "Towards an Independent Future". Additional places are being 
made available on an ongoing basis as resources permit 
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Recommendation 138: Paragraph 10.20 

The present home help scheme should be extended to provide more comprehensive care, 

including personal care as well as household duties and care at unsociable hours, where 

that is needed. Home help assistants should receive a basic training which includes 
disability awareness training as well as education about proper personal care assistance. 

Action taken or proposed 

The objective of policy is to provide a range of support services including Home Helps, 

Home Care Attendants and Personal Assistants. The services outlined in this 

recommendation are catered for in the development, on an ongoing basis as resources 

permit, of a flexible range of Home Support Services, in accordance with the 

recommendations of "Towards and Independent Future". 

Recommendation 139: Paragraph 10.21 

Respite care services should be expanded for persons with physical and/or sensory 

disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

Priorities for the development of services are matters for the health boards in 

consultation with their Co-ordiriating Committees in the respective disability sectors. 

Priority areas identified for development in "Towards an Independent Future" are:

Day Care, Respite Care, Nursing and Therapy services, Personal support services and 

residential accommodation. These services will continue to be developed over the 

coming years as resources permit. 

Recommendation 140: Paragraph 10.21 

The Department of Health should develop minimum standards for respite care facilities 

and ensure that all new and existing units comply with those standards. 

Action taken or proposed 

Respite care facilities are being developed on an ongoing basis. There are current 

standards in relation to the construction and renovation of facilities such as those for 

respite care. However, the Department of Health and Children will consider the 
implementation of national standards for these facilities in consultation with the. new 

National Disability Authority when formally established. Considerable progress is 
expected on the issue of the development of standards and codes of practice in the 

near future, arising from the new National Disability Authority'S specific role in relation 

to these ma tters. 
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Personal assistance services should be provided for people with significant physical 

disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

Health 

The Personal Assistance Service is part of a range of support services for people with 
physical and sensory disabilities. The policy is to develop the range of services as a 
whole, having regard to available resources, in accordance with the recommendations 

of "Towards an Independent Future". As funding becomes available, the CO-<Jrdinating 

Committees have a key role to play in deciding on the priorities for service 
development including how much of the funding should be dedicated to the Personal 

Assistance services. 

Recommendation 142: Paragraph 10.22 

Further ongoing support and development of peer counselling and peer support services 

for deaf people should be given by Departments of Health and Social Welfare. 

Recommendation 143: Paragraph 10.23 

Additional revenue funding should be provided over a five-year period to address current 

shortfalls in services for people with disabilities including:-

day services; 

therapy services such as occupational therapy, speech therapy, and physiotherapy; 

respite care; 

personal assistant services for people with disabilities; 

peer counselling and peer support; 

counselling including genetic counselling; 

residential care. 
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Action taken or proposed 

The policy is to develop the range of services as a whole, including those mentioned in 
the recommendation, having regard to available resources, in accordance with the 
recommendations of "Towards an Independent Future", for physical and sensory 
disability, and the "Assessment of Needs" for People with Learning Disability. Since" A 
Strategy for Equality" was published, £18.49Sm additional revenue (rising to £21.49Sm 
in 2000) has been invested in the physical and sensory disability sector and £2Qm 
additional revenue (rising to £3Sm in 2000) has been invested in services for people 
learning disability/mental handicap. 

Recommendation 144: Paragraph 10.24 

GP premises should be adapted where necessary to make them accessible to people with 
disabilities. The cost of such adaptation could be met from the general practice 
development fund and the indicative drug target scheme. The practice of having specialist 
outpatient clinics in general practice settings should be promoted and expanded. 

Action taken or proposed 

Financial support for medical surgery premises development is provided under the 
Indicative Drug Target.Savings Scheme, the General Practice Development Fund and 
the Generai Practice Capital Fund. Where possible, such developments include 
provision for accessibility by people with disabilities. The provision of such access in 
new premises is a requirement. The criteria for the allocation of monies under the 
Indicative Drug Target Savings scheme includes the development of a wide range 
services at G.P. surgeries and facilities, including paramedical and therapy services and, 
where feasible, out-patient clinics. The development of these services is matter for the 
local health board in consultation with the relevant professional service providers. 

Recommendation 145: Paragraph 10.25 

Units specialising .in continuing therapeutic care for people who have been discharged 
from medical rehabilitation centres (e.g. for paraplegia due to road traffic accident) 
should be developed throughout the country. Such units would be staffed by teams 
consisting of physiotherapists, occupational therapists, nurses and social workers, who 
would have ongoing supervision from the relevant specialised centre from which a patient 
had returned. In the central unit they would have regular refresher courses, training in 
new techniques, and opportunity to familiarise themselves with the individual treatment 
needs of any patient destined to return to their area. 
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Action taken or proposed 

Having regard to the recommendations of the Report, "Towards an Independent 
Future" and the "Report of the National Advisory Committee on Medical 
Rehabilitation" and in the context of the development of the National Rehabilitation 
Hospital, a committee has been set up to look at the needs, on a countrywide basis, for 
rehabilitation facilities. 

Recommendation 146: Paragraph 10.26 

The training of health care staff should include a comprehensive disability awareness 

module designed in consultation with the Council for the Status of People with 

Disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

Disability awareness is an integral part of staff training and development within the 
health services. 

Recommendation 147: Paragraph 10.27 

National standards should be set by the Department of Health for services provided to 
persons with a disability in the community. These should apply to medical, nursing, and 

paramedical staff. A review of selection criteria for health care training should be' 
undertaken with an increased emphasis on choosing candidates with interpersonal skills: 
this should involve assessing attitudes and personality via an interview prior to selection. 

A postgraduate course for medical and paramedical personnel should be devised to 
improve their communications with people with disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

Health care training emphasises the importance of working with other professions, and 

of developing professional knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary to meet the specific 
needs of the patient. 

Because of the rapidly changing nature of the health services, all staff need to be aware 

of the need for continuing training and education. The exact provisions for post
graduate training and continuing training in each staff category will be examined and 
developed where required. Ongoing consultations are taking place with all bodies 
responsible for the training and education of professionals in the health sector so that 
whatever changes are necessary will be made in their programmes to ensure the 
appropriate range of skills, including communications skills and expertise, are in place. 
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Standards in the delivery of services in areas such as mental health, mental handicap 
and physical and sensory disabilities are comprehended by the reports "Planning for 

the Future", "The Services to Persons with a Mental Handicap/Intellectual Disability 
- Assessment of Needs and Abilities 1997 - 2001", and "Towards an Independent 

Future". Service developments in these sectors are based on the recommendations in 

these reports and these are being implemented. See also response to Recommendation 

133 - paragraph 10.11. 

Recommendation 148: Paragraph 10.28 

General practitioners and other community care personnel should receive up-dated 

training in screening and detection of persons at risk. 

Action taken or proposed 

(Recommendation 147: paragraph 10.27 above is also relevant here). Post vocational, 

or continuing medical education, for medical and paramedical personnel is generally a 

matter for the respective professional bodies involved, for example, the Irish College of 

General Practitioners. This matter will be. considered in the context of the examination 

mentioned in the response to Recommendation 149: paragraph 10.29 below. 

Recommendation 149: Paragraph 10.29 

Genetic counselling services should be made available nationwide as a matter of urgency. 

Action taken or proposed 

This area is currently being examined by the Department of Health and Children in 

. conjunction with Our Lady's Hospital, Crumlin, (which houses the National Centre for 

Genetics) in the context of the development of genetic services generally. 

Recommendation 150: Paragraph 10.30 

Ways of maximising choice of service should be examined. For example, people with 

disabilities or their carers could be given control, either direct or indirect, of part or all of 

their allocation of resources for the purchase of services. 

Action taken or proposed 

The feasibility of implementing this recommendation will be examined by the 
Department of Health & Children in consultation with the health boards and other 

interested parties. The Co-ordinating Committee structures within the health boards, for 
both Intellectual Disability and Physical and Sensory Disability services, have given 

people with disabilities a greater say, than heretofore, in identifying priorities for the 

spending of additional monies made available for the development of services. 
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With regard to social welfare services, these are, in the main, provided for by way of 
weekly income maintenance payments which are paid directly to the claimant. There 

are however, a number of benefits-in-kind, e.g. the free travel pass, free electricity 

allowance. 

Health 

In this regard, the Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs is currently 

carrying out a fundamental review of the "Free" Schemes in order to assess whether 

the objectives of these schemes are being achieved in the most efficient and effective 

manner. The Review is being undertaken by the Policy Institute in TCD in association 

with the Department and it is expected that it will be completed and published by the 

Policy Institute early in 2000. The question of whether the "Free" schemes should 

continue to be provided by way of benefits-in-kind or in the form of additional cash 

payments is one of the many issues being considered as part of the review. The 

conclusions of the Review will be considered in a Budgetary context, as appropriate. 

The proposal. in the Carer's Review for the possible introduction of a PRSI type 

arrangement to enable care recipients to meet some or all of the costs of their own 

care would be in line with this recommendation (see also response to Recommendation 

64 - Paragraphs 6.34 and 6.35). 

Recommendation 151: Paragraph 10.31 

Case conferences concerning a person with a disability should include the person and 

his/her family, as appropriate, as well as professionals from community and hospital 

services. 

Action taken or proposed 

The inclusion, in a case conference, of the person with the disability or their relative, is a 

matter for consideration by the medical, paramedical and other professionals involved in 

the case, having regard, for·example, to the ethical guidelines issued by the Medical 

Council. Discretion may be required in cases, for example, where children are involved. 

Recommendation 152: Paragraph 10.32 

Medical and paramedical education should actively address patients' rights. The right to 
hear one's diagnosis in a sensitive and humane manner should be recognised. Medical 

personnel should be obliged to inform patients of all significant effects of therapy, 

including pharmaceutical preparations, surgical and investigative procedures, electro

convulsive shock therapy and psychological interventions. 
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Recommendation 153: Paragraph 10.33 

All persons, having been fully informed of their rights, may refuse to undergo treatment. 
This right of refusal must be respected by professionals and such a refusal should not 
interfere with the right of people to receive any other form of recommended treatment to 
which they give informed consent. 

The Department of Health should issue a code of practice to deal with situations where it 
is legally possible to institute treatment without consent. Legal safeguards should exist to 
prevent abuse of people receiving such treatment. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Patients' Charter provisions are of relevance to these recommendations. All publicly 

funded hospitals in the country are operating under this Charter. 

All medical practice in'this country is already founded on the basis of informed consent 

i.e. patients have to consent to treatment, have a right to refuse treatment, and 
practitioners have a duty to inform patients of benefits and side effects of treatment. In 

the case of minors or those of unsound mind, consent has to be obtained from parent 

or legal guardian. 

The exceptions to the situation above are: 

(i) Where there is an emergency life threatening situation in which consent cannot 

be obtained from either the paiient or next of kin/guardian, in which case consent 

is presumed. 

(ii) Compulsory mental health admissions under the terms of the Mental Health Act. 

Medical practitioners operate under guidelines set out by the Medical Council which 
relate specifically to these areas. In the circumstances, there are no plans to introduce a 

separate code of practice covering this area. 

Recommendation 154: Paragraph 10.34 

Patients must give full and free consent before participating with doctors/nurses in 
medical tutorials, examinations or case conferences. 

The consent of a patient is sought in relation to his or her participation in medical tutorials, 

examinations or case conferences, 
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Recommendation 155: Paragraph 10.35 

No person should be overlooked for treatment or have treatment delayed or curtailed 
because of a disability. 

No patient is denied treatment, regardless of his or her disabilities, should such treatment be 
deemed appropriate. 

Recommendation 156: Paragraph 10.36 

Effective complaint procedures should be developed and operated by each Health Board. 
Rights Advisers should be employed in every psychiatric hospital and there should be a 

Patient Advocate, not employed by the Department of Health, in every hospital. 

Action taken or proposed 

Complaints procedure are being developed by service providers on the basis of specific 

guidelines set out in the "Guidelines on Good Practice and Quality Assurance in 
Mental Health Services". The Eastern Health Board are at present working towards' the 

provision of a patient's advocacy service. 

Policies, practices and procedures in the delivery of services to patients, including 
complaints procedures are a feature of services provided in hospitals and are 
comprehended ih the Charter of Rights for Hospital Patients. 

On a more general level, health boards operate complaints procedures for all of: the 

services delivered by them. Complaints are usually referred to the chief executive officer 
in the first instance and dealt with by the relevant area of the boards administration. In 

certain cases, a CEO may decide to refer a case for independent investigation - i.e. by 

a person outside the community care area or outside the health board area. 

This aspect of the health services is under continual development, for example in the 
context of the ongoing development of services in line with the health strategy and the 

work of the many co-ordinating committees for the development of services which are 
representative of user groups. 

Recommendation 157: Paragraph 10.39 

The families of people who are mentally ill or experience emotional difficulties should be 
provided with counselling and education by the Health Boards. 
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Action taken or proposed 

Family support is provided by the patient's professional sector team. Services provided 
include counselling, educational awareness and domiciliary visits. 

Recommendation 158: Paragraph 10.40 

A sign language interpreter service should be available to facilitate deaf persons in 

accessing health services. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Signlink interpreter service was established in 1998. There are currently thirteen 

interpreters contracted to provide services. The operation of this service will be 

reviewed. 

There are also Resource Officers based in four of the eight health boards who are 

trained sign language interpreters. They have a specific function in relation to 

accessibility to health services by people with hearing impairments. Other benefits 

stemming from the appointment of these officers is the development of services such as 

lip-reading, audiological rehabilitation, sign language for families of hearing impaired and 

literacy classes. The appointment of a Resource Officer in the remaining four health 

boards is currently being pursued. 

Recommendation 159: Paragraph 10.41 

Each Health Board should review existing levels of services with reference to the 

principles of equity, accountability and quality of service and draw up five year plans to 

provide comprehensive community-based services for people with disabilities. These plans 

should be submitted to the Minister for Health by July 1, 1997, for approval. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Development of health services f()r people with disabilities is being carried out in 

accordance with the principles outlined in this recommendation. The terms of reference 

for the Co-ordinating Committees for physical and sensory disabilities and learning 

disabilities include the drawing up of multi-annual plans for service development. 

Recommendation 160: Paragraph 10.42 

The policy report for mental health services, Planning for the Future, and for mental 

handicap services, Needs and Abilities, should be reviewed urgently. 
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Action taken or proposed 

"Planning for the Future" has been reviewed on a number of occasions, particularly by 

the Green Paper on Mental Health which was published in 1992 and by the Inspector 

of Mental Hospitals. While there has not been a formal review of"the implementation of 
the recommendations contained in the "Needs and Abilities" Report, there has, in 

effect, been an ongoing review in that service provision has been changing to meet the 

needs of those using or requiring access to the services. This is most evident in the 

pressure which exists in relation to day and residential services, in particular, as a result 

of the increasingly adult profile of this population group. 

Service priorities are being identified within the various health board regions and there 

is an emphasis on improving not only the quantity of services available, but also to 

maintain and improve the quality of those services. This is being achieved in a number 

of ways, including the development of evaluation tools to measure outcomes, protocols 

and procedures to safeguard clients and staff and the use of quality initiatives processes. 

An "Assessment of Need for Services to Persons with a Mental Handicap 1997-

2001 ", based on information from the National Intellectual Disability Database, was 

published in 1997. This was based on information in respect of 1996. It identified the 

number of new residential and day places required to meet the needs of those who had 

been assessed as requiring these services. The new places, together with costs 

associated with changes in services for those who were already in receipt of either day 

or residential services, were estimated to cost approximately £63.5m. Additional funding 

has been made available annually to put in place the services which are required. 

Up-dated information is now available in respect of 1998 data, covering the five year 

period 1999 - 2003. The accelerated provision of additional funding to meet the needs 

identified for these services is currently being sought through the 2000 Estimates 

process. Provision for significant capital expenditure for the services has been included 

in the National Development Plan. 

Recommendation 161: Paragraph 10.43 

The Government should implement forthwith its policy to appoint advisory committees to 

each health authority in line with the recommendation of the national health strategy. 

Such committees should comprise consumer groups including people with disabilities and 

should have access to senior management levels. 
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Action taken or proposed 

The Co-ordinating Committees for Physical and Sensory Disability services (set up in 
1998) and Intellectual Disability services (set up in the early 1990's) provide this 

function directly within the health board structure. These Committees include 
representatives of the voluntary and statutory agencies and the user groups in the 

respective sectors. The Committees are chaired by a senior manager (usually the 

Programme Manager) and user groups have access to senior management levels 

through this forum. 

Recommendation 162: Paragraph 10.44 

Complaints procedures should be developed and there should be a statutory obligation 

on each health authority to provide feedback on consumer opinions to the Minister for 

Health. 

Action taken or proposed 

Consumer opinions/views. are regularly sought by the health boards and provided by 

the voluntary agencies through the co-ordinating committee structure. The Department 

is provided with feedback on services development through its ongoing consultation 

with the boards, the voluntary agencies and organisations representative of people with 
disabilities. These views are and will continue to be sought by the Department. There 

are no plans to introduce a statutory obligation on health authorities to provide this 

feedback as it would require another layer of administration in respect of a function 

which is largely being achieved under the present structures. (See also response to 

Recommendation 156 Paragraph 10.36 on complaints procedures). 

Recommendation 163: Paragraph 10.45 

Health Boards should take consistent approach to the changes expected of them as a 

result of the Health Strategy, to ensure an equitable service nationwide. 

Action taken or proposed 

The matter of consistency in approach to the delivery of health services nationally is 

central to the recommendations in the major reports on the development of services for 

people with disabilities. This is being addressed in the continual review process between 

the Department and the health boards on the implementation of these. reports. 
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(C.) The Way Forward 

(1) The Free Travel scheme was extended to recipients of Carer's Allowance in 1998 
and this means that carers can travel free on public transport. With the extension of 
the Carer's Allowance to carers of children in receipt of the Domiciliary Care 
Allowance from August, 1999, this means that such carers, mainly parents, are also 
entitled to the Free Travel pass. 

(2) Maternity hospitals liaise with community care services in relation to follow up care 
for all infants, including those with disabilities. In addition to theimplementation by 
the health boards of recommendations in "Towards an Independent Future" and 
the "Strategy for Equality", liaison between hospital and community care services is 
a matter which is being addressed as part of the implementation of the database for 
the physical and sensory disability sector. 

(3) The various issues relating to the supply of aids and appliances will continue to be 
reviewed by the Department of Health and Children. 

(4) Day Resource/Activity centres are being developed in line with the overalL. 
recommendations of "Towards an Independent Future". Additional places are being 
made available on an ongoing basis as resources permit. 

(5) Priority areas identified for development in "Towards an Independent Future" are:
Day Care, Respite Care, Nursing and Therapy services, Personal support services 
and residential accommodation. These services will continue to be developed over 
the coming years as resources permit. 

(6) Respite care facilities are being developed on an ongoing basis. There are current 
standards in relation to the construction and renovation of facilities such as those 
for respite care. However, the Department of Health and Children will consider the 
implementation of national standards for these facilities in consultation with the 
new National Disability Authority when it is formally established. 

(7) The Personal Assistance Service is part of a range of support services for people 
with physical and sensory disabilities. The policy is to develop the range of services 
as a whole, having regard to available resources, in accordance with the 
recommendations of "Towards an Independent Future". The role of the Co· 
ordinating Committees in defining local priorities is relevant here. 

(8) Since a "Strategy for Equality" was published, £18.495m additional revenue (rising 
to £21.495m in 2000) has been invested in the physical and sensory disability sector 
and £29m additional revenue (rising to £35m in 2000) has been invested in services 
for people learning disability/mental handicap. The Government are committed to 
continued funding in respect of the needs as set out in the respective Reports 
dealing with both of these areas. 
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(9) Disability awareness is an integral part of staff training and development within the 
health services and further work will be done to extend this. Disability Awareness 
Week, which was initiated in 1997, will continue on an annual basis. 

(10) Ongoing consultations are taking place with all bodies responsible for the training 
and education of professionals in the health sector so that whatever changes are 
necessary will be made in their programmes to ensure the appropriate range of 
skills, including communications skills and expertise, are in place. 

(11) Standards in the delivery of services in areas such as mental health, mental 
handicap and physical and sensory disabilities are comprehended by the reports 
"Planning for the Future", "The Services to Persons with a Mental 
Handicap/Intellectual Disability - Assessment of Needs and Abilities 1997-2001", 
and "Towards an Independent Future". Service developments in these sectors are 
based on the recommendations in these Reports and will continue to be 
implemented. 

(12) Complaints procedure are being developed by service providers on the basis of 
specific guidelines set out in the "Guidelines on Good Practice and Quality 
Assurance in Mental Health Services". The Eastern Health Board are at present 
working towards the provision of a patient's advocacy service. 

(13) The Sign link interpreter service was established in 1998. There are currently 13 
interpreters contracted to provide services. The operation of this service will be 
reviewed. There are also Resource Officers based in four of the eight health boards 
who are trained sign language interpreters. 

(14) Key aspects of the "Needs and Abilities Report" have been implemented, including 
the establishment of regional databases (linked to a national database). Current 
research into the outcomes of service will also assist in the ongoing review of 
policy. 
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Chapter 11 

Education 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 55 Recommendations on education for people with disabilities in the Report of 

the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. 

The main issues which arise for consideration concern:-

(i) The Department of Education should become the accountable authority in relation to 

all educational matters of concern to people with disabilities and their families. 

(ii) The Commission's assertion of a number of fundamental principles in regard to the 

education of every citizen with a disability. 

(iii) The need for an inclusive Education Act. 

(iv) The need for all people with disabilities to be offered an appropriate education in the 

environment of their choice. 

(v) The need for the legal rights, roles and responsibilities of parents to be clearly outlined 

in relation to any assessment or decision-making process and for a second opinion to 

be available in relation to placements together with the availability to parents, pupils or 
school authorities of a mechanism for appeal to an independent body. 

(vi) That schools and educational establishments should be required to make every 

reasonable accommodation to meet the educational needs of a student. 

(vii) That local policy issues should, as far as possible, be decided locally, within the overall 

policy framework. 

(viii) Consultation with people with disabilities and their representative organisations should 

be a key feature of future policy formation. 

(ix) The need for Community Education Plans. 

(x) The provision of support services by joint actions between health boards and the 

Department of Education and Science. 

(xi) The need for flexible school transport arrangements. 

(xii) The need for appropriate curricula, and flexibility in relation to curricula and 

examinations. 

(xiii) The removal of duality of the special and mainstream school systems. 

(xiv) The inclusion in all initial and continuing teacher education programmes, of modules 

on meeting the needs of pupils with disabilities. 
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(xv) The annual allocation of 1°;', of the existing education budget for additional 

expenditure to meet the needs of pupils/students with disabilities. 

(8.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 164: Paragraph 11.5 

The Department of Education should be the accountable authority in relation to all 

educational matters of concern to people with disabilities and their families. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Education Act, 1998, places the responsibility in relation to all educational matters 

concerning people with disabilities with the Minister for Education & Science. The Act 

describes itself as "An Act to make provision ... for the education of every person in the 

State, including any person with a disability or who has other special educational needs 

" 

The Act states that "Each of the following shall be functions of the Minister under this 

Act: 

(a) Ensure ... that there is made available to each person resident in the state, 

including a person with a disability or who has other special educational needs, 

support services and a level and quality of education appropriate to meeting 

the needs and abilities of that person [Section 7 (1)1 

(b) to·provide ... support services to recognised schools ... students, including 

students who have a disability or who have other special educational needs 

and their parents, as the Minister considers appropriate and in accordance with 

this Act [Section 7 (2)1". 

"support services" include: 

132 

assessment of students; 

psychological services; 

guidance and counselling services; 

technical aids and equipment ... for students with special needs and their 

families; 

learning through Irish sign language or other sign language, including interpreting 

services; 

speech therapy services; 
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provision for early childhood, primary or post-primary, adult or continuing 
education to students with special needs otherwise than inschools .... " [Section 
2]. 

Recommendation 165: Paragraph 11.8 

The Commission asserts the following principles in regard to the education of every 
citizen with a disability. The Commission further asserts that the rights e"plicit and 
implicit in these principles should be incorporated in all education policy, and should be 
enshrined in any legislation:-

Every child is educable. All children, including those with disabilities, have a right 
to a free and appropriate education in the least restrictive environment. 
Appropriate education for all children with disabilities should be provided in 
mainstream schools, except where it is clear that the child involved will not benefit 
through being placed in a mainstream environment, or that other children would 
be unduly and unfairly disadvantaged. 

Every individual has an equal right to educational provision, which will enable him 
or her to participate in all aspects of economic, social, cultural and political life, to 
the fullest e"tent of his or her potential. 

The unique needs of the individual person must be the paramount consideration 
when decisions are being made concerning the appropriate provision of education 
for that person. In so far as is practical a continuum of services must be available 
to meet those needs close to the person's home and family. 

It is the responsibility of the State to provide sufficient resources to ensure that 
pre-school children, children of school-going age and adults with disabilities have 
an education appropriate to their needs in the best possible environment. 

Parents have primacy in the decision-making process as soon as their child with a 
disability has been identified as having particular educational needs. They [and the 
child whenever appropriate] must be entitled to make an Informed choice on the 
educational placement of their child. 

There shall be an accessible appeals procedure on educational enrolment 
recommendations. This will have due regard for the rights of the child, the rights of 
the parents and the educational rights of other children. 

All schools have a responsibility to serve children with disabilities in' the least 
restrictive environment. Each school plan must strive to make schools inclusive 
institutions. To facilitate inclusive education, due recognition must be given to the 
rights and needs of teachers for resources, initial education, and continuing 
professional development. 
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Flexibility and formal linkages should be built into educational provision at local 
level. It must be a statutory duty of all existing or new management structures to 
secure access to high quality and appropriate education for all children and adults 
with disabilities. 

Priority should be given to the needs of people with disabilities, within the broad 
framework of educational provision, and this should be reflected in the allocation 
of resources. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Education (No.2) Bill, 1997, now the Education Act, 1998, which replaced the 

original Education Bill, made significant changes from those proposed in the original Bill. 

The Education Boards were not proceeded with and responsibility remains with the 
Minister and the Department of Education & Science. 

The Education (No.2) Bill was extensively amended in the course of its passage through 
the Oireachtas. Most of the amendments accepted by the Minister, related to children 

with disabilities and special educational needs. 

Recommendation 1 GG: Paragraph 11.10 

An inclusive Education Act should enshrine and stimulate further progress towards 
inclusion while increasing support to specialist schools. It should facilitate co-ordination 
and linkages between mainstream and specialist schools and between specialist vocational 
training centres and centres offering adult education opportunities. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Education Act, 1998, makes regulations for procedures for the promotion of 
effective liaison and consultation between schools and centres of education with: 

(1) other schools and centres of education 

(2) local authorities 

(3) health boards and 

(4) persons or groups of persons who have a special interest in, or experience of, 
the education of students with special educational needs ... [Section 6(g)]. 

Recommendation 1 G7: Paragraph 11.11 

The Act'should also set out clearly the entitlements of students and the rights of parents. 
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Recommendation 176: Paragraph 11.19 

Parents should be acknowledged as full and equal partners throughout the educational 
process and be provided with guidance and support, full information about their child's 
progress, and be allowed to contribute meaningfully to it. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Education Act, 1998, acknowledges the rights of parents. 

The original provisions of the Education Bill have been amended to allow a right of 

appeal to the Secretary General on decisions affecting students under 18 years [Section 
29}. 

Recommendation 168: Paragraph 11.12 

All people with disabilities should be offered an appropriate education in the environment 
of their choice. The concept of an "appropriate" education needs to be clearly defined in 
legislation. In this regard, the Commission favours the definition "appropriate" which is 
contained in the American Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). It states that 
for a programme to be "appropriate" it must be based on and responsive to the child's 
individualised educational needs as identified in the evaluation process. The IDEA requires 
that a written Individual Education programme (IEP) is developed for the adult and child 
with disability. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Education Act 1998 [Section 9} provides that recognised schools shall provide 
education to students which is appropriate to their abilities and needs and .. ," it shall, 

use its available resources to ensure that the educational needs of all students, including 

those with a disability or other special educational needs, are identified and provided 
for". 

The Minister for Education & Science announced, in November, 1998, a lJlajor initiative 
in special education which provides the first ever automatic supports for many children 

with disabilities. The initiative in particular marks a breakthrough for integrated 
education and children with autism. 

The measures involved, are aimed at ensuring that all chifdren with special educational 
needs, irrespective of their location or disability, will receive the support they require to 
participate fully in the education system. 
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The measures, which extend across the entire spectrum of .special. needs will deliver 
extra teaching and child care services to all special needs children, whether in groups or 

in individual isolated settings. 

The key measures announced by the Minister include: 

The introduction of a formalised system of special teaching support for all 

children attending schools on a fully integrated basis-who have been assessed as 

having special educational needs . 

• . The introduction of a formalised system of child care support for all children with 

special needs, including those in special schools, special classes and ordinary 

schools, who have been assessed as requiring such support. 

Formal recognition of the distinct educational needs of all children with Autism 

whose condition requires the introduction of a special pupil teacher ratio of 6:1 

together with an automatic entitlement to child care support. 

The announcement is a major breakthrough in the development of special education 

services. The most important element is that children with special needs attending 

ordinary schools will, for the first time ever, have automatic access to the special 

teaching support and, if necessary, the child care support they require to enable them 
to reach their potential within the education system. 

These measures will address past inadequacies by ensuring that each child, whether as 

part of a group or on an individual basis, will have an automatic entitlement to the level 

of teaching and child care support which their condition requires. 

It is expected that the measures announced by the Minister will cost almost £4 million 

in 1999. 

Recommendation 169: Paragraph 11.13 

legislation must create a strong presumption that students will be placed in the least 

restrictive environment. The onus of proof in demonstrating the inappropriateness of a 

placement in a mainstream school should be placed on the school authorities. It should 

be rebutted only by demonstrating objective impossibility, or that such placement would 

not be in the best interests of the child, or that placement would unduly hinder the 

education rights of other children. 
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Recommendation 171: Paragraph 11.15 

A second opinion should be available in relation to decisions about placements and an 
appeal to an independent body should be available to the parent, pupil or school 
authority. 

Recommendation 172: Paragraph 11.15 

Schools and educational establishments should be required to make every reasonable 
accommodation to meet the educational needs of a student, in line with the choice of the 
student, or where appropriate, the parents. The right to refuse entry must be allowed only 
in very exceptional circumstances: refusal should not be possible solely on the grounds of 
resources. 

Action taken or proposed paragraphs 

The response at Recommendation 176: Paragraph 11.19 above is relevant here also. 
The Education Act, 1998, sets out the appeals procedure. 

Recommendation 170: Paragraph 11.14 

Legal provision is also required for individual assessments of need and the development 
of an individual education plan which would give effect to the student's educational 
requirements. This legal provision should take the form of a statutory instrument and 
should contain provision for enforcement. The individual plan should assess the resources 
required to meet the students' needs and make recommendations for placement. 
Assessments should be carried out by an independent agency, ideally under the auspices 
of the proposed Regional Education Boards, and should be holistic in nature. Education 
plans should be reviewed annually and revised in the light of a child's changing and 
developing needs. 

The legal rights, roles and responsibilities of parents must be clearly outlined in relation to 
any assessment or decision-making process and should reflect the constitutional rights of 
parents in the mailer of their child's education. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Minister for Education & Science recently published a report entitled U A National 
Educational Psychological Service - Report of Planning Group". 
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The Report, prepared by a special planning group, recommended that an independent 
National Educational Psychological Service Agency be established and that there should 
be a significant expansion in the level of service available to schools. The work of the 
Agency's psychologists will include the assessment of learning disabilities, advice on the 
response of schools to traumatic incidents, the development of preventative strategies in 
relation to aspects of students' behaviour and the encouragement of collaborative 
systemic change in schools. As an independent agency, the Service would not be 

involved in the day-to-day work of the Department of Education & Science. 

The Report also recommended that the Service. should be developed over a period of 

five years with a target of 200 psychologists by the end of that period. This will involve 
the employment of 131 psychologists in addition to 69 psychologists identified as 

working in the Education sector at present. The Minister appointed 15 additional 

psychologists in 1998 and a further 25 will be appointed in the coming months. The 
Minister for Education and Science established the National Educational Psychological 

Service on 1 st September, 1999, with the objective of providing a new psychological 

service to all schools over a period of five years. Additional Psychologists are being 
recruited for the Service at present. 

Recommendation 173: Paragraph 11.16 

The National Disability Authority, in collaboration with the Department of Education, 
would be the appropriate body to monitor and enforce the disability provisions of the 

Education Act. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Commission would appear to make conflicting recommendations regarding 

responsibility for various aspects of provision of an education service for people with 

disabilities:-

·138 

Recommendation 12: Paragraphs 3.6 and 3.7 states that "the Commission 
recommends that the Department of justice, Equality and Law Reform be given 

the prime responsibility for the development, monitoring and implementation of 
policy for people with disabilities", while 

In Recommendation 164: Paragraph 11.5 the Report states that "Primary 
responsibility for the education of children, young people and adults must lie 
with the Department of Education and Science", and 

Recommendation 173: Paragraph 11.16 maintains that the National Disability 
Authority would be the appropriate body to monitor, and enforce the disability 
provisions of the Education Act, in collaboration with the Department of 

Education and Science. 
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implementation of standards and codes of practice in programmes and services 
provided to people with disabilities. Monitoring implementation of the relevant 
provisions of the Education Act will, therefore, come within its remit. Non
implementation of standards or code of practice and cases of inadequate or non
provision of service will be reported on by the NDA. It will not, however, have an 
enforcement role. 

Recommendation 174: Paragraph 11.17 

Education 

Local policy issues should, as far as possible, be decided locally, within the overall policy 
framework. The proposed Regional Education Boards will create greater opportunities for 
local planning and greater opportunities for parents and students with disabilities to 
influence the shape of local services. 

Action taken or proposed 

The comments in relation to Recommendation 166: Paragraph 11.10 are relevant here 

also. 

Recommendation 175: Paragraph 11.18 

Regional Education Boards should have a statutory duty to ensure that every child with 
special educational needs is provided with an appropriate education. They should be 
required to provide:-

assessment facilities; 

access to independent appeals procedures in relation to placement 
recommendations; 

consultation with parents and children in the planning of local services; 

information to parents, people with disabilities, the Disability Support Service and 
the public about all aspects of services in the area. 

Action taken or proposed 

Responsibility for ensuring that every child, including children with special educational 
needs, is provided with an appropriate education is the responsibility of the Minister for 
Education & Science, as enshrined in the Education Act, 1998. 

Recommendation 177: Paragraph 11.20 

Consultation with people with disabilities and their representative organisations should be 
a key feature of future policy formation. A permanent committee on the educational 
needs of children with disabilities should be established. 
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Action taken or proposed 

Parents groups can playa significant role in the establishment of special classes, 
identifying geographical details, meeting Boards of Management and identifying best 

locations for new classes. For example, since the November, 1998, initiative in special 

education, 50 new special classes for children with autism have been established in 

mainstream (20 classes) and special (30 classes) national schools throughout the 

country. These classes are largely as a result of consultation at local level involving 

parents, health boards, schools and Inspectors from the Department of Education and 

Science. 

Recommendation 178: Paragraph 11.21 

The proposed permanent committee should have direct links with the Co-ordinating 
Group of Secretaries and the Council for the Status of People with Disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

See the response to Recommendation 177: Paragraph 11.20 above 

Recommendation 179: Paragraph 11.22 

The Education Act should require the Department of Education - and the Regional 
Education Boards when established - to draw up Community Education Plans to meet the 
needs of students with disabilities on a regional basis. The Act should also impose a legal 
obligation on the Department of Education through the Regional Education Boards to 
assess the education needs of all people with disabilities who request an assessment, 
including those who live in residential settings. 

Action taken or proposed 

As previously outlined (see response to Recommendation 170: Paragraph 11.14) an 

impleme'ntation group has been established in relation to a National Educational 

Psychological Service. Also, measures are being implemented in relation to resource 

and classroom assistants (see response to Recommendation 168: Paragraph 11.12). 

As announced by the Minister for Education & Science, every primary and post-primary 

school will have access to a remedial teaching service with effect from September, 

1999. 

Escorts and safety harnesses for all children with disabilities travelling on school buses 

will be provided at a cost of £3.4 million over the next two years. Additional funding is 
being provided for the purchase of equipment for students with special needs. 

A sum of £250,000 is being provided in 1999, under the Schools IT 2000 initiative for 

the purchase of computer equipment for children with special needs. 
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Recommendation 180: Paragraph 11.23 

The core provisions of the Community Education Plans should be contained in the 
Education Act and should include:-

Speech and occupational therapy; 

Physical education; 

Support and counselling for parents; 

Psychological support; 

Technical aids and supports; 

Communications support; 

School transport, including an escort where necessary; 

Classroom assistants; 

Resource and remedial teaching; 

Personal assistants. 

Action taken or proposed 

See response to Recommendation 179: Paragraph 11.22 above. 

Recommendation 181: Paragraph 11.24 

The Education Act should require the Department of Education (and Regional Education 
Boards) to take into account the needs identified in the assessment procedures in drawing 
up the Community Education Plans. The Department should also be statutorily required to 
take into account the needs identified in deciding both the level of funding and the type 
of services for which funding is provided. 

Action taken or proposed 

As outlined in the response to Recommendation 168: Paragraph 11.12, account will be 
taken of the needs identified in assessment procedures in deciding the level of 
resources required to provide for children with special educational needs. 

Recommendation 182: Paragraph 11.26 

The school psychological service should be increased significantly in strength and its role 
and operation broadened. 

Action laken or proposed 

See the response to Recommendation 1 70: Paragraph 11.14 
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Recommendation 183: Paragraph 11.27 

The provision of therapy supports should be a matter of right rather than choice if access 
to them is essential to enable a child to achieve his or her educational potential. 

Recommendation 184: Paragraph 11.28 

Essential supports should be provided in a coherent and co-ordinated basis within each 
local area. Specialist support personnel should be brought together into cohesive local 
teams. They would provide information and support to local schools and teachers' centres 
as well as students and parents and assist in drawing up school plans for the inclusion of 
students with disabilities. There should be strong links and networking at local level 
between the teams and the local Disability Support Service. 

Recommendation 185: Paragraph 11.29 

Education support services should be available to all children with disabilities and their 
families from the earliest possible point, namely the point of diagnosis of disability. The 
measures required to meet an individual's needs could be identified at the stage of the 
individual Needs Assessments. 

Recommendation 186: Paragraph 11.30 

The provision of support services should be the subject of joint action between the Health 
Boards and the educational authorities. A technical aids and appliances' fund should be 
set up at local level, funded jointly by educational and health budgets, from which the 
necessary appliances would be purchased. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Education and Science accepts these recommendations in principle. 

At present, responsibility for pre-school services for all children with special needs rests 

with the health authorities. The Minister for Education and Science is preparing a White 

Paper on Early Childhood Education, which is expected to be published this year. This 

will set out proposals for the future development of early education services for all 

children, including children with special needs. 

In advance of this, and in order to avoid delays, £1.2 million was provided over two 

years for special initiatives on early education. These will, in particular, focus on early 

education for children with disabilities. 

To date, under this initiative, the Department of Education and Science has funded pilot 
pre·school programmes for autistic children in Cork and Dubllin (two classes, 1 North 

side and 1 South side). 
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Recommendation 187: Paragraph 11.31 

Support teaching services - remedial, resource and visiting teachers - should be 
extended to cover all children with disabilities in both special and mainstream schools, 
especially in their early years when support and guidance is essential. Due recognition of 
the contribution of these teachers and appropriate time-tabling is recommended to allow 
them fulfil their roles. 

Action taken or proposed 

As outlined in the response to Recommendation 168: Paragraph 11.12 children with 

special needs in integrated settings will, for the first time, have an automatic right to 

support services, such as resource teaching and/or Special Needs Assistants following 

the November, 1998 major initiative in special education. 

All primary and post'primary schools have a remedial teaching service with effect from 

September, 1999. 

Recommendation 188: Paragraph 11.32 

Where local school transport is not an option for a child with a disability, alternative 
supports must be provided. 

Recommendation 189: Paragraph 11.33 

The present review of the school transport service offers an opportunity to examine 
imaginative possibilities for the provision of an integrated local transport service which 
would provide accessible transport services in a local community. 

Recommendation 190: Paragraph 11.33 

Transport or alternative support should also be available to students who wish to advance 
to further education or third level education. 

Action taken or proposed 

In 1999 the Minister for Education & Science has secured funding of almost £3 million 

to facilitate the introduction of escorts on all special school transport services and the 

provision of safety harnesses on such services when required. Grant-aid to cover the 

cost of employing escorts on 586 individual routes has been issued to schools in the 

1999/2000 school year. While some initial delays in implementing this scheme have 
occurred, discussions are continuing with the representatives of the management 

authorities of school to resolve outstanding issues. 
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Recommendation 191: Paragraph 11.34 

To accommodate students with disabilities in mainstream schools, curricula should allow 
for flexibility, additions and adaptations. Where necessary, students with disabilities in 
mainstream settings should have specially adapted teaching methods, materials curricula 
and examination regulations. 

Action taken or proposed 

The National Council for Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA) is the body charged with 

the responsibility of advising the Minister for Education & Science on curriculum and 

'assessment matters, The Minister has asked the NCCA to review the curriculum for 

children with general learning disabilities and the NCCA has established working groups 

to focus on this. 

In general, children with learning disabilities have access to the mainstream curriculum, 

adapted to meet their needs and competence. 

Recommendation 192: Paragraph 11.35 

The National Council for Curriculum and Assessment should establish curriculum 
development projects for pupils at primary and post primary levels. Special emphasis 
should be placed on education for creativity, appropriate testing and examination 
procedures, and upon adequate and appropriate extracurricular activities. 

Action taken or proposed 

See response to Recommendation 191: Paragraph 11.34, 

Recommendation 193: Paragraph 11.36 

Curriculum flexibility is particularly important in second level education where the 
academic focus and the high level of emphasis on language skills can create difficulties 
for many students with disabilities. New models utilising specialist classes, special and 
mainstream schools and the sharing of school facilities are urgently needed so that all 
students are enabled to achieve a recognised educational qualification. 

Recommendation 194: Paragraph 11.37 

The curricular needs of all pupils·in specialist settings should be reviewed, based on ages, 
abilities, needs and aspirations. 
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Recommendation 195: Paragraph 11.38 

Special national schools should be reclassified as primary and post-primary schools to 

recognise the fact that students attend such schools up to the age of eighteen years. Post 
primary special schools should attract all of the facilities, improved teacher ratios, posts of 

responsibility, and additional capitation that applies to mainstream post primary schools. 

Action taken or proposed 

Special national schools are already staffed at significantly reduced pupil/teacher ratios 

and capitation grants are paid at a level above those applicable in mainstream post

primary schools. 

Many special schools are now offering opportunities to students to study for Junior 

Certificate and Leaving Certificate programmes, such as the Junior Certificate 

Elementary Programme and the Leaving Certificate Applied Programme. Special schools 

offering such programmes, are allocated additional staffing and funding. 

Recommendation 196: Paragraph 11.39 

In relation to assessment, greater flexibility is required from the State, individual schools 

and examining bodies in their approach to, and methods of, examining students with 
disabilities. A fai.r and appropriate system of examination testing and of assessment should 

be provided for the student with a disability. All examinations should be offered in a place 

and manner appropriate and accessible to people with disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Education and Science agrees, subject to maintaining the integrity of 

the examination system. 

The Department already operates an extensive scheme which provides special 

examination arrangements to candidates with a disability. The scheme is intended for 

candidates who would have difficulty in communicating what they know to an examiner 

because of physical and sensory disabilities, including visual and hearing impairments, or 

because of a specific learning difficulty. 

Appropriate arrangements are put into effect, taking into account the nature and extent 

. of the disability. Candidates may, for example, take their examinations in special rooms 

in the school or in hospital. They may have question papers read to them. They may be 

allowed to record their answers through the use of aids such as tape recorders and 
typewriters or may be ailowed to dictate their answers to a scribe. 
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The special arrangements are intended to remove, as far as possible, the impact of the 

disability on the candidate's performance and thus enable the candidate to demonstrate 
his or her level of attainment. The special arrangements will not give the candidate an 

unfair advantage over other candidates in the same examination. 

Recommendation 197: Paragraph 11.40 

A system of standards should be applied to all specialist schools. The option of access to 

mainstream certification should be available to those in specialist education settings.· 

Action taken or proposed 

Children attending special schools are, in increasing numbers, availing of opportunities 

to take subjects in the Junior Certificate and Leaving Certificate examinations. The 

introduction of the Junior Certificate Elementary Programme and the Leaving Certificate 

Applied Programme has encouraged special schools to avail of these adapted 

programmes for their students. 

Recommendation 198: Paragraph 11.41 

A greater emphasis should be placed upon forming links between vocational training 

centres and local post primary schools. This is especially important for students whose 

abilities are more skill based than academically based. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Education and Science accepts this recommendation. 

Recommendation 199: Paragraph 11.42 

The Department of Education should provide high quality, appropriate pre-school services 

to children with disabilities. Teaching personnel should have a background and training 

which equips them to respond to the particular needs of young children with disabilities. 

Every encouragement and practical support, including financial support, should be given 

to community playgroups and pre-school groups who wish to include young children with 

disabilities in their service. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Minister for Education & Science convened a National Forum on Early Childhood 

Education from 23rd to 27th March 1998 to advise on future policy in the area of early 

childhood education. 
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The National Forum was established at a period of unprecedented attention in Ireland 

to the affairs of children and in a context of increasing consciousness of and emphasis 
on early childhood education in both the public and private spheres, as evidenced by 

the substantial increase in recent years in the number of initiatives designed to improve 

and enhance the development of children in their crucial early years. 

The National Forum was representative of all groups involved in providing early 

childhood education services throughout the country and brought together service 

providers and experts in the field for the purpose of advising on a strategy for the future 

development of early childhood education services. The objective of the Forum was to 

provide an opportunity for all interested groups to engage in a full exchange of views 

and for each group to put forward their own particular concerns and objectives while, 

at the same time, taking account of the objectives and concerns of the other partners in 

the process. 

An independent report of the Forum's proceedings and conclusions has now been 

published under. the authority of the Secretary General to the Forum. This report is an 

important document in its own right and will be a key contribution to a White Paper on 

early childhood education to be prepared without delay. 

The Education Act, 1998, gives statutory recognition to the rights of those with special 

educational needs. The Government's full policy on ea~ly education will be contained in 

a White Paper to be published later this year. In advance of this, and in order to avoid 

delays, £1.2 million was provided over two years for special initiatives in early 

education. These will, in particular, focus on early education for children with disabilities. 

To date, under this initiative, the Department of Education & Science has funded pilot 

pre-school programmes for autistic children in Cork and Dublin (two classes, 1 North 

side and 1 Southside). 

Recommendation 200: Paragraph 11.44 

The needs of the deaf child and his/her absolute right to a specialist education whether in 
a specialist school or a designated selling attached to a mainstream schools should be 
respected. Adults who wish to have access to further education options through sign 
language should be enabled to have such educational options met at local level. 

Action taken or proposed 

Section 2 of the Education Act 1998 provides that "support services" shall include 

"provision for students learning through Irish sign language or other sign language, 
including interpreting services". 
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Recommendation 201: Paragraph 11.45 

In order to remove the duality of the special and mainstream systems, a series of actions 
will be needed: 

possibility of enrolment in more than one school at any time; 

closer curriculum linkages with joint planning between specialist and mainstream 
schools for individual students; 

bridging the gulf between teachers in the separate systems; 

practical supports for closer linkages, such as flexible transport arrangements; 

a funding strategy in which funding is linked to the student rather than to any 
school. 

Innovatory or pilot programmes should be initiated in a number of local areas in the short 
term to achieve the necessary linkages. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Min(ster for Education & Science has asked his officials to examine the issues 
surrounding dual enrolment and to present proposals which would make such 

enrolment possible. This matter is under active consideration in the Department at 
present. 

Recommendation 202: Paragraph 11.46 

The development of the network of supports proposed in this Report and in the Report of 
the Special Education Review CommiHee (1993) will take some time to put in place. For 
these reasons, there is a need for a systematic plan to develop a clear specialist role for 
special schools in the longer term. That role will involve catering for children with very 
special needs who cannot be accommodated within the mainstream system. Work done in 
the specialist schools should be developmental, innovative and capable of dissemination 
to the wider educational community in order to facilitate greater levels of inclusion. 

Recommendation 203: Paragraph 11.47 

To facilitate these specialist roles the schools concerned should have a core multi
disciplinary staff, which is free of the constraints imposed on staffing ratios by changing 
student numbers. It should be in the nature of the specialist role of these schools that 
numbers fluctuate as students move between them and the mainstream as individual 
needs change and develop. All specialist schools should be required to have in place a 
policy and a programme to support their students in linking into the wider community in 
all possible ways. 
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Action taken or proposed 

These issues are being considered in the context of the consideration of the "dual 
enrolment" issue. See response to Recommendation 201: Paragraph 11.45. 

Recommendation 204: Paragraph 11.49 

The availability of a designated school should not be seen as justification for not spending 
resources to provide accessible transport or support services. The child's right to the least 
restrictive placement, and the parental right of choice cannot be frustrated on the 
grounds that a cheaper option exists. 

An in-depth evaluation of the concept of designated school should be carried out before 
any further developments in this area occur. local parents should be consulted fully if 
consideration is being given to the development of a designated school in an area. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Minister for Education & Science supports the rights of parents to have their child 

educated in the least restrictive environment. The measures referred to in the response 

to Recommendation 168: Paragraph 11.12 show his commitment to meeting the needs 

of children with disabilities in whatever school placement they choose. 

Recommendation 205: Paragraph 11.50 

The Commission supports the general recommendation of the Report of the Committee 
on Access and Participation of Students with Disabilities in Higher Education that "there 
should be full integration of persons with disability in the higher education system, and 
that appropriate funding provisions should be put in place to support this policy". 

Recommendation 206: Paragraph 11.51 

The Department of Education should fund pre-university and college education courses 
which prepare people with disabilities for university and third-level colleges. While such 
preparation may be achieved within secondary schools in the long-term, there is currently 
a substantial need for this service. 

Action taken or proposed 

Some limited funding has been provided for this purpose. 
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Recommendation 207: Paragraph 11.52 

The Commission commends the work presently being undertaken around the specific 
inclusion of adults with learning disabilities on a university campus. The development of 
research into the educational needs of people with learning disabilities, the development 
of appropriate curricula and teaching methods, and greater access over time by people 
with learning difficulties to different levels of education appropriate to their needs is 
essential. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Inter-departmental Committee on the Establishment of an Institute for the Study of 

Learning Difficulties submitted its Report to the Minister for Education and Science on 

31 July, 1998. The Committee recommended that the'lnstitute should be established in 

Trinity College and that its main purpose would be to develop a multi-disciplinary, multi

functional, university-based centre in the service of children and adults with learning 

difficulties, their families, advocates, service providers and other professionals. The 

Department of Education and Science have provided funding for the purchase of a 

building for the Institute and steps are being taken to establish the Institute. 

Recommendation 208: Paragraph 11.53 

All initial and continuing teacher education programmes should include modules on 
meeting the needs of pupils with disabilities. Elements on disability awareness and 
appropriate curriculum design should be included. Sign language or braille should be 
taught as part of all teacher training courses. 

Recommendation 209: Paragraph 11.54 

The specialist education element sh~uld be taught within the general context of child 
development and educational psychology. Specialist modules should incorporate 
obligatory components on the identification, assessment and teaching of pupils with 
disabilities and special educational needs. Emphasis should also be placed upon working 
with and including parents, special needs classroom assistants and visiting teachers, as 
well as on the principles of guidance and counselling. 

Recommendation 210: Paragraph 11.55 

More advanced courses and more alternative methods leading to qualifications in aspects 
of specialist education are required. 
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Recommendation 211: Paragraph 11.56 

Induction programmes should be organised for any teacher, visiting teacher or special 
needs assistant who is taking up for the first time a post with defined responsibility for the 
teaching or care of children with special educational needs, whatever the stage of his or 
her career. 

Action taken or proposed 

Additional staff have been recruited to the Special Education Department of the teacher 

training colleges. This will enable the colleges to provide a greater level of input into 
pre-service courses for trainee teachers and to provide a greater variety of in-service 

course in the special education area. 

Recommendation 212: Paragraph 11.57 

All in-service courses supported by the Department of Education should have an input on 
disability awareness, as is the case with gender equality. In addition to in-service courses, 
booster courses and one-day conferences should be held regularly in order to give 
teachers the opportunity to update their skills and access to best practice. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Education and Science disagrees with this recommendation as it 

would introduce a large distortion into courses. Special Education courses should be 
focused and in their own right, not as an add-on. 

Recommendation 213: Paragraph 11.58 

In-service education and training for guidance counsellors should be provided to ensure 
that they are aware of all of the options, including specialist training and further 
education facilities, that are accessible and available to young people with disabilities 
leaving school. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Education and Science agrees with this recommendation. 

Recommendation 214: Paragraph 11.59 

Physical education teachers should be encouraged to develop alternative strategies and 
games that are inclusive of all the children enrolled in their school. 
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Action taken or proposed 

The recently published "Targeting Sporting Change in Ireland - A Strategic Plan" 
comprises six specific strategy areas one of which is sport for young people and 
chHdren. The Strategy recommends the establishment of a Consultative Forum to 
address the key issues in sport for young people in the home, community and school. 
The Irish Council of People with Disabilities will be represented on the Forum. 

In addition, training modiJles for sport for people with a disability will be developed and 
directed at the primary and post primary school curriculum, special schools, vocational 
training centres, community houses, residential centres, parents and families, teacher 
training college and third level institutions. 

The Strategy also proposes to address the number of hours of PE currently received by 
children with· a disability in special national schools, as well as the pre and in-service 
training for teachers. 

Recommendation 215: Paragraph 11.60 

More opportunities should be created for people with disabilities to become teachers in 
both specialist and mainstream schools. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Education and Science agrees with this recommendation in 
principle. 

Recommendation 216: Paragraph 11.61 

Entry procedures to teacher training courses for deaf candidates should use subject 
suitability as the criterion. Ability in the area of sign language and an aptitude for 
teaching should be central to selection for training. The teacher training course should 
meet the educational needs of deaf teachers and their students. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Education and Science disagrees with this recommendation. This is a 
matter for the colleges, as with all students' entry procedures. 

Recommendation 217: Paragraphs 11.62 and 11.63 

One per cent of the education budget (i.e. approximately £20 million at current rates) of 
additional expenditure should be allocated annually to meet the educational needs of 
pupils/students with disabilities. 
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Funding should be linked to the student and should follow the student as he or she moves 
to appropriate educational settings. The level of funding or other supports must relate to 
need, rather than to diagnostic categories, since there is no necessary link between them. 

Action taken or proposed 

In addition to the measures outlined in the response to Recommendation 168 -
Paragraph 11.12 the Minister for Education & Science has announced that £400,000 is 
being provided for the purchase of equipment for special needs teachers. 

The Government's full policy on early education will be contained in a White Paper to 
be published in 1999. In advance of this, and in order to avoid delays, £1.2 million is 
being provided for special initiatives on early education. It is intended that these will, in 
particular, focus on early-education for children with disabilities. 

Recommendation 218: Paragraph 11.64 

School management's should be encouraged to move towards inclusiveness by a range of 
incentives and supports which would enable them to develop programmes and support 
structures for inclusion. Support should not be provided in the form of non-specific 
grants: it should be given for specific planned reforms, development of materials, 
appropriate in-career programmes, and physical adjustments to buildings. School 
management's who make good progress towards being an inclusive school should be 
awarded a "Positive to Disability" symbol of excellence, analogous to the scheme for 
employers. 

Action taken or proposed 

See the response to Recommendations 164: Paragraph 11.5 and 168: Paragraph 11.12. 

(C.) The Way Forward 

(1) Measures announced by the Minister for Education and Science are aimed at 
ensuring that all children with special educational needs, irrespective of their 
location or disability will receive the support they require to participate fully in the 
educational system. 

(2) The Government has agreed to the establishment of a National Educational 
Psychological Service as an independent statutory agency, operating under the 
Education Act, 1998. The Minister for Education and Science has set up an 
Implementation Group within his Department to make the necessary arrangements 
for the new agency. 
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(3) As announced by the Minister for Education and Science, every primary and post 
primary school will have access to a remedial teaching service with effect from 
September, 1999. 

(4) Escorts and safety harnesses for all children with disabilities travelling on school 
buses will be provided at a cost of £3.4 Million over the next two years. 

(5) Additional fund~ng is being provided for the purchases of equipment for students. 
with special needs. 

(6) A sum of £250,000 is being provided in 1999, under the Schools IT 2000 initiative 
for the purchase of computer equipment for children with special needs. 

(7) The Minister for Education and Science has asked his officials to examine the issues 
surrounding dual enrolment and to present proposals which would make such 
enrolment possible. 

(8) The Minister for Education and Science has announced that £400,000 is being 
provided for the purchase of equipment for special needs teachers. 

(9) The Government's policy on early education will be contained in a White Paper to 
be published in 1999. In advance of this, and in order to avoid delays, £1.2 million is 
being provided for special initiatives on early education. It is intended that these will, 
in particular, focus on early education for children with disabilities. 
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Chapter 12 

Housing and Accommodation 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 23 Recommendations on housing and accommodation for people with disabilities 
in the Report of the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. 

The main issues covered by the Recommendations concern: 

(i) The formulation and publication in accessible format by the Department of the 
Environment and Local Government of a policy on housing for people with disabilities 

which would provide information for planners, consumers and housing suppliers, about 

the situation and the requirements of people with disabilities. 

(ii) The adoption of a policy of building Lifetime Adaptable Housing as the norm in all 

housing sectors. 

(iii) The modification of the Disabled Person's Grant scheme to include a provision that up 
to 95% of approved costs would be covered and greater uniformity in the 

implementation of the Grant. 

(iv) The putting in place of three new schemes, each building on an existing scheme to 
improve the prospects of home ownership for people with disabilities. 

(v) The preparation of a plan of action to ensure that people with physical and sensory 

disabilities inappropriately placed in institutions are moved to a more appropriate 

setting. 

(vi) Access by people living in residential centres to an Independent Living Fund. 

(vii) Action to ensure that the rights of people with disabilities living in residential centres 

are protected. 

(8.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 219: Paragraph 12.10 

The Department of the Environment should formulate and publicise in accessible form a 
policy on housing for people with disabilities. This would provide information for 
planners, consumers and housing suppliers about the situation and requirements of 
people with disabilities and the options available. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of the Environment and Local Government accepts this 
recommendation in principle. 
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In keeping with the Minister's commitment to amend Part M - Access for People with 
Dis-abilities - of the Building Regulations and its associated technical guidance 
document to make new housing visitable by people with disabilities from 1 July, 2000, 
he published a Consultation Document on his proposals relating to this amendment. 
The Minister also extended the consultation process to include all aspects of Part M. 

Recommendation 220: Paragraph 12.11 

As part of its policy formulation, the Department of the Environment should collate 

information about the demand for, and the take up of, housing for people with 
disabilities. It should commission further analysis of the 1996 assessment of housing 

needs to establish the requirements of people with disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

The part of the recommendation relating to the collation of information is being 

implemented. 

The Department of the Environment and Local Government does not intend to 

undertake further analysis of the 1996 assessment as a subsequent assessment of needs 
took place in March, 1999. Section 9 (2) of the Housing Act, 1988 specifies that, in 
undertaking an assessment, a housing authority must have regard to the housing needs 
of people with disabilities. 

Recommendation 221: Paragraph 12.12 

Ongoing information on access features and the suitability of housing for people with 
disabilities should be made available by those involved in supplying housing whether in 

the commercial or non-profit sectors. People with disabilities should be invited to 

contribute to the reviews underway in the Department of the Environment on the various 
measures introduced under a plan for Social Housing. 

Action taken or proposed 

It is not clear by what mechanism those supplying housing might be required to provide 

ongoing information. The review orthe measures introduced under" A Plan for Social 
Housing" was finalised in 1995 and the outcome published in "Social Housing - The 
Way Ahead" (May, 1995). 

Recommendation 222: Paragraph 12.13 

Data should be collected on the role of the non-profit and voluntary housing sector in 
meeting the requirements of people with disabilities and on the relative merits of the 
various models of support housing which are now operational. 
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Action taken or proposed 

This recommendation is being implemented through the activities of the Irish Council 
for Social Housing (ICSH). 

Recommendation 223: Paragraph 12.14 

To enable this sector to make a greater contribution, adjustments should be made in the 

capital assistance available and a properly defined scheme of funding for support housing 

services should be put in place. Funding from the Voluntary Capital Assistance Scheme 

should only be granted to housing agencies which are building to the standards of 

lifetime Adaptable Housing. 

Action taken or proposed 

Levels of assistance under the voluntary housing schemes are updated on an ongoing 

basis and the level of assistance was increased in November, 1997, in November, 1998, 
and again in October, 1999. The current levels of assistance are as follows: 

Capital Assistance Scheme 

Ordinary level of assistance 

One and two person units 

Family type houses and Traveller bays 

Higher level of assistance 

Limit 

£53,000 

£63,000 

A higher level of capital assistance will be available in the five County Borough areas 

and in the areas of Fingal, Dun Laoghaire-Rathdown and South Dublin County Councils. 

One and two person units 

Family type houses and Traveller bays 

Special level of assistance for certain islands 

One and two person units 

Family type houses and Traveller bays 

Recommendation 224: Paragraphs 12.15 and 12.16 

Limit 

£75,000 

£90,000 

Limit 

£70,000 

£75,000 

A policy of building lifetime Adaptable Housing as the norm in all housing sectors should 

be adopted. 
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This new policy should be implemented through the assimilation of Part M of the Building 
Regulations into all other parts of the Regulations. An education and awareness 
programme should be put in place to promote understanding of the concept among 
developers, designers and builders. 

Recommendation 225: Paragraph 12.17 

Standards for Lifetime Adaptable Housing should be phased in with the immediate 
adoption of those aspects of adaptability which are relatively easy to apply and are based 
on a greater awareness of design requirements. The next phase, the application of more 
adequate space standards for full Lifetime Adaptable Housing, should be provided for in 
legislation and become operational with three years. 

Action taken or proposed 

The announcement by the Minister for the Environment and Local Government of his 

intention to require new houses to be visitable (socially accessible) by persons with 
disabilities is a significant step towards the concept of Lifetime Adaptable Housing. 

The Minister for the Environment and Local Government will address a Royal Institute of 

Architects Conference in December, 1999 on the theme of Lifetime Adaptable Housing 

prior to the implementation of visitable housing requirements on 1 July, 2000. 

Recommendation 226: Paragraph 12.18 

Section 23 type incentives should be adjusted to allow a higher rate of allowances 
(between 10% and 20%) for units which meet the Lifetime Adaptable Housing 
specifications. The financial incentives to seaside resorts should require a specified 
proportion of all eligible dwellings to be built in accordance with the new standards. 

Any changes to Section 23 (of the Finance Act, 1981) are a matter for the Department of 
Finance in the first instance. 

Recommendation 227: Paragraph 12.19 

In order to improve existing houses, the Disabled Person's Grant should be modified to 
cover up to 95% of approved costs. The grant should be extended to the occupants of 
new houses and to those renting in the voluntary/non-profit housing sector who have 
security of tenure. 
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The Minister for Housing and Urban Renewal last year carried out a review of the 

Disabled Persons Grant Scheme which provides assistance in the provision of additional 
accommodation and necessary adaptations to a house to meet the needs of a member 

of a household who has a disability. Following this review, significant improvements 

were announced in the 1999 Budget to the terms and conditions of the scheme with 

the maximum grant being increased from two thirds to 75% of approved costs and the 
grant limit was increased from £8,000 to £12,000 (by 50%). 

Recommendation 228: Paragraph 12.20 

There should be greater uniformity in the implementation of the Disabled Person's Grant 

by housing authorities. Information about the grant and its appeals procedures needs to 

be made available more widely. 

The Department of the Environment and Local Government accepts that there should be 

reasonable uniformity in the operation of the scheme. However, the operation of the 

scheme is legally and administratively a matter for each local authority and this can give rise 

to some variations from authority to authority. There is also a need to recognise that 

authorities should be able to exercise some discretion in the operation of the Scheme in the 

light of local circumstances. In order to assist reasonable uniformity an information leaflet, 

prepared by the Department of the Environment and Local Government, is available from 
local authorities on the grant. 

Recommendation 229: Paragraph 12.21 

Local housing authorities throughout the country should be proactive in building up a 

supply of suitable housing. Schemes now available under" A Plan for Social Housing" 

should be utilised in a strategic manner. 

This recommendation is being implemented on an ongoing basis. 

Recommendation 230: Paragraph 12.22 

Three new schemes should be put in place to improve the prospects of people with 

disabilities on low incomes of home ownership and to help offset the additional 

costs of suitable housing. Each of the proposals builds on an existing scheme. 

A new grant to incorporate the Disabled Person's Grant and the first time 

purchasers grant should be introduced where a first home is being purchased by a 

person with a disability and where additional housing costs are likely to be 
incurred. 

The Shared Ownership System should be widened to allow house purchasers with 

a disability on low incomes to receive the enhanced first time purchaser's grant. 
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A financing arrangement should be developed to allow approved voluntary and 
non-profit housing bodies to provide an equity sharing tenure based on a 50% 
ownership by people with disabilities on limited incomes. 

Action taken or proposed 

While the disabled person grant is not payable in respect of new houses, the 

new house grant scheme recognises the special needs of disabled persons in 

two ways - firstly the maximum floor area requirements are waived and 

secondly the requirement that the applicant be a first time purchaser is also 

waived. The terms and conditions of the Disabled Persons Grant scheme are 

being kept under review by the Department of the Environment and Local 

Government. 

The recommendation in relation to Shared Ownership is linked to the first 

proposal regarding the first time buyers grant. First time buyers of new houses 

purchasing under the shared ownership scheme qualify for the new house grant 

in the normal way. 

Purchase by tenants of houses provided by voluntary housing bodies is 

considered inappropriate, taking into account 

the need to ensure that the valuable contribution made by voluntary 

housing bodies to meeting social housing needs can continue to grow. 

-the relatively undeveloped stage of our voluntary housing stock movement 

- the need to ensure limited voluntary housing stock is retained. 

Recommendation 231: Paragraph 12.23. 

Statistics on the numbers of people with physical and sensory disabilities inappropriately 
placed in institutions should be compiled immediately. A plan of action to ensure that 
those inappropriately placed be moved to a more appropriate setting should then be put 
in place and no person with a physical or sensory disability should be inappropriately 
placed in these institutions in the future. 

Recommendation 235: Paragraph 12.28 

A review should be undertaken of people with disabilities in centres to establish 
accurately their numbers, locations and living conditions. There should also be a review of 
people on waiting lists for residential centres to see if these lists could be reduced 
substantially by the provision of other services. The information obtained from these 
reviews would also help the planning of housing and accommodation options for the 
future. 
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Action taken or proposed 

Data on persons with. a mental handicap inappropriately placed is available from the 

Intellectual Disabilities Database. Steps are in train to introduce a similar database for 

the physical and sensory services. It will take some time to put the new database in 
place. 

Recommendation 232: Paragraph 12.24 

A range of successful accommodation options already exists in very limited numbers 

which encourage a full and active lifestyle. These and other new innovative options would 

be encouraged. 

This recommendation is being implemented on an ongoing basis. 

Recommendation 233: Paragraph 12.26 

Housing options for people with disabilities should include a mix of different 

arrangements. Single houses, houses capable of accommodating four or five people; 

bungalow units clustered together; a group of three or four town houses with a 

communal garden - all of these options must be included. They should be situated close 

to amenities and retail outlets in order to maximise independence and they must have 
appropriate support staff. 

Recommendation 234: Paragraph 12.27 

Consideration should be given to the special accommodation of people with disabilities 

and their partners. 

Action .taken or proposed 

These recommendations are being implemented on an ongoing basis. In recent years, 

the Government's policy has been to integrate people with disabilities into the 

community rather than placing them in institutions. It is importani that appropriate 

housing be available in community settings to prevent people having to avail of 

institutional type residential care when they leave the family home because of the 

absence of appropriate alternatives. This is particularly the case in relation to people 
with a physical/sensory disability and those with mild mental handicap. 

While the health services will continue to provide accommodation for those with a 

severe or profound handicap in village type communities, on campus sites and some 
accommodation in the community, other mainstream options must be available for 

those who can have independent lives, with or without support, but who need specially 

adapted housing. 
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More suitable public/private housing can be made available if:-

(i) the funding for adaptations is available; 

(ii) advice and training is available to builders about the special needs of those with 

disabilities. This would be a role for the National Disability Authority, the Institute 
of Architects and the colleges; 

(iii) standards should be established. The Department of the Environment and Local 

Government Building Regulations might be adapted for this purpose. 

Recommendation 236: Paragraph 12.29 

Action should be taken to ensure that the rights of people living in residential centres are 
protected. The following are particularly recommended: 

All residential establishments should publish an operational policy. 

A Bill or Charter of Rights should set parameters for the operational policy. 

An independent Ombudsman should oversee residential centres, resolve grievances and 
ensure that proper consideration is given to the views and concerns of residents. 

Action. taken or proposed 

The Department of Health and Children will consider the implications of this 

recommendation in consultation with the National Disability Authority when it is 

formally established. 

Recommendation 237: Paragraph 12.30 

Residents should be actively encouraged to participate in the running of residential 
centres and a target set of 50% representation by them or their advocates on 
management boards within five years. Residents should be trained in preparation for 
management roles and in the skills necessary to live independently. Disability equality 
training should be provided for residents, staff and management. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Health and Children will consider the implications of this 

recommendation in consultation with the National Disability Authority when it is 

formally established. 
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Recommendation 238: Paragraph 12.31 

Income supports should be provided in a way which promotes autonomy and choice with 
payments made directly to individuals rather than to Institutions. Payments should be 
clearly defined as between accommodation, personal assistance, and care elements. 

Action taken or proposed 

Social Welfare payments are paid directly to the person who is claiming the benefit. 

However, where a person is unable to collect the payment himself or herself, then they 

can nominate another person to act as an agent to collect their payment. People who 

are residing in institutions who are in receipt of a social welfare payment, e.g. Invalidity 

Pension or Disability Benefit, may opt to have their payment made directly to the 

institution by means of the appointment of the registrar as the agent to collect the 

payment. This is an entirely optional arrangement and can only be made with the 

agreement of the person in receipt of the payment or their personal representative. 

In the case of the Disability Allowance scheme, bulk payments are made to training 

agencies where there are a large number of people in receipt of that allowance on their 

training courses. The person concerned or the training agency notifies the Department 

of the date of commencement of the training course and a direct payment of the 
amount of the Disability Allowance to the training agency is arranged by electronic fund 

transfer. This facilitates the payment of the allowance and any top-up payments made 

by the training agency (e.g. training allowance) concurrently to the clients through the 

agency's own payment system. However, in all such cases the consent of the person is 

required. In addition, service level agreements with the main organisations concerned 

have been introduced. 

In relation to the Commission's recommendation that payments should be clearly 

defined as between their different component elements, it should be noted that the 

types of costs referred to are already provided for on a separate basis to weekly social 

welfare payments. For instance, accommodation costs are provided for through the 

Supplementary Welfare Allowance rent and mortgage supplement schemes or local 

authority differential rent scheme. A separate Carer's Allowance is payable to full-time 

carers on low incomes, while separate provision is made for personal assistance costs. 

Social Welfare payments are not structured so as to distinguish between different 

elements, e.g. food, clothing etc. Rather, social welfare payments attempt to provide an 
adequate level of overall income. It is considered wholly inappropriate to prescribe for 

people how much of their income they should spend on their individual needs. 

Different people have different needs. For instance, one person may choose to spend 
more on food, while another may choose to spend more on heating. 
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Recommendation 239: Paragraph 12.32 

People living in residential centres should have access to.an Independent living Fund 
which should be established to allow the employment of personal assistants and to train 
people with disabilities in the management of personal assistants. The Disability Support 
Service should also assist residents to obtain the best value and the most appropriate mix 
of services. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Health and Children does not propose to implement an 

Independent Living Fund. The Personal Assistance service is one of a range of support 
services provided by the health boards to enable people with disabilities to live in the 

community with the maximum degree of independence. The objective is to develop the 

range of services in the sector asa whole in accordance with available funding. 

Recommendation 240: Paragraph 12.33 

A Charter of Rights for residents of residential centres should contain the following 
essential elements:-

Specific provisions setting out the detailed services provided by the institution. 

Quality standards of services to which the person is entitled. 

The right to information and the manner in which that will be provided. 

The manner in which records will be maintained and the right of access to records. 

The right of access to complaint procedures and the manner in which the 
complaint procedures will operate. 

The right to an independent appeal. 

The right to advocacy and representation. 

The right to participate in management and monitoring, and 

A system of review and amendment of the Charter taking into account the views of 
service users. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Health and Children will consider the implications of this 
recommendation in consultation, with the Department of the Environment and Local 
Government and the National Disability Authority when it is formally established. 
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Recommendation 241: Paragraph 12.34 

A system of overseeing and monitoring of standards in residential accommodation should 
be set in place by the Departments of Health and Environment (to be reviewed by the 
National Disability Authority). 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Health and Children will consider the implications of this 
recommendation in consultation with the Department of the Environment and Local 

Govemment and the National Disability Authority when it is formally established. 

(C.) The Way Forward 

(1) In keeping with the Commitment of the Minister for the Environment and Local 
Government to amend Part M - Access for People with Disabilities - of the Building 
Regulations and the related technical guidance document to make new housing 
visitable by people with disabilities from 1 July, 2000, he published a Consultation 
Document in July, 1999 on his proposals relating to this amendment. The Minister 
also extended the consultation process to include all aspects of Part M, in the light 
of practical experience since the regulations came into operation in 1992. 

(2) Levels of assistance under the voluntary housing schemes are updated on an ongoing 
basis and the level of assistance was increased in November, 1997, in November, 
1998 and again in October, 1999. 

(3) The Department of Health and Children will consider the question of the preparation 
of a Charter of Rights for residents of residential centres and the introduction of a 
system of overseeing and monitoring of standards in residential accommodation in 
consultation with the Department of the Environment and Local Government and 
the National Disability Authority when it is formally established. 
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Chapter 13 

Transport and Mobility 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 29 Recommendations on transport and mobility for people with disabilities in the 
Report of the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. 

The main issues which arise for consideration concern:-

(i) Accessibility criterion to be applied to all new and used rolling stock and road vehicles 
ordered for public transport (including those ordered by private operators) from 1 st 

January, 1997. 

(ii) Provision of an information centre by the Department of Public Enterprise (formerly 

Transport, Energy & Communications) concerning accessibility of all services. 

(iii) The establishment of a National Mobility Training and Advice Centre. 

(iv) The introduction by the Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs of 

standard Disabled Persons Public Transport Travel Pass to cover travelling companion 
and without time or day restriction. 

(v) The level of mobility allowance to be increased to a minimum of £40 per week and 
index linked. 

(vi) Ensuring that the forthcoming EU directive on buses and coaches requires that they be 

accessible to all citizens. 

(vii) Increasing the maximum rebate (£7,500) of VAT and VRT on cars for drivers with 

disabilities and linking it to the Consumer Price Index. 

(viii) The preparation by the Department of the Environment and Local Government of a 3 

year plan for the introduction of country-wide regulations on street and local authority 

parking spaces for people with disabilities. 

(ix) Cognisance by local authorities of the needs of people with disabilities when issuing 
taxi licences. 

(x) That the completion of a medical form should not be requested of people with 
disabilities by airlines unless a person is undergoing medical treatment. 

(xi) The accessibility of ferries and ferry terminals. 
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(8.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 242: Paragraph 13.5. 

All new and used rail rolling stock and road vehicles ordered for public transport 
(including those ordered by private operators) from January 1 st, 1997 should be 
accessible to all users. The Government should take measures to ensure that no licences 
will be issued for the transportation of people unless these vehicles meet the accessibility 
criteria. In addition, at least 80% of all transport and transport services purchased by 
Health Boards from 1 st January 1997 for transporting clients should be wheelchair 
accessible. 

Action taken or proposed 

It is policy that all transport operators, and in particular State transport companies, 

should provide the highest possible degree of accessibility within the overall resources 

available to them. 

It is the established policy of larnr6d Eireann that all new trains and stations, together 

with major refurbishment projects at existing stations, should take account of the needs 

of mobility impaired customers. 

DART and new suburban rail rolling stock is accessible. Significant resources are being 

devoted to the provision of ramps, lifts, tactile surfaces, etc. 

By the end of 1999, it is expected that Dublin Bus will have approximately 33 
- accessible buses in operation. From 2000, all new buses purchased by Dublin Bus will 

be low floor and fully accessible. 

Bus Eireann currently has 21 accessible buses in operation with a further 20 on order. It 

is Bus Eireann's intention to purchase low floor accessible large capacity single cleck 

buses when replacing its urban fleet. 

The ClE companies currently have the following arrangements in place to assist mobility 

impaired customers: 

172 

larnrod Eireann 

Has established a Disability Users Group which comprises regular rail users, 
members of the Irish Wheelchair Association, all of whom have a mobility 

impairment. 
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Has appointed a Mobility Impaired Liaison Officer who co-ordinates the 
implementation of policy as well as offering assistance to both individuals and 

groups travelling, and offers assistance on the design of stations and rolling 

stock. 

Has a Guide for Mobility Impaired Customers which gives information on 

accessible facilities in stations and a Guide for larnrod Eireann staff on how to 

assist customers who have a mobility impairment - the latter has been posted 

out to each individual member of staff. Both Guides were wriiten with the 

assistance of the Disability Users Group. 

Dublin Bus 

Has established a three person Group, headed by the Business Development 

Manager, to deal with accessibility issues. A People with Disability Dublin Bus 

Consultative Group has also been established which includes representatives of 

a broad range of accessibility interests. 

Bus Eireann . 

Has established a Consultative Group for people with disabilities, which is 
comprised of representatives of a number of local networks of the Irish Council 

for People with Disabilities, and senior Bus Eireann management. 

Since 1990, all new coaches purchased by the company have beeri specified 

with a kneeling facility which allows the front of the coach to be lowered to 

allow for easier access. Developments in relation to coach design and 

manufacture which would improve Bus Eireann's capacity to meet the needs of 

people with mobility impairments will continue to be monitored. 

The National Development Plan inCludes significant provisions in relation to the 

accessibility of public transport, including the establishment of a Public Transport 

Accessibility Committee to advise in relation to the accessibility of public 

transport for mobility impaired and disabled people. 

Recommendation 243: Paragraph 13.6. 

The Department of Transport, Energy and Communications should provide an information 
centre on the accessibility of all services. It should be available through a freephone 
number, on Aertel teletext and in alternative media to print. All terminals and stations 
should also provide visual, audio and, ideally braille information on arrivals and 
departures as well as the accessibility of specific services. A clear map of stations or 
terminals and their facilities should be sited at their entrances and at ticket offices. The 
buildings, of course, should all be made fully accessible. 
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Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Public Enterprise does not consider the provision of information on 

operational matters such as the accessibility of transport services as being part of its 
function. This is essentially a task for individual transport operators and service providers 

and/or their representative bodies. 

The Department will request transport providers to continue to make stations and 

terminals accessible to people with disabilities and to publicise the facilities at these 

stations and terminals at entrances and on publications such as timetables. 

The Department will request transport operators and service providers to make 

information available in various formats and modes to improve its accessibility. 

While considerable progress on making terminals more accessible and user friendly has 

already been made across all modes, scope exists for focused improvements. This issue 

will be pursued in consultation by the National Disability Authority when it is formally 

established. 

Recommendation 244: Paragraph 13.7. 

A public awareness programme as well as staff training programmes on customer care 
should be developed and implemented. 

Action taken or proposed 

It would appear that this recommendation is directed towards the Irish Council of 

People with Disabilities. Some transport providers already incorporate disability 

awareness elements into their customer care training programmes and would no doubt 

welcome the benefit of the Council's work in this area. 

Recommendation 245: Paragraph 13.8. 

A National Mobility Training and Advice Centre should be established to offer advice on 
mobility aids for all categories of people with a disability as well as training and 
orientation for people with disabilities themselves. local training could be sub-contracted 
out to non-governmental organisations but minimum standards should be set by the 
National Disability Authority. Such training should include the use of public transport and 
the rules of the road to prepare a person with a disability for using 
whatever aid they require. 
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Action taken or proposed 

It is not clear to whom this recommendation is addressed. The establishment of a body 
of this nature would not come within the remit of the Department of Public Enterprise 

and would be more appropriate to a Department dealing with social policy. The 

National Disability Authority, when formally established, will be asked to advise in this 

regard. 

Recommendation 246: Paragraph 13.9. 

Community Action Plans should include a local structure for the planning and 
implementation of accessible transport services. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of.Justice, Equality and Law Reform has made £90,000 available to 

fund two pilot Community Action Plans which will focus on the provision of accessible 

transport in rural areas. The Plans are being piloted in Meath and in South Mayo and 

are being facilitated by Area Development Management Ltd. The aims of the Plans are 

to improve the delivery of transport services in the community to people with 

disabilities and to develop models of good practice in service delivery which can be 

replicated throughout the country. 

Recommendation 247: Paragraph 13.11. 

The Department of Social Welfare should introduce a standard Disabled Persons Public 
Transport Travel Pass which should automatically cover a companion and should not 
restrict days and times a person can travel on public transport. 

Action taken or proposed 

Time restrictions on the use of Free Travel Passes have been a feature of the scheme 

since its inception and have been put in place by the transport companies because of 

capacity constraints at peak times. However, the time restrictions do not apply in the 

case of people with a mental handicap, people attending long-term rehabilitation 

courses and certain other people with disabilities and blind people. 

With regard to the Free Travel Companion Pass, eligibility for this pass has been 

extended in recent years. For instance, the Companion Travel Pass was extended in 

1997 to all registered blind people and further extended from the beginning of 1999 to 
all pensioners aged 75 and over who are unfit to travel alone. 

The operation of the Free Travel Companion Pass is being examined as part of the 

review of the "Free" schemes which is currently being carried out by the Department of 
Social, Community and Family Affairs. 

See also response to Recommendation 150: paragraph 10.30. 
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Recommendation 248: Paragraph 13.12. 

The Mobility Allowance should be increased to a minimum of £40 per week and index 

linked. 

Action taken or proposed 

The current rate of Mobility Allowance is £43.20 per month. The Department of Health 

and Children is currently undertaking a review of allowances payable through the health 

boards for people with disabilities. In addition, the Department is also involved with the 

Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs in a review of all income 

maintenance payments to people with disabilities 

Recommendation 249: Paragraph 13.21 

Every CIE, Bus Eireann and Dublin Bus depot should have at least one accessible bus by 

June 1, 1997. The Department of Transport, Energy and Communications should subsidise 

the additional cost of such vehicles: thereafter, the bus companies should bear the cost of 

replacement vehicles. Ireland should ensure that the forthcoming EU directive on buses 

and coaches requires them to be accessible to all citizens. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Public Enterprise (formerly Transport, Energy and Communications) 

is of the view that dispersal of vehicles (one to each depot) as envisaged in the 

recommendation does not make sense from an operational point of view and is not 

supported by the Inter-Departmental Transport Accessibility Committee. It is generally 

held that in order to provide an acceptable level of service in terms of frequency and 

reliability, available vehicles would need to be concentrated at a particular depot and 

probably on particular routes - the limited Omnilink service now provided by Bus Atha 

Cliath on Dublin's Northside requires two and at times three vehicles. 

It is assumed that the final sentence of the recommendation refers to a proposal for an 

EU Type Approval Directive. Any EU proposals which would have the effect of making 

full accessibility the norm for new equipment would have very significant implications 

for the Community's public transport sector. Consequently, such radical measures 

would have to be considered fully by the Transport Council, rather than introduced as 

part of a manufacturing standard to be adopted in some other forum. 

Recommendation 250: Paragraph 13.23. 

The Department of Transport, Energy and Communications and Dublin Bus should 
provide the necessary funding to ensure a viable Omnilink pilot project by advertising and 

running it properly. Each should provide £250,000 towards the cost and the results of the 

pilot should be published. 
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Action taken or proposed 

This recommendation has been overtaken by events. An Omnilink pilot service now 
exists on the Northside of Dublin City, using two and sometimes three of the five 
Omnilink minibuses - the remaining two are under repair. This limited service links 
most of the major amenities in that sector of the city, including facilities of particular 
relevance to wheelchair users. The preliminary indications are that the service, though 
operating on a non-commercial basis, is meeting a genuine need and,. in its scale and 
other characteristics, appears to represent a particularly appropriate use of the vehicles 
in question. The costs of the service are being met at present by Bus Atha Cliath. 

Recommendation 251: Paragraph 13.24. 

A limited amount of seating should be included in the design of bus shelters. In addition, 
there should be discussions with the Council for the Status of People with Disabilities 
about providing destination and timetable information in braille in shelters. Consideration 
should also be given to erecting bus shelters in rural areas. 

Action taken or proposed 

Decisions in this area would be a matter for Bus Atha Cliath and Bus Eireann, having 
regard to the resources available to them. 

The proposal that the Irish Council of People with Disabilities should have discussions 
with ClE about the provisions of Braille information at bus shelters is welcomed. Such 
discussions could well lead to the identification of affordable initiatives focused in such 
a way as to maximise the cost/benefit yield. Once again, eventual investment decisions 
would be matters for the companies themselves. 

Recommendation 252: Paragraph 13.25. 

An adaptation programme should be started in 1997 to make school buses accessible to 
all students. EU funds should be sought for the programme which should be completed in 
five years. 

Recommendation 253: Paragraph 13.2. 

Research should be carried out into the possibility of using school buses outside times 
when they are required for transporting students. They could be used to take people with 
disability and others to day care centres, day activity centres, shops and so on. This 
research should examine the improvements in the quality of life that the use of these 
buses could bring to many individuals. The results should be published. 
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Action taken or proposed 

The suggestion seems to be that the prime purpose of adapting the buses is to allow 
them to provide services to the wider community outside school hours. If this is the 

case then presumably the matter is essentially one to be addressed by the owners of 
the vehicles - Bus Eireann and the private sector operators. 

The Department of Education and Science has recently introduced specially adapted 

buses to some schools. It is anticipated that the provision of such vehicles will continue 

to address the needs of disabled pupils. To make all school buses accessible for 

disabled pupils would involve the conversion of 2,300 vehicles used on all services at 

an estimated cost of £20m and would increase the operational cost of the scheme 

significantly. 

While research could be carried out on the proposal to use school buses outside times 

when they are required for transporting students, there are a number of practicalities 

that should be borne in mind in doing so. Almost 1,500 of the vehicles used in school 

transport are contracted by Bus Eireann from private operators. The use of these buses, 

after they have completed their school contracts, would be strictly a matter for the 

private operators. The 700 or so vehicles deployed by Bus Eireann are operated by part

time employees who are contracted to do school work only. In addition school buses 
operate for a maximum of 183 days per year. These current operation of school buses 

would have to be expanded greatly, and at great expense, to diversify into other 

activities as suggested by this recommendation. 

Recommendation 254: Paragraph 13.29. 

Where possible, all transport which caters for children and/or adults with disabilities 
should have an escort on the bus as well as the driver. Both the escorts and drivers should 
be properly trained and have Garda clearance before they are employed. 

Action taken or proposed 

In 1999, the Minister for Education and Science allocated almost f3 million to school 

authorities to provide an escort service on all special school services bringing children 

with disabilities to school. It is a requirement of this scheme that the names and details 

of each person being proposed for appointment as an escort be forwarded to the 

Department of Education and Science for the purpose of obtaining Garda clearance. 

Grants to cover the cost of employing escorts on 561 primary school services and 17 
post-primary services have been made. 
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Recommendation 255: Paragraph 13.30. 

There are a number of other options for providing transport services for people with 
disabilities which could be examined. These include: 

Vantastic: set up in Dublin in 1995, this involves two accessible vans and eight 
trained drivers and can be booked for regular or one-off trips; 

Service Routes: bus services open to everyone but specially adapted for people 
with mobility impairments. Using smaller than average vehicles, the routes usually 
go into housing estates and up narrow roads. They could be of particular benefit to 
rural areas where the basic problem with public transport is its unavailability. 
Service routes could be set up as ventures between private operators and voluntary 
or statutory groups; 

Post Buses: these collect and deliver mail and carry passengers, using vehicles like 
estate cars, land rovers and mini-buses. They run on a published route and to a 
timetable and could also provide a valuable service for people in rural areas and 
people with disabilities if accessible vehicles were used; and, 

Social Car Schemes: they provide volunteer drivers (who receive a petrol 
allowance) for people with disabilities, usually for short trips. 

Action taken or proposed 

The common difficulty in relation to all of the suggested options is that of resources. 
Apart from a specific Exchequer allocation of approximately £OA million per annum for 
public transport improvements in the Greater Dublin Area, the only public transport 
funding available to the Department of Public Enterprise (formerly Transport, Energy and 
Communications) is the annual Exchequer subvention paid to CIE in respect of 
uncommercial, socially-necessary services throughout the country. 

Otherwise, the Department of Public Enterprise's only "[unction is to issue route licences 
in respect of services coming within the terms of the Road Transport Act, 1932, and 
that Department·will be as flexible as possible in considering any applications for 
innovative services of the kind to which the recommendation refers. The National 
Disability Authority, when formally established, will be asked to consider the issue and 
to advise. 

Recommendation 256: Paragraph 13.32. 

The Council for the Status of People with Disabilities should investigate the feasibility of 
setting up, in conjunction with the Northern Ireland authorities, a Driver Assessment 
Centre to make available to people through Ireland the latest technology in these areas. 
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Action taken or proposed 

This is a matter for the Irish Council of People with Disabilities. 

Recommendation 257: Paragraph 13.33. 

The present VAT and VRT rebates on cars for drivers with disabilities should be retained 
and the maximum rebate increased from the present limit of £7,500 and linked to the 
Consumer Price Index. 

Recommendation 258: Paragraph 13.37. 

The medical criteria governing eligibility for drivers' concessions should be examined in 
consultation with the Council for the Status for People with Disabilities and the National 
Disability Authority. This examination should review the present regulations and bring 
forward proposals for future regulations. The Disabled Drivers Medical Board of Appeal, 
currently administered by the National Rehabilitation Board, should be continued. 

Recommendation 261: Paragraph 13.37. 

Present VAT and VRT rebates on cars for passengers with disabilities should be retained at 
the present limit of £12,500 and linked to the Consumer Price Index. 

Recommendation 262: Paragraph 13.38 

The Commission welcomes the 1996 Finance Act amendment of the rule "that an 
adaptation of a car/van for the use of a disabled passenger must amount to 20% of its 
cost" to 1 0% of the original cost of the car and recommends that the percentage be 
reduced to zero over the next three years. Those not eligible under the criteria above 
should be entitled to a rebate of duty on 200 gallons of petrol/diesel in a calendar year 
on journeys on which they are a passenger, provided they are registered with the Council 
for the Status of People with Disabilities. 

Recommendation 263: Paragraph 13.39. 

The medical criteria governing eligibility for concessions to passengers should be 
examined in consultation with the Council for the Status of People with Disabilities and 
the National Disability Authority. A badge for passengers with a disability should be 
introduced for people who qualify under any of the above schemes and should be 
transferable to any car in which they are a passenger. 
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Action taken or proposed 

As a matter of general policy, the Department of Finance does not accept indexation of 

allowances or rebates. 

An inter-departmental group of officials drawn from the Departments of Justice, Equality 

and Law Reform, Finance, Health and Children and the Revenue Commissioners, is 

engaged in a review of the scheme of reliefs from Vehicle Registration Tax and Value 

Added Tax on vehicles and from Excise Duty on fuel used by people with severe and 

permanent physical ·disabilities as drivers and passengers. 

The Group, which has met on a number of occasions, will be arranging to meet with 

representatives of a number of organisations and with a number of persons who have 

indicated a wish to make oral submission to it. The information furnished at these 

listening meetings will facilitate the Group in bringing its review to a conclusion and in 

finalising its report. 

Recommendation 259: Paragraph 13.35_ 

The present disabled drivers badge should be replaced by one that is acceptable within 

the EU_ It should be issued to the driver concerned and should be transferable when 

travelling in a car other than his/her own_ 

Action taken or proposed 

The Road Traffic (Traffic and Parking) Regulations, 1997 introduced a number of 

changes to the disabled persons parking permit system with effect from 1 October, 

1997, as follows:-

- The permit system was extended to include disabled passengers; the permit is 

now issued in respect of a named person, for use on any vehicle being used for 

the transportation of-that person. 

- The Irish Wheelchair Association and the Disabled Drivers Association may now 

issue permits, as well as local authorities. 

- The permits have national application, whereas under the previous system they 

only applied in the area of the issuing local authority. 

- The new regulations provide for the acceptance of a permit issued by an 

authority of another State once it contains the recognised wheelchair symbol. 

It is now an offence for a vehicle to be parked in a disabled person's parking 

bay ona public road or in a public car park unless a disabled person parking 

permit, issued in accordance with the regulations, is displayed in the vehicle. 
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Recommendation 260: Paragraph 13.36. 

The Department of Social Welfare should replace the present motorised transport grants 
operated by the Health Boards with a new first-time grant for motorists with disabilities. 
This should 

be payable to first time purchasers who qualify under the criteria governing 
eligibility for drivers with disabilities; 

be sufficient to cover 75% of the net cost of a standard new car (after rebates); 
and, 

restrict any means test to the driver only. 

Action taken or proposed 

Both the Commission on Social Welfare and the Commission on Health Funding have 

examined this issue and recommended that, as this payment is a cash allowance which 

serves a community care objective, it should continue to be administered by the 

Department of Health and Children and the health boards. 

Furthermore,this recommendation is not acceptable to the Department of Finance. 

Means testing for any transport grants should apply to the household. 

Recommendation 264: Paragraph 13.42. 

The Department of the Environment should produce a three year plan for the introduction 
of country-wide regulations on street and local authority parking spaces for people with 
disabilities. They should cover the dimensions, number and siting of spaces and should 
exempt holders of the new badges for drivers and passengers with disabilities from 
payment of parking fees. Local authorities should provide a ratio of 1 :25 of on street 
parking spaces for drivers/passengers with disabilities by the end of 1998. Penalties for 
improper use of these parking spaces should be severe and strictly enforced. All 
regulations introduced by the Department of the Environment should be compulsory on 
all local authorities. 

Action taken or proposed 

Decisions to provide parking spaces for people with disabilities are matters for 

individual local authorities in respect of their functional areas, having regard to their 

assessment of local needs which can vary significantly between urban and rural areas. It 

is, therefore, not open to the Department of the Environment and Local Government to 
implement this recommendation exactly as worded. 
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The Road Traffic (Traffic and Parking) Regulations, 1997 introduced a number of 

significant changes in relation to the application of parking laws to disabled persons. 
The regulations provide for a new type of disabled persons parking permit which can be 

issued by local authorities, the Irish Wheelchair Association and the Disabled Drivers 

Association. Permits may be granted to all eligible disabled persons, irrespective of 

whether they are drivers or not and the permits have national application. The new 

permits are available to any person who is suffering from a disability that prevents that 

person from walking or causes undue hardship to the person in walking. 

Local authorities are empowered to provide disabled persons parking bays on public 

roads in their charge. The regulations make it an offence to park in such bays unless a 

disabled person's parking permit is displayed in the vehicle and it is being parked for 

the convenience of the holder of the permit. The Road Traffic (Signs) Regulations, 1997 

and the Traffic Signs Manual set out the dimensions for parking bays, including disabled 

persons parking bays. Local authorities have been requested in the Memorandum for 

Non-National Road Grants, to consider reserving on street car parking spaces for drivers 

with disabilities. Section 36 of the Road Traffic Act, 1994 empowers road authorities to 

make bye-laws governing the type of paid parking controls to be applied on public 

roads in their functional areas, including the exemption of specified classes of vehicles 

from the payment of fees in respect of parking, the conditions under which specified 

classes of vehicles may be so exempted and the identification of exempted vehicles. 

The offence of parking illegally in a disabled person's parking bay now comes within the 

scope of the on-the,spot fines system which applies countrywide. The fine for such an 

offence is currently £15. Enforcement of these regulations is a matter for the Garda 

Siochana or local authority appointed traffic wardens. 

Recommendation 265: Paragraph 13.44. 

Planning laws should specify that a minimum of 1 :50 parking spaces be set aside for 
drivers/passengers with disabilities in private developments. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of the Environment and Local Government does not intend to 

implement this recomrilendation exactly as worded. However, consideration will be 

given to issuing a Circular Letter to local authorities to ensure consideration of these 

issues in specific applications for planning permission. 

Recommendation 266: Paragraph 13.47. 

All local authorities should take cognisance of the needs of people with disabilities when 
issuing new licences. Taxi drivers should not be licensed without taking a training 
programme in the care of passengers with disabilities. 
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Action taken or proposed 

The operation and licensing of taxis, wheelchair accessible taxis and hackneys, and their 

drivers, is controlled through the Road Traffic (Public Service Vehicles) Regulations 1963 
to 1999. Under these Regulations, in particular the Road Traffic (Public Service Vehicles) 

(Amendment) Regulations, 1995, as amended, local authorities are responsible for 

determining the number of taxi and wheelchair accessible taxi licences which may be 

granted, for monitoring the adequacy of 'the taxi service in their areas and for deciding 

on action to ensure that the demand for these services is adequately met. 

The Road Traffic (Public Service Vehicles) (Amendment) Regulations, 1997 amended the 

criteria for wheelchair accessible taxis to ensure that such vehicles would meet the 

comfort and.safety requirements of wheelchair users. The subsequent Road Traffic 

(Public Service Vehicles) (Amendment) Regulations, 1998, were made to amplify and 

clarify elements of the. 1997 specification for wheelchair accessible taxis to make more 

explicit provision regarding access to vehicles and restraint systems for wheelchairs and 

their occupants. 

The Department of the Environment and Local Government is seeking to progress, with 

the various interests con'cerned, a range of improvements to the regulatory framework 

for taxis and hackneys, following closely the advice addressed to the Minister for the 

Environment and Local Government by the Dublin Taxi Forum. Among the specific 
Forum recommendations addressed to taxi interests and Dublin local authorities was a 

recommendation that a Consumer Focus Panel be established with customer charter 

and complaints procedure and training for existing and new entrants to the business. 

Recommendation 267: Paragraph 13.50. 

All aircraft should have an onboard chair available to allow people with disabilities to 
access the facilities. All safety announcements on board planes are made by voice and 
some thought should be given by airlines to including people with a hearing impairment 
in these procedures. 

Action taken or proposed 

The retrofitting of a wheelchair which would be carried permanently aboard an aircraft 

could prove to be an expensive proposition as it would have to be specifically designed 

and fitted to the aircraft so that in the event of an accident or turbulence it could not 

come adrift and injure passengers or threaten safety. It would also require the aircraft 

manufacturer's approval and sanction from the Aviation Authorities. The provision of 

such a wheelchair could well prove unnecessary as Irish airlines place passengers with 
disabilities in the seat or seats nearest the toilets. Depending on the aircraft type there 

could be as little as six feet from seat to toilet. 
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For the reasons outlined above there are no plans at present to retrofit this equipment 
to other aircraft on the Irish Register. 

Safety announcements are spoken and demonstrated. The demonstration also directs 

passengers' attention to a pictorial card which is available in each seat pocket on all 
aircraft. Two of the Irish airlines also use a Braille translation of the safety 

announcements. These cards are available to passengers on request. As the cards are 

already in use, it would be a relatively simple matter to have them available on the third 

operator's aircraft. 

Recommendation 268: Paragraph 13.53. 

The completion of a medical form should not be requested of people with disabilities by 
airlines unless a person is undergoing medical treatment. Irish airlines should propose to 
lATA that separate forms be used for people with disabilities and for people suffering 
illnesses to ensure that only the information required for ensuring smooth passage for 
people with disabilities is requested. 

Action taken or proposed 

Irish operators would be prepared to support a request to lATA along the lines of this 

recommendation but are prohibited from changing the forms unilaterally, While the cost 
of changing the forms themselves may turn out not to be prohibitive, the negotiations of 

any changes at international level could prove to be time consuming. 

Two of the airlines approached make the point (quite strongly) that when they do 

request forms it is only to make the passenger with a disability or illness more 

comfortable during their flight and not to embarrass or upset them. The logistics of 

arranging the carriage of a passenger with any kind of disability be it short or long term, 

are quite complex. The form is generally seen as a tool to assist such passengers. 

Recommendation 269: Paragraph 13.54. 

All ferry terminals should be fully accessible. 

Action taken or proposed 

The four international ferry terminals in Ireland are wheelchair accessible. However, no 

instructions/directions are given in braille and no text based instruction system is 
available. This matter will be pursued with the Department of the Marine and Natural 

Resources. 

Recommendation 270: Paragraph 13.57. 

Only ferries which are accessible 10 all should be licensed to carry passengers. 
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Action taken or proposed 

Only the very large passenger services are wheelchair accessible. It is not feasible to 

insist on this requirement on smaller craft. 

(C.) The Way Forward 

(1) 1\ is policy that all transport operators, and in particular State transport companies, 
should provide the highest possible degree of accessibility within the overall 
resources available to them. 

(2) By the end of 1999, it is expected that Dublin Bus will have approximately 33 
accessible buses in operation. From 2000, all new buses purchased by Dublin Bus 
will be low floor and fully accessible. 

(3) Since 1990, all new coaches purchased by Bus Eireann have been specified with a 
kneeling facility. Developments in relation to coach design and manufacture which 
would improve Bus Eireann's capacity to meet the needs of people with mobility 
impairments will continue to be monitored. 

(4) 1\ is the established policy of larnrod Eireann that all new trains and stations, 
together with major refurbishment projects at existing stations, should takeaccount 
of the needs of mobility impaired customers. 

(5) The National Development Plan includes significant provisions in relation to the 
accessibility of public transport, including the establishment of a Public Transport 
Accessibility Committee to advise in relation to the accessibility of public transport 
for mobility impaired and disabled people. 

(6) All the C1E companies have now established user groups representative of people 
with disabilities. The input from these groups should give the companies very 
valuable assistance in their on-going programmes of informing the suitability of the 
services for mobility impaired. 

(7) The Department of Public Enterprise will request transport providers tocontinue to 
make stations and terminals accessible and to publicise the facilities at these stations 
and terminals at entrances and in publications such as timetables. 

(8) The Department will also request transport operators and service providers to make 
information available in various formats and modes to improve itsaccessibility. 

(9) The Department of Justice, Equality and law Reform has provided £90,000 to Area 
Development Management lid for the piloting of Community Action Plans focusing 
om accessible transport in Meath and South Mayo. 

(10) The Department of Justice, Equality and law Reform is chairing an inter
departmental group which is examining the scheme of relief for people with 
disabilities from Vehicle Registration Tax, Tax and Value Added Tax on vehicles and 
Excess Duty on fuel. 
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Chapter 14 

Technology and Telecommunications 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 9 Recommendations on technology and telecommunications for people with 
disabilities in the Report of the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. 

The main issues which arise for consideration concern: 

(i) The introduction of legislation to ensure access to assistive technology and 

telecommunications in line with the UN Standard Rules. 

(ii) The assigning of responsibility for all assistive technology to a single agency, which 

would also disseminate information about new technological developments. 

(iii) Ensuring that all companies licensed to provide telephone services provide text 

telephone, a relay service and other special or adapted equipment required by people 
with disabilities. 

(iv) The expansion in the range and number of hours of sub-titled programmes on 
television. 

(v) The availability of interpreting supports in public services such as hospitals, Garda 
Stations, courts and schools. 

(B.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 271: Paragraph 14.7. 

The Department of Social Welfare and the Department of Transport, Energy and 

Communications should introduce legislation to ensure access to assistive technology and 

telecommunications, in line with the UN Standard Rules. Access to this technology should 
include financial access. 

Action taken or proposed 

Neither the Department of Public Enterprise nor the Department of Social, Community 
and Family Affairs see this recommendation as falling within their brief. This 
recommendation will be referred to the National Disability Authority when it is formally 
established for its consideration and advice. 

Recommendation 272: Paragraphs 14.8 and 14.9. 

A single existing agency should be responsible for all assistive technology and for 
disseminating information about new technological developments. Services should 
continue to be provided by a mixture of state and voluntary organisations but voluntary 
sector services must be properly funded and regulated. 
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This agency should also provide an adequate assessment service of the most appropriate 
technical aids for people with disabilities. 

Recommendation 273: Paragraph 14.1. 

The overall agency should set up nominated assessment centres and support them with 
appropriate funding for equipment, staff and training. There should also be a county 
network of 'feeder' or 'outreach' centres to provide primary assessments and training. All 
assessment must be based on a person centred approach. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Commission recommended the setting up of a "Disability Support Service" (DSS) 

which would operate through a national network of one-stop·shops ( to be known as 

Disability Resource Centres) and whose functions would involve, inter alia, displaying a 

range of technical aids and assistive technology of most general interest. 

The Commission envisaged that Disability Resource Centres would operate as a single 

point of contact for information, advice, support and advocacy but would not act as 

"needs assessors". However, they would assist people with disabilities in understanding 

their needs and in identifying and helping to negotiate appropriate provision to meet 

those needs. In relation to assistive technology, the Commission recommended that a 
single agency should be responsible for all aspects of this important service, including 

assessment of the most appropriate technical aids, recommendations in relation to 

available options and the dissemination of information on new technological 

developments. 

There are currently 18 Disability Resource Centres coming under the aegis of the NRB. 

All Centres carry a wide range of information on services and entitlements. in a variety 

of formats. In addition, the larger Centres have a range of technical aids on display. The 

Dublin Ciiy Centre has the most comprehensive display of and information on technical 

aids in the country, together with qualified advisory staff. 

The Establishment Group for the National Disability Authority and Disability Support 

Service recommended that the requirements of the DSS should be met by merging the 

appropriate services of the NRB and the National Social Services Board into a new 

organisation - Comhairle. The Group identified the promotion of awareness of, 

dissemination of information on and provision of independent advice on assistive 

technology as being one of the principal functions of the new organisation. Information 

and Advice Workers will receive appropriate training and support in this regard. The 
initial phase will involve the transfer of staff from the NRB who will bring their skills to 

the new organisation and who will be well placed to contribute to training and 

development strategies for the future. 
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Recommendation 274: Paragraph 14.14. 

The Department of Transport, Energy and Communications should ensure that all 
companies licensed to provide telephone services should provide text telephone, a relay 
service and other special or adapted equipment required by people with disabilities. These 
services should not cost more than conventional telephones. All new public pay-phones 
should be accessible to everybody, including people in wheelchairs. 

Action taken or proposed 

Telecom Eireann currently complies with the recommendation in relation to text 

telephone and relay services. The conlpany participates in a number of existing 

schemes, in co-operation with the Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs, 

the National Council for the Blind of Ireland and the National Association for Deaf 

People whereby customers may qualify for some subsidisation of equipment and rental 

costs. Ensuring thaI special telephone products/services etc. should not cost the 

cllstomer with disabilities more than a conventional telephone is an issue to be 

addressed by the telephone companies. In general, Telecom Eireann is bound by the 

relevant planning regulations when installing public pay-phones. 

Recommendation 275: Paragraph 14.15. 

Drivers with disabilities who qualify for concessions should also qualify automatically for 
free mobile phone rental and a number of call units to cover any emergencies when they 
are traveiling alone. 

Action taken or proposed 

The operation of the Free Telephone Rental Allowance scheme, including its extension 

to cover mobile phones, is being examined as part of the review of the "Free" schemes 

which is currently being carried out by the Department of Social, Community and 

Family Affairs. 

Recommendation 276: Paragraph 14.16. 

RTE and other television stations with national licences should expand the number of 
hours and the range of programmes which are sub-titled. There should be a minimum of 
50% of all programming hours captioned by 1998 and this should increase to all 
programming as soon as possible afterwards. 

Action taken or proposed 

The RTE Authority enjoys statutory independence in its running of its affairs and the 

State has no interventionist role in relation to RTEs expenditure of licence fee revenue. 

The recommendation has, however, been brought to the attention of the RTE Authority. 
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Recommendation 277: Paragraph 14.18. 

Interpreting support should be available in public services such as hospitals, Garda 
stations, courts and schools. Most information and public documents are available only in 
written text, with major consequences for people with sight impairments. Reader Services 
should be made available to people who need them and on conditions that are not so 
stringent that they exclude a large number of people. 

Recommendation 278: Paragraph 14.19. 

People who are deaf and deaf/blind have communication skills which require some 
patience and training to understand. Such training is not available at present and should 
be provided in an approved centre. Interpreters should also be trained and available to 
people with speech impediments. 

Action taken or proposed 

The voluntary agencies for deaf people have established an interpreter service. The 
Department of Health and Children has provided funding to enable the service to be 

established but it is intended to be self-financing through charging users, such as the 
health services, education, courts etc., for services. 

The National Council for the Blind of Ireland (NCB I) provides a basic Braille service as 
does Arbour Hill Prison. The Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform has 

established an in-house brailling system. 

Recommendation 279: Paragraph 14.20. 

There is a need to recognise sign language which is not currently recognised in Ireland. 

Action taken or proposed 

Section 2 of the Education Act, 1998, which defines "support services", includes 
provision for students learning through Irish Sign Language and other sign language 

including interpreting services. 

(C.) The Way Forward 

(1) The National Disability Authority when it is formally established will be asked to 
consider the issues surrounding access to assistive technology and to provide advice 
to the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform in this regard. 

(2) The operation of the Free Telephone Rental Allowance Scheme, including its 
extensions to cover mobile phones, is being examined as part of the review of the 
"Free" schemes which is currently being carried out by the Department of Social, 
Community and Family Affairs. 
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Chapter 15 

The Law and the Legal System 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 21 Recommendations on the law and the legal system for people with disabilities 
in the Report of the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. 

The main issues which arise for consideration concern: 

(i) The provision of all public documents, such as legislation and regulations, in a range of 

appropriate formats. 

(ii) The rendering of all court buildings accessible as well as the offices of the Legal Aid 

Board. 

(iii) Repeal of provisions in the First Schedule of the Juries Act, 1976 which excludes two 

categories of people with a disability from serving on juries. 

(iv) The provision of disability awareness training to all Garda! as part of their general 

training and ensuring accessibility of Garda stations. 

(v) The full implementation of the Child Care Act and the provision of appropriate services 

for all children and young people with disabilities who become involved in the juvenile 
justice system. 

(vi) Reviewing the accessibility of prisons for people with disabilities and ensuring all new 

prison buildings comply with the building regulations in this regard. 

(viii) Ensuring all educational and training courses and materials provided are appropriate to 

the needs of people with disabilities and the provision of disability awareness training 

to all prison staff. 

(8.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 280: Paragraph 15.3 

All public documents, such as legislation and regulations, should be provided in a range 

of appropriate formats, including large print, braille and computer disc. 

Action taken or proposed 

A project to place all Irish legislation since 1922 on CD-ROM has recently commenced. 
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The Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs is committed to providing 
information in all relevant formats, subject to demand and cost effectiveness, and to 

consulting with customers and representative organisations in relation to their 
information needs. In this regard, the Department hosted a seminar last year in 

conjunction with the NRB to analyse the information needs of people with disabilities 

and, based on research funded by the Department and undertaken by groups at local 

level, to determine how well those were being met. It is considered that the broader 

information issues which were raised at the seminar can best be addressed within the 

context of the establishment of Comhairle, which will be responsible for the provision of 

independent information, advice and advocacy services throughout the country. This 

new Agency will be ina position to advise on an information strategy which will meet 

the needs of people with disabilities within a mainstream service for all citizens. 

In the meantime, a number of recommendations arising from the seminar are taken into 

account by the Department when relevant information material is being drafted or 

published. 

FAS, too, is committed to reviewing its information material to cater for the special 

needs of people with disabilities. 

The Department of Education, Science and Technology points out that question papers 

for the State examinations are currently provided in large print or in Braille; as 

appropriate, in the case of people with visual impairments. 

However, the question of automatically preparing versions of all public documents, e.g. 

annual reports, policy documents, all standard forms issued by the various departments, 

in a range of formats would have to be examined in the light of the costs involved as 

compared with the likely demand for such documents. The National Disability Authority, 

when formally established, will be asked to advise in this regard. 

Recommendation 281: Paragraph 15.4. 

All legal documents should be as clear and easy to understand as possible. An information 
leaflet should be enclosed with documents in relation to court proceedings which give 
specific advice in relation to access to the court for people with disabilities and other 
relevant information. Court staff should be aware of disability issues and should be able 
to deal with inquiries from people with disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

It is accepted that official documents should be as clear and easy to understand as 

possible. 
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In relation to the issuing of documents in respect of court proceedings, the Department 

of the Environment and Local Government will bring this recommendation to the 

attention of local authorities. 

The Department of justice, Equality and Law Reform makes every effort to ensure that 

court documentation is as clear as possible. Court forms are prescribed by the Rules 

Committees of the various courts with the concurrence of the Minister for justice, 

Equality and Law Reform. This recommendation will be forwarded to the Rules 

Committees for their attention. 

The matter of incorporating advice in relation to access to court buildings for people 

with disabilities into information leaflets will be considered in the context of information 

leaflets currently being developed. 

Access to court buildings for people with disabilities varies from one courthouse to 

another and, therefore, leaflets specific to each courthouse would be required. 

Recommendation 282: Paragraph 15.6. 

The Legal Aid Board should examine all its offices and make them fully accessible to 
people with disabilities. It should also assess the accessibility of its services in relation to 
people with visual and hearing disabilities in order to ensure that appropriate facilities 
(such as sign language translation) are fully available. 

Action taken or proposed 

It is the policy of the Legal Aid Board to provide full access to people with disabilities at 

all new law centres and to improve, where feasible, facilities for people with disabilities 

at its existing law centres. It would not be possible, within the existing resources of the 

Board, to make all law centres fully accessible to people with disabilities. However, as 

the Board's law centres are being relocated, these premises will be made fully 

accessible to people with disabilities. Since the beginning of 1999, the Board has 

relocated, two such centres, Waterford and Kilkenny. It is also intended that the 

premises located in Nenagh and Galway which will be moving in early 2000 will have 

full access for people with disabilities. In the long term, it is the Board's intention, 

subject to available resources, to provide full access for people with disabilities at all its 

law centres. 

See response to Recommendation 284: Paragraph 15.8. 

Recommendation 283: Paragraph 15.7. 

The Department of justice should make all court buildings accessible over a period of five 
years. Information in relation to accessibility of court buildings (accessible parking, 
entrances, toilets, facilities for persons with hearing disabilities, etc.) should be provided 
for all people with disabilities using the court system. 
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Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform has a seven year programme for 
the refurbishment of courthouses throughout the country. Facilities for people with 

disabilities are being provided on an on-going basis as. part of this programme. 

Recommendation 284: Paragraph 15_8. 

Sign language interpretation should be available, where required, in all courts and in 
respect of all services provided by the Legal Aid Board, including court appearances. 
Similar provision should be made for people with speech disabilities who require 
interpretation facilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Legal Aid Board provide appropriate facilities such as sign language interpretation, 

as and when the need arises. 

With regard to persons with visual disabilities, no difficulties in relation to such persons 

have come to the attention of the Board to date. 

The provision of documents in a range of appropriate formats such as large print and 
Braille would have significant cost implications for the Board. The Board would, 

however, be amenable to providing such facilities subject to adequate budgetary 

provision. 

Interpreters for persons with speech and hearing impairments are provided at the 

request of the court and will continue to be provided. 

Recommendation 285: Paragraph 15.10. 

The Law Reform Commission has proposed that the oath should be abolished and 
replaced by an affirmation. In relation to people with learning disabilities, it has also 
proposed that a test of competence to give evidence should be introduced and that such 
persons should not be required to affirm. However, these do not apply in relation to the 
civil law where the old rules still apply. It is particularly important that all efforts should 
be made to ensure that people with intellectual disabilities are facilitated in giving 
evidence in court. In particular the court needs to be sensitive to the particular needs and 
abilities of such persons. Consideration should be given to extending the changes in 
criminal law to all types of case. 
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Action taken or proposed 

The Children Act, 1997 contains provisions to enable a court to receive the evidence of 

a person with a mental disability otherwise than on oath or affirmation. The provision is 

in line with a recommendation made by the Law Reform Commission and with the 

Report of ihe Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. The Act also 

provides for the giving of evidence, in certain civil proceedings, of persons with a 

mental disability through live television link and with the assistance of an intermediary. 

In certain circumstances, hearsay evidence may also be given in such proceedings. 

Recommendation 286: Paragraph 15.11. 

Some people with disabilities are specifically excluded from serving on juries under the 

Juries Act 1976. The First Schedule to that Act, which sets out a list of persons ineligible 

to serve on a jury, includes two types of people with disabilities: 

people who have insufficient capacity to read, deafness or other permanent 

infirmity, and 
, 

people who suffer or have suffered from mental illness or mental disability and, on 

account of that condition, and either (i) resident in a hospital or other similar 

institution or (ii) regularly attending treatment by a medical practitioner. 

These provisions should be repealed. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of justice, Equality and Law Reform is not in a position to give a 
commitment to the implementation of this recommendation at this stage. The 

recommendation must be considered in the context of the rights of the accused to a 

fair trial, the administration of justice and the practicalities of em panelling juries. 

Recommendation 287: Paragraph 15.13. 

There is need for a new public review of mental incapacity and the criminal law to be 

carried out by the law Reform Commission or by an inter-departmental committee. 

Action taken or proposed. 

A new Criminal Law Bill, the purpose of which is to comprehensively reform the law 
relating to criminal insanity, forms a part of the legislative programme of the Minister for 

justice, Equality and Law Reform and is at present being drafted. The Department of 

justice, Equality and Law Reform will take account of this recommendation in the 

continued drafting of the Bill. 
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Recommendation 288: Paragraphs 15.14 & 15.15. 

The Council for the Status of People with Disabilities should enter into discussion with the 
Law Society, the Bar Council and the Kings Inns in relation to the provision of legal 
services to people with disabilities. These discussions should also cover access by people 
with disabilities to their professional training courses. 

Action taken or proposed 

This is an issue to be pursued by the Irish Council of People with Disabilities. 

Recommendation 289: Paragraph 15.17. 

Research should be carried out on people with disabilities as victims of crime. 

Recommendation 290: Paragraph 15.18. 

Further research into the specific problems faced by people with disabilities in relation to 
abuse should be carried out and the relevant authorities should draw up policies and 
guidelines in this area drawing on best practise. 

Recommendation 291: Paragraph 15.19. 

The relevant public bodies (including the Departments of Justice and Health, Health 
Boards, Gardai) should review existing policies in order to ensure that adequate 
protection and support is provided for people with disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Garda Research Unit has recently carried out a major"survey of victims of crime. A 
further survey specifically dealing with people with disabilities as victims of crime may 
be considered at a later stage. The National Disability Authority, when formally 
established, will be asked to give consideraiion to this issue. 

Recommendation 292: Paragraph 15.20. 

Disability awareness training should be provided to all Gardai and other persons working 
in this area as part of their general training. All Garda stations should be fully accessible 
to people with disabilities and Gardai and other personnel who are able to communicate 
in sign language should be available. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform accepts that all Garda stations 
should be fully accessible to people with disabilities. 
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Access for people with disabilities is being provided as part of any new building project 

or as part of any refurbishment project being undertaken in an existing building. As 
there are 704 Garda stations throughout the country, it would no(be possible to 

provide such access to every Garda station building in the next five years as suggested. 
The task will be undertaken as part of the Garda building Programme which will run for 

the next number of years. 

Sufficient funds each year would be required to enable the Garda building Programme 

to make progress in tackling Garda station projects throughout the country in the long 

term. 

An Garda Siochana is an equal opportunities employer a'nd due cognisance is taken in 

the construction of new Garda buildings of the needs of people with disabilities. 

However, disability has a much wider meaning and will have to be addressed by An 

Garda Siochana in a number of areas such as: 

Most information and public documents are available in written text only. This 

would have major consequences for people with sight impairments. Reader 

services and interpreting support will have to made available to people who 

need them, and on conditions. that are not so stringent that they exclude a large 

number of people. 

People who are deaf and deaf/blind have communication skills which require 

some patience and training to understand. Such training is not a~ailable at 

present to members of the Force and will have to be provided from an approved 

centre. Interpreters will also have to be trained and available to people with 

speech impediments. 

Sign language is not generally recognised in Ireland, but this matter will have to 

be addressed, as it is proposed to have it recognised by all E.U. countries by the 

end of this century. This training will require extra resources which are not 

catered for at the present time. 

Legislation and other regulations \ViII have to be provided in a range of formats, 

i.e. large print, Braille and computer disc. All legal documents will have to be 

clear and easy to understand. It will be necessary in time to enclose an 

information leaflet in relation to court proceedings which would give specific 

advice in relation to access to the court for people with disabilities and other 

relevant information. 

Legal documents such as charge sheets, summons, etc., are available in printed 

form only. They are sometimes difficult to read and understand even for people 

who do not have any visual or learning disability. 
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As a Force facing challenges of the future, the Gardai will have to review existing 
policies in order to ensure that adequate protection and support is provided for 

people with disabilities. Disability Awareness Training will have to be provided to 
members of the Force. All Garda Stations will have to be fully accessible to 

persons with disabilities and Gardai who can communicate in sign language will 
have to be available. 

In conclusion,the implementation of these recommendations could not be fully 

realised within existing Garda resources, and indeed would involve significant 

extra costs, involving Garda buildings, personnel/staffing, training and operational 

and administrative functions. It is considered essential that there be a fuller in

depth Force assessment by a suitable working party constituted of Garda 

representatives, together with Departments of Justice, Equality and Law Reform 

and Finance personnel. 

Recommendation 293: Paragraph 15.21. 

A significant proportion of children who come in contact with the Juvenile System are 
described as having general learning difficulties. However, they often suffer from a range 
of disadvantages and it is difficult to distinguish the effects of learning difficulties from the 
other disadvantages. Accordingly, it is suggested that the most appropriate way to develop 
policies in relation to such children is to see them as children with a range of difficulties 
(including general learning difficulties) rather than highlighting their disability. 

Recommendation 295: Paragraph 15.22. 

The juvenile justice system should be reformed urgently so as to put in place a child 
centred system of juvenile justice. 

Recommendation 296: Paragraph 15.22. 

Appropriate services should be provided for all children and young people with 
disabilities who become involved in the juvenile justice system, including education, 
training and accommodation. 

Action taken or proposed 

The issue of children with disabilities coming into contact with the Juvenile Justice 

system is a complex one and is difficult to address adequately in the context of 

responses to the specific recommendations identified in the Commission's Report. 

Financial and human resources are needed to reduce the level of vulnerability and 
disability and the need for social inclusion must be acknowledged. 
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The Probation and Welfare Service of the Department of justice, Equality and Law 

Reform is very conscious of a range of issues which arise in taking account of children's 

disabilities and endeavour to address them as much as possible. The Department agrees 
with the policy suggestion of seeing children as children rather than highlighting their 

disability. 

The Minister for justice, Equality and Law Reform published the Children Bill, 1999 on 

27th September, 1999. The main purpose is to provide a statutory framework within 

which the juvenile justice system can be further developed. In general, the legislation is 

concerned with the position of the child offender within the family and the community. 

However, 'it is a juvenile justice Bill, not a· child care Bill, and, therefore, the position of 

the child offender within it 'cannot be paramount. While doing its best to prevent the 

child from offending and re-offending, it must also have concern for any victims of child 

offenders as well as for the good of society generally. 

The legislation provides that the proposed Children Detention Schools will be in a 

position to accept all child offenders referred to them by the cburts, no matter what the 

child's needs or problems may be. New therapeutic units will be provided for child 

offenders under 16 years of age who have particular behavioural problems or who·are 

disturbed. These will be the responsibility of the Department of Education and Science. 

In addition, the Department of Health and Children will be obliged to provide suitable 
secure facilities for children with behavioural problems who are not offenders. 

Recommendation 294: Paragraph 15.22. 

The Child Care Act should be implemented as a matter of priority to ensure that a system 
of child welfare services is in place to prevent, where possible, children coming in contact 
with the juvenile justice system. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Child Care Act, 1991 was fully implemented on 31 st December, 1996. 

Recommendation 297: Paragraph 15.24. 

The issue of people with disabilities in the prison system should be the subject of further 
long-term research. Such research should investigate the extent to which people with 
different types of disability are to be found in the prison population and the extent to 
which the current prison system meets their specific needs. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of justice, Equality and Law Reform are prepared to undertake this kind 
of research subject to clarification about [he meaning of long'term research. The 

National Disability Authority, on its formal establishment, will be asked to advise in this 

regard. 
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Recommendation 298: Paragraph 15.25. 

The Department of Justice should review the accessibility of prisons for people with 
disabilities. All new prison buildings should comply with the building regulations in this 
regard. 

Action taken or proposed 

In the planning of all new prisons, building provision is being made to meet the needs 

of people with disabilities. In upgraded buildings, the Department ofjustice, Equality 

and Law Reform complies with the requirements of Part M. 

Recommendation 299: Paragraph 15.26. 

The Department of Justice should ensure that all educational and training courses and 
materials provided are appropriate to the needs of people with disabilities. Prisoners with 
learning disabilities should be identified; special programmes, with the emphasis on 
remedial education, should be set up; continuous assessment should be carried out in all 
cases with a view to suitable placement following release. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform is of the view that the Prison 

Education Service is reasonably attuned to the needs of people with disabilities, 

especially because of the "special attention" it gives to "offenders with basic education 

needs" and its practice of individualising most of its educational programmes. 

In the area of Work and Training, the needs of people with disabilities are assessed and 

suitable activities made available, so far as practicable. Recent developments in 

establishing pathways to be followed by people who are in custody to achieve labour 

market participation after they leave prison are in accordance with this approach. 

Recommendation 300: Paragraph 15.27. 

All prison staff should receive disability awareness training. 

Action taken or proposed 

The induction programme for recruit Prison Officers covers awareness training with 

regard to persons coming into custody or visitors and the issues covered include how to 

deal with people who have: 

204 

reading and writing difficulties; 

physical disabilities of any nature; 

language difficulties/comprehension. 
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(C.) The Way Forward. 

(1) The Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform will bring the Commission's 
recommendations on the necessity of ensuring that court documentation is as clear as 
possible, to the attention of the Rules Committees of the various courts. 

(2) It is policy of the Legal Aid Board to provide full access to people with disabilities at 
all new law centres and to improve, where feasible, facilities for people with 
disabilities at its existing law centres. 

(3) The Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform has a seven year programme for 
the refurbishment of courthouses throughout the country. Facilities for the people 
with disabilities are being provided on an on-going basis as part of this programme. 

(4) A new Criminal Law Bill, the purpose of which is to comprehensively reform the law 
relating to criminal insanity, forms part of the legislation programme of the Minister 
for Justice, Equality and Law Reform and is at present bring drafted. The 
Commission's Report will be taken intoaccount in the drafting of this Bill. 

(5) The induction programme for recruit Prison Officers covers awareness training with 
regard to persons coming into custody or visitors and the issues covered include how 
to deal with people who have: . 

- reading and writing difficulties; 

- physical disabilities of any nature; 

- language difficulties/comprehension. 
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Chapter 16 

Political Rights 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 3 Recommendations on political rights for people with disabilities in the Report of 

the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. 

The main issues which arise for consideration concern: 

(i) Rendering all polling stations, booths and procedures accessible to people with 

disabilities, involving printing of candidates' photographs on the ballot paper; the 

design of polling booths and the production of voting papers suitable to needs of 

people with disabilities. 

(ii) Granting a postal vote to those people with disabilities unable to attend a Polling 

Booth. 

(8.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 301: Paragraphs 16.1 - 16.5 

All polling stations, booths and procedures should be made accessible for people with 

disabilities. This would include the printing of photographs of the candidates on ballot 
papers in order to assist people in voting; the design of polling booths; and the 

production of voting papers appropriate to the needs of people with disabilities (e.g. in 

Braille). 

Action taken or proposed 

The Electoral (Amendment) Act 1996 requires a local authority, in making a polling 

scheme, to endeavour to appoint polling places in which at least one polling station is 

accessible to wheelchair users. Follbwing the enactment of the legislation, the 

Department of the Environment and Local Government requested each County Council 

and City Corporation to carry out a review of all existing polling places to establish 

whether a suitable building is available at each polling place which is accessible for 

wheelchair users and to consider the appointment of alternative suitable polling places, 

where necessary. 

Electoral law provides that an elector with a physical illness or a physical disability who 

is capable of going to a polling station to vote but finds that access to the polling 

station allotted to him/her to vote is difficult or impossible because of the situation or 

design of the building, may apply to the Returning Officer for the constituency not later 
than 7 days before polling day for authorisation to vote at a suitable alternative polling 

station. The 1996 Act requires a Returning Officer, where practicable, to give public 

notice of all polling stations which are not accessible to wheelchair users not later than 
the eighth day before polling day. 
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Returning Officers are now also required to make arrangements at polling stations to 

facilitate the marking and placing in the ballot box of ballot papers by voters who are 
wheelchair users. The arrangements which Returning Officers have operated at recent 

polls, whereby a table of suitable height is provided at a polling station and is located in 
such a position as to ensure secrecy in voting by wheelchair users and elderly voters, 

now have a statutory basis. 

There are long-standing statutory arrangements in place for assisting electors with a 

visual impairment or a physical incapacity in voting. Where a voter satisfies the 

Presiding Officer that his/her eyesight is so impaired, or that he/she is otherwise so 

physically incapacitated, that the voter is unable to vote without assistance, that voter 

may have the ballot paper marked on his/her instructions by a companion, or by the 

Presiding Officer. 

The Act also provides that the Minister may make regulations putting arrangements in 

place which facilitate voters with visual impairments to mark their ballot papers without 

assistance. The question of voting arrangements for visually impaired persons is 

currently under examination in the Department of Environment and Local Government. 

In order to facilitate voting by persons with reading difficulties, the photographs of 
candidates appeared on ballot papers for the first time at the 1999 European Parliament 

elections. The question of including photographs on other election ballot papers will be 

considered in the light of experience at the European Parliament elections. 

Recommendation 302: Paragraph 16.6. 

People with disabilities who are unable to attend at a polling station should be entitled to 

be registered on a postal voting register and should be entitled to a postal vote. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Electoral (Amendment) Act, 1996 provides for postal voting by electors who are 

ordinarily resident at their residences and are unable to attend at a polling station due 

to a physical illness or physical disability. 

Special voting arrangements will continue to apply to electors who are ordinarily 

resident in a hospital or in a home or similar institution. 

Recommendation 303: Paragraph 16.7. 

All political parties should establish affirmative action programmes to encourage people 

with disabilities to participate fully in local, national and European politics. 
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Action taken or proposed 

This is a matter for the political parties. 

(C.) The Way Forward. 

(1) The question of voting arrangements for visually impaired people is being examined 
by the Department of the Environment and Local Government. 

(2) The question of including photographs on election ballot papers will be considered 
in the light of experience of the European Parliament elections where, for the first 
time, the photographs of candidates appeared on ballot papers. 
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Chapter 17 

The Inclusion of Women with Disabilities 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 3 Recommendations on the inclusion of women with disabilities in the Report of 
the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. 

The main issues which arise for consideration concern: 

(i) The need for the impact of disability on gender equality to be addressed by the 

National Women's Council and for specific action and research to be undertaken on 
the double exclusion experienced by women with disabilities. 

(ii) The need for women with disabilities to be consulted in developing policies which 
impact on them. 

(iii) The need to ensure that women with disabilities are enabled to participate at all levels 
of society. 

(8.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 304: Paragraphs 17.1 - 17.4 

The National Women's Council of Ireland should address the impact of disability on 

gender equality. Specific action and research should be undertaken to combat the reality 
of the double exclusion experienced by women with disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

This is a matter for the National Women's Council. 

Recommendation 305: Paragraph 17.5. 

Women with disabilities should be consulted in developing policies for them and they 
should remain sufficiently resourced to maintain their status within the family and within 

the local community. 

Action taken or proposed 

The National Disability Authority, on its formal establishment, will be asked to advise on 
appropriate strategies for implementing this recommendation. 
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Recommendation 306: Paragraph 17.6. 

In order to ensure that women with disabilities are enabled to participate at all levels of 
society it will be necessary to: 

provide structures and spaces in which women with disabilities can meet together 
to discuss matters of common concern and to find ways of improving their 
situation; 

ensure that policy makers and others are informed and aware of the issues arising 
from women's experiences of disability, based on the social understanding of 
disability rather than over-relying on the medical and individualistic model of 
disability; 

provide disability equality and awareness training to enable non-disabled women 
to learn, understand and reflect upon their own attitudes to disability. Such 
training should be facilitated by women with disabilities; 

have all women's groups, when they are developing projects at local level, to 
consider the accessibility of such projects to women with disabilities through 
consultation with local women with disabilities; 

develop an equality proofing mechanism so that the impact of a particular project 
o~ proposal on women with disabilities is always considered. 

Action taken or proposed 

These are matters in the main for the National Women's Council and the Irish Council 

of People with Disabilities. Arising from a commitment in Partnership 2000 to 

strengthen the administrative procedures for equality proofing, having regard to the 

recommendations of the NESF, the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform 

commissioned a research project which includes:-

equality proofing in the context of the National Anti-PovertY Strategy 

the feasibility of engaging in a wide ranging application of equality proofing. 

Equality proofing in this context relates to the nine grounds outlined in the Employment 

Equality legislation, which include disability. The research project is being overseen by a 
Working Group which includes representatives of the four Pillars of Partnership 2000. 

The research report is due to be finished before the end of the year. 
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(C.) The Way Forward 

(1) The National Disability Authority, when it has been formally established will be 
asked to advise the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform on appropriate 
strategies for involving and consulting women with disabilities in relation to the 
development of policies which impact on them. 

(2) The Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform has commissioned a research 
project which includes: 

- equality proofing policy in the context of the National Anti-Poverty Strategy 

- the feasibility of engaging in a wide ranging application of equality proofing. The 
research project is due to be finished before the end of the year. 
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Chapter 18 

Sexuality and Relationships 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 15 Recommendations on sexuality and relationships in the Report of the 
Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. 

The main issues which arise for consideration concern: 

(i) The development of policies in relation to the sexual rights of people with disabilities 

to cover areas such as the right to privacy and dignity, the right to accessible 

information and guidance and the right to counselling; 

(ii) The provision in accessible formats of programmes relating to sex education in all 

schools, training centres, workshops and residential centres for people with disabilities; 

(iii) Reform of the legal system to enable it to deal better with cases of abuse involving 
people with disabilities; 

(iv) Sterilisation. 

(8.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 307: Paragraph 18.1 - 18.9. 

The Department of Health should develop policies (including delivery structures) in 

conjunction with the Council on the Status of People with Disabilities in relation to the 
sexual rights of people with disabilities. These policies should cover the following areas: 

the right to privacy and dignity, 

the right to accessible information and guidance, 

the right to counselling as appropriate, 

the right to their bodily integrity and how this can be protected, in accordance 

with their ability to protect themselves, 

the right to information on family planning, contraceptive services, sex therapy 

services, sexual equipment, and on the prevention and investigation of sexual 
abuse. 

Action taken or proposed 

The issue of sexuality and relationships is an area of great sensitivity especially for the 
mental handicap services, where the issue of consent is paramount. The Law Reform 
Commission has considered this issue from the legal perspective but no firm 
recommendations have been forthcoming. 
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The problem of investigation of alleged cases of physical and sexual abuse is being 

addressed by the sector and all agencies are now expected to have appropriate 
guidelines and procedures in place for the investigation of complaints. 

The Department of Health and Children has issued national guidelines and these have 

been circulated to all agencies. They form the basis of the procedures put in place by 

agencies. The Department has also funded the Child Abuse Protection Programme 

(CAPP) including funding its extension of the programme into special schools. The need 

for extending this training into training centres will be considered. 

The principle of mainstreaming should apply to the greatest extent possible. The special 

requirements of people with disabilities in relation to reproductive services will be 

reviewed. As regards the health education elements of the recommendation, much of 

this work is already being undertaken through the counselling and professional services 

available through health boards and voluntary agencies. 

Recommendation 308: Paragraph 18.10. 
( 

Consultations with people with disabilities should be undertaken to establish priority 
areas for research. These consultations should be carried out by the Health Research 
Board under the auspices of the National Disability Authority and funded by the 
Department of Health. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform agrees in principle. The matter will 

be pursued with the National Disability Authority,. when it is formally established. 

Recommendation 309: Paragraph 18.11. 

Disability and sexuality awareness should be included in the professional and academic 
training of all those who work with people with disabilities whether they are paid staff or 
volunteers. 

Action taken or proposed 

Awareness of the special needs and requirements of people with disabilities is an 

integral part of staff training and development within the health services. This matter will 
be reviewed in the context of Recommendation 317 Paragraph 18.27. 
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Recommendation 310: Paragraph 18.17. 

All service providers, particularly residential providers, should have regard to the right of 
the individual and practices involving segregation rather than education which 
deliberately prevent informed, consensual relationships should be ended. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Health and Children will consider the implications of this 

recommendation in consultation with the National Disability Authority when this is 

formally established. 

Recommendation 311: Paragraph 18.18. 

Access to support services for adult individuals and families, where required, could be 
provided through the Disability Support Service, and would thereby be available in all 
residential centres as well. 

Action taken or proposed 

The implementation of this recommendation will be pursued by the Department of 

Health and Children with Comhairle when it is formally established. 

Recommendation 312: Paragraph 18.20. 

Counselling in sexual and reproductive health could be particularly useful for people with 
disabilities who face a wide range of barriers to expressing their sexuality. 

Action taken or proposed 

Counselling services are provided by voluntary agencies and continue to be developed 

by the health boards as resources permit. The matter will be considered in the light of 

work on Recommendation 317: Paragraph 18.27. 

Recommendation 313: Paragraph 18.21. 

People with disabilities and parents dearly want and need access to appropriate genetic 
and medical counselling services, in order to make informed personal decisions about 
having children. 

Action taken or proposed 

There is now a National Centre for Medical Genetics located in Our Lady's Hospital for 
Sick Children in Crumlin. 
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Recommendation 314: Paragraph 18.22. 

All women are entitled to ante and post natal health care free of charge but the facilities 
offered through the public health service are often inaccessible and inappropriate for 
women with disabilities. Some units do not offer tailored services such as the ante-natal 
classes with a sign interpreter in the Rotunda Hospital in Dublin. However, there are 
insufficient examples of such initiatives. 

Action taken or proposed 

This matter is being pursued by the Department of Health and Children in the context 

of the on·going development of ante and post natal health care. 

Recommendation 316: Paragraph 18.26. 

The legal system should be reformed so that it is better able to deal with cases of abuse 
involving people with disabilities. This may include mandatory reporting and addressing 
the issue of people with disabilities, especially those with learning disabilities, being 
credible witnesses. Sex offenders with previous convictions should not be given positions 
of trust with people with disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

In May 1998, the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform published a 

discussion paper that covered the criminal law governing sexual offences. The views of 

the public on the paper were sought and influenced the first piece of legislation being 

prepared following an analysis of the views received. This will provide for a sex 

offenders register and other allied matters. 

With regard to the recommendation that sex offenders with previous convictions be 

excluded from positions of trust with people with disabilities, arrangements are already 

in place whereby employers may obtain a statement of the criminal convictions, if any, 

of a candidate for employment in a position involving substantial access to vulnerable 

individuals, including persons with disabilities. The arrangements are being kept under 

review in consultation with the Department of Health and Children. 

Persons known to have a criminal record are not employed by a project directly under 

the aegis of the Probation and Welfare Service. Garda clearance procedures are in 

place in the case of staff recruited for all residential facilities operated by and in 
association with the Probation and Welfare Service. 
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Recommendation 315: Paragraph 18.23. 

Programmes relating to sex education should be available in accessible formats, and 
include positive images of people with disabilities. These programmes should be provided 
as appropriate in all schools, training centres, workshops and residential centres for 
people with disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

The implementation of this recommendation is being examined by the Department of 
Health and Children in the context of ongoing development of residential and other 

services. 

Recommendation 317: Paragraph 18.27. 

There is no precise information about the extent of sterilisation of people with disabilities 
in Ireland. Although men are also sterilised, this issue more often concerns women. It is 
assumed that the sterilisations which do take place are authorised on the basis of medical 
and psychological opinion and with parental agreement. It is not known to what extent 
people with disabilities are consulted about such decisions. This is a profoundly complex 
question with ethical, social, economic and legal implications. It is a question to be faced 
in the future, given the developing emphasis on people's rights and changing attitudes. 

Recommendation 318: Paragraph 18.28. 

There is less discussion of hysterectomy, whether consensual or non-voluntary, but such 
practices do exist and need to be investigated. 

Recommendation 319: Paragraph 18.29. 

There is evidence of non-consensual use of contraception by women with disabilities. 
While contraception does not have the same permanency as sterilisation, people with 
disabilities must be protected from non-voluntary and unnecessary interventions. 

Recommendation 320: Paragraph 18:30. 

All counselling services should be accessible to people with disabilities. Care should be 
taken with the perception of counsellors about the lives of people with disabilities to 
ensure they do not encourage abortion in the case of foetal disability 
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Recommendation 321: Paragraph 18.31. 

Sterilisation of people with disabilities on the grounds of their disability alone should be 
legally prohibited. In any situation where sterilisation is being considered, every effort 
must be made to ensure that informed and free consent exists. Where informed consent is 
not possible, strict legal criteria must be adjudged to exist by a court of law before 
sterilisation can be carried out. These criteria should include the requirement to show: 

just and necessary cause; 

that other methods of contraception are unworkable; 

that fair procedures are observed, including medical and psychological assessment 
of the person's welfare and rights; and 

independent advocacy on behalf of the person and full consultation with parents 
and carers where appropriate. 

Action taken or proposed 

Noting that this is a profoundly complex area, the Department will examine the 

implications of these recommendations in consultation with other relevant Departments 

and interested bodies. 

(C.) The Way Forward. 

(1) The issue of investigation of alleged cases of physical and sexual abuse is being 
addressed by the sector and all agencies are now expected to have appropriate 
guidelines and procedures in place for the investigation of complaints. 

(2) Awareness of the special needs and requirements of people with disabilities is an 
integral part of staff training and development with the health services. 

(3) Counselling services are provided by voluntary agencies and continue to be 
developed by the health boards as resources permit. 

(4) In May 1998, the Department of Justice, Equality and law Reform published a 
discussion paper that covered the criminal law governing sexual offences. The views 
of the public on the paper were sought and influenced the first piece of legislation 
being prepared following an analysis of the views received. This will provide for a sex 
offenders register and other allied matters. 

(5) Noting that the issue of sexuality and relationships is a profoundly complex area, the 
Department of Health and Children will examine the implications of the 
Commission's recommendations in relation to contraception, sterilisation and 
abortion in consultation with other relevant Departments and interested bodies. 
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Chapter 19 

Religious Practice 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There is 1 Recommendation on Religious Practice as it impacts on the lives of people with 
disabilities in the Report of the Commission on the Status of People Disabilities. 

The main issues which arise for consideration concern: 

(i) That people with disabilities should be made feel welcome and should be involved in 

every aspect of congregational life. 

(ii) That disability awareness training should be included in the formation of religious 
leaders at every level. 

(8.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 322: Paragraphs 19.1 - 19.4 

People with disabilities should be made to feel welcome and should be fully involved in 

every aspect of congregational life. To this end, 

every religious community should set up a small task force or working group, 
which should include people with disabilities, to look at anything which could be a 

barrier to the inclusion of all in worship and to develop an action plan to eliminate 
those barriers 

disability awareness should be included in the formation of religious leaders at 
every level. 

Action taken or proposed 

This recommendation was brought to the attention of the leaders of the main churches 

in Ireland by the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform. 
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Chapter 20 

Arts and Culture 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 34 Recommendations on arts and culture for people with disabilities in the Report 
of the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. 

The main issues which arise for consideration concern: 

(i) Review of the Building Regulations, 1991 to include all art venues with a view to 

making them as accessible as possible. 

(ii) Drafting of a code of practice for all national cultural institutions and the heritage 

services to provide facilities and information for people with disabilities. 

(iii) Initiatives to increase representation of people with disabilities in all art forms and 
methods of cultural expression and adult education programmes in arts for people with 

disabilities who missed out on education in the area. 

(iv) Provision of information by arts and cultural organisations on their facilities, services 

and events in a wide range of formats. 

(v) Amending the Arts Act, 1951 so as to recognise "creative communication in sign 
language" as a specific art form. 

(vi) Drafting of copyright legislation to exempt from liability for copyright infringement any 

reproductions in formats other than print of copyright works, which are made for the 
use in education or otherwise for personal use of people with visual impairments. 

(B.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

The Arts Council supports the Commission's recommendations in principle, and the first 

steps towards implementing them have been taken. 

In particular, the Council accepts recommendations 323-325; 327; 328-332; 336-342 and 
344-353, insofar as they are relevant to its activities and responsibilities, and an executive 
with responsibility for disability has been appointed to co-ordinate the implementation of 

these recommendations. 
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Recommendation 323: Paragraph 20.8. 

The recommended review of the Building Regulations 1991, should include all arts venues 
and aim to make them as accessible as possible to as many people as possible. Among the 
facilities that should be available in all theatres, cinemas, auditoriums and concert halls 
are transfer places which allow wheelchair users to sit in a seat (and wheelchair spaces 
where the user can stay in their wheelchair). Induction loop systems, which amplify sound 
for hearing aid users, should be installed in all auditoriums, especially those in receipt of 
grant-aid, while infra-red systems are preferable in music venues. Stages may also require 
loop systems to facilitate deaf performers. 

Recommendation 324: Paragraph 20.9. 

Box-office desks should be located at heights accessible to both wheelchair-users and 
ambulant people and should incorporate a counter loop system and minicom or other 
text telephone system. Audio description systems - through which people with visual 
impairments can hear during pauses in dialogue descriptions of action taking place on 
stage or screen via a headset - should be installed in all cinemas and buildings where 
performances take place. The same equipment can be used for such services as 
simultaneous translation. 

Recommendation 325: Paragraph 20.10. 

Super-titling equipment should be available for use in the Abbey Theatre, Siamsa Tire, the 
Municipal Theatre, Galway, Wexford Theatre Royal, Waterford Theatre Royal, Cork Opera 
House and any commercial theatre with more than 800 seats. 

Action taken or proposed 

The issue of access to arts venues for people with disabilities involves more than just 

physical access. The Department of Arts, Heritage, the Gaeltacht and the Islands reports 

that every effort is made to ensure that the National Cultural Institutions for which it is 

responsible are fully accessible to people with disabilities, and that special measures are 

put in place, where possible, to take into consideration the needs of people with 

disabilities. 

For example, in the National Gallery, all public galleries and virtually all public facilities 

are accessible to people in wheelchairs; thermoform 3D pictures sets are available to 

people with visual impairments and an induction looping system has been installed in 
the auditorium, together with an autoguide with text windows for people with hearing 

difficulties. 
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The Department of the Environment·and Local Government points out that 
Recommendation 323 has been implemented in part in that, insofar as new arts venues 
are concerned, most of the issues raised have been addressed by the building control 
system which came into operation in June, 19.9.2. It is not intended to implement it as 
regards pre-19.9.2 buildings as the Building Regulations cannot be made retrospective. 

With regard to "loop systems, infra-red systems, supertitling etc.", in the Commisssion's 

recommendations, these are factors to be taken into consideration under schemes 
funded by the Cultural Development Incentives Scheme (CDIS) and in the funding of 
grant-aided cultural institutions. 

Although some of the theatres referred to in Recommendation 325 have from time to 

time received some funding directly from the Department of Arts, Heritage, the 
. Gaeltacht and the Islands, under Regional Development Initiatives, for example, they are 

not funded on a regular basis directly by the Department, with the exception of the 

Theatre Royal, Waterford which is funded under the CDIS. 

Recommendation 326: Paragraph 20.11. 

The Department of Arts, Culture and the Gaeltacht should draw up a code of practice for 
all the national cultural institutions and the heritage services to provide facilities and 
information at their institutions, sites and visitor centres for people with disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department is committed to drawing up a code of practice for all the Cultural 

Institutions and the Heritage Services to provide facilities and information for people 

with disabilities and to that end will take the following action: 

A Working Group will be established which will oversee its preparation and 

implementation. It will have representation and input from the Council of National 

Cultural Institutions and also from Duchas - the Irish Heritage Service which will cover 
Visitors Centres, Sites and National Monuments. 

Recommendation 327: Paragraph 20.12. 

Strategies should be developed by the Arts Council, the Heritage Council and the 
National Monuments and Historic Properties Service to find ways of making accessible 
those arts and heritage activities which take place in existing buildings, including listed 
buildings. Operating in a building which cannot easily be made wheelchair-accessible 
should not prevent arts organisations from providing access features for people with 
sensory or other disabilities. 
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Action taken or proposed 

All recently built National Parks and Wildlife Service visitor facilities have access for 
people with disabilities. However most do not have braille. It is, the policy to expand 

the range and location of facilities for people with disabilities where practical. The 

National Library intends to investigate the purchase of a scanning machine for the 

visually impaired which will translate text into sound. 

Recommendation 328 Paragraph 20.13: 

The Arts Council should disability proof the Arts Plan 1995-1997. 

Recommendation 329 Paragraph 20.15: 

The Joint action research project by the Arts Council and the National Rehabilitation 
Board, mooted in the plan, should be expanded to include the Council for the Status of 
People with Disabilities as a third partner. Meanwhile, organisations in the field of 
disability should develop and implement arts policies in order to encourage and support 
access and opportunity in the arts for people with disabilities. 

Recommendation 330: Paragraph 20.16: 

In order to increase access to, and participation in, the arts for people with disabilities, 
relevant state agencies should devise systems of incentives for them, both financial and 
otherwise. Along with local authorities, the Arts Council should provide adequate and 
clearly ring-fenced funding as a temporary strategic tool to increase access and 
opportunity in the arts for people with disabilities through grants to: 

encourage the development of both disability arts and arts and disability practices, 
including integrated provision; 

ensure that venues become accessible to audiences and practitioners with 
disabilities. 

Recommendation 331: Paragraph 20.17: 

The Arts Council should develop a concessionary card system, through which people with 
disabilities in receipt of state benefits could obtain admission to arts venues and courses 
at concessionary rates. Priority seating in certain parts of auditoria (e.g with level access 
for wheelchair-users, aisle seats for physically disabled people, near the stage for visually 
impaired people, in good view of sign interpreters or super-titling for deaf people should 
be offered to people with disabilities who need it, at the cheapest rate on offer. This is an 
access requirement which should be fulfilled at all times and should not be subject to the 
same conditions as financial concessions. 
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Recommendation 332: Paragraph 20.18: 

The Arts Council, local authorities, arts and disability organisations should introduce a 
system of bursaries for people with disabilities, with the aim of increasing their 
representation in art forms and methods of cultural expression. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Arts Council accepts these recommendations insofar as they are relevant to its 

activities and responsibilities and an executive with responsibility for disability has been 

appointed to co-ordinate the implementation of these and other related 

recommendations. 

Recommendation 333: Paragraph 20.19. 

All children with disabilities should be given the opportunity to participate in a range of 
arts activities as part of their general education, including at pre-school level. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Education and Science supports this recommendation which it 

considers is already fulfilled. 

Recommendation 334: Paragraph 20.20. 

People with disabilities who have missed out on arts education should be offered 
compensatory education through adult education programmes run or funded by the VECs. 
Providers of adult, second chance and continuing education should ensure that arts 
education is made widely available to students with disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

Funding is provided by the Department of Education and Science to the Vocational 

Education Committees in respect of the operation of Adult Education programmes for 

the disadvantaged. The Department proposes to write to the VECs and other parties 

receiving grants under the different schemes and request that a special effort be m-ade 

to include people with disabilities in their activities. 

Recommendation 335: Paragraph 20.21. 

The training, including in-service training, of primary school teachers and secondary 
school art and music teachers should have an arts dimension. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Education and Science supports this recommendation which it 

believes is already fulfilled. 
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Recommendation 336: Paragraph 20.22. 

All arts organisations should institute disability equality training for their staff, members 
and volunteers. Disability equality training is particularly vital for front-of house and box 
office staff, whose offers of assistance, pro-activity, information giving skills and 
knowledge are of paramount importance in dealing with customers with disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Arts, Heritage, the Gaeltacht and the Islands accepts this 

recommendation generally. In the case of the National Cultural Institutions directly 

under its remit, it is hoped that this can be· implemented from within current resources. 

Recommendation 337: Paragraph 20.23. 

Arts awareness courses should be run in disability organisations, including for access 
experts. This is intended to ensure that disability organisations develop awareness of the 
arts and encourage their membership and client groups to seek involvement in the arts at 
all levels. 

Recommendation 338: Paragraph 20.24. 

The Council for the Status of People with Disabilities should develop models and 
mechanisms for the identification of talent, leading to professional training in areas of 
disability arts or arts and disability practice where few role models exist and/or where the 
appropriate language and aesthetic are only in the process of development. The training 
itself should take place in mainstream settings. 

Action taken or proposed 

The implementation of these recommendations is a matter for disability organisations 

and the Irish Council of People with Disabilities. 

Recommendation 339: Paragraph 20.25. 

Training in music, art and theatre for people with disabilities should be open in its entry 
policies, modular in structure, and lead to clearly-specified, national qualifications. 

Aetion taken or proposed 

The Department of Education and Science queries what is meant by qualification in this 
context. Access should be on the same basis as for everyone. 
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Recommendation 340: Paragraph 20.26. 

Artists-in-residence schemes should be organised to ensure that: 

artists with disabilities work as artists-in-residence in both inclusive and disability
specific settings; 

artists-in-residence working with people with disabilities are of the same standard 
of excellence as those who work with other people. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Arts Council will take cognisance of this recommendation in the context of on· 
going developments in this area. 

Recommendation 341: Paragraph 20.27. 

The Irish Writers' Centre should develop training and standards for live and recorded 
audio description. 

Action taken or proposed 

The implementation of this recommendation is a matter for the Irish Writers' Centre. 

Recommendation 342: Paragraph 20.28. 

Theatre-in-education companies and others involved in out reach work in schools should 
ensure that their performances and workshops can be accessed by all children with 
disabilities in any class or school they work with. 

Action taken or proposed 

The implementation of this recommendation is a matter for Theatre-in-education 
Companies. 

Recommendation 343: Paragraph 20.29. 

Arts and cultural organisations should strive to make information on their facilities, 
services, events, or performances available in a wide range of formats (e.g. large print, 
tape, Braille, computer disk, signing). The Department of Arts, Culture and the Gaeltacht 
and the Arts Council should lead by example in providing information. 
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Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Arts, Heritage, the Gaeltacht and the Islands is of the view that this 
would have major cost and time implications given the wide range of information 

published by the Department and the bodies under its aegis. In the case of the National 

Archives, for example, only a tiny proportion of its written material could be made 

available in another form. 

Nonetheless, every effort will be made to increase the information available in various 

formats over a period of time. The National Museum will seek to increase information 

on the.exhibitions by people with disabilities through the use of Braille, "hands-on" 

methods etc.. The various media available are also being fully explored for accessibility 

by people with disabilities at the Collins Barracks development. 

Other cultural Institutions have made much progress to date in ihis area. 

Recommendation 344: Paragraph 20.30. 

Information on arts and cultural facilities, events and performances should state clearly 
their arrangements for people with disabilities. This should include access information, 
pricing policy and any special features (such as the use of a strobe light or glitter ball 
which can have adverse effects on some people with epilepsy). Events and courses should 
be publicised by the widest possible range of media including Aertel, local radio, teletext, 
magazines for deaf people, specialist TV and radio programmes aimed at people with 
disabilities, the disability press and newsletters, and via disability organisations such as 
Deaf Clubs to ensure that the maximum number of people with disabilities have access to 
the information. 

Recommendation 345: Paragraph 20.31. 

Arts and cultural organisations should provide scripts, precis, introductory talks, taped 
programmes, audio and sign language interpreted tours, touch tables, thermoforms and 
other means of ensuring maximum access for people with disabilities to venues, 
performances, exhibitions and events. 

Recommendation 346: Paragraph 20.32. 

The Council for the Status of People with Disabilities should appoint an arts officer. This 
would ensure that arts and cultural matters assume a central position within the Council's 
work from the beginning. The Arts Council should nominate a professional member of 
staff to act as a link between art form officers and people with disabilities and their 
organisations. 
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Recommendation 347: Paragraph 20.33. 

The Council for the Status of People with Disabilities should set up a talent bank of 
interested and suitably qualified people with disabilities to be recommended to the 
Minister for Arts, Culture and the Gaeltacht for consideration as nominees to state 
boards. The Arts Council should also have access to this talent bank and should ensure 
that people with disabilities are included as nominees to boards of management of arts 
organisations. 

Recommendation 348: Paragraph 20.34. 

The Arts Council should commission the production of resource packs for arts 
organisations to assist them to implement ways ·of involving people with disabilities as 
audiences, participants or employees. 

Recommendation 349: Paragraph 20.35. 

CAFE (Creative Activity for Everyone) should be developed as a central independent 
source of expert advice on arts and disability issues. CAFE and APIC (Awareness 
Publishing Information Communications) should co-operate more closely in order to 
facilitate such developments as the disability access coding of CAFE's extensive database. 
CAFE should also consider the establishment of a system of arts animateurs to facilitate 
the interface between arts and disability organisation. 

Action taken or proposed 

These recommendations are being dealt with on the basis outlined in the response to 

Recommendations 328 - 332: Paragraphs 20.13 - 20.18. 

Recommendation 350: Paragraph 20.36. 

County Arts officers should conduct an immediate disability audit/inventory of all venues 
and arts organisations in their areas, reporting to the arts Council, relevant city/county 
managers and regional authorities. This process should be repeated and updated in 1999 
as part of a review of progress. 

Action taken or proposed 

Implementation of this recommendation is'a matter for local authorities, to whose 

attention the Report has been brought. (However, the recommendation that Arts 

officers should report to the Regional Authorities is inappropriate, as the Regional 

Authorities have no function in the malter.) 
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It should be noted that, while Arts Officers may conduct a disability audit/inventory of 

all venues and arts organisations in their areas, (and the Department ohhe Environment 
and Local Government has no objections to this) the remedy for any deficiency 

highlighted may not lie with the respective City/County Manager. 

Recommendation 351: Paragraph 20.37. 

Application forms issued by the Arts Council, the Ireland Funds and other funding bodies 
for arts organisations should include a section requesting information about facilities for 
people with disabilities and arrangements made to ensure their full participation in the 
applicant organisation. As well as tracking progress made, this mechanism should also 
enable the Arts Council and other funding bodies to make disability-specific grants from 
time to time in respect of staffing and recruitment and numbers and types of exhibitions. 

Action taken or proposed 

While no specific reference was included in application forms and guidelines for the 

phases of the Cultural Development Incentives Scheme advertised to date, the 

Recommendations of the Commission will be taken into account in any similar schemes 

which may be put in place in the post 1999 period. 

Recommendation 352: Paragraph 20.38. 

A touring 'hothouse' road show should be developed by Very Special Arts to provide 
opportunities for people with disabilities, including those who live in institutions, to 
sample arts approaches in workshops and developmental projects. . 

Action taken or proposed 

This is a matter forVery Special Arts. 

Recommendation 353: Paragraph 20.39. 

The arts council should revise its handbooks for exhibition organisers to include sections 
·on display, particularly as it affects people with disabilities. Exhibitions should be mounted 
in such a way that can be clearly appreciated by both wheelchair users and ambulant 
peoples, with cord barriers, if used, at heights which do not resent a trip hazard. All 
exhibition rooms and galleries should include seating to enable ambulant people with 
disabilities to rest. 

Action taken or proposed 

See response to Recommendations 328 - 334: Paragraphs 20.13 - 20.20. 
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Recommendation 354: Paragraph 20.40. 

The Minister for Arts, Culture and the Gaeltacht should propose an amendment to the 
Arts Act 1951, Section 1, recognising 'creative communication in sign language' as a 
specific art form. This would ensure that the recognition of deaf arts culture at its most 
formal level, alongside drama, literature and music. The drama officers of the Arts Council 
should provide a list of all sign interpreters qualified to work in theatre to all theatres and 
theatre companies. 

Action taken or proposed 

This recommendation will be the subject of discussion between the Department of Arts, 

Heritage, the Caeltacht and the Islands and The Arts Council. 

Moladh 355: Alt 20.41. 

Moltar don Roinn Comhionannais agus Athchoirithe DIi, igcomhar Ie hUdaras na 
Gaeltachtaha, statistici maidir leis an lion iomlan de dhaoine Ie mi-chumas sa nGaeltacht 
a chur Ie cheile, agus claracha a fhorbairt chun cuidiu Ie daoine Ie mi-chumasi bheith 
pairteach I sao I culturtha agus soisialta na Gaeltachta trid is trid. 

Gniomhaiocht glactha no Ie deanamh 

6 thaobh an Udarais de, feicimid ceithre phriomhreimse a bhaineann Ie habhar: 

(a) Fostaiocht agus Earcaiocht san Udaras fein; 

(b) Fostaiocht agus Earcaiocht i ngnothai a fhaigheann cunamh on Udar<ls agus 

tograi ar leith a dtugtar cunamh doibh a chuireann deiseanna ar fail go priomha 

do dhaoine Ie michumas; 

(c) Foirgnimh agus <liseanna de chuid an Udarais; 

(d) Foirgnimh agus <liseanna gnothai eile a dtugann an tUdaras cunamh ina leith. 

(a) Fostaiocht agus Earcaiocht san Udaras fein. 

Thar an blianta agus fiu Ie tamall anuas ta staitistici tugtha againn (go hairithe ag ar 

Rannog Pearsanra) don Roinn ar an gceist seo. Ce nach bhfuil an sprioc de 3% bainte 

amach, ta an eagraiocht seo nios mo na sasta deis. a thabhairt do dhaoine Ie michumas 

fostaiocht a lorg aglls a fhail san Udaras. Chuirfeadh muid failte roimh mholtai praiticiClla 

maidir leis an gcuspoir sin a chur chun cinn, ag cur san aireamh: 

(i) a laghad deiseanna earcaiochta bhionn ag an Udaras; 

(ii) suiomh na n-ionad oibre ata ag an Udaras - is i mbailte beaga no i gceantair 

thuaithe ata ar n-ionaid lonnaithe; 
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(iii) a laghad daoine ie michumas a chuireann is teach ar phostanna leis an Udaras, 

ainneoin go bhf6graitear go poinbli iad nuair ata daoine lasmuigh den 
eagraiocht Ie hearcu, agus 

(iv) an bunriachtanas go gcaithfidh Gaeilge liofa oibre a bheith ag daoine a bhionn 
ag obair leis an Udaras, rud a laghdaionn an sc6ip earcaiochta. 

(b) Fostaiocht agus Earcaiocht i ngn6thai a ihaigheann cunamh 6n Udaras agus tograi ar 

leith a dtugar cunamh d6ibh a chuireann deiseanna ar fail go priomha do dhaoine Ie 

michumas 

Ta iarrachtai ar leith deanta, mar ata mini the cheana, i gcomhar leheagraiochtai eile 

chun tograi ata dirithe ar dheiseanna do dhaoine Ie michumas a chur chun cinn - go 

hairithe Bord Siainte an larthuaisCirt ar Eastat Tionscail Ghaoth Dobhair, Co .. Dhun na 

nGall, na Braithre Carthanachta i gCasla, Co na Gaillimhe agus an Institiuid 

Athshlahaithe i gCasla freisin. 

Is cuis sasaimh a thuairisciu go bhfuil dul chun cinn maith a dheanamh leis an 

tionscnamh is deireanai Ie Bord Siainte an larthuaiscirt - is e sin:-

Le cupla bliain ahuas ta an Bord Siainte, go speisialta i gcomhar Ie comhlacht ata 
deonaithe ag an Udaras i nGaoth Dobhair, Rubear Motair Teo agus leis an Udaras, ag 

reachtailtionscnamha piolota chun deis a thabhairt do dhaoine Ie michumas iad fein a 

chur in oiriuint agus taithi a thabhairt d6ibh i. saol gn%ibre. Chiallaigh se sin curam 

agus aire phearsanta ar leith do na daoine seo. D'eirigh go maith leis na hiarrachtai go 

dtf seo agus aire phearsanta ar leith do na daoine seo. D'eirigh go maith leis na 

hiarrachtai go dtf seo agus ta spas oifige curtha ar fail againn anois mar ionad 

acmhainne agus teagmhala chun an tionscnamh a chur chun cinn. Ta an Bord Siainte ag 

caint Ie cupla comhlacht eile anois, agus ta siad ag suil Ie cabhair 0 Chlar Horizon an 

Aontais Eorpaigh chun an tionscnamh. a leathnu tri Ghaeltacht Thir Chona ill. 

Mar sham pia eile den chineal oibre seo, ta gneithe airithe d'obair Mhuintearais (faoi 

choimirce Udaras na Geltachta) a dhirionn ar dhaoine Ie deacracht n6 michumas eigin 

agus ta Clar Horizon a usaid sa chas sin freisin. 

An bhunphointe na gur mian leis an Udaras a leitheidi de thosaiochtai a spreagadh. 

Cuirfimid failte aris roimh mholtai praiticuila sa reimse seo. 

(c) Foirgnimh agus a.iseanna de chuid an Udarais. 

Phleigh an tUdaras cas daoine Ie michumas ag a chruinniu ar 21/2/'97 agus aris ar 

23/5/,97 mar ta suim ar leith aige ann. 
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Rinneadh pie ar 21/2/,97 ar rol an Udarais i dtaca Ie haiseanna agus deiseanna do 
dhaoine Ie michumas sa Ghaeltacht, luadh rol Rannog Seirbhisi Oiliuna an Udarais, 

beartais i leith foirgneamh de chuid an Udarais, agus i leith foirgneamh a n-iocann an 

tUdaras deontais ina .leith, agus feidhmiu an Udarais i gcomhar Ie heagraiochtai eile. 

J dtaca Ie haonaid nua a thogtar, treisiodh go mba choir a chinntiu go ndeanfai solathar 

do riachtanais na ndaoine Ie mfchumas. Ar 23/4/'97, ar mhaithele soileiriu, deimhniodh 

go gcuirfeadh se sin san aireamh i seanfhoirgnimh a bheadh Ie athchoiriu go caighdean 

cui an lae inniu. 

Chomh fada agus is feidir ta dearadh ar n-oifigi fein oiriunach do dhaoine i gcathaoir 

rothai sri, go priomhe ar nArdoifig agus Oifig Ghaoth Oobhair. Ta obair Ie deanamh ar 

leithris san Ardoifigagus beidh cinn ar leith do dhaoine Ie michumas a gcur isteach 

ansill. 

Ar ndoigh t~ bealai eile Ie deileail Ie michumas fisiciuil freisin, ar nos caras cumarsaide 

nuatheicneolaiochta a laghdaionn an ga Ie taisteal sri. (Iinte maithe guthain Ie 

fischomdhail agus ceangal riomhaireachts agus idirlion sri). Ta obair mhor a deanamh 

againn sa reimse sin faoi lathair. 

(d) Foirgneamh agus iliseanna gnathai eile a dtugann an tUdaras cunamh ina leith. 

Mar is leir a bhreithiunas sa Chuirt Uachtarach Ie deanai, is ga tabhairt faoi go 

curamach. On ar dtaoibhne dhe ta coinniollacha maidir Ie fostaiocht do dhaoine Ie 

Gaeilge Ie comhlionadh, chomh maith Ie rialacha agus polasai comhionannais agus a 

leitheidi Ie cur i bhfeidhm. Ta ga Ie machnamh agus Ie hobair bhreise ar an gceist seo. 

Ginearalta. 

Maidir leis na moltai sonracha on gCoimisiun, is iad na mireanna faoi "Work and 

Training" agLis "Access" is mo a bhainfeadh linne. Mar ata leirithe thuas tacaionn an 

tUdaras Ie meon na moltai sin agus leanfaimid lenar n-iarrachtai agus deanfaidh muid 

iarracht cur leo. Aris, ba mhaith linn a ra go gcuirfidh muid failte roimh mholtai 

praiticiula, agus roimh theagmhail on Roinn Comhionannais agus Athchoirithe Oli. 

Recommendation 356: Paragraph 20.42. 

The Department of Enterprise and Employment should ensure that the legislation 
currently in course of preparation by its Copyright Unit exempts from liability for 
copyright infringements any reproduction in formats other than print of copyright works, 
which are made for the use in education, or otherwise for the personal use, of people 
with visual impairments where the extent of such reproduction might conflict with normal 
exploitation of the work, or risk prejudicing the legitimate interest of the author, the 
legislation should provide for payment of equitable remuneration to a body representative 
of the rights holders affected. 
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Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment shares the concerns of the 

Commission that people with visual impairments should not suffer additional costs in 
respect of copyright material. At international level, Ireland has and will always support 

the case for exceptions in respect of individuals with impairments. 

The new Copyright and Related Rights Bill contains provision to facilitate relevant 

organisations in supplying works modified for use by people with disabilities to such 

persons without breach of copyright. The Bill is expected to become law early in 2000. 

(C.) The Way Forward 

(1) The Arts Council supports the Commission's recommendations in principle, and the 
first steps towards implementing them have been taken. In particular, the Council 
accepts Recommendations 323-325; 327; 328-332; 336-342 and 344-353, insofar as 
they are relevant to its activities and responsibilities, and an executive with 
responsibility for disability has been appointed to co-ordinate the implementation of 
these recommendations. 

(2) The Department of Arts, Heritage, the Gaeltacht and the Islands is committed to 
drawing up a code of practise for all the Cultural Institutions and the Heritage 
Services to provide facilities and information for people with disabilities and to that 
end will establish a Working Group which will oversee its preparation and 
implementation. 

(3) All recently built National Parks and Wildlife Service visitor facilities have access for 
people with disabilities. However, most do not have Braille. It is the policy to expand 
the range and location of facilities for people with disabilities where practical. The 
National Library intends to investigate the purchase of a scanning machine for 
people with visual impairments which will translate text into sound. 

(4) Funding is provided by the Department of Education and Science to the Vocational 
Education Committees in respect of the operation of Adult Education programmes 
for the disadvantaged. The Department proposes to write to the VECs and other 
parties receiving grants under the different schemes and request that a special effort 
be made to include people with disabilities in their activities. 
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Chapter 21 

Media 

(A) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 13 Recommendations on the media as they impact on people with disabilities in 
the Report of the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. 

The main issues which arise for consideration concern: 

(i) Commissioning of research into the effects of media representation of disability. Steps 

should be taken to end the isolation and stereotyping of people with disabilities in the 

media. 

(ii) Making public funding to RTE and other media funding dependent on the 

development by the funded organisation of an appropriate policy concerning people 

with disabilities. 

(iii) The expansion in the number of hours and range of programmes which are subtitled 

on RTE and other television stations with national licences. 

(8.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 357: Paragraph 21.4 

Research into the effects of media representations of disability should be funded jointly by 
the Department of Equality and Law Reform and The Department of Arts, Culture and the 

Gaeltacht. 

Action taken or proposed. 

This recommendation will be referred to the National Disability Authority, on its formal 
establishment, for its consideration and advice. 

Recommendation 358: Paragraph 21.5. 

In post primary schools, a section on the portrayal of people with <Jisabilities should be 
included in media studies from the junior cycle onwards and in the film studies section in 
Leaving Certificate English. In-service training for teachers should provide the appropriate 

material and teaching strategies for this. 

Recommendation 359: Paragraph 21.6. 

All courses and training in the media, journalism and public relations should include 
specific strands on disability issues. For those already working in the media, there should 
be workshops and seminars on disability issues. A style book to provide guidelines about 
negative, offensive and limiting language should be commissioned imd published by the 
Department of Equality and Law Reform. 
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Recommendation 360: Paragraph 21.7. 

People with disabilities should be helped to participate in media and journalism courses 
by bursaries established by the Department of Education and the Department of Equality 
and Law Reform. They should also be given resources to enable them to attend training 
courses in public relations, lobbying and media management. 

Action taken or proposed. 

The Department of Education and Science disagrees with these recommendations 
insofar as they impact on issues falling within its area of responsibility. The Department 
believes that they would introduce distortions into courses and seem to overstate a case 
for a small minority. The Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform believe that 
the issue of the commissioning and publication of a style book could best be pursued 
by the Irish Council of People with Disabilities. No funding is available to the 
Department of Justice, Equality and· Law Reform, from which bursaries could be 
allocated. 

Recommendation 361: Paragraph 21.8. 

A database of available contributors an~ sources should be drawn up by the relevant 
officer· of the National Union of Journalists. It could be modelled on Radio na Life, the 
Irish-language community station in Dublin, which is currently compiling a database of 
Irish language contributors. While lobby groups would clearly benefit from an equivalent 
database, it would also be of interest to the media. 

Action taken or proposed. 

The implementation of this recommendation is a matter for the National Union of 
Journalists. RTE have indicated that a list along these lines has already been compiled. 

Recommendation 362: Paragraph 21.9. 

RTE, the Independent Radio and Television Commission and the National Newspapers of 
Ireland should provide ongoing funding for an independent Media and Disability Unit. 
This Unit would provide training and expertise to media organisations to ensure the full 
participation of people with disabilities in media services. It would provide advice about 
the portrayal of people with disabilities, the coverage of disability events, making 
programmes specifically for people with disabilities, and disability awareness training. 

Action taken or proposed. 

The implementation of this recommendation is a matter for the organisations 
concerned. 
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Recommendation 366: Paragraph 21.13. 

The National Rehabilitation Board or· its successor should initiate a feasibility study into 
the establishment of a Disability Programmes Unit in association with appropriate 
partners such as RTE, the IRTC, FAs, local radio stations and education institutions. 
Research should identify potential sources of funding and resources, whether it should 
operate within RTE or another organisation or as an independent company, and define its 
functions. 

Action taken or proposed. 

This recommendation will be referred to the National Disability Authority, on its formal 

establishment, for consideration and appropriate follow up. 

Recommendation 363: Paragraph 21.10. 

Media coverage of disability issues should be brought into the mainstream by, for 
instance, having them covered by general correspondents rather than by health 
correspondents. RTE should look at ways in which people with disabilities can be made 
more visible on television both as presenters and participants. The Advertising Standards 
Association of Ireland should stringently enforce the Guidance Note on the Portrayal of 
disabled People in Advertising, lending particular weight to the views of people with 
disabilities. 

Recommendation 364: Paragraph 21.11. 

Public funding to RTE and any other media funding should be dependent on the 
development by the funded organisation of an appropriate policy concerning people with 
disabilities. All media institutions and professional organisations should undertake positive 
measures to facilitate participation and membership by people with disabilities. 

Recommendation 365: Paragraph 21.12. 

RTE and other television stations with national licences should expand the number of 
hours and the range of programmes which are sub-titled. There should be a minimum of 
50% of all programming hours captioned by 1998 and this should increase to all 
programming"as soon as possible afterwards. 

Recommendation 367: Paragraph 21.14. 

RTE should specify how it envisages using new information technologies as distribution 
mechanisms, feedback systems, and alternative media for people with disabilities. In the" 
context of the Green Paper on Broadcasting, the establishment of any broadcasting 
authority should incorporate clear and accountable methods for dealing with complaints 
about programmes for or about people with disabilities and include appropriate 
enforcement mechanisms. 
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Recommendation 369: Paragraph 21.16. 

The establishment of a Disability and Perception film or television programme should be 
initiated jointly by the Irish Film Board and RTE as part of their continuing commitment to 
and extension of equality principles. This could form a section of the "Short Cuts" 
initiative. 

Action taken or proposed. 

These recommendations relate principally to RTE, which enjoys statutory independence 
in the running of its affairs. The Minister for Arts, Heritage, the Gaeltacht and the Islands 
has no interventionist role in relation to RTE's expenditure of its licence fee revenue. 
The Department could not support any recommendation which would impose 
conditions on the payment of licence fee funding to RTE on the basis that it would 
interfere with RTE's autonomy in programming matters. It should also be noted that 
stations which operate under contracts with the Independent Radio and Television 
Commission do not receive any State funding, nor has the Minister any function in the 
day-to-day operations of the IRTC. The recommendations were, however, sent to both 
RTE and the IRTC for their observations. 

RTE have responded by welcoming the Commission's Report and state that there is 
considerable support among programme staff for people with disabilities. The Radio 1 
service, in particular, has greatly highlighted issues surrounding people with disabilities, 
and its News Division was the first broadcaster in these islands to introduce signed 
News for the Deaf. It is the intention to continue to increase the captioning of 
programmes. It is recognised that positive portrayal of people with disabilities on 
television in particular, needs to be encouraged, not in any contrived way, but 
integrated naturally into the programme format. The Commission's Report is 
instrumental in increasing programme-makers' awareness of this objective and RTE have 
no doubt that this attitude will bring about some changes in this area which the 
Commission has recommended. In the nature of things, such change cannot be effected 
swiftly but the situation will be monitored regularly at senior level to ensure that 
progress is being made. In the meantime, RTE will continue and develop, where 
necessary, its ongoing treatment of issues and persons affected by disability. 

Some of the Report's recommendations could help in this regard - for example, a 
database of contributors as in Recommendation 361: Paragraph 21.8 (a list on these 
lines has already been compiled and is used by the radio programmes Not So Different 
and Audioscope). A style book would be helpful to media people - print and broadcast 
- in avoiding insensitive and offending references but care would have to be exercised 
to avoid over-cumbersome descriptions, etc. in an effort to be "politically correct". The 
Report refers to a complaints procedure to be put in place if there were new national 
broadcasting structures. While this is not a matter for RTE, it is hard to visualise how 
representation by such special interest groups could be realistically catered for in the 
complaints procedure in any new broadcasting legislation. 
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The question of accessibility to buildings, health and safety standards, etc. is one to 
which RTf: have given consideration in the past number of years. It is a fact that when 

major building programmes were finalised in the 1960's, access for people with 

disabilities was not taken into account. The greater proportion of RTf: buildings are high

tech. areas, thus limiting alternations to a greater extent. Over the years RTf: have made 
arrangements with ramps, lifts, etc. to facilitate people with disabilities and toilet 

facilities have been incorporated in building improvements. However, there are clearly 

some outstanding problems. RTf: will be taking these needs into account in planning for 
future buildings. 

Recommendation 368: Paragraph 21.15. 

The use of the Internet as a forum for discussing Irish and international media and 
disability issues should also be examined. Disability groups should set up World Wide 
Web pages on the Internet to provide links to other relevant Web pages, to Television, 
Radio, Print and other news services. This site should also include on-line archives of text
based documents relevant to radio and TV productions as well as software resources for 
computer-users with disabilities (such as text to speech conversion software and help files 
for people with visual difficulties using MAC and Windows operating systems). 

Action taken or proposed. 

This is a matter for the various disability groups to consider. 

(C.) The Way Forward. 

(1) The National Disability Authority, when formally established, will be asked to 
consider and to provide advice on the question of research into the effects of media 
representations of disability. 

(2) The National Disability Authority, when formally established, will be asked to 
consider in association with appropriate partners initiating a feasibility study into the' 
establishment of a Disability Programmes Unit. 

(3) RTf: intends to continue to increase the captioning of programmes. 

(4) A database of contributors has been compiled and is used by the radio programmes, 
Not So Different and Audioscope. 

(5) Over the years RTf: have made arrangements with ramps, lifts, etc. to facilitate 
people with disabilities and toilet facilities have been incorporated in building 
improvements. However, there are dearly some outstanding problems. RTf: will be 
taking these needs into account in planning for future buildings. 
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Chapter 22 

Sports, leisure and Recreation 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 9 Recommendations on sports, leisure and recreation for people with disabilities 

in the Report of the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. 

The main issues which arise for consideration concern: 

(i) The provision of National Lottery funding to the governing bodies of sporting 

organisations which represent athletes with disabilities to enable Irish participation in 

international competitions on an equal footing with that of other countries; 

(ii) Provision of adequate funding to enable the hosting of the 2003 Special Olympics in 

Ireland; 

(iii) Planning permission to sporting bodies for renovations or new buildings being 

conditional on provision of proper facilities to people with disabilities; 

(iv) Ensuring thai all tourist information includes details of facilities for people with 

disabilities and provision of state funding to tourist information centres being made 

conditional on their accessibility to all. 

(8.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 370: paragraph 22.4 

Lottery funding should be made available to the governing bodies of sporting 

organisations which represent athletes with disabilities so that Irish athletes will be able to 

compete internationally on an equal footing with those of other countries. 

Action taken or proposed 

The total funding available in 1999 to the Department of Sports, Tourism and 

Recreation for funding current sports programmes is £14,750,000 and it is already 

committed to a large number of programmes and initiatives, including grant-aid for 

National Governing Bodies of Sports. In view of the large range of commitments, only 

modest grant allocations can be made to sporting bodies compared to the requests for 

funding made by the organisations. Therefore, it is not possible to increase current 

funding for the Special Olympics to a figure even close to the· estimated £475,000 as 

this would mean a dramatic cut in funding to other sporting bodies and programmes 
presently funded by the Department. 
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This Department provides funding to the recognised National Governing Bodies of 

Sport as a contribution to overall running costs. This funding is provided from the 

proceeds of the National Lottery. Further grants are paid to individual high-performing 

athletes/players. Five sporting organisations specifically for people'with disabilities are 

recognised by the Department. Other National Governing Bodies are increasingly 

responding to encouragement to include people with a disability into their development 

plans. 

Individual athletes with a disability are also .in receipt of grants under the Carding 

Scheme for High Performance Athletes. Funding is also provided to the Irish Paralympic 

Council to assist in meeting administration costs. The Irish Sports Council's Task Force 

for People with a Disability in Sport has recently completed its Report and this has now 

submitted to the Department. 

Recommendation 371: paragraph 22.5. 

Adequate funding should be made available to ensure that Ireland could host the Special 

Olympics early in the next century. 

Action taken or proposed 

Ireland has made a successful bid to host the Special Olympics in 2003. 

Recommendation 372: Paragraph 22.6. 

Major sports venues should be accessible to people with physical and sensory disabilities. 

It should not be acceptable to have only a corner of stadiums set aside for wheelchair 

users and no facilities at a" for people with other disabilities. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of the Environment and Local Government notes that this 

recommendation had been implemented in part in that, insofar as new sports venues 

are concerned, most of the issues raised by the Commission have been addressed by 

the building control system which came into operation in June 1992. It, is not intended 

to implement this recommendation as regards pre - 1992 buildings, as the Building 

Regulations cannot be made retrospective. 

Recommendation 373: Paragraph 22.7. 

Planning permissions should not be granted to any sporting body for renovation or new 

buildings unless they include proper facilities for people with disabilities. Elsewhere in 

Europe, these include commentaries in sections of stands to assist those with visual 

impairments. 
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Action taken or proposed 

The Department of the Environment and Local Government does not intend to 

implement the recommendation as worded, but the issue has already been largely dealt 
with under the Building Regulations. 

Recommendation 374: Paragraph 22.B. 

The Council for the Status of People with Disabilities should commission a survey of all 

the beaches in the country and try to ensure that only those that are accessible should 

qualify for the Blue Flags. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of the Environment and Local Government considers that this 

recommendation may be difficult to implement as not all beaches have level access. 

However, it is noted that the Commission considered it to be a matter for the Irish 

Council of People with Disabilities. The Blue Flag Awards scheme operates under the 

independent administration of the Foundation for Environment Education in Europe 

(F.E.E.E.) and its affiliated national organisations, which, in Ireland's case is An Taisce. 

Recommendation 375: Paragraph 22.9. 

Bord Failte and the regional tourism authorities should ensure that all tourist information 

includes details of facilities for people with disabilities. Tourist information centres should 

only receive state funding if they are accessible to all. All information in them must be 

available in alternative media and all staff should receive disability awareness training. 

Action taken or proposed 

It is not practical that Bord Failte and the Regional Tourism Authorities (RTAs) be 

responsible for all tourist information produced. Bord Failte currently use symbols to 

indicate access in their brochures. They have undertaken to ensure that there is a file on 

information for people with disabilities on Gulliver and on the Internet site "Ireland for 

the Disabled", which is now handled by the National Rehabilitation Board with financial 

help from Bord Failte. 

Desired access and other special facilities are not available in the majority of the 88 

Tourist Information Offices (TIOs) on account of the structure of old/historic buildings, 

temporary occupation of many premises and affordability .. Since "The Year of the 
Disabled", five TIOs have· been built with access facilities. 
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On the issue of conditional funding, the implementation of this recommendation would 

put the national TIO network out of business. The network deals with over 3.5 million 
personal visits per annum; none of the TIOs are in breach of any statute, by·law or 

planning permission in relation to the facilities they offer the public. However, newly
built TIOs will have proper access, and reconstruction projects will also have proper 

access where the building and budget permits. 

It has proved much more effective to help the relevant Associations rather than equip 

TIOs where experience proves demand is virtually non-existent. The RTAs and Shannon 

Development have a Visitor Services Committee where interest groups can discuss their 

concerns. 

Special media facilities such as braille brochures or recordings are not available. While it 

is not possible to estimate the cost, they would be very expensive to produce. 

On the issue of disability awareness training, see comments at Recommendation 18 

Paragraph 3.11. 

Recommendation 376: Paragraph 22.10. 

Government should ensure that all libraries under the control of local authorities are 
accessible and carry a range of books in large print or talking books. Within five years 

every public library should have an optical scanner. 

Action taken or proposed 

As regards the issue of access, this recommendation is implemented insofar as new 

projects which are funded by the Department are concerned. All new library projects 

must comply with the Building Regulations, 1997 (Part M-Access for Disabled Persons). 

In relation to the provision of talking books/large print books the position with 

regard to new library projects is that the Department of the Environment and Local 

Government pays a grant of 50% towards the initial cost of stocking the library and 

could, accordingly, partially fund talking books and large print books in this context. A 

special grant of £1.5mwas allocated in 1999 to library authorities specifically for the 

purchase of books including talking books. 

A review of the public library service was carried out during 1997/98 and the Report of 

the review group entitled 'Branching Out-A New Public Library Service' was published 

in October, 1998. The Report made a number of recommendations relevant to the 
users with disabilities including the issues raised in this recommendation. 
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Two of these recommendations call on library authorities in conjunction with the 

appropriate agencies to develop and implement an access strategy to overcome barriers 
to library use including measures to bring all of their libraries into compliance with Part 

M of the Building Regulations by 2006 and to implement compliance with NRB 

guidelines (as far as possible). 

A third recommendation calls on the Minister to co-fund at a rate of 50% the provision 

of 125 scanners over a period of three years. The cost of such provision was estimated 

in the report at £375,000 over three years. However, since its publication, the 

Department has researched the matter further and found that a standard PC (using 

Windows 98) and flatbed scanner can function as an optical scanner with two special 

software packages now available and which can provide the same service to visually 

impaired users and allow the user access to Internet and other Online services. No firm 

costings are available as yet for the software packages but it is anticipated ihat this 

method of delivery of optical scanning facilities should be more economic than the 

purchase of stand alone optical scanners. The Department will shortly be introducing a 

pilot scheme on the operation of a PC based scanning system. 

A Steering Group has been set up and is working to devise a framework for the 

implementation of these recommendations. 

It is proposed in the near future to set up a Steering Group to devise a framework for 

the implementation of these recommendations. 

Recommendation 377: Paragraph 22.11. 

Voluntary clubs should be fully supported and have a mix of voluntary and paid staff to 
enable them to operate during holiday seasons, a time when many people with disabilities 
most need the social outlets they provide. 

Action taken or proposed 

This is a matter for the clubs in question. 

Recommendation 378: Paragraph 22.12. 

Workshops and other centres catering for people with disabilities, who need more 
structured leisure time, should be encouraged to open their facilities and centres the 
evenings and at week-ends, and to develop a policy on sport, leisure and recreation. 

Action taken or proposed 

This recommendation falls to be considered by workshop and centre managements. 
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(C.) The Way Forward. 

(1) The Irish Sports Council's Task Force for People with a Disability in Sport has 
recently completed its report and this has now been submitted to the Department. 

(2) Ireland has made a successful bid to host the Special Olympics in 2003. 

(3) A special grant of £l.5m was allocated in 1999 to library authorities specifically for 
the purchase of books including talking books. 

(4) A review of the public library service was carried out during 1997/98 and a Report 
of the review group entitled 'Branching Out-A New Public Library Service' was 
published in October, 1998. The Report made a number of recommendations 
relevant to the users with .disabilities including the issues raised in the Commission's 
Report. It is proposed in the near future to set up a Steering Group to devise a 
framework for the implementation of these recommendations. 
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Chapter 23 

Vulnerable People with Disabilities 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 22 Recommendations on vulnerable people with disabilities in the Report of the 
Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. 

The main issues which arise for consideration concern. 

(i) Adequate funding for health boards to ensure the necessary quality day care services 
for highly dependent people with disabilities. 

(ii) A system of advocacy, complaint procedures, the right to a personal income and to 
other services and the overseeing and monitoring of standards with regard to highly 
dependent people. 

(iii) The provision of a two·tier funding structure with regard to funding strategies for 
service delivery and the ring-fencing of personal support services for people with 
disabilities in the revenue budgets of health boards. 

(iv) The introduction of a special programme and capital fund to replace sub-standard 
facilities for people with disabilities, with St. Ita's Hospital, Portrane being among the 
first to be replaced under this programme. 

(v) The establishing of a National Centre for rare disabilities. 

(vi) Support services for people with spinal injuries. 

(vii) Research into long-term needs of people with head traumas. 

(viii) Addressing the personal support needs of young people with disabilities within the 
framework of the health development sector programme. 

(8.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 379: Paragraph 23.6 

For those highly dependent people with severe or profound disabilities who are living at 
home, high quality day activity services, with accessible transport, are an essential part of 
the necessary services. Day activity services tend to have a low priority and their 
availability differs widely between Health Boards and within Health Boards. The 
Commission has already recommended that day activity services should be part of the 
core personal support services to be provided as part of the Community Action Plan. The 
entitlement of a person with a severe disability to this service should be no less than that 
of more able people with disabilities to, say, work or vocational training. Health Boards 
should be adequately funded by the Department of Health to enable them to secure the 
development of the necessary quality day services for their area. 
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Recommendation 380: Paragraph 23.7. 

The well-being of people with severe or profound disabilities who are living at home is 
bound up inevitably with the well-being of their carers. Financial support for carers is an 
essential part of an equality strategy which aims at maximising independence for people 
with disabilities. Respite care is a requirement in every Health Board area. 

Recommendation 382: Paragraph 23.10. 

The following have a special relevance for highly dependent people: 

266 

a system of advocacy: it is important to put in place additional supports to 
maximise the independence and possibilities for choice for the residents of long
stay services. The sense of powerlessness of this group requires an investment in 
such measures. The post of advocate needs to be established by statute. Each 
Health Board should be required to appoint at least one trained advocate on 
behalf of residents in long-stay services. 

complaints procedures: every agency should be required to have a complaints 
procedure and to make it known to families and advocates. 

the right to a personal income: many people in residential care receive only a 
nominal discretionary payment and some receive no income at all, a situation 
which was strongly criticised by the Ombudsman in his 1992 report. The person 
with a disability in residential care should have the same entitlement to an income 
as the person living in the community. The personal income of a person with a 
disability in residential care should be paid directly to the individual, or an 
advocate or trustee on their behalf. A reasonable amount should then be charged 
to them for rent and board. 

the right to other services: the needs of people with disabilities living in residential 
institutions tend to be seen sometimes only in terms of accommodation or shelter. 
Individual service and support requirements - for day activity, employment, 
leisure, therapy or other services - must have equal standing with the service 
needs of people with disabilities living in the community. The person with a 
disability in residential care should have appropriate access to the local Disability 
Support Service and a personal support co-ordinator. 

overseeing and monitoring standards: all types of residential services need a 
comprehensive and adequately resourced monitoring service with sufficient powers 
to ensure that standards are implemented in practice. Visiting committees should 
be established for residential care institutions. The National Disability Authority 
should have a clear brief in relation to the monitoring of standards in residential 
care services. 
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Recommendation 383: Paragraph 23.11. 

The allocation of a place to a person with a severe disability in a particular service should 
be done on foot of an independent assessment in which the person's family or advocate 
would participate fully. There should be statutory entitlement to this assessment 
process. 

Recommendation 384: Paragraph 23.12. 

Where a recommendation has been made for a specific placement, any proposal to refuse 
admission to an individual should have to be referred to an arbitration process within the 
Health Board. Arbitration should be carried out by independent third parties with 
appropriate expertise. There should be a similar procedure for any proposal to 
terminate a particular placement against the wishes of the person with a disability or their 

family. 

Recommendation 391: Paragraph 23.29. 

Many people with rare forms of disability have shorter life expectancies. All forms of 
counselling and support in such cases should therefore include the preparation of families 
for bereavement. This is especially important because of the emotional investment that 
families make in cases where the disability is not recognised sufficiently. 

Recommendation 392: Paragraphs 23.30 - 23.31. 

Individual planning should take place before the discharge of people with spinal injuries 

from hospital. 

A full assessment of their requirements should be made with their involvement and 
reasonable accommodation made to enable them to return home and live as they choose. 
Disability awareness training with particular emphasis on spinal injuries, including their 
affects on sexuality, should be made available to medical and paramedical staff. A team 
comprising medical, nursing and paramedical staff with special training in spinal injuries 
should be available in each Health Board region. Training should also be given to public 
health nurses on treating people with special injuries. 

Recommendation 393: Paragraph 23.32. 

The Department of Health should fund the establishment of a transitional housing facility, 
possibly linked to the National Rehabilitation Hospital in Dun laoghaire and similar to 
the Transhouse model in the UK. Annual funding should be provided to run such a 
facility. 
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Recommendation 394: Paragraph 23.34. 

There is a need to provide information to families and carers of people affected by head 
traumas or brain damage. More counsellors should be trained and made available at 
Beaumont Hospital in Dublin and other acute hospitals where brain injuries are treated as 
well as at the National Rehabilitation Hospital. Adequate supports and trained staff 
should also be made available in regional hospitals and at community level. The 
Department of Health should ensure that an adequate number of neuropsychologists are 
trained and available. 

Recommendation 395: Paragraph 23.35. 

Public awareness of the situation of people with head traumas needs to be increased by 
the National Rehabilitation Board and other appropriate agencies. Hospitals, CPs and 
public services generally should be targeted in this regard. It is important, for instance, 
that teachers in schools should be aware of the adverse effects on pupils who have 
somebody suffering from a head trauma in the family. 

Recommendation 397: Paragraph 23.37. 

People who have survived head traumas and are judged to be mentally incapable of 
managing their own affairs are taken into wardship by courts. In this situation, 
independent advocates should be available, if required, to represent their rights. 

Recommendation 398: Paragraph 23.38. 

Research into the long-term needs of people with head traumas should be funded by the 
Department of Health and should inform decisions about compensation arising from 
accidents. In the interim, the statute of limitations in relation to claims for compensation 
for head traumas should be extended to ten years to allow assessments of longer term 
affects which were not foreseen when the initial diagnosis was made. Any compensation 
due should be awarded in such a way that spouses have conditional access to it. 

Recommendation 399: Paragraph 23.39. 

The Department of Health should make annual funds available for the establishment of a 
"Headway House" to provide counselling, telephone help lines day and visiting services. 
Suitable respite care facilities should also be established and funded separately by the 
Department. 
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Recommendation 400: Paragraph 23.41. 

Health and personal support services for elderly people with disabilities and for travellers 
have been reviewed and are the subjects of development planning. There has been no 
similar focus on the concerns of young people with disabilities: there is a need to explore 
the special issues affecting them. Health Boards should address their personal support 
needs within the framework of the health development sector programme which targets 
services to particular groups or areas. The Commission urges the National Youth Council, 
in conjunction with the Council for the Status of People with Disabilities, to undertake in
depth consultation with young people with disabilities to document their concerns and 
bring them to the attention of policy makers and service providers. In doing so, particular 
attention should be paid to young people with disabilities in rural communities and in 
institutional care. 

Action taken or proposed 

In relation to recommendations 379, 380, 382, 383, 384, 391, 392, 393, 394, 395, 397, 
398, 399 and 400, the Department of Health and Children affirms that the 
implementation of these recommendations will be carried out through the structural 
arrangements set out in Chapter 10 on Health. 

The question of extending the statute of limitations to 1 ° years in relation to claims for 
compensation for head traumas to allow assessments of longer term effects which were 
not foreseen when initial diagnosis was made is a complex issue. It would not be 
possible for the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform to give a definitive 
view on the matter without detailed legal research. 

Recommendation 381: Paragraph 23.8. 

Where a carer is providing care for a family member in receipt of Disability Allowance he 
or she should qualify for any allowance or benefits for which they would otherwise be 
eligible. 

Action taken or proposed 

Significant progress has been made in this area in recent years. For instance, the Free 
Travel pass was extended to recipients of Carer's Allowance in their own right in 1998, 
while the Free Telephone Rental Allowance is being extended to recipients of the 
Allowance from August, 1999. In addition, measures were introduced in 1997 to ensure 
that the presence of a carer in a household would not affect the care recipient's 
entitlement to the Free schemes. 
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The extension of other Free Schemes, e.g. Free Electricity Allowance, Free TV Licence 

etc., to carers in receipt of Carer's Allowance was examined in the context of the 

Review of the Carer's Allowance scheme (1998). However, it was considered that the 
extension of these schemes would not be of immediate priority and, given the 

potentially significant change of policy emphasis involved, should be assessed further in 

the context of the Review of the Free Schemes being carried out by the Department of 

Social, Community and Family Affairs (see also response to Recommendation 150: 

Paragraph 10.30). 

The Carers Review also noted that the extension of payment of non-cash benefits, such 

as the Free Schemes, to carers could mean significant 'step-down' in income when the 

carer's payment ceased. This could lead to difficulties for former carers, as it is not 

envisaged that such benefits would remain in payment to non-care households. This 

issue would have to be borne in mind in considering any further extension of the Free 

Schemes to carers. 

Recommendation 385: Paragraphs (23.13 - 23.14). 

The Commission welcomes the proposals in Shaping a Healthier Future (the Department 
of Health's strategy document) for funding service agreements between the voluntary 
sector and the health authorities. Within this framework, it is necessary to link funding to 
the service needs of individuals with disabilities. The Commission recommends a two-tier 
funding structure in order to achieve this. The first tier should be a graded capitation 
grant which would take account of the level of severity of the person's disability. This 
grant should follow the person, irrespective of the source of the service. 

The second tier should be related to the overhead costs of providing a particular service. 
It should be based on a formula which would take account of the size of the service, thus 
protecting smaller services or those with variable numbers from unreasonable fluctuations 
in their income. 

Recommendation 386: Paragraph (23.15). 

Revenue budgets of Health Boards should be structured in such a way that personal 
support services for people with disabilities should be ring-fenced. Such services should 
not have to compete with other areas like hospital services. 

Recommendation 387: Paragraphs (23.16 - 23.17). 

Funding restrictions in the past resulted in significant variations in the quality of services 
for people with severe and profound intellectual disabilities. Cuts in the late 1980s and 
early 1990s made it extremely difficult for Health Boards to implement the "Planning for 
the Future" policy. As a result, there are still more than 1,200 people classed as having 
mental handicap in psychiatric hospitals. The transfer of such people to voluntary 
agencies envisaged in the "Needs and Abilities Report" did not happen. 
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In the main, the Health Boards have not been able to develop an appropriate service of 
their own although they are obliged to provide a "last resort" option for people with the 
most difficult and challenging behaviour. This option does not only apply to people with 
intellectual disabilities but also to people with multiple disabilities such as those who are 
deaf/blind. 

The proposals in "Planning for the Future" should be implemented in full as a matter of 
urgency. 

Recommendation 388: Paragraphs (23.20 - 23.23). 

A special programme and capital fund should be introduced urgently to replace sub
standard facilities for people with disabilities. This programme should be protected from 
normal competition for scarce funds and should be managed by a special group of 
experienced professionals from within the Department of Health and the Health Boards. 
The fund should be directed on a priority basis to the replacement of the worst facilities 
throughout the country. The total programme should be completed within five years. The 
replacement facilities should reflect current thinking about design in terms of the lifestyle 
of the people with disabilities concerned. 

Because of the large numbers of people in SI. Ita's Hospital, Portrane, the Commission is 
especially anxious that it should be among the first to be replaced under this programme. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Health and Children will have regard to these recommendations in 

determining future funding in those areas. 

Recommendation 389: Paragraphs (23.25 - 23.27). 

A National Centre for Rare Disabilities should be established and located in a modern 
teaching facilily such as the new Tallaght hospital. It should have satellite centres, linked 
by computer, in different parts of the country. 

The main functions of the National Centre should be: 

to improve the quality of life of people with rare disabilities; 

to provide counselling and advice to families from the moment of diagnosis (and 
to help families searching for diagnosis); 

to build up a national reservoir of knowledge about rare disabilities and to 
disseminate information about such conditions, their symptoms and consequences; 
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to inculcate a high degree of consciousness and sensitivity among professional staff 
towards such disabilities; to act as a resource for professionals, especially in 
relation to diagnosis and course of treatment. 

The National Centre should also encourage more awareness among and between families, 
to ease the isolation of those affected by rare disabilities, and assist the formation of 
mutual support groups. 

In some cases, it may be necessary to provide families with intensive training to help them 
cope with aspects of the disability. Such training should be available free at the National 
Centre and its satellite centres. 

Action taken or proposed 

Mindful of the relative newness of Tallaght hospital, the Department of Health and 
Children will review this recommendation in the light of progress on the implementation 
of "Towards an Independent Future" and in particular, the development of the 
national database on physical and sensory disabilities. It is envisaged that this database 
will be in operation in 2000 and, coupled with the information from the national 
intellectual disability database, will be crucial to the establishment of the centre as 
described in the recommendation. 

Recommendation 390: Paragraph (23.28). 

There should be a fundamental review of entitlements to benefits such as medical cards 
and free transport and to family supports to make sure that no form of long-term or life
long disability is arbitrarily excluded from them. A national database of rarer disabilities 
would clearly be a valuable aid to policy· in this area .. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs agrees with this 
recommendation, in principle. The vast majority onong-term disabilities, no matter how 
rare, would come within the ambit of the Invalidity Pension and Disability Allowance 
schemes and, therefore, qualify for additional benefits, such as free travel, free electricity 
allowances etc. The Department of Health and Children have indicated that Chief 
Executive Officers of Health Boards have very wide latitude in awarding medical cards 
depending on circumstances. It has been policy for many years that medical cards are 
awarded depending on individual circumstances rather than to groups of people with 
certain illnesses. A national database is being established which should capture data on 
the occurence of rare disabilities. 
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Recommendation 396: Paragraph (23.36). 

The Department of Education should draw up a policy for the future education of 
children with head traumas, including readmission to mainstream education if 
appropriate. Suitable supports in the classroom and counselling should be provided at 
local levels .. 

Action taken or proposed 

The Department of Education, Science and Technology disagrees with this 

recommendation on the grounds that it overstates the case for a small minority. 

The Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform feels that it is not clear from the 

wording of this recommendation what function such independent advocates would 

perform as all persons taken into wardship would be represented by solicitors. Further 

clarification is necessary to provide a view on this matter. 

(C.) The Way Forward. 

(1) In relation to Recommendations 379, 380, 382, 383, 384, 391, 392, 393, 394, 395, 
397, 398, 399 and 400, the Department of Health and Children affirms that the 
implementation of these recommendations will be carried out through the structural 
arrangements set out in Chapter 10, on Health. 

(2) Mindful of the relative newness of Tallaght hospital, the Department of Health and 
Children will review the issue of the establishment of a National Centre for Rare 
Disabilities in the light of progress on the implementation of "Towards an 
Independent Future" and in particular, the development of the national database on 
physical and sensory disabilities. It is envisaged that this database will be in 
operation in 2000 and, coupled with the information from the national intellectual 
disability database, will be crucial to the establishment of the centre as described in 
the recommendation. 
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Chapter 24 

Research 

(A.) Summary of Main Issues 

There are 2 Recommendations on research for people with disabilities in the Report of the 
Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. 

The main issue which arises for consideration concern: 

(i) The conducting and commissioning of research by the National Disability Authority on 
disability issues and provision of adequate funding to extend the scope and volume of 
current research. 

(8.) Recommendations and action taken or proposed 

Recommendation 401: Paragraphs (24.1 - 24.4) 

The proposed National Disability Authority should be empowered to conduct and 
commission research on disability issues and adequate funding should be allocated to 
extend both the scope and volume of current research. 

Action taken or proposed 

The National Disability Authority has as one of its functions the promotion, undertaking 
and commissioning of research on disability issues. 

Recommendation 402: Paragraph 24.5. 

A research Co-ordination Group should be established under the auspices of the National 
Disability Authority to provide a forum in which interested bodies could exchange 
information, agree priorities, avoid overlaps and help to construct joint projects, 
streamline the dissemination of results and identify and pursue funding options at home 
and abroad. 

Action taken or proposed 

This is a matter to be considered by the new Authority when it is formally established. 
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Chapter 1 

Preamble 

1.1 Introduction 

This is a report by Fitzpatrick Associates, Economic Consultants, to the Department of 

Justice, Equality and Law Reform, in its capacity as lead Department in implementing the 

Recommendations of the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. This report is 

concerned with estimating the costs and benefits associated with implementation of the 402 

recommendations contained in the Commission's report. The report is technical in nature. It 

accepts all recommendations at face value, and costs them on the assumption that they are 

accepted. Interpretation was, however, required for some recommendations. In these cases, 

the interpretation was agreed with the relevant government department or agency. 

1.2 Terms of Reference 

The Terms of Reference for the study specifically required the consultants: 

"to calculate the economic costs and economic benefits to: 

the Exchequer; 

people with disabilities; 

third parties." 

In general, in order to keep the task within manageable proportions, costs and benefits were 

defined as additional costs and benefits over and above existing levels of resources. 

1.3 Definition of Disability 

The definition of people with disabilities for the purposes of this study is that used by the 

Commission, ie "children and adults who experience any restriction in their capacity to 

participate in economic, social or cultural life on account of a physical, sensory, learning, 
mental health or emotional impairment". ' , , ., 

1.4 Method 

Given the scale of the task involved it was agreed with the Department that the primary 

source of cost and benefit data would be the relevant government departments and their 

agencies. The role of the consultants was primarily to assist the departments in determining 

the approach to the estimation of costs and benefits, to validate, where possible, the input 

from the departments, and to generate input data where the departments were unable to do 
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so. Each individual recommendation was discussed with the relevant departments or 

agencies, including those of the Office of the Attorney General for which no additional costs 

appear in the tables later in this report. The consultants' work was facilitated by access to 

the inter-departmental Task Force on the Implementation of the Report of the Commission. 

Where costs or benefits could not be estimated with any degree of reliability, these are 

categorised as non-quantifiable. 

1.5 Costs 

Overview 

Various definitional and methodological difficulties were apparent from the outset, and 

further ones arose during the process of estimating costs and benefits, because of the 

heterogenous nature of the recommendations, the range of sectors and activities involved, 

and the limited baseline information available. They were discussed with the Department 

and Task Force as they arose and reasonable compromises/solutions were agreed. 

Opportunity Costs 

Where the implementation of a recommendation can in general be done within existing 

resources and does not justify additional resources to a government department, the 

additional cost is treated as zero. This approach was agreed unless implementation of the 

recommendation would lead to the postponement 6r cancellation of a substantial piece of 

work, ie that the resource cost is significant. While this is acceptable in relation to each 

recommendation in isolation, ie at a micro-level, there is clearly an issue of resource 

allocation at the macro-level issue in that the aggregation of the individual components may 

be significant. Phasing of implementation can, however, help to overcome this issue. 

Non-quantified costs 

Non-quantified costs do not imply that there is no costs associated with the 

recommendation, only that these cannot be estimated with any degree of reliability. 

One-off costs 

One-off costs relate to costs which would be incurred to initiate a new 

programme/measure/activity. Typical examples would be feasibility studies, research· studies, 

building work or the installation of equipment. These are shown in the spreadsheets in 

Sections 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 as occurring in year 1, ie 1998. The alternative scenarios in Tables 

2.2 and 2.3 show these costs spread over a S-year period and over a 1 O-year period on a 

straight line basis. 

Ongoing costs 

Ongoing costs relate to the additional annual costs of running a new or expanded 

programme/activity. Typical examples would include salary costs of new employees, ongoing 
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training costs or increased transfer payments. These are shown in the spreadsheets as 

occurring from year 2 onwards even where there are no set-up costs or set·up time involved. 

Follow-on Costs 

In a number of instances, implementation of a recommendation may lead to further 

policies/programmes/measures. The costs for the purposes of this exercise are only those· 

which arise directly from the recommendation itself. A typical example would be where a 

recommendation calls for guidelines to be drawn up in relation to a particular issue. Since 

the guidelines are unspecified and unknown at this stage, the cost of drawing up the 

guidelines is calculated but not the cost of implementing them. 

linked Recommendations 

There is some overlap between the recommendations and some recommendations are 

subsets of others. Where costs can be disaggregated into several components, this is done. 

Where this is not possible the costs are included as part of the wider recommendation. In 

order to avoid double counting, the total cost is only shown once on the spreadsheets. The 

spreadsheets, however, indicate the linkage between recommendations in terms of cost. 

Cross Department Recommendations 

As a general approach, each recommendation was 'allocated' to a specific government 

department and costed in conjunction with that department. In a number of instances, 

however, recommendations spanned two or more departments. In these cases, the costings 

shown are the aggregate across the relevant departments and are not shown at individual 

departmen t level. The spreadsheets assign them to the most appropriate 'lead' department. 

1.6 Benefits 

Overview 

The quantification of benefits proved to a be a difficult exercise. From a qualitative point of 

view it is clear that benefits arise in a wide range of ways from the recommendations. It is 

also true that while costs are often of a one-off nature, benefits will normally be ongoing. 

Also, many benefits will accrue from the recommendations as a package rather than from 

individual recommendations in isolation, and significant benefits 'will' accrue through the 

avoidance of costs which would continue to exist if nothing was done. Benefits also arise 

through the integration of people with disabilities into mainstream programmes, eg in 

education. 

Benefits are not confined merely to people with disabilities, but will also be felt by families, 

carers and the economy generally through the economic contribution of people with 

disabilities, and by society as a whole through the celebration of diversity. A summary of the 

key areas in which benefits will be derived is given below. 
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Dignity and Human Rights 

The principal benefit which will flow from the implementation of the recommendations is the 

provision of the basic human right of equality for people with disabilities in all its dimensions 

- dignity, access (physical, economic and other), mobility, awareness, employment 

opportunities, education and training; health care, legal rights and protection, arts, culture and 

sport, sexuality, accommodation etc. 

Participation in the Economy and Society 

Many of the recommendations are focused on ensuring that people with disabilities 

participate as fully as possible in the economy and in society at large. Implementation of the 

recommendations will ultimately lead to a recognition of the actual and potential 

contribution of people with disabilities in the economy and society and allow them to fulfil 

their potential. 

Disability Awareness 

A critical constraint on the realisation of the potential of people with disabilities is the 

ignorance among the public at large of the abilities they possess. Heightening public 

awareness of disability will lead to a refocusing of public opinion towards the positive 

contribution which people with disabilities are able and willing to make, and away from the 

costs and barriers which prevent this. It will also enhance the possibility of mainstreaming 

disability awareness into all policies. Benefits will also accrue to families and carers as the 

pressures placed on them through caring for people with disabilities are more widely 

understood. 

Access 

Accessibility has a number of dimensions. The most overt is that of physical access, but 

economic access and access to information are also of critical importance and in many ways 

are more difficult to overcome, partly because of public ignorance. Improving access helps 

to level the playing field a bit more for people with disabilities. 

Mobility 
, .. 

Improved mobility clearly enhances economic and educational opportunity. It also reduces 

the sense of isolation that people with disabilities may feel if they are mobility-restricted. 

Needs Assessment 

The Report recommends an enhanced system of needs assessment. Implementation of the 

various recommendations in this regard will allow a more selective and focused service 

response to be provided for each disabled person. It will also be more effective from the 

exchequer's point of view in that there will be scope for a reduction in 'blanket' type service 

provision. 
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Planning and Provision of Services 

Linked to the issue of "needs assessment" described above, the various recommendations 

will improve the planning and delivery of services to people with disabilities and their 

families. 

Training and Education 

Education and training access is a necessary condition for all people to fulfil their full 

employment potential, but is also important in the wider context of personal development. 

The various recommendations. in this regard will enhance the opportunities for people with 

disabilities to continue their education and training as fully as possible. 

Employment Opportunities 

Improved employment opportunities clearly benefit people with disabilities both 

economically and personally, their families financially and also, and critically, the economy at 

large in that an otherwise under-utilised human resource is now making a fuller economic 

contribution. 

Information Dissemination 

We are living in the information society. Inaccessibility of information' is a crucial barrier to 

the attainment of many other benefits. Improved information accessibility will have major 

benefits for both. the economic status and quality of life of people with disabilities. A simple 
• • _ I 

example is the provision of bus time-tabling information in large print or Braille. 

Statutory Protection/Promotion of Rights 

The various recommendations ih this regard will enhance the statutory rights of people with 

disabilities, while support for the promotion of equal rights for people with disabilities at an 

EU level will help to copper-fasten the issue. 

Advocacy 

The enhancement of advocacy services for people with disabilities will reduce their sense of 

helplessness and improve their actual and perceived sense of equality before the law and in 

relation to public policy. 

Concessions/State Financial Support 

The various recommendations in this regard will improve the economic status of people with 

disabilities and allow personal decisions to be made with regard to normal expenditure. The 

recommendations with regard to the financial support to carers will benefit families and 

carers. 
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Healthcare 

Healthcare is a significant issue for many people with disabilities. Improved healthcare 
services, particularly in the context of an enhanced need assessment system, will bring 

benefits to this section of the disabled population. 

Sexuality and Relationships 

The recommendations will allow people with disabilities to fully express their sexuality and 

help to remove many public misconceptions in this regard. They will also investigate a 

number of critical issues which infringe the rights and personal dignity of people with 

disabilities, such as segregation, sterilisation, involuntary contraception and sexual abuse. 

Housing and Accommodation 

The recommendations, particularly in relation to Lifetime Adaptable Housing, will bring 

significant benefits including enhanced mobility, greater workforce flexibility and, more 

generally, improved quality of life for people with disabilities. 

Art, Culture and Sport 

The recommendations will enhance the social life (and in some cases employment 

opportunities) of people with disabilities in relation to the arts, culture and sports whether in 

a participative or audience capacity. 

Benefits to Families and Carers 

The sections above referred to the positive impact on families and carers in certain cases. In 

a more general sense families and carers will benefit from the totality of the 

recommendations as people with disabilities achieve greater economic and personal 

independence. 
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Chapter 2 

Cost of Recommendations 

2.1 Overall Costs 

All co stings throughout the report are in IRf. Section 2.5 shows the detailed costs for each 

recommendation in numerical order. It can be seen that approximately 40% of the 

recommendations are categorised as having zero net additional costs to the exchequer. This 

broadly implies that government departments and semi-state agencies are in a position to 

implement about 40°/., of the recommendations within existing budgets. 

While the cost of many recommendations may be small when viewed individually, when 

taken together the cost for some Departments may be significant (see table 2.4). Therefore it 

is clear that not all recommendations could be implemented at the same time. 

In addition, it is critically important to realise that a zero cost does not necessarily imply that 

the recommendation can be implemented immediately. Many recommendations are linked 

to others in a staged fashion and their implementation is contingent on an earlier 

recommendation being implemented first. 

Table 2.1 shows the overall summary of costs. 

Table 2.1 Overall Summary of Costs (£'000) 

Exchequer Exchequer People with People with Third Parties Third Parties 

Disabilities Disabilities 

One-off Ongoing One-{)ff Ongoing One-off Ongoing 

314,608.5 899,630.7 60,0 0 21.790.6 56,888.0 

One-off costs to the Exchequer total £314.8mn, while ongoing costs are f904.1 mn per 

annum. 

Table 2.2 shows the effect on exchequer costs of spreading the one·off cost over 5 years. 

Table 2.2 Total Exchequer Cost ('000) 

Year 1 Years 2-5 Year 6 onwards 

One-oif 62,961.7 62,961.7 

Ongoing 899,630,7 899,630.7 

Total 62,961.7 962,592.4 899,630.7 

One-off cosl spread over 5 years 
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Table 2.3 shows the effect on exchequer costs of spreading the one-off cost over 10 years. 

Table 2.3 Total Exchequer Cost ('000) 

Year 1 Years 2-10 Year 11 onwards 

One-uff 31,480.9 31,480.9 

Ongoing 899,630.7 899,630.7 

Total 31,480.9 931,111.6 899,630.7 

One--off cost spread over 10 years 

2.2 Costing by Department 

Table 2.4 summarises Exchequer costs by lead department. Those recommendations which 

span a number of departments are assigned to the most appropriate department. It can be 

seen that the greatest cost implications are for the Department of Health and Children and 

the Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs. 

Table 2.4 Exchequer costs by Department (£'000) 

Department One-off Ongoing per annum 

Social, Community and Family Affairs 0.0 481,970.0 
Public Enterprise 17,681.0 7,616.0 
Health and Children 178,905.0 224,339.0 
Justice, Equality and Law Reform 58,094.5 23,550.0 
Attorney General 0.0 0.0 
Arts, Heritage, Gaeltacht and The Islands 1,198.5 168.0 
Education and Science 23,172.0 51,643.0 
Enterprise, Trade and Employment 1,779.6 23,271.7 
Agriculture and Food 70.5 215.0 
Marine and Natural Resources 0.0 0.0 
Environment and Local Government 198.4 73,655.0 
Tourism, Sport and Recreation 6,194.0 482.0 
Finance 27,515.0 12.721.0 
The Taoiseach 0.0 0.0 

Total 314,808.5 899,630.7 
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2.3 Costing by Issue 

Table 2.5 shows the overall Exchequer costs broken down by issue ie access, mobility etc. 

These categories follow the issues identified in the Commission's Report. 

Tabte 2.5 Exchequer cosls by Issue (£'000) 

Issue One-<>ff Ongoing per annum 

Legal SW(Us 6,000.0 600.0 
Policy Development and Implementations 21.205.0 1,600.0 
Delivering the Necessary Services 2,000.0 6.57S.0 
Income 7.600.0 503.220.0 
Work and Training 22,972.5 31.951.7 
Insurance 20.0 0.0 
Access 109.9 250.0 

Health 127,000.0 129.155.0 
Education 25.0 49,145.0 
Housing and Accommodation 700.0 74,350.0 

Transporf and Mobility 37,746.3 2R,781.0 

Technology and Communication 0.0 1,456.0 

The Law and Legal System 55,089.5 41.800.0 
Political Rights 0.0 155.0 

Inclusion of Women 0.0 0.0 
Sexuality and Relationships 0.0 500.0 
ReligiOUS Practice 0.0 0.0 
Art~ dnd Culture 1.130.5 (,56.0 

Media 68.0 0.0 
Sports, Leisure and Recreation 6,291.9 546.0 
Vulnerable People 26,850.0 28.890.0 
Research 0.0 0.0 

Tolal 314,808.5 899,&30.7 

2.4 linking of recommendations by Generic Grouping 

2.4.1 Definition of Generic Groupings 

This section provides a summary of the linkages between various recommendations at the 

level of generic groupings. These generic groupings broadly correspond to the twenty-two 

issues into which the recommendations are divided in the Commission's Report as shown in 

table 2.5. Four of these issues are subdivided into narrower groupings. These are: 

Issue 2 Policy Development and Implementations: 

292 

General Policy Development Issues 

National Disability Authority 
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Issue 3 Delivering the Necessary Service: 

Disability Support Service 

Assessment of Needs 

Issue 4 Income and Disability: 

General Income and Disability Issues 

Domiciliary Care Allowance and Carers' Allowance 

Issue 5 Work and Training: 

General Work and Training Issues 

Employment Quotas 

2.4.2 Linkage Between Recommendations 

1. Legal Status: 

The primary recommendations are 1-11. 

2. Policy Development and Implementation: 

The primary recommendations are 12-28. 

2.1 General Policy Development and Implementation: 

The primary recommendations are 12-18. 

2.2 The National Disability Authority: 

Report by Fitzpatrick Associates 

The primary recommendations are 19-28. Other recommendations related to the NDA 

include: 

Recommendation Topic Link to Specific Recommendation 

29-40 DSS General 

35 and 246 Community Action Plans General 

173 Education Act General 

241 Standards in residential accommodation General 

382 
366 Disability Programme Unit in media and General 

education/training 
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3. Delivering the Necessary Services: 

The primary recommendations are 29-50. 

3.7 Disability Support Service: 

The primary recommendations are 29-40. Other recommendations related to the DSS 

include: 

Recommendation Topic Link to Specific Recommendation 

19 Establishment of the NDA and in particular Community General 

Action Plans 
131 Disabling Diagnosis General 

175 Education Needs General 

239 Independent Living Fund General 

41 Needs Assessment 31 

3.2 Assessment of Needs: 

The primary recommendations are 41-50. Other recommendations related to the 

Assessment of Needs include: 

Recommendation Topic link to Specific Recommendation 

31 Needs Assessment General 

383 Entitlements of those with a Severe Disability General 

4. Income and Disability: 

The primary recommendations are 51-72. 

4. 1 General Income and Disability Issues: 

The primary recommendations are 51-62. Other recommendations related to Income and 

Disability generally include: 

Recommendation Topic Link to Specific R_ecommendalion 

238 Separation of Income supports General 

247 Removal of travel pass rest.fictions General 

248 Mobility Allowance General 

271 Access to Technology General 

4.2 Domiciliary Care Allowance and Carer's Allowance: 

The primary recommendations are 63-71. Other recommendations related to Domiciliary 

Care Allowance and Carer's Allowance include: 

Recommendation Topic Link to Specific Recommendation 

381 Carer Entitlements General 
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5. Work and Training: 

5.1 General Work and Training Issues: 

The primary recommendations are 73-107 (excluding 81-84). 

5.2 Employment Quotas: 

The primary recommendations are 81-84. 

6. Insurance: 

The primary recommendations are 108-109. 

7. Access: 

The primary recommendations are 110-127. 

8. Health: 

The primary recommendations are 128-163. Other recommendations related to Health 

include: 

Recommendation Topic Link 10 Specific Recommendation 

294 Child Care Act General 

307·315 and 317·319 Sexuality and relationships General 

29 DSS (especially dealing with disabling diagnosis) General 

180 Community Action Plans 143 

239 Independent Living Fund 143 

9. Education: 

The primary recommendations are 164-218. Other recommendations related to Education 

include: 

Recommendation Topic link to Specific Recommendation 

333, 334, 335 and 342 Arts education and training General 

360 Media participation General 

396 Head traumas General 

19 Role of the NDA 173 

29 Role of the DSS 175 

252 Accessibility of school buses 180 

253 Additional uses of school buses 180 

293 Juvenile Court 180 
294 Child Care Act 180 
295,296 Juvenile Justice System 180 

315 Sex Education 180 
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70. Housing and Accommodation: 

The primary recommendations are 219-241. Other recommendations related to 

Accommodation and Housing include: 

Recommendation Topic Link to Specific Recommendation 

Section 6 Income and Disability 238 

143 Residential cafe 239 

29 Role oi the DSS 239 

19 Role oi the NDA 241 

11. Transport and Mobility: 

The primary recommendations are 242-270. Other recommendations related to Transport 

and Mobility include: 

Recommendation Topic Link to Specific Recommendation 

19 Role oi the NDA 246 

Seclion 6 Income and Disability 247 and 248 

180 Education Act and Community Action Plans 2S2 and 253 

275 Free mobile phones for drivers 257 

12. Technology and Communications: 

The primary recommendations are 271-279. Other recommendations related to Technology 

and Communications include: 

Recommendation Topic Link to Specific Recommendation 

Section 6 Income and Disability 271 

257 VAT and VRT Rebates 275 

13. The Law and Legal System: 

The primary recommendations are 280-300. Other recommendations related to The Law 

and Legal System include: 

Recommendation Topic Link 10 Specific Recommendation 

180 Education Act and Community AClion Plans 293. 295 and 296 

Section 8 Health 294 

316 Cases of Abuse General 
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14. Political Rights: 

The primary recommendations are 301-303. 

15. The Inclusion of Women with Disabilities: 

The primary recommendations are 304-306. 

16. Sexuality and Relationships: 

The primary recommendations are 307-321. Other recommendations related to Sexuality 

and Relationships include: 

Recommendation Topic link to Specific Recommendation 

Section 8 Health 307, 30B, 309, 310, 312, 313, 314, 
315,317,318,319,320,321 

See lion 9 Education 315 

Section 13 The Law and Legal System 316 

17. Religious Practice: 

The only recommendation in this regard is number 322. 

18. Arts and Culture: 

The primary recommendations are 323-356. Other recommendations related to Arts and 

Culture include: 

Recommendation Topic Link to Specific Recommendation 

Section 9 Education 333, 334, 335, 342 

19. Media: 

The primary recommendations are 357-369. Other recommendations related to Media 

include: 

Recommendation Topic Link to Specific Recommendation 

Section 9 Education 360 
19 Role of the NDA 366 

20. Sports, Leisure and Recreation: 

The primary recommendations are 370-378. 
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21. Vulnerable People with Disabilities: 

The primary recommendations are 379-400. Other recommendations related to Vulnerable 

People with Disabilities include: 

Recommendation Topic Link to Specific Recommendation 

Section 8 Healih Gener.,1 

Section 4.2 Domiciliary Care and Carers' Allowance 381 

22. Research: 

The primary recommendations are 401 and 402. Other recommendations related to 

Research include: 

Recommendation Topic Link to Specific Recommendation 

Section 2.2 National Disability Authority 401,402 

2.4.3 Costing by Generic Grouping 

Table 2.6 below shows the overall Exchequer costs broken down by generic grouping. 

Table 2.6 Exchequer costs by Generic Grouping (£'000) 

Generic Group One-off Ongoing per annum 

Legal Status 6,000.0 600.0 
General Policy Development 21,205.0 600.0 
National Disability Authority 0.0 1,000.0 
Disability Support Service 2.000.0 5,750.0 
Assessment of Needs 0.0 825.0 
General Income <Inc! Disability 100.0 143,240.0 
Domiciliary Care and Carer's Allowance 7,500.0 359,980.0 
General Work and Training 20,957.5 31,936.7 
Employment Quotas 2,015.0 15.0 
Insurance 20.0 0.0 
Access 109.9 250.0 
Health 127,000.0 129,155.0 
Education 25.0 49,145.0 
Housing and Accommodation 700.0 74,350.0 
Transport and Mobility 37,746.3 28,781.0 
Technology <Inri Communication 0.0 1,456.0 
The Law and legal System 55,089.5 41,800.0 
Political Rights 0.0 155.0 
Inclusion of Women 0.0 0.0 
Sexuality and Relationships 0.0 500.0 
Religious Practice 0.0 0.0 
Arts and Culture 1,130.5 656.0 
Media 68.0 0.0 
Sports, leisure and Recreation 6,291.9 546.0 
Vulnerable People 26,850.0 28,890.0 
Research 0.0 0.0 

Total 314,808.5 899,630.7 
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2.5 Detailed Costings by Recommendation 

Table 2.7 below details the costs of each recommendation in sequential order, ie as they 

appear in the Commission's Report. The abbreviations used for each department, issue and 

generic grouping are shown in Annex 1. 

Table 2.7 Detail Coslings by Recommendation in Sequential Order 

Costs £000 

R.d Dept Issue Group Cost Link Exchequer People with Disabillies Third parties 

10 

Ree. No. one off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

1 JElR Status Status 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2 JElR Status Sl.llus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
) iELR Status Status 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 , JELR Statu:. Still us 3000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

5 JElR Status Status 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

6 IElR Status Status 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

7 JElR SlalUs STatus 0.0 600,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 

8 ED SlalUs Status 3000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

9 JELR Slaws Status ) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

10 JElR Status Status 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

" JELR Status Status 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

12 JELR Policy GenPolicy 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
I) IElR Policy GenPolicy 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

" H Polky GC'nPolicy 50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

15 H Policy GenPolicy 1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

1. JELR Policy GenPolicy 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
17 F Policy GC!nPolicy 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

18 H Policy GenPolicy 200.0 600.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

19 JELR Policy NDA 0.0 1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

20 IElR Policy NDA 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

" JElR Policy NDA 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

22 JElR Policy NDA 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2) H Policy NDA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

24 JElR Policy NDA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

25 JElR Policy NDA 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2. JELR Policy NDA 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

27 H Policy NDA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

28 T Policy NDA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

29 H Delivery DSS 0.0 1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
)0 H Delivery DSS 40 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Jl H Delivery DSS 00 2000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

J2 H Delivery DSS 0.0 750.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
)) H Delivery DSS 0.0 1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

J4 JElR Delivery DSS 29 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
)5 JElR Delivery DSS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
). JELR Delivery DSS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.5 

J7 JElR Delivery D55 29 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.O 0.0 
)8 JElR Delivery DSS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
)9 JElR Delivery DSS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
40 H Delivery DS5 2000.0 1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

41 H Delivery Needs )I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
42 H Ddivery Needs JI 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

4J H Delj.,·ery Need~ )I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

44 JElR Delivery Needs 29/31 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
45 H Delivery Need~ 29 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

4. H Delivery Needs 47 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

47 H Delivery Needs 0.0 700.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
48 H Delh .. ery Needs J) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
49 JElR Deli~-ery Needs 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 2.7 Detilil Costings by Rcrommendalion in Sequential Order-colliinued 

CoSh £000 

Red Dept hsue Group Cost link hchequer People with Disabil,ies Third pilr1ies 

'0 
Rec. No. one off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

50 H Delivery Nced~ O.D 125.0 0.0 0.0 O.D 0,0 

51 H Income Gcnlncom 100,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
·,2 SCFA InCOOlL' Clmln(om 53 O.D 0.0 0.0 D.O D.O 
5.1 SCFA Income (;enlm;om ,,' 0.0 900(JO.O O.D 0.0 (J.O 0.0 

5' SCFA trlcorne Cenlncom 5) 0.0 0.0 D.D O.D D.D 
55 SCFA Ir1(ol11(' GcnlrKom 0.0 0.0 00 [J.O O.D 0.0 
5(' SCFA Income Gcnlncom 53 D.O 0.0 0,0 O.D 0,0 
5i SCFA Income Genlncorn 53 O.D 00 0.0 D.O 0.0 
5. SCFA Income Genlnfom 0.0 G.J.JO.o 00 (J.a 0.0 0.0 

59 SUA Income Gcnlncoln 5) 0.0 00 0.0 n,o 0.0 

"0 SCFA Income Ccnlncorll 0.0 0,0 O.D 0.0 0.0 0,0 

61 H Income Genlnfom D.O .J680().Q 0.0 n.D 0.0 0.0 
(,2 H Income Gcnln(om 3' D.O D.D 0.0 0.0 00 
6] H Income Cue 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.O 0.0 

'" 
SCFA Income Care 0.0 ::!90000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

/,5 SUA Imome Cue (10 2000.0 0.0 0.0 O.D 0.0 

" SGI\ Income (;"Ire '" 0.0 30730.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

67 S(FI\ Income C.lIe ,. 0.0 O.D 0.0 0.0 O.D 
('R SCFA Income Cue D.D 25000.0 (J.U 0.0 n.D 0.0 
(,1) F Incume C.ue 7500.0 11500.0 Cl.O O.D 0.0 0.0 

70 SCFA Income (are {,' 0.0 O.D (l.0 0.0 0.0 

" F Income eMe 0.0 750.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

72 SCFA Income Clfe 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

7J JELR Work/Tr<lin GenWork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.O 

" IELR \\'ork/TrJin Gl'n\\'<)rk 00 00 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
75 ETE Work/Train Gen\Vork D.O 1814.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
;, F \Vorl..;Train G('n\\'ork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
77 ETE Wmk{Tr.Jin Genl,\'()rk D.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.O 
70 I\GR \V()rk{Tr.lin Gl'l1\Vork 70.5 215.U (J.G O.U U.D tl.D 

79 ErE WorkfTrain Gen\Vork 50.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

80 T \\'orkrrr,)irl Gen\V(Irk 0.0 00 00 O.D 0.0 0.0 

R' ErE \\'orl..(Tr.lin Empquota O.D 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
8] H \Vork/Tr.lin [mpquolil 2015.0 15.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.O 
8T IEL.R Worl..(Tr;Jin Empquol.l 0.0 D.D (J.U 0.0 

"' J[lR \Vorlo../Tr,lin ErnpquotJ. 00 0.0 O.D O.D 0.0 0.0 

8.1 ENV \Vork!lrilin G~nWork 0.0 D.O D.O D.O 0.0 0.0 

8' H WorkfTrilin C"nWurk 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.D 

" H WOIkfTrain Gen\\'{)rk 0.0 JOO.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

.11 ETE \VorkfTr.lin GI'nWurk 0.0 I).G 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

"" ErE \Vorl../Train (jl.'n\Vork 

'Jo ETE \,vork{TrJin GenWurk O.D 0.0 0.0 O.D D.O OJ) 

9' ETE Wnrk/Train GenWurk 0.0 625.0 O.D O.D OJ] D.O 

91 ARTS \VorkjTrain Gen\Vork D.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 
In H Work(Tr.lin GenWmk l..JOOO.[) 4-100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

" m \Vork/Train Gen\Vork 0.0 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Y5 II I, Vork/T r<lin Gen\Vork % 00 U.O 0.0 0.0 

9G H Worl..(Tr<lin Gcn\-\'ork 5000.0 2200.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

9; En \Vorl../Tr,lin GenWork 1700.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.D 0.0 

'I" En Work[Tr.1ill GCIlWnrk 0.0 132.7 O.D 0.0 0.0 0.0 ., fTE Work/Train Gen\\'ork D.O 18400.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

'DO H worlo.lrrilin Gcn\VcJrk 0.0 1(,00.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

'0' 'i Work/Train GCI1\-Vorl.. 0.0 O.D 0.0 0.0 n.ll 0.0 

10:.1 ETE \\'ork(Train Gen\V{)rk 97 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

102 ED \Vork/Tr<lirl GCIl\V()rk 137.0 0.0 0.0 0.(1 0.0 0.0 

'a) ETE \\Iork/Train Gcn\Vork 00 1050.0 0.0 0.0 {l.O 0.0 

'0' m \Vorklrr,lin Gcn\Vork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 2.7 Detail Coslings by Rl"commendation in Sequential Order-wnrinued 

Costs £000 

Ree' Dept Issue Group Cost Lin" hchequer People with Disabillies Third parties 

•• 
Rec. No. on(' on ongoing one off ongoing onf' off ongoing 

105 m Work{frolin GcnWork 

106 m Workffr,lin GenWork 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

107 m Work(Tr.lin GenWork 0.0 500,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

10. m Insurance Insurance 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

10' m Insurance Insurance 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

110 ENV Access Access 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

111 [NV Access Access 

112 ENV Access Access 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3000.0 

113 [NV Access Access 

"' IElR Access Access 17 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

115 JElR Access Acces~ "' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

116 JELR Access Access 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

117 [NV Acces~ Access 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

11. ED Access Access 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

"' m Access Access ••• 50.0 0.0 0.0 ... 0.0 

120 [NV Access Access 100.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

121 JElR Access Access 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

122 [NV Access Access 0.0 0.0 0.0 

123 [NV Access Access 0.] 0.0 0.0 

124 ENV Acce~s Acce5~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

125 ENV Access Access 12' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

126 ENV Access Access 

127 ENV Access Access 0.0 0.0 

". H Health HC!ahh 50000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

12' H Health Heallh 0.0 200.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

130 H Health Heallh 1800.0 250.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

131 H Health Heallh 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

132 H Health HC!a!th 0.0 1250.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

133 H Health Heahh ,. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

134 H Health He<llth 29 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

135 H Health Health 0.0 5000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

136 H Health Health 0.0 250.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

13i H Heahh Health 143 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

13. H Health Health 143 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

139 H Health Health In 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

140 H Health Health 5000.0 1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

141 H Health Heahh 143 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

.42 H Health Heahh 143 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

14) H Heahh Health 60000.0 1 135()0.Q 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

144 H Health Health 2000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

I4S H Health Health 8000.0 4000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

14. H Heahh Health '8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

14i H Heahh Health •• 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

14. H Heallh Health 309/312 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

149 H Health Health 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

150 H Health Health 0.0 480.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

151 H Health Health 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

152 H Health Health 309/312 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

153 H Health Heahh 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

154 H Heahh Health 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

155 H Health Health 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

156 H He<lllh Health '.2 0.0 200.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

157 H Heahh Health 0.0 2000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

15. H Health Health 0.0 725.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

159 H Health Health ,<) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

160 H Health HeJlth 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

161 H Health HeJlth 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 2.7 Detail Costings by Recommendation in Sequ('ntial Order-conUTwed 

Costs £000 

Recl'l Dept Issue Group Cosl Link hchequer People with Disabillies Third parties 

•• 
Rec. No. one off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

162 H He,llth He<lhh 0.0 250.0 0.0 D,O 0.0 0.0 
16) H HeJhh Health 0.0 0.0 00 OJI 0.0 0.0 
104 ED [duc<llioll Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1&5 ED EducaTion Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
166 ED EducJlion Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
167 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
16B ED Education EduCillion 170/182 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
169 ED [due.llion Education 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
170 ED Educ.lIion Educalion 182 00 O,{) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
171 ED Education Edue,lIion 31 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
172 ED Edue.llion Education 0.0 (l.U 0.0 0,0 0.0 D.D 
173 ED hluc,llioll Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
174 ED Edue,llion Edue,llion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 

175 ED EducJlion Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

176 ED Edu(,lIion [ducalion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

177 ED Educ.ltion [ducation 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 

17B ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 

179 ED Edw:ation Education J 1/182 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 

180 ED Educ.Jlion Educ.lIion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ,., ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

182 ED hlue.ltiun Education 0.0 4000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

ISJ ED Educ.llion Education 0.0 12hO.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

.84 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 O,(} 0.0 00 

185 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

.8b ED Educoltion Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
187 ED Education Education 0.0 7100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

18B ED Erlucoltion Educoltion 00 1150.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 
IR9 ED Edut'Jtion Educ.llion .88 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

190 ED Education Educ.ltion 0.0 :?OOO,O 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 
I~n ED Ellucdlion Education 1 B7/"20B/ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

20~)/210 

192 ED [duc.uiol1 EducJtion 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1l)3 ED EduC.l[ion Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

'94 ED Edtlc.ltion Educollion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

195 ED [ducat ion Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

'96 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

197 ED Educ.ltion EducJtion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

198 ED Education Educollion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Il)Y ED Eciuc,ltion Education 0.0 9100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

200 ED Education EduCiltion 0.0 .JoO,O 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.(J 

201 ED EduC,llion Education 0.0 q·m,O 0.0 D.O 0.0 0.0 

202 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

203 ED Educollion Education 0.0 2000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

204 ED EduC.ltion Education 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

205 ED Ecluc.ltion Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

206 ED Educ<1tion Education 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

207 ED EcluC.ltion Educ.:l!ion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

20B ED EdllC.ltion Education 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

209 ED hh.IC.ltiol1 Educ.llion 0.0 245.0 0.0 (U) 0.0 0.0 

210 ED Education Education 2DY 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (J.O 

211 ED Educ.ltinn Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
212 ED rducation Education 0.0 (J.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

213 ED Educoltion Education 0.0, 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 

214 ED Education Education 15.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

215 ED EdUCiltion Education 0.0 OJ) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

216 ED Education Education 20Bj:?09/ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

210 
21, ED Educatioll [duc,l!ion 00 2!000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (J.O 
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Table 2.7 Detail Costings by Recommendation in Sequenli.J1 Order-conrinued 

Cosl!; £000 

Red Dept Issue Group Cost Unk hchequer People with Disabilties Third parties 

I. 

Rec. No. one oU ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

2IS m Educ.llion Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

21. ENV Accamod Accomod 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

220 ENV Accomod Accomad 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

221 ENV Accomod Accomad 

122 ENV Accomad Accomod 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

223 ENV Accomad Accomad 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

224 ENV Accomac! Accomad 

225 ENV Accomad Accomad 22-1 

226 F Accomad Accomad 0.0 450.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

227 ENV Accomad Accomad 0.0 14600.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 14600.0 

228 ENV Ac(()mod Accomad 227 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

229 ENV Accomad Accomad 0.0 52600.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

230 ENV Accomad Accomad 0.0 5900.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

231 H Accomad Accomad 235 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

232 ENV Accomad Accomad 143 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

233 H Accomad Accomad 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

234 H Accomac! Accomad 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

235 H Accornod Accomad 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

236 H Accomod Accomad 200.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2J7 H Accomod Accomad 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

238 SCFA Accamod Acramod 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

239 H Accomod Accomod 14) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

240 H Accomod Accomod 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

W H Acwmod Accomod 0.0 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

242 PE Mubility Mobili(y 0.0 7)70.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 )7500.0 

243 PE Mobility Mobility 16250.0 104.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

244 JElR Mobility Mobility 0.0 150.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

245 H Monility Mnbility 0.0 1)5,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

246 PE Mobilily Mobility 242 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2--17 SCFA Mobility Mobility 0.0 12560.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

248 H Mobility Mobility 0.0 3500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

249 PE Mobility Mobility 242 525,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

250 PE Mobility Mobility 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

251 PE Mobility Mobility 40&.0 41.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

252 ED Mobility Monility 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

253 ED Mobility Mobility 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

254 ED Mobility Mobility 0.0 1900.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

255 H Mobility Mobility 30.0 0.0 OJ) 0.0 0.0 0.0 

256 JELR Mobility Mobility 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

257 F Mobility Mobility 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

258 H Mobility Mobilil)' 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

259 F Mobility Mohility 10.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2&0 H Mobility Mobility 0.0 )000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2&1 F Mobility Mobility 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 OJ) 0.0 

262 F Manility Mobility 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 

26) F Mobilit~, Mobility 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2114 ENV Mobility Mobility 0.0 0.0 

2.5 ENV Mobility Mobility 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

266 ENV Mohilil)' Mobility 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 51.2 l.O 
267 PE Mobilily Mobility 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 70.0 0.0 

268 PE Mobility Mobility 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

269 MNR Mobilily Mobility 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 06.0 0.0 

270 MNR Mobility MobililY 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9400.0 0.0 

271 H Commun Commun 135 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

272 H Commun Commun 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

27J H Commun Commun 0.0 125.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

274 PE Commun Commun 0.0 101.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 2.7 Detail Coslings by Recommendation in Sequeonlial Qrdcr-COnlintJ('!/ 

Costs £000 

Rl'dj Dl'pl Issue Group Cosl Link hchequcr Pcopl" with Disabilties Third parli('s 

10 

Rec. No. one off ongoing om" off ongoing oot' off ongoing 

275 SCFA (ommlln ComnlUll 0.0 380,0 0,0 0.0 D.D 0.0 

27& ARTS Commun Commun 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 300.0 640.0 
217 H Commun Commull 158 0.0 750.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

278 H Commun Com mUll 158/277 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

279 JELR Commun Commun 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

280 JElR Law l.l\\' 0.0 0.0 0.0 

281 IElR l,lW lilW 0.0 OJ) 00 0.0 (J,D 0.0 

282 JELR l,lIV Ldw 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.O (],O 

283 JElR Law LdW 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

284 IElR l,l\\' l .• w 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

285 JELR l..lw L.lW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 

286 JELR L.ll\' L.lW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

287 JELR law lJW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

288 JElR Law lelw 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

289 ]f:LR LJW Law 0.0 O,{) 0.0 0.0 D.D 0.0 

290 JELR L ... w law 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

291 JElR Law Law 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

192 JELR lJ\\' Law 268.:10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 OJ) 0.0 

293 JElR l,)w Law 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

294 H lJW law 0.0 20000D 0.0 0.0 00 00 

295 JELR Law L1W 28000.0 10100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

:!96 IELK L.1W l.:lw 0.0 I 17[)O.O 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 

297 IELR Law Law 80.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.O 0.0 

298 IELR L.1w Law 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 

299 l(lR Law Law 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
JOO IELR L,lW Law 168.5 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 

301 ENV Polilical Political 0.0 150.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

302 EN\' political Political 0.0 5.0 60.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
]0) IElR Politic.ll PolitiCJI 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

.iDoI IELR \Vomen \Vomen 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

305 JHR \\'omen \\'omen 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

306 IELR Womell \\'omcil 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

307 H SC'Iualitv Se\ualily 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 

J08 H Se'l(ualilY Sexuality 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

309 H Se'l(ualilY Sexuality 0.0 200.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

310 H Se\ualit)' Se'ludlity 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 

311 H Se,\uality Sexuality 29 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

312 H Scxuality SexualilV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

31] H Se~uJlity Se\uillilV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

3" H SC'Iuillity Se'luJlity 0.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

315 H Se~ualil)' Sexuality 312 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 

316 JElR Sex.uality SexuJlily 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

317 II Se'lualily Sexu.llit~' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

318 H SC'Iualily Se'(u.llity 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

319 H Se'luality Se\ualitv 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 

320 H Sc\ualiry Se\lJality 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

321 H SC'IlJillity Se\uJliry 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

322 JELR Religon Religon 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

J23 ARTS Art. Arts 00 00 0.0 0.0 379.0 0.0 

3201 ARTS Am Arts 155.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7Q.!W 0.0 

325 ,\RTS Am Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 178.0 0.0 

326 Mns Arts Arts 5.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 

327 ARTS Arts Art~ 7.5 0.0 D.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 

328 ARTS Arts Arts 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

329 ARTS Ar;s Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

330 ARTS Arls ,\rlS 675.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

]31 {\IUS Arts Arts ]4fl U.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Tabl" 2.7 Detail Costings by Recommendation in Sequential Order-COnlinued 

Costs £000 

Recti Dept Issue Group Cosl Linlc Elrchequer People with Disabillies Third parties 

I. 

Ree No. one off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

332 ARTS Ans Arts 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

333 ED Arts Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

)]' ED Arts A," 0.0 -188.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

JJS ED Arts Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

33" ARTS Am Arts 18 0.0 0.0 266.0 0.0 

337 ARTS Am A," 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 52.0 0.0 

338 JElR Ans Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.0 0.0 

33' ED A", A," 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

340 ARTS M, Arls 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

3<1 ARTS M, Am 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 17.5 

342 ARTS Am Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 105.0 

3'3 ARTS A", Am 0.0 94.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 88.0 

344 ARTS Arts A", 0.0 53.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

HS ARTS Arts Ms 228.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

34" ARTS Arts Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 

347 ARTS A", Arts 346 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 0.0 

3<8 ARTS A"s Arts 15.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

349 ARTS Ms Am 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 25.0 

350 ENV Arts Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

351 ARTS Arts Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

352 ARTS Arts A," 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 )0.0 70.0 

35J ARTS M, AI" 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

J5. ARTS Ms Arts 348 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

355 ARTS Arts Arls 40.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

356 m ArLS Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

357 ARTS Media Medii! 1B,O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

358 ED Media Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

359 IElR Media Media 
" 

0.0 0.0 

360 JELR Media Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

361 ARTS Mediil Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.0 0.0 

362 ARTS Media Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 250.0 0.0 

363 ARTS Media Media 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

36' ARTS Media Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

365 ARTS Media Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 300.0 6-10.0 

366 ARTS Media Media 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

367 ARTS Media Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

368 ARTS Media Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.0 45.0 

36. ARTS Media Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 150.0 

370 TS leisure leisure 0.0 -175.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Jil TS leisure leisure 5000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

372 TS leisure leisure 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9500.0 

373 ENV leisure leisure 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

374 TS leisure leisure 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 62.0 0.0 

375 TS leisure leisure 1194.0 7.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

376 ENV Leisure leisure 97.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

377 H leisure leisure 0.0 60.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

378 H leisure Leisure 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

37. H Vulnrble Vulnrble 143 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

380 H Vulnrble Vulnrble I4J 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

381 SCFA Vulnrble Vulntble 0.0 60.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

382 SCFA Vull"lrble Vulnrble 0.0 24800.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 

J83 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

38' H Vulnrble Vulnrble 0.0 120.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

385 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 0.0 1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

J86 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

387 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 13000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

388 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 13000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 2.7 Detail Coslings by Re-commendalion in Sequ('ntial Order-conrinut,d 

C051~ £000 

ReeN Dept Issue Group Cost Link hchequer People with Disabillies Third parlies 

'0 
Rec. No. one off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

389 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 500.0 ]00.0 0.0 G.O 0.0 0.0 

)90 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

391 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 389 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 

392 H Vulnrble Vulnrbl(> 145 0.0 00 0.0 00 

.193 H Vulnrblc Vulmble 250.0 IOOJl 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 

)94 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 0.0 1800.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O,{) 

395 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 0.0 250.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

.1% ED Vulnrble Vulnrble 0.0 110.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

.l9i IELR Vulnrblc Vulnrblt· "' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

398 H Vulnrblc Vulnrble 150.n 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

)99 H Vulnrble Vulnrble ''3 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

.00 H Vulnrble Vu'nrhle 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 

.01 JEU~ Re~e.lrch Re~earch 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

40] JELR Rt'~eNch ReseJrch 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total all 

Oepar1menls 31,wOB.5 899,&30.7 &0.0 0.0 21 i90.6 56888.0 

2.6 Detailed Costings by Department 

Table 2.8 below details the costs of each recommendation by Government Department. The 

,recommendations for each department are split into those which have additional cost impli

cations for the Exchequer (either one-off or ongoing) and those which have zero additional 

cost. 

As discussed in section 2.1 above, a zero cost does not necessarily imply that the recommend

ation can be implemented immediately. The implementation of many recommendations is 

contingent on an earlier recommendation being implemented first. 

Table 2.8 Delailed Castings by Department 

Costs £000 

Red Dept I~su(' Group Cost Link hchequer Peopll' with Disabillies Third parties 

'0 
Rec. No. one off ongoing one oU ongoing one off ongoing 

Department of Agriculture and Food 

Alltecommendations 

78 I AGR I Work(Tr,lin I CenWork I 70.5 .:!lS.U 0.0 0.0 0.0 (J.O 

Tolal for Department ;0 .. ; 215.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 2.8 Detailed Costings by Department-conlinuE'd 

Costs £000 

Red Dept Issue Group Cost Link Exchequer People with Disabillies Third parties 

10 

Hec. No. one off ongoing one off ongoing ont' off ongoing 

Department of Arts, Heritage, Gaeltacht and the Islands 

Recommendations wirh additional Exchequer COS! 

.2 ARTS WorkfTrilln GenWork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

)24 ARTS AM' AM, 155.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 708.0 0.0 

32& ARTS AM, AM, 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

327 ARTS AM, AM, 7.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

))0 ARTS Arts AM, &75.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

))1 ARTS Arts AM, 348 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

))2 ARTS AM> AM> 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

))6 ARTS Ans Arls 18 0.0 0.0 266,0 0.0 

34) ARTS Am. AM> 0.0 94.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 88.0 

344 ARTS A," AM> 0.0 53.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

l45 ARTS Arts Art' 228,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

348 ARTS Arts AM, 15,0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

J53 ARTS AM> Arts 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

)54 ARTS Am Art, )48 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

)55 ARTS Art~ Arts 40.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 

35i ARTS Media Media 16.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 

)66 ARTS Media Media 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tolal 1198.5 168.0 0.0 0.0 974.0 88.0 

Recommendations with no addirional &;'cheQuer cost 

"6 ARTS Commun Commun 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 300.0 640.0 

32) ARTS Am Art, 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 379.0 0.0 

3~S ARTS Arts Ans 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 178.0 0.0 

328 ARTS Arts AM> 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 

32' ARTS Arts Art, 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

337 ARTS Arts Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 52.0 0.0 

)40 ARTS Art, Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

341 ARTS Arts Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 17.5 

)42 ARTS Arts Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 105.0 

)46 ARTS Art, Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 50.0 0.0 

H7 ARTS ArlS AM' H6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 0.0 

349 ARTS Arts Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 25.0 

351 ARTS Arts Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

)52 ARTS A," AM, 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 30.0 70.0 

)61 ARTS Medi .. Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.0 0.0 

)62 ARTS Media Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 250.0 0.0 

363 ARTS Media Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

)64 ARTS Media Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

)65 ARTS Media Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 300.0 640.0 

36i ARTS Media Media 00 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 

)68 ARTS Media Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.0 45.0 

)69 ARTS Media Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 150.0 

Total 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1591.0 1692.5 

Total for Oeparlmenl 1198.5 168.0 0.0 0.0 1565.0 1780.5 
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Table 2.8 Detailed Costings by Department--continued 

Costs LOOO 

Rec# Dept Is~ue Group Cost link bchcquer People with DisabiHies Third parties 

10 

Rcc. No. one off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

Offic(> of the Anorner General 

All recommendations 

Tolal 0.0 0.0 O.D 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total for Department 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Department of Education and Science 

Rf'cOnlmenclarions wirh addilional Ex.chequ('r co~r 

8 ED Status SlatlJs 3000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

102 ED Work(rrain Genl,.\'ork 137.0 0.0 0.0 OJ] 00 00 

168 ED [duc,lIiaD Education 170/182 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 

171 ED Eciucalion Education )I 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

179 ED Education Education 31/182 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

IBI ED EduC<llion Education 0.0 0.0 (J,a 0.0 

182 ED Edue.llion Education 0.0 '-1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

183 ED EciuC<Jlion Educ-arioll 0.0 1:!.60.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

187 ED [dUC.llion Eciuc<llion 0.0 7200,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 

188 ED Education Education 0.0 850.0 D.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 

1B9 ED Education Education 188 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

190 ED El"iucation Education 0.0 ;WOO.O (lO 0.0 0.0 0.0 

191 ED Education Education IS7nOB/ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 

209/'210 

199 ED [dUGltion Educ.:lli(m 0.0 9100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

:?OO ED Educ.ltion EduGlIion 0.0 0100.0 0.0 0.0 G.O 0.0 

201 ED EduC.ltion Education 0.0 9010.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

203 ED EduCiltion Education 0.0 :WOO.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2001 ED Education EdUColtioll 10.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 

20& ED EduCollion Education 0.0 100,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

:W8 ED Educ.ltion Education 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

209 ED EcluCiJlion Educollion 0.0 2-15.0 0.0 0.0 Q,O 0.0 

210 ED EdUC,]tion EdllCation 209 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

21-1 ED Education EduCJtion 15.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

116 EO EdllciJtion Education 108/ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

209/210 

217 ED Education Educ.ltion 0.0 21000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

252 ED Mobility ..... Iobilily 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

253 ED Mobilit~, Mohility 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

254 ED Mobility Mobility 0.0 1900.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

3].4 ED Arts Alt~ 0.0 ..t88.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

3% ED VulnrblL' VlIlnrblc 0.0 110.0 0.0 0.0 (J.O 0.0 

Tolal 21172.0 51&43.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 2.8 Detailed Costings by Department-continued 

Costs £000 

Red' Dept Issue Group Cost link Exchequer People with Disabillies Third parties 

fo 

Ree. No. one off ongoing (Jne off ongoing one off ongoing 

Recommend,HiORs wilh no addilianal Exchequer cost 

118 ED Acces~ Acc.ess 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

16' ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

165 ED Educalion Educalion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

16b ED Educmion Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

167 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Ib9 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 

170 ED Education Education 182 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

172 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

173 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

174 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

175 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

17b ED EdUCillion Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

177 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

17B ED Education Educ;uion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

IBO ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

184 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

IBS ED Educalion Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

186 ED Eduealion Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

192 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

193 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

194 ED Educalion Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

195 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

19& ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

197 ED Education Education 0.0 D.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

19B ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

202 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

205 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

20; ED Edu(.ltion Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

211 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

212 ED Education Educalion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

213 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

215 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

218 ED Educ.ation Educ.alion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

333 ED Arts Art, 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

335 ED Art; Art; 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

339 ED Arts Am 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

358 ED Media Medi.a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tolal 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tolal for Depar1ment 23172.0 51643.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 2.8 Detailed Costings by Department-continued 

Costs £000 

Red Dept Issue Group Cost link bchequer People with Disabillil'5 Third parties 

'0 
Rcc. No. one off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

Department of the Environment and local Government 

Rl'commend.llioll' w;[/1 addiriondi ExchequIJf CO'I 

"' ENV Ac(es~ A(ccs~ 

113 ENV Ac(e~~ f\C(eS~ 

1\7 [NV Access AC(e5~ 00 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

l~O ENV Access Ac((.'ss 100.0 100,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

122 [,-..;V Aco:s, Access 0.0 0.0 0.0 

113 ENV A[CesS Access 0.3 0.0 0.0 

1:16 [NV Access Aee('s5 

121 [NV Access Access 0.0 tlO 

219 ENV Accomod Accomod 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

221 ENV Accomod Ac(omnd 

22..J ENV Accomod Accnmnd 

225 ENV ,\ccamod Accomod 22-1 

2:17 [NV Accomod Accomod 0.0 1"\600,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 t 4()OO.O 

228 [1\V A(cumod A(comoel 227 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

229 HN Accomod Accomod 0.0 52800.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

~JO Ei\:V Accomod A(comod 0.0 5900.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

232 £;-.:V Acwmod Accomorl 1-13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

:.!f>-i ENV Mobili!~' Mobility 0.0 0.0 

2&5 E;-oJV , .... Iability /I.\obilily 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

30' E~V Pulili!;<11 PulitiLdl 0.0 150-0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

302 ENV Political Political 0.0 5.0 60.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

JiJ £,""V Lei~ure lei~ure 0.3 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 

]7b ENV leisure leisule 97.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total 198,4 i3655.0 60.0 0.0 0.0 14600.0 

Rt'Commendi1{;ons with no .ldrlition.l/ ry.cilt'qller co.';[ 

85 ENV \Vork/lrdio Gen\\'ork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

110 EN\' Acces. Access 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

112 ENV A((e~s I\cce~~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3000.0 

12-1 ENV Access Access 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

1:!5 ENV Access Access 12-1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

220 ENV Accomad Accomorl 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

222 ENV Accomod Accomod 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

223 E:-":V Accomod Accomod 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 

266 E,"-:V Mohility Mohilily 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 51.2 3.0 

350 ENV Arlo; Arls 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 51.2 3003.0 

Tolal for Department 198.4 iJ65.5.0 (,0.0 0.0 51.2 1 i60J.0 
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Table 2.8 Detailed Costings by Department-conrinued 

Costs £000 

Red Dept Issue Group Cost Link Exchequer People with OisabiUies Third parlies 
10 

Rec. No. one off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

Depar1menl of Enterprise, Trade and Employment 

Recommendalions wilh additional Exchequer cm! 

7S ETE WorkfTrain GenWork 0.0 1814.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
79 ETE WorkfTrain GenWork 50.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

89 ETE Work/Train GenWork 

91 ETE Work/Train GenWork 0.0 625.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

94 ETE WorkfTr<lin GenWork 0.0 500.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 

97 ETE WorkfTrain GenWork 1700.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0 

98 ETE Work{rrain GenWork 0.0 232.7 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 

99 ETE workfTrain GenWork 0.0 18400.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 

103 ETE Work{frain GenWork 0,0 1050.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 

104 ETE WorkfTrain GenWork 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

105 ETE Work/Train GenWork 

107 ETE WorkfTrain GenWork 0,0 500.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 

108 ETE Insurance Insurance 20.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

119 ETE Access Access 9,6 50.0 0,0 0,0 6.4 0,0 

Tolal 1779.6 23271.7 0.0 0.0 6.' 0.0 

Recommendations with no addilional bchequer cosl 

77 fIE Work[rrilin GenWork 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
81 fIE WorkfTrain Empquota 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

88 fIE WorkfTrain GenWork 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
90 fIE Work(frain GenWork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 

102 ETE Work(Train GenWork 97 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

109 fIE Insurance Insurance 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
356 ETE Art, Art, 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 

Total 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total for Department 1779.6 23271.7 0.0 0.0 6.' 0.0 

Department of Finance 

Recommendations wilh addi{ional b;chequer cosl 

" F Policy GenPolicy 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

69 F Income Care 7500.0 11500.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0 

71 F Income Care 0.0 750.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 

226 F Accomod Accomod 0.0 450.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 

257 F Mobility Mobility 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 

259 F Mobility Mobility 10.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

261 F Mobility Mobility 0,0 10.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 

262 F Mobility Mobility 0,0 0.0 0.0 00 0,0 
26) F , ... Iability Mobility 5.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 

Total 27515.0 12721.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 

Recommcndalions with no addilional Exchequer C051 

76 IF I Work(Tr<1in I GenWork I 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 

Total 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

T 01011 for Department 27515.0 12721.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 2.8 Detailed Costings by Departmenl--continued 

Costs £000 

Rcc# Depl Issue Group Cost Link Exchequer People u'ilh Disabilties Third par1ies 

10 

Ree. No. one of( ongoing one off ongoing one orr ongoing 

Department of Heallh and Children 

Re'comml'nd.llion~ wirh ,l(/dilion,li [,cheque, (,O~I 

I" Ii Policy GenPolicy 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

15 H Policy GcnPolicy 1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

18 H Policy Gl'nPoJicy 200.0 (,00.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

29 H Delivery DSS 0.0 1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
) I H Delivery DSS 0.0 2000,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

" H Oeli\t'ry DSS 0.0 750,0 (J.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 

:H H Delivery DSS 0.0 1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

<0 H Delivery DSS 1000.0 1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

<I H Delivery ...... ceds 31 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

" H Deli\l'~' i'\'eed\ 31 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

<J H Delivery Needs 31 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

45 H Deliwrv Need~ 29 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

"b H Ochery '''''ced~ "' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

"' H Oeli\crv r-.:eed~ 0.0 700.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

"" H Delivery Needs 33 0.0 OJ) 0.0 0.0 0.0 

50 H Deli\(!ry Need~ 0.0 125.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

51 H II'KUJl1(' Genlncom IQO,{) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

61 H Income Genlncom 0.0 -16800.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (J.a 

b2 H Incume Genillcom .11 00 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 

82 H \Vork{frain Empquolil 2015,0 ) 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ., H \ Vork{f rain Gen\Vork 00 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O,(} 

93 H work,rrr;lin GenWork 1-1000.0 -1-100.0 0.0 0.0 a.o 0.0 
95 H Work{ffilin GenWork 96 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

96 H \\'ork{frilin Gen\\'ork sooo.a 2200.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

lUO H Work/Trilln GenWork 0.0 1600.0 0.0 0.0 D.n (J,n 

I~H H Health Heallil 50000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

119 H He.llth He.llth 0.0 200,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

130 H He<llth He.llth 1 BOO.O 250.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

132 H HC<lllh He.llth 0.0 1250.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

133 H Health He.llth IS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

13" H Health He.llth 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

135 H He.llth Health 0.0 5000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

136 H Health He,-Ilth 0.0 250.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

1:17 H He~lth Heillth I" 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 

138 H Hedlth HE'ahh W 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 

139 H Health He .. lth I<J 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

1<0 H Health Health 5000.0 1000.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

1<1 H Health Health. 1-13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

142 H Health Health I <J 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

W H HeJlth Health 60000.0 113500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

1<" H Health Health 2000.0 0.0 0.0 Cl.O 0.0 0.0 

1<15 H He.llth Hedhh BOOO.O -1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

I<b H Hl'illlh Health 18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

'"' H Health He.llth 18 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

1<. H Health Health ]09/.112 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

150 H He.llth He.1hh 0.0 <180,0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 

152 H I-Ieillth Health .109/] 12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

ISO H He.llth Health 162 0.0 :WD,Q 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

157 H Health H('ahh 00 2000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

158 H Health Health 0.0 725,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

159 H HCilllh He.lith 1·-13 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 

IUD H Health H('alth 100.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 

161 H Health Health 0.0 50.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

162 H He.IIth He.llth 00 250.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 2.8 Detailed Costings by Deparfmenl-continued 

Costs £000 

R,cO Dept Issue Group Cost Link hchequer People with Disabillies Third parties 

•• 
Rec. No. one oU ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

Department of Health and Children 

Recommendd!ions wi/h add/lionell &.clJequer cOSI-(."OTl/inued 

236 H Accomod Accornod 200.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

239 H Accomod Accomod 143 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

240 H Accomod Accomod 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

24. H Accomac! Accalnod 0.0 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

245 H Mobility Mobility 0.0 135.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

248 H Mobility Mobility 0.0 3500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

255 H Mobility Mobility 30.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

25B H Mobility Mobility 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

260 H Mobility Mobility 0.0 3000.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 

2it H Commun Commun 135 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

273 H Commun Commun 0.0 125.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

277 H (ommul1 Commun 158 0.0 750.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

27B H Commun Commun 158/277 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

294 H l.w ,"w 0.0 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

309 H Sexualiry Se.\uality 0.0 200.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

JII H Sexuillity Sexuality 29 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

314 H Sexuality Sexuality 0.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

377 H leisure leisure 00 60.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

378 H leisure leisure 013 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

379 H Vulnrhle VulnrbJe ''3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

3BO H Vulnrble Vulnrble 143 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

383 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

3B4 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 0.0 120.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

3B5 H VIJlnrble Vulnrblt: 0.0 1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

3B6 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

30/ H Vulnrhle Vulnrble 13000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

38B H Vulnrble Vulnrble 13000.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

389 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 500.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

390 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 

391 H Vulnrble Vulnrhle 389 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

392 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 145 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

393 H VulnrbJe Vulnrble 250.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

39' H Vulnrble Vulnrble 0.0 1800.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

395 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 0.0 250.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

39B H Vulnrble Vulnrble 250.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

399 H Vulnrble Vulnrule .43 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tolal 178905.0 224339.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
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Table 2.8 Detailed Costings by Department-conrinued 

emls fOOO 

Reeli Dept Issue Group Cosl Link bch~quer People wilh Disabillies Third parties 

10 

R£'c. No. one off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

Recomm('nclJ!iorlS will] no .lddirian,]! [,chequer cost 

23 H Policy NDA 0.0 0.0 n.a 0.0 0.0 0.0 

27 H Policy NOA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

30 H Deli\ery DSS ·10 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 

63 H Income Care 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 (to 

86 H WorkjTrain GenWork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

101 H \Vork(Tfilin Gen\Nork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

106 H vVork/TrJin GenWork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

131 H Health Heahh 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

"9 H Heahh He.llth 0.0 DO 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 

151 H Health Health 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 

153 H Heahh Heahh 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

15-1 H Heallh Health 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

155 H Health Health 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

163 H Health Health 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 

231 H Accomod Acc()mo~J !]5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 

2)3 H Accomnd Accomorl 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2H H Accomod ,.\ccomod 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

235 H Accomod Accaman 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

237 H AlCt}1l1Ud Accomod 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2T!. H Commun Commun 0.0 0.0 0.0 no 0.0 0.0 

3(J7 H Se'l.uali/v Se'\ualhy 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.D 0.0 0.0 

308 H SexuJlily Sexuality 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

310 H Se\uaJity Se .... uality 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

31:! H Sexualitr S('xu.llity 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

31) H Se .... ualit~' Sexuality 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

)1.1 H Sexuality Se,uality 3 I 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

317 H SexualilY Sexuality 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 

318 H Se .... lJ.llity Sexuality 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

J19 H Sexuality Sexuality 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

.120 H Se .... ualitv Sexuality 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 {J.O 0.0 

J21 H Sexuality Se .... u.1Iiry 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

400 H vulnri)ll' Vulnrbk' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 

Total 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 

Total for Department 178905.0 224139.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 
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Table 2.8 Detailed Costings by Department--conlinued 

Costs £000 

Recti Dept Issue Group Cost link Exchequer People with Disabillies Third parties 
I. 

RK. No. one off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

Department of lust ice, Equalify and Law Rdom 

Recommendations wien addilional Excl1equer cosl 

2 JElR Status Status 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

4 JElR Status Status 3000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

7 JELR Status Status 0.0 600.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

" 
JELR Policy NOA 0.0 1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

20 JELR Policy NDA ,. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

21 JELR Policy NDA 
" 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

22 JELR Policy NDA 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

25 JElR Policy NDA 
" 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

1. IRR Policy NDA 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

34 JELR Delivery DSS 2' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

37 IElR Delivery DSS " 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

44 JELR Delivery Needs 29/31 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 

8J JELR WorkfTrain Empquola 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

114 JELR Access Access 17 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

115 IElR Access Access 11< 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

244 JELR Mobility Mobility 0.0 15D,O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

256 JELR Mobility Mobility 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

180 JELR Law Law 0.0 0.0 0.0 

288 JElR Law law 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 on 
292 IELR law Law 2&840.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2'5 IElR law Law 28000.0 10100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

296 JELR Law Law 0.0 11iOD.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

297 JELR ,"W Law 60.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

300 JELR Law Law 166.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

359 JELR Media Media 19 0.0 00 

397 JELR Vulnrble Vulnrble <7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

'01 JELR Research Research 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

401 JELR Research Research 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tolal 58094.5 23550.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 2.8 Detailed Costings by Deparlmenl-cofJlinued 

Cosis fOOO 

Rt'd Dept Issue Group Cosl link hchcquer People with Disabillic§ lhird parties 
10 

Rec. No. one off ongoing one off ongoing one ofi ongoing 

R('cOrflmend,lliOI15 wirh no addllion,11 Exchequer COSI 

1 JELR S!J!U~ Status 0.0 00 00 00 0.0 0.0 , JElR St.llU~ Stillu, 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

5 JELl<: $1.lILl~ SIJ.tu~ 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.D 
6 JELl<: StilluS 51.llU, 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
<) IELR Stillll~ Status J 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

10 JELR Stalu> SIJlu~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.D 0.0 

11 jElK Statu, SIJIUS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

I:! JELR Policy G!.!nPoliq 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 

1.1 ]ELR Poliq· Gl'nPolicy 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.a 0.0 0.0 

Hi IEU{ Policy GenPolicy 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 U.O 0.0 

'" JELR Policy • ....:OA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

3.'i JElR Oclil.'ery DSS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
)6 JElK D('lj\t'r~' 055 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 '.5 
38 JEU~ Deli,cry 055 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

)9 jELR DclivNY DSS OJ) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

'" IElR Delivery 1\'",eds 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

73 JELl<: \Vork/TrJ.in GenWork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

" IELR \Vork(Tr.lin Gl'n\\'ork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 

"' J[LR \\'ork/Tr.lil1 EmpquotJ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

116 JELR I\((es~ Accl'~s 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

121 )ELR A((.e~~ Access 0.0 [J.D 0.0 0.0 0.0 

279 JEIR Commun Commun OJ) 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
:),<11 )rl R Law LdW 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.U 0.0 0.0 

282 IELR L1W Law 0.0 00 0.0 (J.D D.D 0.0 

:!8.1 JELR LilW ldW G.O 0.11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
lf14 JELR L.1W [.,)1\" (j.U 0.0 0.0 0.0 

285 JElR L.III" l.all" 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2116 IELR l.lW L.lw 0.0 D.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2Bi J£LR L.lW l.all" 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28') J[l.R L1W L,IW 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 

290 JELR Lall" loW 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 00 

291 J[lR Llw Ll\\ 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2')] JELR L.1\\ L,lW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

298 JELR Lolw Law 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2')9 )ELR LoW LaIV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

303 JELR Politic,,1 Politic.11 0.0 (J.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

30-1 JELR \\'omen \Vornen 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 

)05 JELR \Vomell \Vomen 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

306 JELR \\'omen \\'omen 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

) 16 JELR Scxuality ScxualilY 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
]22 JElR Religion Religion 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 

].18 JELR Arts Arts D.D 0,0 OJ) 0.0 18.0 0.0 
)60 IELR ,\.ledi.l Medi.l 0.0 ll.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

TOlal 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 lB.O ~.5 

Total for Department 5801J~.5 23550.0 0.0 0.0 lB.O ~.i 
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Table 2.8 Detailed Costings by Department--conlinued 

Costs £000 

Rcc# Dept Issue Group Cost Unk Exche-quer People with Disabilties Third parties 

I. 

R~No. one off ongoing 00(' orr ongoing one off ongoing 

Department of the Marine and Natural Resources 

All recommend.'Hions 

269 Mj\lR Mobility Mobility 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 68.0 0.0 
270 MNR Mobility MobililY 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9400.0 0.0 

Total 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9468.0 0.0 

Total for Department 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9468.0 0.0 

Department of Public Enterprise 

Rccommendalions with addilional Exchequer cosl 

242 p, Mobility Mobility 0.0 7370_0 0.0 0.0 0.0 37500.0 

243 p, Mobility Mobility 16250.0 lO·W 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

"6 p, Mobility Mobility 242 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 

249 p, Mobility Mobility 242 525.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

250 PE Mobility Mobility 500.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 

251 P' Mobility Mobility 406.0 41.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

27-1 p, Commun Commun 0.0 101,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

lolal 17681.0 7616.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3;500.0 

Recommendalion5 willl no addiuonal Exchequer COSl 

267 p, Mobility Mobility 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 70.0 0.0 

268 p, Mobilily Mobility 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tolal 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 70.0 0.0 

Tolal for Oeparlmenl 17681.0 7616.0 0.0 0.0 70.0 37500.0 

Department of Socia.l. Communily and Family Affairs 

RecommendiJrions wirh addirioniJl Exchequer COSI 

52 SCfA Income Cenlncom 53 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

53 SCfA Income Cenlncom 61 0.0 90000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

54 SCfA Income Genlncom 53 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

55 SCfA Income Cenlncom 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 

56 SCFA Income Genlncom 53 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

57 SCfA Income Cenlncom 53 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

58 SCfA Income Genlncom 0.0 64400 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

59 SCFA Income Genlncom 53 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 

64 SCFA Income C.lre 0.0 290000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

65 SCFA Income Care 0.0 2000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 

66 SCFA Income Care 64 0.0 J07]O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
67 SCfA Income Care 64 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

68 SCFA Income Care 0.0 25000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
70 SCfA Income Care 64 0.0 0.0 (l.0 0.0 0.0 

247 SCFA Mobility Mobility 0.0 I 25GO.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
275 SCFA Commun Commun 0.0 J80.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
381 SUA Vulnrble Vulnrble 0.0 GO.D 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
]B2 SCfA Vurnrble Vulnrble 0.0 24800.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tolal 0.0 481970.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 2.8 Detailed Castings by Departmenl-conlinlled 
. 

Costs £000 
. 

Rec# Dept Issue Group Cosl link bchequer People with Disabillies Third parties 

I. 

Rec. No. one off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

Recommendarions I\'irh no ilddirion,l/ EKhequer co~r 

60 SeFA Income Genlncom 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 

n seFA Income C.ue 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

138 SUA Accnmod Accomon 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tolal 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

T atal for Department 0.0 481970.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Department of the Taoiseach 

All recomrm'ntiariom 

,. T Policy NDA 0.0 0.0 0:0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

80 T \\'ork[Tr'lin Gen\Vork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tolal 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total for Deparlrnenl 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Department of Tourism, Sport and Recreation 

Recornmpnc/arions with .Iddilion,ll E\chl-quur eml 

3iO T5 Lei~ure Leisure 0.0 475.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 

371 TS I f'i~llrl' Lei~Ule 5OOD.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

375 T5 lei~ure lei~ure 1194.0 7.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tolal 6194.0 482.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Recomnlf'ndalions \\'irh no dddiuonaJ [\chequer emr 

Ji2 T5 Lei~ure leisure 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9500.0 

374 T5 Lei~urt! leisure 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 b:.!.O 0.0 

Total 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9562.0 0.0 

Total 

fo~ Deparlment 6194.0 482.0 0.0 0.0 9562.0 0.0 

.. 
Tolal for all Departmenls 314808.5 899&30.7 60.0 0.0 21790.6 5&888.0 
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2.7 Detailed Costings by Generic Grouping 

Table 2.9 below details the costs by Generic Grouping, showing totals for each grouping. The 

grouping are as set out in section 2.4. 

Table 2.9 Detail Costings by Generic Group 

Cos15 £000 

Rect Dept Issue Group Cost Link Exchequer People with Disabilties Third parties 
I. 

Ree. No. one off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

legal Status 

I JElR Status Status 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2 JElR Status Status 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

3 JElR Status Stdtus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 , JElR Status Status ]000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

5 JElR Status Status 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6 JElR Status Status 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7 JELR Status Status 0.0 600.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
8 ED Status Status 3000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

9 JEl" StaTus Status 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TO JElR Status Status 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11 JElR SlalUs Status 0.0 OD 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total 6000.0 &00.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

General Policy De\lelopment 

12 JELR Policy GenPolicy 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
13 JELR Policy GenPolicy 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

" H Policy GenPolicy 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
15 H Policy CenPolicy 1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
16 JELR Policy CenPolicy 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
17 F Policy GenPolicy 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
18 H Policy GenPolicy 200.0 600.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total 21205.0 600.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Nalional Disability Authority 

19 JELR Policy NDA 0.0 1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
20 JELR Policy NDA 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

" JELR Policy NDA 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 JELR Policy NDA 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

23 H Policy NDA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
24 JELR Policy NDA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
25 JELK Policy NDA 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
26 JELR Policy NDA 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
27 H Policy NDA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28 T Policy NDA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total 0.0 1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 2.9 Detail Costings by Generic Group-conUnued 

Costs £000 

Rec4il Dept Issue Group Cost Link b:du~quer People with Disabiflic5 Third parties 
to 

Ree. No. one off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

Disability Suppon S('rvil'cs 

29 H Delivery DSS 0.0 1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 

.10 H Delivery DSS '0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
3t H Delivery DSS 0.0 :woo.o 0.0 D,O 0.0 0.0 
32 H Oehery DSS 0.0 750.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 

3.1 H Delivery DSS 0.0 IOOO.a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

" JElR Delivery DSS '" 0.0 00 0.0 00 0.0 

3S JELR Delivery DSS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

36 lEU;: Delj~'('I)' DSS 00 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 -15 
J7 JEU~ Deli\'L'ry DSS 29 0.0 0.0 0.0 u.o 0.0 

3. JElR Deli\ery DSS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

39 JELR Delivery DSS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

'0 H Oeli\ery DSS 1000.0 1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tolal 2000.0 5;50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.5 

Assessment of Needs 

" H Deli\ery ,~el'ds 3t 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

-12 H Delivery i'.:eeds 3t 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

" H Deli\'cr> Need~ 3t 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

4' IELR Deli\cry Nl'ed~ 29/31 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

" H Deli\'(~r)' ",~d, 29 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

'6 H D",li\crv :-..ieer!, " 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0,0 

" H Delio.'ery "'eed~ 0.0 700.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ,. H Delivery Nl!('d~ 3J 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

" IElR Delivery Need~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 110 

50 H Deli\l~ry Nt,'t"cls 0.0 125-0 (j.O 0.0 0.0 D.D 

Tolal 0.0 825.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

General In(oml:' and Di~bility 

51 H Incume Genlncom 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

5:! SCFA Income Genlncom 53 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

5] SCFr\ Income Gl'nlncom 61 0.0 90000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

" SCFA Income Genlncom 53 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

55 SCFr\ Income Genlncom 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5(, SCFA Income Genlncom 53 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

S7 SUA Income (;enlncom 53 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

58 SCFA Income Gl'lIlncom 0.0 Cl·UO.O 0.0 0.0 00 CI.D 

59 SGA Income Genlncom 5) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

60 SUA Income Gellincom 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 00 

61 SCFA Income Genlncorn 0.0 46800.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

62 H Income Gl."nlncom 31 0.0 00 00 00 0.0 

Tolal 100.0 143240.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 2.9 Detail Costings by Generic Group---continued 

Cosis £000 

.KII Dept Issue Group Cost Link hchequer People with Disabillies Third parties 
to 

Ree. No. one off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

Domiciliary Care and Carers Allowance 

63 H Income Care 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

6. SCFA Income Care 0.0 290000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

65 SCFA Income Care 0.0 2000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

60 SCFA Income Care 64 0.0 307)0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

67 SCFA Income Car~ 64 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

6a SCFA Income (ilre! 0.0 25000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

09 F Income Care 7500.0 11500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

70 SCFA Income Care 64 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

71 F Income Care 0.0 750.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

72 SCFA Income Care 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total 7500.0 359980.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ••• 
General Wort.: and Training 

7J J£LR Work/Train GC'nWork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

74 JElR Work/Train GenWork 0.0 0.0 0.0 a .• 0.0 0.0 

75 m WorkfTrain GenWork. 0.0 1814.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

76 F WorkfTrain GenWork 0.0 0.0 0.0 •. 0 0.0 0.0 

77 m WorkfTrilin GenWork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

7a AGR WorkfTrain GenWork 70.5 215.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

79 m WorkfTrain GenWork 50.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

aD T WorkfTrain GenWork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

as ENV Work/train GenWork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

a6 H WorkfTrain GenWork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

.7 H Work{Train GenWork 0.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

aa fIE WorkfTrain GenWork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D .• 0.0 

a9 fIE Wotk/Train Gen\OVork 

90 fIE Work/Train GenWork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

91 fIE WorkfTrain GenWork 0.0 625.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

92 ARTS WorkfTrain GenWork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

93 H WorkfTrain GenWork 14000.0 4400.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

94 m work{Train GenWork 0.0 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

95 H WorkfTrain GenWork 9G 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

96 H WorkfTrain GenWork 5000.0 2200.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

97 fIE Work/Train CenWork 1700.0 0.0 a .• 0.0 0.0 0.0 

9a fIE WorkfTrain GenWork 0.0 232.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

99 SCFA Work/Train GenWon.: 0.0 18400.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

100 H Work/Train GenWork 0.0 1600.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

t01 H Won.:/Train CenWork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

102 m WorkfTrain GenWork 97 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

102 ED workfTrain GenWork 137.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

103 fIE Work(Train GenWork 0.0 1050.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1(1.1 fIE Work/Train GenWork 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

105 fIE WorkfTrain CenWork 

106 m Work/Train GenWork 0.0 Oll 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

107 fIE Work/Train GenWork 0.0 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tolal 20957.5 31936.7 •. 0 ••• ••• • •• 
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Table 2.9 Detail Costings by Generic Group-confinued 

Costs £000 

Red Depl Issue Group Cost link hchequer People wilh,Disabillil's Third parlies 

10 

Ree. No. one off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

Employment Quotas 

HI ET[ Wurk{frain EmpquolJ. 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 O,{) 0.0 

82 H \\'ork{frilin EmpquolJ. 2015.0 15,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 

"' !ELR Work{Tlain EmpquolJ. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

" IElI~ Workrrrain Empquolol 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tnlal 2015.0 15.0 0.0 0.0 D •• 0.0 

Insurance 

108 ETE Insurance Insurance :W.O 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

109 ETE Jn~ural1(~ Insurance 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tolal 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Access 

110 ENV A(ce~~ ,\(cess 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

111 E;\IV Acce~s Access 

112 ENV Acces~ Acces~ 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 JOOD,O 

II] [I\.:V Access Acce~s 

114 JELR Acce~s Acces~ 17 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

115 JELR Access Ac(ess 114 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

116 IElR Access Acces5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

117 EN\' Acce~s Access 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

118 ED I\CI:e~s t\ccess 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 00 

119 ETE Access Acce~s 9.rJ 50.0 0.0 0.0 6.4 0.0 

120 E,~V Ac(e~, Ac(e~~ 100_0 100.0 0.0 0.0 U_ll U.O 

III JELR Acces~ Acces~ 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

112 n..;v Access Ac[e~s 0.0 00 00 

I2J ENV Ac(es~ Access 0.3 0.0 0.0 

11-\ E~V Access Access 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 

125 ENV A(ces~ Acct'~~ 124 0.0 0.0 _ 0.0 0.0 OJ) 0.0 

126 E;-.JV Ac(e~s Access 

127 E1\'V f\cce~~ A(c(:'s~ 0.0 0.0 

Total 109.9 250.0 0.0 D •• b.4 3000.0 
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Table 2.9 Detail Costings by Generic Group-<ontinued 

Costs £000 

Red Dept Issue Group Cost link Ekchequer People with Disabillies Third parties 

I. 

Rec. No. one off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

Heallh 

128 H Health Health 50000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

129 H Heallh Health 0.0 200,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

030 H Health Heahh 1800.0 250.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

131 H Health Health 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

lJ2 H Health Health 0.0 1250.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

IJJ H Health Health 18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

134 H Health Hea!!h 29 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

135 H He.1hh Health 0.0 5000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

136 H He.llth Health 0.0 250.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

137 H Health Health 143 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

138 H Health Ht'allh 143 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

03' H Health Hea!!h 143 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

140 H Health Health 5000.0 1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

141 H Health Health 14] 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

142 H Health Health 14] 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

143 H Heahh Health (Joaoo.a 113500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

144 H Health Health 2000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

045 H Health Health 8000.0 4000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

146 H Health Health 18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

147 H Health Health 18 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

148 H Health Health 309/312 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

149 H Heallh Health 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 

150 H Health Health 0.0 480.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

151 H Heallll Heahh 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 

152 H Health Health 309/312 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

15) H Health Health 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

154 H Health Health 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

155 H Health Health 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

156 H Health Health 162 0.0 200_0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

157 H Heallh Health 0.0 2000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

158 H Health Heahh 0.0 725.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

159 H Heahh Health 143 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

160 H Health Health 100_0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

161 H Heahh Health 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

162 H Heahh Heallh 0.0 250.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

163 H Heahh Health 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total 127000.0 129155.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 2.9 Detail Costings by Generic Group--conlinued 

Costs £000 

Red Dept Issue Group Cosl Link EJo:chequcr People with Oisabiflic§ Third parties 

10 

Ree. No. one off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

Education 

1&' [Q Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1b5 [Q Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.U 
1&6 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
167 ED Education Education 0.0 U.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Ib8 ED Education Education 170/182 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
169 ED Education EduCillion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
170 ED Education Education 182 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
171 ED Educ.:llion Educalion 31 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
172 ED Education Education 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
1/3 ED Educ.:uion Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.u 0.0 
174 ED Education Education 0.0 U.U U.O O.U 0.0 0.0 
175 ED Education Education O.U 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 
176 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Ii? ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
178 ED Education Education 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
179 ED EducJ.llon Education 31/182 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
180 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.O 0.0 
IBI ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
182 ED Education Education 0.0 4000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
183 ED Education Education 0.0 1]60.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
184 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1 B5 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
IBb ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
187 ED Education Enuciltion 0.0 7200.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
188 ED Education Educ.ilill]1 0.0 850.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

IB9 ED Education Educ.ltion lOB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

190 ED Educ.ltion Education 0.0 :WOO.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
191 ED E{iucation Educ.ltion 187/208/ 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

209/110 

19::! ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
193 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
194 ED Education Education 0.0 00 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 
195 ED Educ.uian Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
196 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
197 ED Edue.uian Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
19B ED Education Educ.1tion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
199 ED Education Educ.;)tion 0.0 9100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
200 ED Education Education 0.0 400.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
201 ED Education Education 0.0 940.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

202 ED Educalion Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
203 ED F.ducation Education 0.0 2000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
204 ED Educ<ltio!l Education 10.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 

205 ED EdllC<ltion Educiltion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

206 ED Educiltion Educiltion 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

207 ED Educ.11ion Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

208 ED Educdtion Education 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

209 ED Education Education 0.0 245.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

210 ED Education Educiltion 209 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

211 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

212 ED EdliCation Educillion 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

213 ED Education Education 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

21-1 ED Education Education 15.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

215 ED Education Education 0.0 [J.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

216 EO Education Education 208/209/ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 

210 

217 ED Education Education 0.0 21000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

218 ED Educ.1tion Educilzion 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tolal 25.0 49145.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 2.9 Detail Costings by Generic Group--continued 

Costs £000 

RecO Dept Issue Group Cosl Link Ekchequer People with Disabillies Third parties 
I. 

Ree. No. one off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

Housing and Accommod4ltion 

". ENV Accomod Accomod 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

220 ENV Ac(omod Accomod 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

221 ENV Accomod Accomod 

222 ENV Accamod Accamod 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

223 ENV Accamod Accamod 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

224 ENV Accomod Accamod 

225 ENV Accamod Accomod 224 

226 F Accamod Accomod 0.0 450.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

227 ENV Accomod Accomod 0.0 14600.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 14600.0 

228 ENV Accomod Accornod 227 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

229 ENV Accomod Accamod 0.0 52800.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

230 ENV Accomod Accamod 0.0 5900.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

231 H Accamod Accamod 235 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

232 ENV Accamod Accamod 143 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

233 H Accomod Accomod 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

234 H Accomod Accomod 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

235 H Accomod Accomod 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

236 H Accamod Accomod 200.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

237 H Accamod Accomod 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

23B SCFA Accomod Accamod 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

239 H Accomod Accomac! 143 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

240 H Accamod Accomod SOO.D 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

241 H Accomod Accomod 0.0 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tot .. 1 700.0 74350.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 14&00.0 

Tr .. nsport and Mobility 

242 PE Mobility MobililY 0.0 7370.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 37500.0 

243 PE Mohility Mobility 16250.0 104.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

244 PC Mobility Mohility 0.0 150.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

245 H Mobility Mobility 0.0 135.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2-16 PE Mobilily Mobility H2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

247 SCFA Mobility Mobility 0.0 I 25{jD.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

248 H Mobility Mobility 0.0 3500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

249 PE Mobility Mobility 242 525.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

250 PE Mobility Mobility 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

251 PE Mobility Mobility 406.0 41.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

252 ED Mobilily Mobility 20000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

25) ED Mobility Mobility 10,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

254 ED Mobility Mobility 0.0 1900.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

255 PE Mobility Mobility JO.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

256 PE Mobility Mobility 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

257 F Mobility Mobility 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

258 H Mobility Mobility 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

259 F Mobility Mobility 10.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

260 H Mobility Mobility 0.0 3000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
261 F Mobility Mobility 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

262 F Mobility Mobility 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
26) F Mob~ity Mobility 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
264 ENV Mob~ity Mobility 0.0 0.0 

265 ENV Mobility Mobility 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

26. ENV Mobility Mobility 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 51.2 3.0 
26i PE Mobility Mobility 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 70.0 0.0 
268 PE Mobility Mobility 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
26. MNR Mobility Mobility 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6B.O 0.0 

270 MNR Mobility Mobility 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9400.0 0.0 

Total 37746.3 28781.0 0.0 0.0 9589.2 37503.0 
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Table 2.9 Detail Costings by Generic Group-conlinued 

Costs £000 

Red Dept Issue Group Cost link hchcquer People with Dis.abillics Third parlies 

10 

Ree. No. ont' off ongoing one off ongoing on(' off ongoing 

Technology and Communication 

271 H Commun COffi!llun 1]5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
272 H Commun Comrnun 0.0 (l.a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2iJ H Commun Commun 0.0 125.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
174 PE Commun (ommlln 0.0 101.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
275 SCFA Commun Commun 0.0 380.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
276 ARTS (ornmun Commun 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 300,0 640.0 
277 H Commun ComnlUn 1S8 0.0 750J) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2/8 H Commun Commun 15fl/277 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
279 JElR Commun Commun 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total D.D 1456.0 D.D D.D 300.0 MO.O 

The law and Legal Systl'm 

280 JELR Law L,lW 0.0 0.0 0.0 
281 JELR lal\ l,)w 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
282 JELR lilW Law 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.D 
283 JElR l<w law 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
:!8~ jElR lill\[ law 0.0 0.0 D.O 0.0 
lAS JHR Law Law 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28(, JELR Law LJw 0.0 0.0 0.0 OJ) 0.0 0.0 
287 JELR L.Jw Law 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 00 0.0 
288 )ElR Law law 1.0 O,(} 0.0 OU 0.0 0.0 
289 JElR l.lW l.lW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
190 JElR l.lW Law 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.O 0.0 0.0 
291 JELR LilW Law 0.0 0.0 0,0 OJ) D.O 0.0 
292 JELR Law LdW 2r.B40.D 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
293 JELR law LlW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
194 H Law lJw 0.0 20000.U 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
195 JELR law Law 28000.0 10100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 
296 JELR law Law 0.0 11700.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
297 JELR L.1w Law BO.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
19R IELR Law LIw 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
199 JELR Law L.1W 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
300 JELR Law Lilw 1 (.B.S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tolal 5508<:1.5 41800.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Polilical HighlS 

301 ENV Political PoliticJI 0.0 150.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
302 [NV PolitiCJi Political 0.0 5.0 60.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

303 IELR Political Poli!ical 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tolal O.D 155.0 60.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Inclusion of Women 

JO~ JELR \Vomen Women 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

305 IELR \Vomen INomen 0.0 00 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 

30u JEU~ \\'om<:n \\'llmen 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tolal 0.0 O.D 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.D 
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Table 2.9 Detail Costings by Generic Group-conlinued 

Costs £000 

R,d Dept Issue Group Cosllink hchequer People with Disabillies Third parties 
10 

Rec. No. one off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

Sexuality and Relationships 

307 H Sexuality Sexuality 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

308 H Se,\uality Sexuality 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

3D. H Sexuality SeJluality 0.0 200.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

310 H Sexuality Sexuality 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

31\ H Sexuality Sexuality 29 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

312 H Sexuality Sexu.llity 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

31J H Sexuality Sexuality 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

314 H Sexuality Sexuality 0.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

315 H Sexuality Sexuality 312 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

316 JELR Sexuality Sexuality 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

317 H Sexuality Sexuality 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

318 H Sexuality Sexuality 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

319 H Sell.uality Sexuality 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

320 H Sexuality Sexuality 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

321 H Sexuality Sexuality 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tolal 0.0 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Religious Practice 

322 I JElR I Religion j Religion I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Tolal 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Arts and Culture 

324 ARTS Arts A"< 155.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 708.0 0.0 

325 ARTS Ans M< 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 178.0 0.0 

326 ARTS Arts Arts 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

327 ARTS "'" Arts 7,5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

328 ARTS Arls Arls 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

329 ARTS A"< Art< 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

330 ARTS Arts Arls 675.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

331 ARTS ArlO; A"< 348 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
]32 ARTS Arts Arts 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

333 ED M< Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

334 ED Arts "'" 0.0 488.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

335 ED M< Arls 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

336 ARTS Am AriS I. 0.0 0.0 266.0 0.0 

337 ARTS Art~ Arls 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 52.0 0.0 

338 JElR Arts ArlS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.0 0.0 

339 ED ArlS Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

340 ARTS ArlS Arls 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

341 ARTS M< Arls 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 17.5 

342 ARTS A"< Arls 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 105,0 

343 ARTS A"< "'" 0.0 94.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 88.0 

34' ARTS A"< Arts 0.0 53,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

345 ARTS M< Arls 228.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

346 ARTS A"< M< 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 

347 ARTS M< Arls 346 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 0.0 
348 ARTS Arls Arto; 15.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

349 ARTS Arls Ans 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 25.0 

350 [NV Arls Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

351 ARTS Arls A"< 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
352 ARTS Am M< 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 30.0 70.0 

353 ARTS Arts M< 5.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
354 ARTS A"< A,,, J4B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
355 ARTS Arts Arts 40.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
356 ETE A"< Arts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total 1130.5 656.0 D .• 0.0 1706.0 305.5 
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Table 2.9 Detail Costings by Generic Group-conlinued 

Costs £000 

Red' Dept Issue Group Cost Linli hchequer People with Oisabilties Third parti~ 

10 

Rec. No. onE' off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

Media 

357 ARTS Media Media 18.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

358 ED MI!dia Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

359 jElR MediJ Media 19 0.0 0.0 

360 IEll{ Media Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

361 ARTS Media Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.0 0.0 

361 ARTS Media i\'lenia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 250.0 0.0 

3.3 ARTS Mcdi.l Media 0.0 D.D 0.0 0.0 OJ) 00 

3.4 ARTS Me-di.l Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Q,O 

.165 ARTS M(.'di,l Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 .100.0 6·lO,O 

366 ARTS ' .... 'edia Media 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

367 ARTS Media Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 

.168 ARTS Media Media 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.0 45.0 

Jut) ARTS Media Medi'l 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 150.0 

Total &8.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 577.0 835.0 

Sports, Leisure and Recreation 

]71 T5 Lej,ure Leisure 5000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (J.D 

372 TS lei,ure leisure 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 950(J.o 

J7j TS Lei~ure lei5UH! 0-3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
]74 TS lei~ure Leisure 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 61.0 0.0 

J7S TS Lei~Ufe I {'iqlf{' 119-1,0 7.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

37. TS leisure leisure 97.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

377 TS leisure Leisure 0.0 W,O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

378 TS lC'i,ure lei,urc 0.0 ".0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

lolal 6291.9 .')4ft.0 0.0 0.0 9;62.0 0.0 

Vulnerable People 

379 H Vulnrble Vulnrble I·U 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

380 H Vulnrhle Vulnrble 1·-1) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

3H1 SCFA Vulnrble Vulnrble 0.0 60.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 

382 SCFA Vulnrble Vulmble 0.0 2-1800.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

383 H Vulnrble Vulmble 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

lB4 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 0.0 I:W.O 0.0 0.0 ,0.0 0.0 

3115 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 0.0 1000.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 

JR6 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

387 H Vulnrble VulnrhJe 13000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D,O 

3B8 H Vulnrble Vulnrllie 13000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

3B9 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 500.0 300.0 0.0 OJ) 0.0 0.0 

390 H Vulnrble Vvlnrble 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

391 H VulnrlJle vulmlJle 389 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

392 II Vulnrble Vulmble 1-15 0.0 00 0.0 00 

j9j H Vulnrhle Vulnrble 250.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

J94 H VulnrbJe Vulmblc 0.0 IBOO.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 

39S H Vulnrblc Vulnrble 0.0 250.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

396 ED vutnrble Vulmble 0.0 110.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

397 IElR Vulnrhle V\Jlnrble "' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

39B H Vulnrhle VulnrbJe 250.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

399 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 143 0.0 100,0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 

400 H Vulnrble Vulnrble 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 

lolal 26850,0 288YO.O 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 
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Table 2.9 Detail Costings by Generic Group-continued 

Cosls £000 

Red Depl Issue Group Cost Link Exchequer People with DisabiltiH Third parties 

10 

Ree. No. one-off ongoing one off ongoing one off ongoing 

RHearcr. 

401 JElR Research Res-earch 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

402 JElR Research Research 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Totals all Groups 314808.5 899630.7 ".0 0.0 21790.6 56888.0 
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Abbreviations 

AGR 

ARTS 

ATG 

ED 
ENV 

ETE 

F 

H 

JELR 

MNR 

PE 

SFCA 

T 

TS 

Abbreviations 

Status 

Policy 

Delivery 

Income 

Work/Train 

Insurance 

Access 

Health 

Education 

Accomod 

Mobility 

Commun 

Law 

Political 

Women 

Sexuality 

330 

Annex 1, 

Abbreviations used for Departments, 
Issues and Generic Groups 

Department 

Department of Agriculture and Food 

Department of Arts, Heritage, Gaeltacht and The Islands 

Office of the Attorney General 

Department of Education and Science 

Department of the Environment and Local Government 

Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment 

Department of Finance 

Department of Health and Children 

Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform 

Department of the Marine and Natural Resources 

Department of Public Enterprise 

Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs 

Department of The Taoiseach 

Department of Tourism, Sport and Recreation 

Issues 

Legal Status 

Policy Development and Implementations 

Delivering the Necessary Services 

Income 

Work and Training 

Insurance 

Access 

Health 

Education 

Housing and Accommodation 

Transport and Mobility 

Technology and Communication 

The Law and Legal System 

Political Rights 

Inclusion of Women 

Sexuality and Relationships 
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Religion 
Arts 

Media 

Leisure 
Vulnrble 

Research 

Abbreviation 

Status 

GenPolicy 

NDA 

DSS 

Needs 

Genlncome 

Care 

GenWork 

Empquota 

Insurance 
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